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Preface 
The. health of every NASA employee is,important. Good health means 
personal happiness, advancement opportunities, and increased job satisfaction r 
for employees and translates into improved agency productivity, better 
personnel programs, and lower costs for the Agency. 
. . 
Since its inception, NASA has recognized its responsibility .to,provide a 
healthful workplace within a unique aerospace environment. In the wake of 
ever-increasing additions to environmental health regulations and health ~ 
protection information, the role of the occupational health professional has 
become more complex. Because we continually strive to improve the NASA '. 
Occupational Health Program, we have prepared this document that summarizes 
the workplace monitoring, recordkeeping, and medical surveillance, requirements 
of OSHA health standards and the recommendations' contained in the ,NICjSH " 
criteria documents. This document is used by NASA as a-guide+ine.to assist - 
occupational health professionals in performing their-duties. We hope this 
will be of benefit to others who share our concern for protecting employee 
health. . 
,: 
Director,::NASA Occupational Health Office 
Acronyms Personal Protective Requirements 
CNS - Central nervous system 
DMR - Designated medical representative 
DOL - Department of--Labor. 
DR - Designated representative. 
HHS - Health and Human Services 
IH - Industrial hygiene 
LEL - Lower explosive limit 
Eye protection-Selection, use, and maintenance of eye protection 
equipment shall be in accordance with provisions of the American 
National Standards Institute Practice for Occupational and Educational 
Eye and Face Protection, ANSI 287.1-1988. Eye protection shall 
conform with 29 CFR 1910.133. 
Respiratory protection-Unless otherwise- specified, the use of respi- 
rators to achieve compliance with the recommended exposure is 
permitted only during the time necessary to install or test the required 
engineering controls, during emergencies when the concentration of an 
airborne substance may exceed the permissible environmental limit, and 
for nonroutine operations such as maintenance or repair. When respi- 
rator use is permitted, it shall be selected and used pursuant to the 
following requirements unless otherwise specified: 
ACRONYMS, DEFINITIONS, AND GENERAL INFORMATION 
MSHA - Mining Safety and Health Administration 
NIOSH - National Institute for Occupational Safe? and Health 
OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
PEL ,- Permissible exposure limit 
PIH - Professional indu&ial hygienist 
SCBA - Self-contained breathing apparatus 
8SN -. Social security number _ 
TWA - Time-weighted average 1 
WBGT - Wet bulb-globe temperature 
Definitions 
Assistant Secretary-Assistant secretary of Labor for &cup&ional 
Safety and Health (OSHA), U.S. Department of Labor, ,or designee. 
Director-Director, National Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSHI or any person directed by him or the Secretary of 
Health and Human Services (HHS) to act for the Director.’ 
1. The employer shall establish. and enforce a respiratory 
protective program meeting the requirements of 29 CFR 
1910.134. 
2. The employer shall ensure that no employee is exposed to a 
substance because of improper respirator selection, fit, use, oi 
maintenance. 
3. Respirators shall be those approved under the provisions of 
30CFR 11. 
Personal monitoring-Monitoting’where samples representative of the 
exposure to a substance in the breathing zone of the employee are 
taken. 
4. Respirators specified in higher concentrations may be used in 
atmospheres of lower concentrations. ,, 
General Information 
Monitoring Requirements 
The tables referred to in this Summary are not contained herein, but 
are found in each specific document. 
Recordkeeping Requirements -‘. 
Unless otherwise specified, for each determination of the concentration 
of a substance, a sufficient number of samples shall be taken to charac- 
terize the employee’s work and production schedules, location, and 
duties. Changes in production schedules shall be considered in deciding 
when samples are to be collected. 
If an industrial hygiene survey is required, the basis for concluding that 
no occupational exposure exists ihall also be included in the records. 
OSHA Standard 1910.20 supersedes the recordkeeping requirements 
specified here. However, since so much of the information corresponds, 
it was not deleted from the summary. 
iv 
MEdICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND OATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlbNALEXPOSURE (FOR’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATIONS~, OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ! EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
2-Autylminofluorrnr 
(1910.1014, 1 l/78) 
1. Physical exam, with attention 
(attn) to: 
a. Decreased immuno- 
competence; 
b. Treatment with steroid or 
cytotoxic agent; 
c. Pregnancy; 
d. Cigarette smoking. 
I 
At least annually 1. Retain for the duration of 
1. Same as in A. employment for all authorized 
personnel and for those con- 
ii sidered for assignment to 
enter regulated areas. 
2. Upon termination of 
employment, including 
retirement or death, or in 
2. Personal, family, and occupational the event that the employer 
histories, including: ceases business without a 
a. Genetic factors; true successor, records, or 
b. Environmental factors. notarized copies thereof, shall 
be forwarded by registered 
mail to the Director. 
/ 3. Provide upon request to 
employees, DMR, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director of 
p NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure. 
DERP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 1 
WdRKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS rng1m3 kwm) 
2-Aatylrminofluormo 
f1910.1014) 
1. A regulated area shall Protective clothing 1. Any changes in operations Yes Yes Yes 1. Open vessel system 
be established where 1. In operations involving shall be reported in writing operations are 
2acetylaminofluorene is “laboratory-type within 15 calendar days of prohibited. 
manufactured, processed, hoods,” or where the change. 
used, repackaged, released, 2acetylaminofluorene is 
handled, or stored. 
2. The report shall include 
contained in an otherwise a brief description and 
2. Access shall be restricted “closed system,” but is inplant location of the area 
to authorized personnel. transferred, charged, or regulated and the address 
discharged, employees shall of each regulated area; the 
be provided with, and name and other identifying 
required to wear, clean, information as to 
full-body protective the presence of 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, 2-acetylaminofluorene in 
or long-sleeved shirt and each regulated area; the 
pants), shoe covers, and number of employees in 
gloves prior to entering the each regulated area during 
regulated area. normal operations, 
2. Prior to each exit from a including maintenance 
regulated area, employees activities; and the 
shall be required to remove manner in which 
and leave protective 2-acetylaminofluorene is 
clothing and equipment present in each regulated 
at the point of exit and at area. 
the last exit of the day, 3. Incidents resulting 
to place used clothing and in release of 
equipment in impervious 2-acetylaminofluorene into 
containers at the point any area where employees 
of exit for purposes of may be exposed shall be 
decontamination or reported within 24 hrs 
disposal. The contents of to the nearest OSHA 
such impervious containers Director. 
shall be properly identified. 4. A written report shall be 
filed within 15 davs after 
such an incident, and shall 
include a specification of 
the amount of material 
released, the amount of 
2 
.: 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSUAE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILLSE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP - DETERMlidED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 3 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
I 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppml 
Z-Anty[mminofluormr 
continued) 
- 
Respiratory protection 
3. Employees engaged in 
Z-acetvlaminofluorene 
handling operations 
involving transfer from a 
closed system, charging 
or discharging point 
operations, or otherwise 
opening a closed system 
shall be provided with 
and required to wear, a 
half-faced, filter-type 
respirator for dusts, mists, 
and fumes in accordance 
with 1910.134. A 
respirator affording higher 
levels of protection may be 
substituted. 
Hygiene practica 
4. Personal hygiene measures 
are specified for work 
within isolated systems. 
for work in closedsystem 
operations, and for work 
involving transfer from a 
closed system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
time involved, and an 
explanation of the 
procedure used in 
determining this figure; a 
description of the area 
involved, and the extent 
of known employee 
exposure; any medical 
treatment given, or 
surveillance implemented; 
an analysis of the 
circumstances of the 
incident, and measures 
taken to avoid further 
releases. 
I 
4 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
1 B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE i A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
[REFERENCE AND DATE) , FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
~ JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTH?RlZEO 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Acetylene 
(NIOSH 76-195, ;I/761 
1. Medical and work histories. Not specified 
2. Physical exam. 1. Same as in A. 
No requirements specified. In an emergency 
1. Proper medical care. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMH = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 5 
. . 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mti/m3 (ppm) 
Acatylana 
(NIOSH 76195, -‘/76J 
1. TWA: Industrial hygiene survey Protective clothing 1. Records of all I H surveys Yes Yn Yes 1. Occupational 
2,662 (2.500). 1. Where workers may be 1. Individuals handling shall be maintained. exposure = exposure at 
2. Procedures for occupationally exposed to acetylene cylinders shall 2. Personal monitoring a concentration greater 
collection and acetylene, IH surveys shall wear leather-type gloves records shall be maintained than the PEL. 
analysis of be conducted to evaluate and safety shoes. for at least 5 vrs after 
environmental exposure conditions. 2. Recommended thatwelders termination of 
samples shall 2. Repeat within 30 days or cutters wear leather and employment. 
be as provided of installation of a new fiber-frame spectacles. 3. Includes the determined 
in Appendices process or any process concentration of exposure; 
I and II, or by change. 3. Metal belt buckles and a description of the 
any methods buttons that could become 
shown to be at Penonrl monitoring heated should be avoided. 
monitoring, sampling, 
and analytical methods 
least equivalent 3. If it is determined that Respiratory protection used; personal protective 
in accuracy, acetylene concentrations equipment used; and 
precision, and are greater than the PEL, 4. Use of respirators is not 
indicated except for identification of the sensitivity. a program of personal 
monitoring shall be the occurrence of a life- 
employee. 
instituted to identify and threatening emergency 4. Shall be available to DR of 
measure the exposure. situation. Here, emergency the Sec. of HHS, of the 
respiratory equipment shall Sec. of Labor, and of the 
4. Samples representative be available. employee. 
of the environmental 
exposure shall ba collected. Hygiene practices 
5. Monitoring shall be 5. Smoking, introducing any 
repeated at 30day source of ignition, or 
intervals where the con- causing any form of 
centration has been found ignition shall be prohibited 
to exceed the PEL. This where acetylene is 
shall continue until 2 produced, stored, handled, 
consecutive determinations or used. This does not 
indicate that exposure no apply to deliberate 
longer exceeds the PEL. introduction of ignition 
sources used in routine 
operations. 
6 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
Acrylamide 
(N IOSH 77-l 12, IO/761 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT RECIUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHDRlZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Medical and work histories, with Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain 20 yrs after termi- 1. If exposed, weekly exam of 
attn to: 1. Interim medical and nation of employment for all fingertips, of hands, and 
I 
a. Weight loss; work histories. employees exposed. other parts, looking for skin 
b. Neurologic disturbances. 2. Complete physical 2. Include environmental peeling. 
2. Complete physical exam, with 
attn to: 
a. Skin; 
b. Eyes; 
c. Nervous system. 
3. Ability to use positive or negative 
pressure respirator. 
exam as in A.2. exposure records. 
3. Shall be available to DMR 
of the Sec. of Labor, of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the 
employer, and of the former 
employee. 
I 
In an emergency 
2. First aid and prompt medical 
attention. 
3. Observation and follow-up 
for delayed neurological 
effects. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
PHYSICIAN 
.DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 7 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
ficrylamide 1. TWA: 0.3. Industrial hygiene survry Protective clothing 1. Records of all IH surveys Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
NIOSH 77-l 12, lOI 2. Procedures for 1. Each employer who has a 1. Gloves, aprons, long-sleeved shall be maintained. exposure = work in any 
the collection place of employment in overalls, footwear, and face 2. Personal monitoring shall area where acrylamide 
and analysis of which acrylamide is shields (8 in minimum) be maintained for at least 
is stored, produced. 
environmental present shall determine by shall be worn where needed 20 yrs. 
processed, or used; ex- 
samples shall an If-f survey if exposures to limit skin contact with 
cept as an unintentional 
3. These records shall include 
be as provided are above the action level. acrylamide. 
contaminant in other 
in Appendices 
the dates of measurements, materials at a concen- 
I and !I, orJv 
2. Repeat annually or within 
2. Impervious clothing may 
job function and location tration of less than 1% 
any method 
30 davs of any process 
be needed in specialized of the employees at the by weight. 
shown to be at 
change likely to result in 
operations. 
worksite, sampling and 
least equivalent 
in accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity. 
an increase of airborne Eye protection analytical methods used, 2. Action level = l/2 the 
concentrations of number, duration, and PEL. 
acrylamide. 
3. Chemical safety gcggles or 
face shields and safety results of the samples 
taken, TWA concentrations 
Pwsonal monitoring 
glasses with side shields 
shall be worn in any estimated from these 
3. If it has been decided that operations in which samples, type of personal 
concentrations may exceed acrylamide (solid, liquid, protective equipment used, 
the action level, a program or spray) may come into and exposed employees’ 
of personal monitoring contact with eves. names. 
shall be instituted to 4. Each employee shall be 
identify and measure the 
Respiratory protction 
able to obtain information 
exposure of all employees 4. When permissible, on his or her own 
occupationally exposed to respirators shall be selected environmental exposures. 
acrylamide. in accordance with 
Table I-1. 
5. Shall be available to DR of 
the Sec. of Labor and of 
4. Each operation in each 5. In case of an accident the Sec. of HHS. 
work area shall be sampled which could result in 
every 3 mos or as otherwise employee exposure in 
indicated by a PIH. excess of the PEL, the 
employer shall provide 
5. If an emplovea is found to respiratory protection as 
be exposed to acrylamide listed in Table l-l. 
in excess of the PEL, the 
exposure of that employee 
Hygiene practices 
shall be measured weekly, 6. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
8 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ’ FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSUAE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
: RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONSI, RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR- RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA ‘WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR,FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 1 REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
! 
‘I’ 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HI-IS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 8 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
SOLD T-iPE FDk 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 lppm) 
Acrylamida 
(continued) 
controls initiated, and the 
employee notified. This 
shall continue until 2 con- 
secutive determinations, at 
least 1 wk apart, indicate 
the employee’s exposure 
no longer exceeds the PEL; 
routine monitoring may 
then be resumed. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT ‘I 
REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND.DATEI 1 FORTHOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
(; JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATiONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXP.kURE (FOR 
I RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR 1 RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED :-THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS , REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES IFOR STANDARDS), / EMPLOYEES lFOR STANDARDS)..’ 
; UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ! UNLESS DTHE_RWISE STATED. 
i 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
! 
I 
Acrylonitrilr 
(1910.1045, 1 l/78) 
1. Applies only to those exposed to 
acrylonitrile at or above the 
action level, w/o regard to use of 
respirators. 
2. Work and medical histories, with 
attn to: 
a. Skin; 
b. Respiratory system; 
c. Gastrointestinal system; 
d. CNS dysfunctions, such as 
headache, nausea, vomiting, 
dizziness, and weakness. 
3. Complete physical exam, with 
ann to: 
a. Central and peripheral nervous 
system; 
b. Gastrointestinal system; 
c. Respiratory system; 
d. Skin; 
e. Thyroid; 
f. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray; 
g. Further tests of the gastro- 
intestinal tract, including fecal 
occult blood screening, for 
240 yrs old and as DBRP. 
Annually 1. Retain at least 40 yrs or for 1. For those developing signs/ 
1. Applies only to those the duration of employment symptoms associated with 
exposed to acrylonitrile plus 20 yrs, whichever is exposure: 
at or above the action longer, on all employees a. Appropriate examinations. 
level, w/o regard to use subject to medical surveil- 
of respirators. lance as required by this 
2. Same as in A. standard. 
2. Include a copy of the 
physician’s written opinion, 
any employee complaints 
related to acrylonitrile 
exposure, a copy of the 
information provided to the 
physician by the employer, 
and a copy of the employee’s 
medical and work history. 
3. Shall be available to the 
Assistant Sec. and the 
Director, as well as to the 
employee and DMR. 
4. Whenever an employei ceases 
to do business, the sucessor 
employer shall receive and 
retain all records. When there 
is no successor records shall 
be transmitted to the 
Director. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 11 
WORKP&ACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
[REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE1 ENVIRONMENTAL hlOi4lTORlNG PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
0sHA STANDARDS w/m3 bprn) 
A@OdMk 
~1910.10451 
1. TWA: (2). 
2. Ceiling limit 
for 15 min: 
(10). 
3.. No employee 
shall be 
exposed to 
skin or eye 
, contact with 
liquid AN. 
i 
1. Determination of eir- 
borne exposure levels 1. Where eye or skin 
shall be made from air 
samples that are rep- 
I 
contact with liquid AN 
resentative of each 
may occur, the employer 
employee’s exposure to 
shall provide and assure 
AN over an 8-hr period, 
that employees wear 
, ““F’ ‘-“ermeable protective 
2. Each employer who has a I clothing or other equip 
place of employment in ment to protect any area 
which AN is present shall of the body which may’ 
monitor each workplace come into contact with 
and work operation to liquid AN. 
determine employee 2. The employer shall 
exposure. assure that no employee 
3. If exposure is below the removes protective 
action level, monitoring clothing or equipment 
for that employee may from the change room, 
be discontinued. except for those 
4. If exposure is at or above 
employees authorized to 
the action level but do so for the purpose of 
below the PEL, laundering, maintenance, 
monitoring shell be or disposal. 
conducted quarterly. 3. Any person who launders 
This shall continue until or cleans protective 
at least 2 consecutive clothing or equipment 
measurements, at least 7 shall be informed of the 
days apart, are below the potentially harmful 
action level. 
I 
effects of exposure to 
5. If exposure is in excess of 
AN. 
the PEL, monitoring shall 4. Impermeable protective 
be conducted monthly clothing which contacts 
until at least 2 con- or is likely to have 
secutive measurements, contacted liquid AN 
taken at least 7 days shall be decontaminated 
apart, are below the PEL. before being removed by 
the employee. 
1. Where the processing, use, 
and handling of materials 
made from or containing 
AN are exempted, the 
employer shall establish 
and maintain an accurate 
record of objective data 
reasonably relied upon in 
support of the exemption. 
2. This recoid shall include 
the material qualifying for 
exemption; the source of 
the objective data; the 
testing protocol, results 
of testing, and/or analysis 
of the material for 
the release of AN: a 
description of the 
operation exempted, and 
how the date supports the 
exemption; and other 
relevant data. 
3. Maintain for the duration 
of the employer’s reliance 
upon such objective data. 
4. Exposure monitoring 
records shall be maintained 
for at least 40 yrs, or 
for the duration of 
employment plus 20 yrs, 
whichever is longer. 
5. This record shall include 
the dates, number, 
duration, and results of 
each of the samples taken, 
including a description of 
Yti Yes Ye.S 
2. Action level = a concen I- 
tration of AN of 1 PPM 
as an 8-hr TWA. 
l. AN = acrylonitrile 
3. This standard does not 
apply to exposures 
which result solelv 
from the processing, 
use, and handling of the 
following materials: 
a. ABS resins, SAN 
resins, nitrile barrier 
resins, solid nitrile 
elastomers, and 
acrylic and 
modacrylic fibers, 
when these listed 
materials are in the 
form of finished 
polymers, and 
products fabricated 
from such finished 
polymers; 
b. Materials made from 
and/or containing 
AN for which 
objective data is 
reasonably relied 
Iupon todemonstrate 
that the material 
is not capable of 
releasing AN in 
airborne concen- 
trations in excess of 
1 ppm as an 8.hr 
TWA, under the 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATEI 
SOLO TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REGUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOA 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
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UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Acrylonitrile 
(continued) 
5. At the ex$ration of the 
retention period, the 
employer shall notify the 
Director at least 3 mos 
prior to the disposal and, if 
requested to do so, transmit 
all records to the Director. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
BSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
.AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
q OLO TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppmf 
Acrylonitrila 
(continued) 
6. Monitoring shall also be Respiratory protection : the sampling procedure expected conditions 
conducted whenever 5. Respirators shall be used used to determine of processing, use, 
there has been a pro- during the time period representative employee and handling which 
duction, process, control, necessary to install or exposure; a description of will causa the 
or personnel change implement feasible the sampling and analytical greatest possible 
which may result in new engineering and work methods used and the data release; and 
or additional exposures practice controls; in work relied upon to establish 
to AN, or whenever the that the methods used 
c. Solid materials 
operations, such as 
employer has any other 
made from and/or 
maintenance and repair meet accuracy and 
reasons to suspact a 
containing ANwhich 
activities or reactor precision requirements; 
change which may result cleaning, in which the the type of respiratory 
will not ba heated 
in new or additional employer establishes that protective devices worn, if 
above 170°F during 
exposures to AN. 
handling, use, or 
engineering and work any; and the name, SSN, processing. 
7. The method of measure- practice controls are and job classification of 
mant of employee not feasible; in work the employee monitored 
exposure shall be situations where feasible and of all other employees 
accurate to a confidence engineering and work whose exposure the 
level of 95% to within practice controls are not measurement is intended 
*35% for concentrations yet sufficient to reduce to represent. 
of AN at or above the exposure to or below the 6. All records shall be 
PEL, and f 50% for PEL; and in emergencies. available to the Assistant 
concantrations of AN Sec. of Labor for OSHA, 
below the PEL. 
6. Respirators shall be 
selected in accordance and the Director of 
8. Regulated areas shall be with Table I of the 
NIOSH, and the employees 
standard. or their DR. established where AN 
concentrations are in 7. The employer shall 7. Whenever the employer 
excess of the PEL. institute a respiratory ceases to do business, the 
successor employer shall 
9. Access to regulated areas protection program in receive end retain all 
shall be limited to accordance with 29 CFR 
1910.134 fbl, fd), fe), records required to be authorized personnel. 
and ffl. maintained. 
10. Where there is the 
8. Respirators shall be 8. Whenever the employer possibility of employee 
approved for use with ceases to do business and exposure to AN in excess 
of the ceiling limit, a organic vapors by NIOSH 
there is no successor 
under the provisions of employer, these records general alarm shall be 
30 CFR Part 11. shall be transmitted to installed and used the Director of NIOSH. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOoCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
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REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. .: 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
(REFERENkE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING AOOlTlONAL 
BOLd TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REGUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
‘. 
AaylonitrUo 
(continued) 
to promptly alert 9. Where air-purifying 9. At the expiration of the 
employees. respiraton (chemical retention period for the 
11. The employer shall pro- cartridge- or canister- records required to be 
vide affected employees, type) are used, the maintained, the employer 
or their DR. an air-purifying canister shall notify the Director at 
opportunity to observe or cartridge(s) shall be least 3 mos prior to the 
any monitoring of replaced prior to the disposal of the records, and 
employee exposure to expiration of their service shall transmit them to the 
AN. life or at the completion Director upon request. 
of each shift, whichever 
12. Within 5 working days occurs first. A label 
after receipt of the shall be attached to the 
results of monitoring, the 
employer shell notify 
cartridge or canister to 
indicate the date and 
each employee in writing time at which it is 
of the results which first installed on the 
represent that employee’s respirator. 
exposure. 
10. Qualitative fit tests shall 
13. Whenever the results be performed at the time 
indicate that the of initial fitting and at 
employee exposure least semiannually there- 
exceeds the PEL, the after for each employee 
employer shall include wearing a respirator. 
in the written notice a 
statement that the PEL 
11. Quantitative fit testing 
was exceeded and 
shall be performed if 
a description of the 
there are more than 10 
corrective action taken to 
employees wearing 
reduce exposure to or 
negative pressure 
below the PEL. 
respirators. This shall also 
be performed at least 
semiannually for each 
such employee. 
Hygiam pactica 
12. Personal hygiene 
measures specified. 
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- WORK EXPOSURE 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AN0 DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
, RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 1 WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTflORlZED 
STANDARDS 1 REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Alkanes (C5C8) 
(NIOSH 77-151, 3/77) 
- 
1. Comprehensive medical and work 
histories, emphasizing conditions 
affecting: 
a. Peripheral and central nervous 
system; 
b. Skin. 
2. Physical exam, with general tests 
of: 
a. Nervous system functions; 
b. Skin condition. 
3. Ability to use positive and 
negative pressure respirators. 
At least annually 1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
1. SameasinA. nation of employment for all 
employees exposed. 
2. Include environmental ; 
exposure records. .I 
3. Shall be available to the DMR 
of the Sec. of HHS, of the 
Sec. of Labor, of theem- 1 
ployer, and of the employee. ~ 
08RP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ,ENVldONMENTAL 
PERSONAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REGUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
qlkan& IC5-C8) 
INIOSH 77-151.3/77) 
1. TWA: 356. 
(This concen- 
tration is 
equivalent to 
120 parts of 
pentane per 
million parts of 
Industrial hygienr SUNIY Skin protection 1. Records of all IH surveys Ye Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
1. Workers are not considered 1. The employer shall provide shall be maintained. exposure = exposure 
to have occupational protective apparel, Personal monitoring shall above the action level. 
exposure to alkanes if con- be maintained for at including gloves, aprons, 
least 30 yrs after last 2. Action level = airborne centrations, as determined 
on the basis of an IH 
suits, and boots, and 
ensure they are worn occupational exposure. 
TWA of 2M) mg/m3 for 
up to 10 hrs in a 4@hr 
air, 106 ppm 
survey. do not exceed the where needed to prevent 2. These records shall include workweek. 
of hexane. action level. 
skin contact with liquid the dates of measurements, 
85 ppm of 2. Repeat at least once a Yr 
alkanes. job function and location 
3. Where spark- and fleme- 
generating operations 
heptane, or and within 30 days after 2. Protective apparel shall be of the employees at the 
75 ppm of any process change likely made of materials which 
worksite, sampling and 
are necessary, they shall 
analytical methods used, 
be started only after an 
octane.) to result in increases of most effectivelv prevent authorized rep- 
airborne alkanes. skin contact under the 
number, duration, end 
results of the samples 
resentative of the 2. For exposure 
to a mixture Penonrl monitoring 
conditions for which it is employer signs a permit 
of alkanes, 
deemed necessary. taken, TWA concentrations 
estimated from these 
declaring the operations 
3. If occupational exposure to be safe. This shall 
TWA: ‘350. exists, a program of 
3. Rubber articles may be samples, type of personal 
used provided care is taken protective equipment used, 
be done only after a 
3. Ceiling limits personal monitoring shall 
for both indi- be instituted to identify 
to ensure permeation does and exposed employees’ 
calibrated combustible- 
not occur during usage. gas meter or other 
vidual alkenes and measure the exposures names. suitable instrument 
and mixtures of all employees occu- 4. Protective apparel should 3. Each employee shall have indicates that the 
for 15 min: pationally exposed to be discarded at the first access to information on concentration of alkane 
1,800: al kanes. sign of deterioration. his or her own environ- vapors is balow 10% 
(Equivalent 4. Monitoring shall be Eye protection mental exposures. LEL. 
to 610 ppm conducted every 6 mos. 5. Full-facepiece respirators, 4. Shall be available to DR of pentane, 510 the Sec. of Labor and of 
ppm hexane, 5. If monitoring reveals that safety glasses, or chemical the Sec. of HHS. 
440 ppm an employee is exposed in safety goggles shall be 
heptane, and excess of either PEL, provided and worn by 
385 f-m control measures shall be workers during operations 
octane.) initiated, the employee in which alkanes may 
notified, and the exposure splash into the eyes. 
4. Procedures for of the employee measured 
the collection at least once every 30 davs. 
6. Face shields are not 
of workplace This shell continue until 
adequate when used alone; 
environmental they must augment safety 
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6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REGUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccuP~~loN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES IFOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Alkanes (C5C8) 
(continued) 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendix I, 
or by any 
method shown 
to be at least 
es efficient. 
Analvsis of 
samples shall 
be performed 
es provided in 
Appendix I I 
or by any 
methods 
shown to be 
at least 
equivalent in 
precision, 
sensitivity, and 
accuracy. 
2 consecutive samplings, at 
least 1 wk apart, indicate 
the employee’s exposure 
no longer exceeds the PEL. 
glasses or chemical safety 
goggles. 
Respiratory protation 
7. When permissible, 
respirators shall be selected 
in accordance with 
Table I-1. 
8. Each area where posting 
is required due to 
occupational exposure 
to alkanes shall have 
emergency protective 
devices readily available in 
nearby locations which do 
not require entry into a 
contaminated area for 
access. 
9. Respiratory protective 
devices provided for 
emergencies shall consist 
of et least 2 SCBAs; 
well-ventilated outdoor 
locations where egress and 
escape are unhindered may 
be exempted from this 
requirement. 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERlODlC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Ally1 chloride 
(N IOSH 76-204,9/76) 
1. Comprehensive medical and work 
histories, with attn to: 
a. Respiratory system; 
b. Liver; 
c. Kidneys; 
d. Skin; 
e. Eyes. 
2. Physical exam. 
3. Clinical tests: 
a. 14” x 17” chest X-ray; 
b. Pulmonary function (FVC, 
FEVl.01; 
. c. Complete blood count; 
d. Complete urinalysis, with 
microscopic exam; 
e. Liver function tests (SGOT, 
SGPT determinations). 
At least annually 1. Retain 20 yrs after termi- If overexposed 
1. Interim medical and nation of employment for all 1. Physical exam. 
work histories. employees exposed. 2. Urinalysis. 
2. Liver function tests and 2. Shall be available to DMR of 3. Liver function tests. 
urinalysis as described the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 4. Pulmonary function tests. 
in A.3. of Labor, of the employer, 5. .Other tests, as DBRP. 
and of the employee. 6. If in direct contact, consider 
eye and skin irritations during 
physical exam. 
In an emergency 
7. Administration of first aid. 
8. If eye contact or vapor 
inhalation, consult physician. 
4. Ability to use negative or positive 
pressure respirator. 
DERP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS ing/m3 (ppm) 
Ally1 chloride 
(NIOSH 76-204,9/761 
I 
1. TWA: -3.1 lndustriel hygiene suwey Protective clothing 1. IH survey records shall be Yes Yes Yes 1. Action level = l/2 the 
(1.0). 1. Each employer who has a 1. Appropriate protective maintained. TWA. 
2. Ceiling limit place of employment in apparel, including gloves. 2. Environmental monitoring 
for 15 min:; which ally1 chloride vapor aprons or suits, boots, and records shall be maintained 
.-9.4 (3.0). ‘is released into the work faceshields 18 in minimum) for at least 20 yrs after the 
3. Procedures for environment shall deter- shall be provided and worn individual’s employment 
collection and mine by an IH survey if as needed to prevent skin has ended. 
analysis of exposures above the action contact. 
level may occur. 3. These records shall include environmental 2. Protective apparel shall be the dates of meesurements; 
I samples shall 2. Repeat once every 3 yrs 
be es pmvided and within 30 days of any 
made of materials which job function and locetion 
process change likely to 
most effectively prevent of the employee within the 
in Appendices 
result in increased airborne 
skin contact under the worksite et time of 
Iandllorby conditions for which it is 
any methods concentrations of ally1 
sampling; sampling and 
chloride. 
deemed necessary. analytical methods used 
shown to tm and evidence of their 
equivalent in Penonel monitoring 
3. Since leather articles 
accuracy, cennot ba effectively 
accuracy; number, 
duration, and results of 
precision, end 3. If it has been decided that decontaminated, they shall 
sensitivity. the environmental concen- be prohibited for usa as 
samples taken; TWA 
tration may exceed the protective apparel. determinations based on 
action level of the PEL, a these samples; type of 
program of personal 
4. Rubber articleS may be personal protective. 
monitoring shall ba 
used provided care is taken equipment in use, if any; 
instituted to identify end 
to ensure that permeation name and SSN of the 
measure the exposure of all 
does not occur during employee being monitored; 
employees occupationally 
usage. dates of employment 
exposed above the action 5. Protective apparel should with the company; and 
level. be discarded at the first information regarding 
4. Source and area monitoring 
sign of deterioration. changes in job assignment. 
may be used to supplement Eye protection 4. Each employee and former 
personal monitoring. 6. Full-facepiece respirators 
employee shall be able to 
or chemical safety goggles 
obtain information on his 
5. If an employee is exposed or her own environmental 
above the action level, the shall be worn in operations exposures. 
exposure of that employee where ally1 chloride may 
shall be monitored at least splash into the eyes. 
once every 3 mos. 
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E. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL-EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
,RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR F3R 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANOAROS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANOAROS~, AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
: 
/ 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK I I I I 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REOUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm’ fppml 
Ally1 chloride 
lcontinuadl 
6. If an employee is found to 7. Faceshields may be used 
be exposed in excess of the onlv to augment safety 
PEL (TWA or ceiling goggles where full facial 
limit). controls shall be protection is needed, but 
initiated and the employee are not adequate alone. 
notified. The exposure of 
that employee shall be 
measured at least once 
averv 30 davs. This shall 
Raspiratory protaction 
8. When permissible, 
respirators shall be selected 
continua until 2 con- 
secutive determinations, at 
least 1 wk apart, indicate 
that employee exposure no 
longer exceeds the PEL. 
in accordance with 
Table I-1 and the employer 
shall ensure that the 
employee uses the 
respirator provided. 
Quarterlv monitoring may 
then ba resumed. 
Hyglrna practia 
8. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
j D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
[REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
CCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
cl-Aminodiphmyl 1. Physical exam, with attn to: At least annually 1. Retain for the duration 
(1919.1011.11/78~ a. Decreased immuno- 1. Same as in A. of employment for all 
competence; 
b. Treatment with steroid or employees considered for 
cytotoxic agent; assignment to enter regulated 
d. Cigarette smoking. 2. Upon termination of 
2. Personal, family, and occupational employment, including 
histories, including: retirement or death, or in 
a. Genetic factors; the event that the employer 
b. Environmental factors. ceases business without a 
true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
3. Provide upon request to 
employees, DMR, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director of 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a-medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure. 
DERP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLO TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANOAROS 
CAmfrtodftah&l 
f1910.1011~ 
INVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
me/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
I. A regulated area shall 
be esteblished where 
4-eminodiphenyl is 
manufactured, processed, 
used, repackaged, released, 
handled, or stored. 
2. Access shall be restricted 
to authorized personnel. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
‘rotartfvo clothing 
I. In operations involving 
“laboratory-type hoods,” 
or where 4-amincdiphenyi 
iscontainedinanotherwise 
“closed system.” but is 
transferred, charged, or 
discharged, employees shall 
be provided with, and 
required to wear, clean, 
full-body protective 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, 
or longsleaved shirt and 
pants), shoe covers, and 
gloves prior to entering 
the regulated area. 
2. Prior to each exit from a 
regulated area, employees 
shall be required to remove 
and leave protective 
clothing and equipment 
at the point of exit and at 
the last exit of the day, to 
place used clothing and 
equipment in impervious 
containers at the point 
of exit for purposes of 
decontamination or 
disposal. The contents of 
such impervious containers 
shall be properly identified. 
Rapintory protaction 
3. Employees engaged in 
4-aminodiphenyl handling 
operations involving 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
I. Any changes in operations 
shall be reported in writing 
within 15 calendar days of 
the change. 
2. The report shall include 
a brief description and 
inplant location of the area 
reguleted and the address 
of each regulated area; the 
name end other identifying 
information as to 
the presence of 
4-aminodiphenyl in each 
regulated area; the number 
of employees in each 
regulated area during 
normal operations, 
including maintenance 
activities and the manner 
in which 4-aminodiphenyl 
is present in each regulated 
area. 
3. Incidents resulting in 
release of 4-aminodiphenyl 
into any area where 
employees may be exposed 
shall be reported within 
24 hrs to the nearest 
OSHA Director. 
4. A written report shall be 
filed within 15 days after 
such an incident, and shall 
include a specification of 
the amount of material 
released, the amount of 
time involved, and an 
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ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
1. Open vessel system 
operations are 
prohibited. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQIJJREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
’ JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATCONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
/ RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOhlMEN6ATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
~ REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
====$. 
OTHERWISE STATED. . 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
4-Aminodiphonyl 
(continued) 
INVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REOUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PR6TECTIVE 
REOUIREMENTS 
transfer from a closed 
system, charging or 
discharging point 
operations, or otherwise 
opening a closed system 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, a 
half-face, filter-type 
respirator for dusts, mists, 
and fumes in accordance 
with 1910.134. A 
respirator affording higher 
levels of protection may be 
substituted. 
Hygiene practica 
4. Personal hygiene measures 
specified for work within 
isolated systems, for 
work in closed system 
operations, and for work 
involving transfer from a 
closed system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
RECORDKEEPING. 
REQUIREMENTS 
explanation of the pro- 
cedure used in determining 
this figure;a description of 
the area involved, and the 
extent of known employee 
exposure; any medical 
treatment given, or 
surveillance implemented; 
an analysis of the 
circumstances of the 
incident, and measures 
taken to avoid further 
releases. 
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ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Ammonia 1, Comprehensive medical exam, Not specified 1. Retain for the period of 
(NIOSH 74-136,7/14) with attn to: 1. Medical surveillance for: employment for all workers 
a. Eyes; a. Eyes splashed with whose employment may 
b. Skin; ammonia; involve potential exposure in 
c. Upper respiratory system. b. Signs/symptoms of excess of 50 ppm. 
2. Pulmonary function tests. 
eye irritation after 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
exposure; 
3. Ability to use negative or positive 
the Sec. of HHS, the Sec. of 
c. Signs/symptoms of Labor, of the employer, and 
pressure respirator. respiratory tract of the employee. 
irritation; 
d. Skin irritation. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE1 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Ammonia 
(NIOSH 74-136,7/74) 
!NVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
m&-n3 bpm) 
1. Ceiling limit 
for 5 min: 
(50). 
2. Procedures for 
sampling, 
calibration of 
equipment, 
and analysis 
of ammonia 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendices 
IandII,orby 
any method 
shown to be 
equivalent in 
precision, 
accuracy, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
MONITORING 
REGUIREMENTS 
1. Workroom areas shall be 
monitored for ammonia 
exposure if environmental 
levels, as determined on 
the basis of an I H survey or 
by the judgment of a 
compliance officer, exceed 
112 of the Smin ceiling 
limit of 50 ppm. 
2. Repeat I H surveys when 
any process change 
indicates a need for 
reevaluation or at the 
discretion of the com- 
pliance officer. 
3. If there is exposure to 
ammonia at concentrations 
at or above 26 ppm, 
environmental exposures 
shall be determined. 
4. In all monitoring, samples 
representative of the 
exposure in the breathing 
zone of at least 25% of 
the employees in each 
operation or process shall 
be collected. Each worker 
shall be included in the 
sampling at least every 
2 yrs. 
5. Environmental samples 
shall be taken as soon as 
possible, but no later 
than 30 davs after first 
operation of a new process 
or process change. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REOUIREMENTS 
Protective clothing 
1. Personnel handling 
anhvdrous or strong aqua 
ammonia where skin or eye 
contact is likely to occur 
shall wear gloves, shoe 
covers, and aprons 
impervious to ammonia. 
Also, chemical goggles and 
face shields. 
2. Personnel entering areas 
with an atmospheric 
concentration likely to be 
greater than 10,000 ppm 
shall wear impervious full 
body suits, a SCBA with 
positive pressure in a full 
facepiece. or a combination 
supplied air impervious 
suit, continuous flow 
type with auxiliary self- 
contained eir supply. 
3. When the worker is using 
the impervious suit over a 
SCBA, stay time in the 
area shall be limited with 
due consideration to the 
heat stress factors involved. 
Rapintory protection 
4. The employer shall provide 
appropriate respirators and 
ensure proper use when a 
variance has been granted 
under the provisions of 
OSHA to allow respirators 
RECORDKEEPING 
REOUIREMENTS 
1. I H survey records shall be 
maintained until the next 
survey is completed. 
2. Records of environmental 
measurements shall be 
maintained so that 
exposure information is 
available for individual 
employees and shall be 
maintained for the 
duration of that worker’s 
employment. 
3. Records shall indicate the 
type of personal protective 
devices, if any, in use at 
the time of sampling. 
4. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental exposures. 
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ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
1. Strong aqua ammonia 
is defined as aqueous 
solutions containing 
greater than 10% 
ammonia. 
2. Weak aqua ammonia is 
solutions of 16% or 
less. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE1 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REGUIREMENT RECIUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO -FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONSI, OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONSI, OR-FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
-- 
WORK 
EXPOSURE I 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANOAROS 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mglm3 fppmf 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
Ammonia 6. Samples shall be collected 
(continued) at least semiannually. 
7. If concentrations exceed 
the PEL, controls shall be 
instituted, the employee 
notified, and monitoring 
repeated weekly until 3 
consecutive samplings 
indicate controls are 
effective. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
as a means of control in 
routine operations, while 
the application for variance 
is pending, or whenever 
atmosphericconcentrations 
exceed 50 ppm. 
j. When permissible, 
respirators shall be selected 
in accordance with 
Table I-1 and the employer 
shall ensure that when 
required by circumstances, 
the employee uses the 
respirator provided. 
5. Each area required to be 
posted for occupational 
exposure shall have 
emergency respiratory 
protection readily available 
in nearby locations which 
do not require entry into a 
contaminated atmosphere 
for access. Such respiratory 
protection shall consist of: 
a. Outdoor areas: At least 
2 full-face masks, a 
chest or back mounted 
type, with industrial 
size ammonia canisters 
(maximum life 2 hrs). 
b. Indoor areas requiring 
worker entry to control 
spills or leaking tanks: 
At least 2 full-face gas 
masks, chest or back 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE1 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
B. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO’ 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Ammonia 
(continued) 
I- 
I 
I 
ZNVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppml 
I PERSONAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS I REQUIREMENTS 
mounted type, with 
industrial size ammonia 
canisters. 
c. Indoor/outdoor 
confined spaces with 
limited egress, such 
as tanks, pits, etc. 
requiring work entry: 
At least 2 SCBAs, 
pressure demand type 
(positive pressure). 
7. Canisters shall be discarded 
and replaced with fresh 
canisters after use. Unused 
canisters shall be discarded 
and replaced when the seal 
is broken, after 3 yrs if 
seals are unbroken, or 
on the manufacturer’s 
recommendations; 
whichever is first. 
Hygiwm practices 
6. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REOUIREMENTS I P a S T 
I 
N 
G - - 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
IOR. B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING : A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ’ FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~TloNAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR DSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS tFOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Antimony 
(N IOSH 78-216,9/78) 
1. Comprehensive medical and work 
histories, emphasizing: 
a. Skin; 
b. Mucous membrane; 
c. Pulmonary system; 
d. Cardiac system. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Skin; 
b. Mucous membrane; 
c. Pulmonary system; 
d. Cardiac system. 
3. Clinical tests: 
a. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray; 
b. ECG; 
c. Pulmonary function tests 
(FVC, FEV1.O). 
At least annually 1. Retain 30 yrs after last / 
,l. Interim medical and occupational exposure for all 
work histories. employees exposed. 
2. Physical exam and tests 2. include environmental - _ ~ 
as in A.2 and 3. exposure records. 
3. Shall be,available to DMR of, 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
and of the employee. 
: 
4. Ability to use positive or negative 
pressure respirator. 
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:YORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Antimony 
(NIOSH 7B-216,9/781 
:NVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppml 
1. TWA: 0.6. 
2. Procedures for 
collection and 
analysis of 
environmental 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendices 
landll,orby 
any methods 
shown to be 
equivalent 
in accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
MONITORING 
RECIUIREMENTS 
lndustrid hygiam survey 
1. Employers shall determine 
by an IH survey whether 
exposure to airborne 
antimony is in excess of 
the action level. 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
at least annually and 
within 14 days after any 
process change likely to 
mrult in occupational 
exposure to antimony. 
PIrmnJ monitoring 
3. If it has been determined 
that occupational exposure 
to antimony occurs, the 
employer shall institute 
a program of personal 
monitoring to identify and 
measure the exposure of 
each employee. 
4. Source end area moni- 
toring may be ured to 
supplement personal 
monitoring. 
5. Each operation shall ba 
sampled at least once every 
6 mos. For intermittent 
operations, i.e., those 
lasting less than 6 mos, at 
least one monitoring 
regimen shall be conducted 
during each operation 
period, end monitoring 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
Protective clothing 
1. Work and protective 
clothing appropriate for 
the work situation shall 
be provided by the 
employer. This may 
include underwear, cloth 
or calfskin gloves, 
coveralls or longsleeved 
shirts and trousers, and 
head and neck 
protection. 
2. When antimony halides 
are being processed in a 
manner that may result 
In skin contact, gloves 
with gauntlets and aprons 
of rubbar or other 
resistant material shall be 
used. 
3. The employer shall assure 
that appropriate work 
clothing is worn by every 
employee. 
4. The employar shall 
ensure that a chengs of 
clothing is immediately 
available to any employee 
whose clothes become 
grossly contaminated 
or lose their protective 
quality. 
5. If protective clothing 
becomes grossly con- 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
I. Records of I H surveys shall 
be maintained until the 
next survey is completed. 
2. Records of environmental 
monitoring and other 
pertinent records shall be 
kept for at least 30 yrs 
after the employee’s last 
work-related exposure to 
antimony. 
1. Records of environmental 
monitoring shall include 
an identification of the 
employee being mdnitomd; 
duties and job locations 
within the worksite; time 
and dates of sampling and 
analysis; sampling and 
analytical methods used 
and available evidence 
of their precision and 
accurecy; the number, 
duration, and results of 
samples taken: TWA 
concentrations determined 
from these samples; and 
the type of personal 
protective equipment used 
by the employee. 
1. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her environ- 
mental exposures and be 
permitted to obtain copies 
of the data. 
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ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
1. Occupational 
exposure = exposure at 
or above 112 the TWA. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE II A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REGUIREMENTS REOUlREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATEJ I FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
~ ;;;;;;;;;OR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND DATE) 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPi FOR 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS rug/m3 (ppm) 
Antimony .should coincide with the taminated, or in the case 
(continuadd) 
5. Records shall be made 
periods of maximum of halides, if the resistant available to the DR of the 
potential exposure to material is penetrated, Sec. of Labor, of the Sec. 
antimony during these this clothing must be of HHS, of the employer, 
intermittent operations. removed immediately and of the employee or 
6. If an employee is found to and not be reworn until 
former employee. 
be exposed to antimony at the antimony compound 
concentrations exceeding is removed. 
the recommended TWA 6. Protective clothing shall 
concentration limit, be changed at least daily 
control measures shall be at the end of the shift. 
initiated, the exposure of 
that employee shall be 7. Contaminated clothing 
measured at least once must be stored in closed 
every wk. and the containers until washed 
employee shall be notified or discarded. 
of the exposure and of 8. The employer shall 
the control measures being inform persons involved 
implemented. Such in laundering or handling 
monitoring shall continue the contaminated 
until 2 consecutive clothing of the hazardous 
determinations, at least 1 properties of the 
wk apart, indicate that the contaminant. 
control measures have been 
-. 
effective and that the Eye Protection 
employee’s exposure no 9. Chemical safety goggles 
longer exceeds the recom- shall be provided by the 
mended exposure limit; employer and shall 
routine semiannual be worn during any 
monitoring may then be operation In which there 
resumed. is a reasonable possibility 
of antimony entering the 
eyes. 
10. Where antimony halides 
may contact the eyes, 
employers shall provide 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE O R  ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT T3 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
WHO WILL BE O R  ARE EMPLOYED IN O R  FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES [FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
OMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND DATE) PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REGUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS n-a/m3 fppm) 
Antimony an eye wesh fountain or 
(continued) other source ot water 
within the immediate 
work erea for flushing 
the eyes in an emergency. 
Respiratory potaction 
11. When permissible, 
respirators shall be 
selected in accordance 
with Table l-l, end the 
employer shall ensure 
that, when needed, 
employees use the 
respirators provided. 
12. Initial selection and 
assignment of negative 
pressure respirators shell 
be made on the basis 
of qualitative or 
quantitative facepiece 
fit tests. 
13. The employer shell 
perform a routine 
periodic check of all 
personal protective 
equipment to maintain it 
in a safe state of repair 
end shall store it properly 
to prevent damage by 
heat,degradingchemicals, 
or other harmful agents. 
Hygiam practicn 
14. Sanitation measuress 
specified. 
40 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
/ I 8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT /: REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 0. OTHER R’DUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
’ JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR, OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA ‘WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ’ 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
/) (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
( ,I OTHERWISE STATED. 1. 
Arsenic (inorganic) 
(1910.1018,7/78~ 
1. Covered employees: 
a. Those who are or will be 
exposed to arsenic at or above 
action level, w/o regard to 
use of respirators, at least 
30 dayslyr; 
b. Those who have been exposed 
as in 1.a for>10 yrs. 
2. Work and medical histories, 
including presence and degree of 
respiratory symptoms, such as 
shortness of breath, cough, 
sputum production, and 
wheezing. 
/ 3. Medical exam, including: 
a. 14” x 17” post/ant chest X-ray 
I and International Office UICC’ 
Cincinnati (I LO U/C) rating; 
b. Nasal exam; 
c. Skin exam; 
d. Sputum cytology exam; 
e. Other exams, as DBRP. 
Annually 
1. For covered employees 
<45 yrs old with 
<lO yrs exposure, 
w/o regard to use of 
respirators. 
2. Same as in A.3. 
Semi-annually 
3. For all other covered 
employees. 
4. Same as in A.2 and 3. 
1. Retain at least 40 yrs or for 
the duration of employment 
plus 20 yrs, whichever is 
longer, for all employees who 
are or will be exposed above 
the action level, at least 30 
days per yr; and for all 
employees who have been 
exposed above the action 
level, for 30 days or more 
per yr for a total of 10 yrs 
or more of combined 
employment with the 
employer or predecessor 
employers. 
2. Include the name, SSN, and 
description of duties of the 
employee; a copy of the 
physician’s written opinions; 
results of any exposure 
monitoring done for that 
employee and the repre- 
sentative exposure levels 
supplied to the physician; 
and any employee medical 
complaints related to 
exposure to inorganic arsenic. 
1. For those developing signs/ 
symptoms associated with 
exposure: 
a. Appropriate examinations; 
b. Emergency medical 
treatment. 
At least 6 mos preceding termi- 
nation of employment 
2. Same as in A.2 and 3. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
RTEFERENCE ’ 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYqE FOR 
STANDARD ! 
OSHA STANDA.RDS ! 
’ 1. Personal monitoring shall 
f1910.1018t lOrg/cu m. be performed in each 
1. Where the possibility of establish and maintain an 
accurate record of all 
centration of inorganic 
workplace or work skin or eye irritation .arsenic of 5flglm3 .. operation where inorganic monitoring for at least 40 averaged over any 8.hr 
arsenic is used (with the 
from inorganic arsenic 
yrs or for the duration of period. 
exception of employee 
exists, and for all workers 
working in regulated employment plus 20 yrs, 
exposures in agriculture or whichever is longer. 
2. Regulated areas shall 
/I 
resulting from pesticide 
areas, the employer shall be established where 
provide at no cost to the 2. Records shall include the 
application, ttie treatment 
worker exposures are 
of wood with preservatives, 
employee and assure .dates, number, duration, in excess of the PEL. 
or the utilization of 
that employees use location, and results of 
arsenically preserved appropriate end clean 
each sample taken, 3. Access to these areas 
protective work clothing including a description of 
shall be limited to 
Wood). 
end equipment. the sampling procedure 
authorized persons. 
2. Full shift samples shall be 
2. This shall include 
used to determine 
collected (for at least 7 
continuous hrs), including coveralls or similar full- 
representative employee 
at lmst 1 sample from each body clothing, gloves, 
exposure; e description of 
the sampling end analytical 
shift for each job classifl- shoes or coverlets, and methods used and evidence 
cation in each work area. face shields or vented 
w!xll=. 
of their accuracy; the type 
3. If monitoring reveals of respiratory protectlon 
e.xposure to be below the 3. . i. 
For exposure to arsenic devices worn, if any; 
action level, monitoring trichloride, impervious name, SSN, end job, 
need not be repeated clothing shall be provided. classification of the 
except whenever a pro- 4. The employer shall employees monitored and 
duction, process, control, provide protective of all other emplovees 
or personnel changa has clothing in a freshly whose exposure the 
occurred which might laundered and dry measurement is intended 
result in increased condition at least weekly, to represent; and the 
exposures to inorganic and daily if the employee environmental variables 
arsenic. works in areas where that could effect the 
exposures era Over measurement. 
4. If exposure is found to 
exceed the action level 
100 pg/m3 of inorganic 3. Shall be available to the 
but is below the PEL, 
arsenic or in ereas where Assistant Sec. of Labor for 
monitoring shall ba per- 
more frequent washing OSHA and the Director of 
formed every 6 mos. 
is needed to prevent skin NIOSH. 
irritation. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
wow ixPo8UR~ A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AN0 DATE) 
:j 0. OTHER REILIIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- ; FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 1 RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED : THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ! EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
., UNLESSoTHERWISE STATED* 
physician keeps, the following 
medical records: 
a. A copy of the medical 
examination results in- 
eluding medical and work 
history; 
b. A descriptk% of the 
laboratory procedures and 
, a copy of any standards or 
guidelines used to 
interpret the test results ~ 
or references to that I I 
information;. 
c. The-initial X-ray; 
d. The X-rays for the-most 
recent 5-yrs; 
e. Any X-rays Ci,th a 
demonstrated abnormality 
and all subsequent X-rays; 
f. The initial cytologic 
examination slide and 
written description; 
g. The cytologic-examination 
slide and written descrip- 
tion for the most recent 
5 yrs; and 
h. Any cytologic examination 
slides with, demonstrated 
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WOFlKPL.+CE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK. 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARD 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Anmlc horpnle~ 
(continued) 
6. If concentrations exceed 5. The employer shall repair 4. Whenever the employer 
the PEL, controls shall be or replace the protective ceases to do business, the 
instituted, the employee clothing and equipment successor employer shall 
notified, and monitoring as needed to maintain receive and maintain all 
repeated quarterly until 2 their effectiveness. records. 
consecutive samplings, at 5. When there is no successor 
least 7 days apart, indicate 6. The employer shall assure 
controls are effective. that all protective 
employer, the records shall 
clothing is removed at be transmitted to the 
6. For inorganic ersenic Director of NIOSH. 
concentrations $10 pglm3, 
the completion of a work 
shift only in change 
a monitoring/measurement 
6. At the expiration of the 
rooms. 
method must be used 
retention period for the 
which has an accuracy of 
7. The employer shall assure records required to ba 
that contaminated 
not less then *25%. For 
maintained, the employer 
protective clothing 
concentrations >5 pg/m3 
shall notify the Director at 
but < 10 pg/m3, the 
which is to be cleaned, least 3 mos prior to the 
: 
method shall have an 
laundered, or disposed disposal of such records, 
, 
accuracy of not less than 
of, is placed in a closed and shall transmit those 
i35%. i/ 
container in the change records to the Director if 
room which prevents 
7: Affected erripidvedr or 
he requests them within 
dispenion of inorganic 
I, 
that period. 
their DR shall be given the ersenic outside the 
opportunity fo observe any container. 
monitoring of exposure to 
inorganic arsenic. 
8. The employer shall 
8. .‘Within 5 working days 
inform in writing any 
5: 
after the receipt of 
person who cleans 
or launders clothing 
monitoring results, the of the potentially 
employer shall notify each harmful effects including 
employee in writing of the the carcinogenic effects 
results which represent of exposure to inorganic 
that employee’s exposure. arsenic. 
9. Whenever the results 9. The employer shall assure 
indicate that the repra- that the containers of 
tentative employee contaminated protective 
exposure exceeds the PEL, clothing and equipment 
the employer shall include in the workplace or 
U 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATEI 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT , REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE i OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccuPATl0N~L EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ~ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Arsenic (inorganic) 
(continued) 
atypia, if such atypia 
persists for 3 yrs, and all 
subsequent slides and 
written descriptions. 
4. Shall be available to the 
Assistant Sec. of OSHA and 
the Director of NIOSH for 
examination and copying. 
5. Employees or DMR shall also 
have access to these records. 
1 6. Whenever an employer ceases 
to do business, the successor 
employer shall receive and i 
retain all records. When there 
is no successor, records shall i 
be transmitted to the 
Director. I 
7. At the expiration of the 
retention period, the em- 
ployer shall notify the 
Director at least 3 mos prior 
to the disposal and, if 
requested to do so, transmit 
all records to the Director. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppml 
(continued) 
in the written notice a which are to be removed 
statement that the PEL from the workplace are 
was exceeded and a labeled. 
description of the 
corrective action taken to 
10. The employer shall 
reduce exposure to or 
prohibit the removal of 
below the PEL. 
inorganic arsenic from 
protective clothing or 
equipment by blowing or 
shaking. 
Respiratory protection 
11. Respirators shall be used 
during the time period 
necessary to install or 
implement feasible 
engineering controls; in 
work operations such as 
maintenance and repair 
activities in which 
engineering work practice 
controls are not feasible; 
in emergencies; and 
where engineering 
controls and work 
practices are not yet 
sufficient to reduce 
exposures to or below 
the PEL. 
12. When permissible, 
respirators shall be 
selected in accordance 
with Table I for inorganic 
arsenic compounds 
without significant vapor 
pressure, or Table II 
for inorganic arsenic 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
SOLO TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
I 
B. PERIODIC 
I 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ,I 
I 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT i0 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~~io~AL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATlONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ’ OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Annie Rnorgmicl 
(continuad) 
.NVlRONMENTAL 
STANOARO 
mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
\ 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
compounds which 
have significant vapor 
pressure. 
3. Where exposures exceed 
the PEL for inorganic 
arsenic and elso exceed 
the relevant limit for 
particular gases 
(e.g.. S02), any air 
purifying respirator 
supplied to the employee 
must have e combination 
high efficiency filter with 
an appropriate gas 
sorbent. 
14. All respirators shall be 
NIOSH approved under 
30CFR 11. 
5. Qualitative fit tasting 
shall ba performed at the 
time of the initial fitting 
and semiannually there- 
after, where quantitative 
fit tests are not required. 
16. Employers with greater 
than 20 employees 
wearing respirators shell 
perform a quantitative 
face fit test at the time of 
initial fitting and et least 
semiannually thereafter 
for each employee 
wearing negative pressure 
respirators. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
P 
R 
4 
) T 
3 I 
< c 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 1 RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
/ REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED : THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), I EMPLOYEES (FOR STAblDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS j UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
, 
I 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
‘WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FO’R 
OSHA STA’JDARDS 
Arsmk bnorg*lk) 
hzontinuad) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mglm3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
17. If en employee her 
demonstrated difficulty 
in breething during the 
fitting test or during use, 
he/she shall be examined 
by a phvsician trained in 
pulmonary medicine to 
determine whether the 
employee can wear 
a respirator while 
performing the required 
duty. 
18. The employer shall 
permit each employee 
who uses e filter 
respirator to change the 
filter elements whenever 
an increase in breathing 
resistance is detected 
and shall maintain an 
adequate supply of 
filter elements for this 
purpose. 
19. Employees who wear 
respirators shall ba 
permitted to leave work 
areas to wash their face 
end respirator facepiece 
to prevent skin irritation 
associated with raspirator 
use. 
Hygkna prticr 
20. Sanitation meesures 
I specified. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~~ioN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAI. EXPOSURE (FOR 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDA’rlbNS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
) RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS ’ REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
j I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Arbertos 
(1910.1001, 11/78) 
1. For those exposed to airborne 
concentrations. 
2. Medical exam, with a minimum 
of: 
a. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray; 
b. Pulmonary function tests 
(FVC, FEVl.0). 
3. Medical history, eliciting 
symptomology of respiratory 
diseases. 
At least annually 
1. For those exposed to 
airborne concen- 
trations. 
2. Same as in A. 
1. Retain at least 20 yrs for all 30 days prior to termination of 
employees exposed. rmploymrnt 
2. Provide upon request to 1. SameasinA. 
employee, DMR, and the 
Assistant Sec. of Labor, as 
well as the Director of 
NIOSH. 
3. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination 
required by the OSHA 
Standard shall furnish to the 
employer of the examined 
employee all information 
specifically requested, and 
any other medical informa- 
tion related to occupational 
exposure to asbestos. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
1. TWA: 
2 fibers/cm3. 
(The fibers 
shall not 
exceed 5 pm 
in length.) 
2. Ceiling limit: 
10 fibers/cm3. 
(No employee 
shall be 
exposed at 
any time 
to airborne 
concentrations 
of asbestos in 
excess of this.) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. All determinations of air- 
borne concentrations of 
asbestos shall be made by 
the membrane filter 
method at 400-450~ 
(magnification) (4 mm 
objective) with phase 
contrast illumination. 
2. Every employer shall cause 
every place of employment 
where asbestos fibers are 
released to be monitored in 
such a way as to determine 
whether every employee’s 
.exposure to asbastos is 
below the PELs. 
3. If the limits are excaadad, 
a compliance program shall 
be undertaken. 
Personal monitoring 
4. Samples shall be collected 
from within the breathing 
zone of the employees, on 
membrane filters of 0.8 pm 
porosity mounted in an 
open-face filter holder. 
Both TWA concentrations 
and ceiling concentrations 
shall be taken. 
5. Sampling shall be done at 
intervals no greater than 
5 mos for employees who 
may be exposed to 
asbestos in excess of the 
PEL. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
‘rotective clothing 
1. The employer shall 
provide, and require the 
use of, special clothing, 
such as coveralls or 
similar whole body 
clothing, head coverings, 
gloves, and foot coverings 
for any employee 
exposed to airborne 
concentrations of 
asbestos which exceed 
the ceiling level. 
2. Change rooms shall be 
provided at any fixed 
place of employment 
where concentrations 
of asbestos exceed the 
PELs. 
3. Two separate lockers 
or containers shall be 
provided for each 
employee so as to 
prevent contamination 
of street clothes from 
work clothes. 
4. Contaminated clothing 
shall be transported in 
sealed impermeable 
bags, or other closed, 
impermeable containers 
and labeled properly. 
5. Laundry personnel shall 
be informed of how 
to handle asbestos- 
RECORDKEEPING 
REGUIREMENTS 
1. Everv employer shall 
maintain records of any 
personal or environmental 
monitoring for a period of 
at least 20 Yrs. 
2. Shall be available to the 
Assistant Sec. of Labor for 
OSHA, the Director of 
NIOSH, and to authorized 
representatives of either. 
3. Shall be provided upon 
request to employees and 
DR. 
4. Any employee found to 
have been exposed to 
concentrations of asbestos 
in excess of the limits shall 
be notified in writing as 
soon as practicable, but 
not later than 5 days of 
the finding. The employee 
shall also be timely 
notified of the corrective 
action being taken. 
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52: 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
Cl 6. PERIODIC 
WORK EXPOSURE / A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ; REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOiD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR. RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN I OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
~ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), ) AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES i EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
; OTHERWISE STATED. : 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
I I I 
I, j I 
I 
I 
, 
_ 
._ 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
ANDDATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
O!$HA STANDARDS mg/m3 hwm) 
Asbata 
(continued) 
Environmental monitoring contaminated clothing so 
6. Affected employees, or as to prevent the release 
their DR. shall be given a of airborne asbestos 
reasonable opportunity to fibers in excess of the 
observe any monitoring exposure limits. 
required and shall have 
access to the records 
Rnpiratory protction 
thereof. 6. Compliance with the 
exposure limits may not 
be achieved by the use 
of respirators or shift 
rotation of employees, 
except during the time 
period necessary to 
install engineering 
controls or institute work 
practices; in work 
situations in which the 
control measures are 
technically not feasible 
or feasible to an extent 
insufficient to reduce 
concentrations belowthe 
limits; or in emergencies. 
7. Where both respirators 
and personnel rotation 
are allowed, and both are 
practicable, personnel 
rotation shall be 
. : 
preferred and used. 
8. Where a respirator is 
permitted, it shall be 
selected from among 
those approved by the 
Bureau of Mines, or 
NIOSH. 
54 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE.PLACEMENT RECJUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ’ FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
, JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccup~TloN~L EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
: WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
-THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARk,, EhwLoYEf3 (FOR’STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. . 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
ANDDATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Adnstoe 
(continued) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
9. a. A reusable or single 
use air purifying 
respirator or a 
respirator described in 
subdivision fb) or (cl 
of this subparagraph, 
shall be used to 
reduce the concen- 
trations of airborne 
asbestos fibers in the 
respirator below the 
exposure limits when 
the ceiling or the 
8-hr TWA airborne 
concentrations of 
asbestos fibers are 
to exceed no more 
than 10 times those 
limits. 
b. A full facepiece 
powered air purifying 
respirator, or a 
powered air purifying 
respirator, or a 
respirator described in 
subdivision (cl of this 
subparagraph, shall be 
used to reduce the 
concentrations of 
airborne asbestos 
fibers in the respirator 
below the exposure 
limits when the 
ceiling or the 8-hr 
TWA concentrations 
of asbestos fibers are 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
P 
A 
WCA 
OT ADDITIONAL 
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INFORMATION 
s’ 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
E!FEed, 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
n-g/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
reasonably expected 
to exceed 10 times, 
but not 100 times, 
those limits. 
c. A type “6” 
continuous flow or 
pressuredemand, 
supplied-air respirator 
shall be used to 
reduce the concen- 
trations of airborne 
asbestos fibers in the 
respirator below the 
exposure limits when 
the ceiling or the 
8-hr TWA airborne 
concentrations of 
asbestos fibers are 
reasonably expected 
to exceed 100 times 
those limits. 
10. The employer shall 
establish a respirator 
program in accordance 
with the requirements of 
the American National 
Standards Practices for 
Respiratory Protection, 
ANSI 298.2-1969. 
11. No employee shall 
be assigned to tasks 
requiring use of 
respirators if, based 
upon his most recent 
examination, the 
physician determlnes tha 
RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS 
L 
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OT 
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KC 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
: RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES =a 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK : 
EXPOSURE : 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
ANDDATE) . ENVIRONMENTAL 
M.ONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS RECIUIREMENTS 
SOLD TYPE FOR _ 
OSHA STANDARDS r&m3 fppm) 
kanra .. 
kontinwd) 
the employee will be 
unable to function 
normally wearing a 
respirator, or that the 
health/safety of the 
employee or other 
employees will be 
impaired by his use of a 
resplretor. Such employee 
shall be rotated to enother 
job or given the oppor- 
tunity to transfer to a 
different position whose 
duties he is able to 
perform with the same 
employer; in the same 
geographical area; and 
with the same seniority, 
status, and rate of pey he 
had just prior to such 
transfer, if such a 
different position is 
available. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR ~CCUF~TI~NAL EXPOSURE (FOP 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Asphalt fumes 1. Comprehensive medical and work As DBRP 1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 1. In the event of illness known 
(NIOSH 78-196, 9/78) histories, emphasizing: 1. Same as in A.1 and 2. nation of employment for all or suspected to be due to 
a. Eyes; employees exposed. exposure: 
b. Skin; 2. Shall be accessible to DMR of a. Physical examination. 
c. Respiratory system. the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to of Labor, of the employer, 
abnormalities in: and of the employee. 
a. Eyes; 
b. Skin; 
c. Respiratory system. 
3. Ability to use positive or negative 
pressure respirator. 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Asphalt fumes 1: Ceiling limit 
(NIOSH 78-106,9/78) for 15 min: 5. 
2. Occupational 
environmental 
samples shall 
be collected 
and analyzed 
as described in 
Appendices I 
and II or III, 
or by any 
method shown 
to be 
equivalent 
in accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
MONlTOklNG 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
Industrial hygiene survey Protective clothing 1. Records of all IH surveys 
1. Workers shall not be 1. Employees shall wear shall be kept. 
considered occupationally appropriate protective 2. Employers or their 
exposed to asphalt fumes clothing, including gloves, successors shall keep 
if environmental concen- suits, boots, face shields records of environmental 
trations, as determined on (8 in minimum), or other monitoring for each 
the basis of en IH survey, clothing as needed to employee for at least 30 
do not exceed 112 the prevent eve and skin yrs after the individual’s 
recommended exposure contact with asphalt employment has ended. 
limit. fumes. 3. These records shall include 
2. Surveys shall be repeated Respiratory protection the name and SSN of the 
at least once every 3 vrs 
2. When permissible, 
employee being monitored, 
and within 30 days after 
respirators shall be 
duties and job locations 
any process change likely within the worksite, dates 
to result in en increased selected in accordance 
with Table I-1. 
of measurements, sampling 
concentration of asphalt end analytical methods 
fumes. 3. When a SCBA is used in used and evidence for their 
concentrations of greater accuracy, duration of 
Penonel monitoring than 50 mg/m3, standby sampling, number of 
3. If it has been determined workers with suitable samples taken, results of 
that environmental con- rescue and communications analyses, occupational 
centretions of asphalt equipment must be exposure concentrations 
fumes may exceed 112 the present. based on these samples, 
recommended occu- Hygiene practices and any personal pro- 
pational exposure limit, 
a program of personal 4. Sanitation measures 
tective equipment used by 
the employee. Records for 
monitoring shall be specified. each employee, indicating 
instituted to identify end date of employment with 
measure the exposure of all the company end changes 
employees occupationally in job assignment, shell be 
exposed to asphalt fumes. kept for the same 30-W 
4. Routine monitoring of 
period. 
occupationally exposed 4. The employer shall make 
employees shall be con- these records available 
ducted et least annually. upon request to authorized 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
Yas / Yes ( Yes l.‘;;;on level = 112 the 
representatives of the 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A; PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FoF 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSl8LE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/i713 (PPd 
Asphalt fumes 
Icontinued) 
5. If monitoring of en 
employee’s exposure to 
asphalt fumes reveals en 
exposure in excess of the 
recommended ceiling 
concentration limit, 
control measures shell be 
initiated, the exposure of 
that employee shell ba 
measured at least every 30 
days, the employer shell 
ensure that the employee 
is protected by a respirator, 
end the employee shell be 
notified of the exposure 
and of the control 
measures being imple- 
mented. Such monitoring 
shell continue until 2 
consecutive determine- 
tions. at least 1 wk 
epert, indicate that the 
employee’s exposure no 
longer exceeds the recom- 
mended environmental 
limit. Routine monitoring 
may then ba resumed. 
Assistant Sec. of Labor 
for OSHA or of the 
Director of NIOSH. 
5. Employees or their 
authorized representatives 
shell have access to 
information on their own 
exposures end shall be 
given the opportunity to 
observe any measurement 
conducted. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REUfJlREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Benzene 1. For those who are or may be At least semi-annually 1. Retain at least 40 yrs or for In an ernergmcy 
(1910.1028,4/79) exposed to benzene at or above 1. Same as in A. the duration of employment 1. Urinary phenol test. 
[Deleted as OSHA Standard, the action level and those 2. Interim work history: plus 20 yrs, whichever is 2. If C. 1 is 75 mg phenol/Q of 
June 19,19811 subjected to an emergency. a. New exposure to longer, for each employee urine, then provide complete 
2. Work history: potential marrow subject to medical 
blood count as in A.5.a.i. ii, 
a. Past exposure to benzene and toxins. surveillance. 
and iii. This should also 
3. Interim personal 
other hematologic toxins; 2. Include name; SSN; a copy 
be done 1 mo later. 
b. Exposure to marrow toxins 
history: of the physician’s written 3. If any of the blood tests 
outside current work situation, 
a. Change in drug/ opinions; results of all taken for either A or 6 
including volatile cleansing 
alcohol intake; examinations and tests; indicate abnormal red cell, 
b. Change in ap- 
agents and insecticides. peripheral blood smear slides 
white cell, or thrombocyte 
pearance of physical of the initial test, the most count or hemoglobin level, 
3. Family history: symptoms related to recent test, and any test employee should be referred 
a. Blood dyscrasias, including blood disorders. demonstrating hematological to a hematologist. 
hematologic neoplasms. 
4. Lab tests: 
abnormalities related to 
4. Personal history: benzene exposure; employee a. Complete blood 
a. Blood dyscrasias, including medical complaints; a copy of count as in A.5.a. 
genetically related hemoglobin the standard or references to except vii and viii; 
alterations, bleeding abnor- b. Additional tests, as 
the standard; and a copy of 
malities, abnormal function of DBRP. 
medical and work histories 
formed blood elements; 5, Medical examination, 
related to exposure to 
b. Renal dysfunctions; benzene or any other as DBRP, if employee 
c. Liver dysfunctions; hematologic toxins. develops signs/ 
d. Drugs routinely taken; 3. Shall be available to the symptoms associated 
e. Alcohol intake; Director and the Assistant with exposure. 
f. Systemic infections. Sec., as well as DMR and the 
employee. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE a8 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING ’ PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
.OSHA STAhDAROS me/m3 lppml 
9enzsnr 
(1910.10291 
[Daleted es OSHA 
Standard, 
June 19,19911 
1. TWA for 8 hrs: 
(1). 
2. Ceiling limit 
for 15min: (51. 
1. Determinations of air- Pmtoctiw clothing 1. The employer shall Yes Yes YES 1. Standard applies to 
borne exposure levels 1. Where eve or dermal establish and maintain an 
each place of employ- 
shall be made from air accurate record of all ment where benzene 
samples that are rep 
exposure may occur, the 
resentative of each 
employer shall provide, measurements required. 
is produced, reected. 
at no cost to the 2. This record shall include 
released, packaged, 
employee’s exposure to 
benzene over an 8-hr 
employee, and assure the dates, number, 
repackaged, stored, 
duration, and results of 
transported, handled, 
period. 
that the employee wears 
impermeable protective each of the samples taken, 
or used. 
2. Each employer who has clothing and equipment including a description of 2. Action level = airborne 
a place of employment to protect the area of the the procedure used to concentration of 
where benzene is pro- bodywhich may come determine representative benzene of 0.5 ppm, 
ducad, reacted, released, in contact with liquid employee exposures; twer an 8-hr workday. 
packaged, repackaged, benzene. description of the sampling 
stored, transported, and analytical methods 
handled, or used shall 
2. Eve and face protection 
used; type of respiratory 
monitor each of these 
shall meet the raquire- 
ments of 1910.133. 
protective devices worn, if 
workplaces and work any; end name, SSN, and 
operations to accurately Respiratory protmctlon job classification of the 
determine the airborne 3. Where respiratory employee monitored and 
concentrations of protection is required, all other employees whose 
benzene to which the employer shall select, exposure the measurement 
employees may ba provide, and essure the is intended to represent. 
exposed. use of respirators. 3. The employer shall 
3. If the measurements 4. Respirators~shell be used maintain this record for at 
reveal employee exposure during the time period least 40 vrs or the duration 
to be belti the action necessary to install or of employment plus 20 
level, the measurements implement feasible vrs, whlchwer is longer. 
need not be repeated. engineering controls or 4. When the employer ceases 
4. If the measurements work practice controls; to do business, the 
reveal employee exposure auring maintenance and successor employer shall 
to be at or in excess of repair activities in which receive and retain all 
the action level, but controls are not feasible; records required to be 
below the PELs. the in work situations where maintained. 
employer shall repeat the controls are not vet 5. When the employer ceases 
monitoring at least sufficient to reduce 
exposure to or below to do business and there is quarterly. The employer no successor employer to 
! - 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE Arm DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccup~~ioNAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccup~TloN~L EXPOSURE (FOR 
I RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
& 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZE0 EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
5. Lab tests: 4. Whenever an employer ceases 
(continued) a. Complete blood count, with: to do business, the successor 
i. Red cell count; employer shall-receive and 
ii. White cell count with retain all records. When there 
differential; is no successor, records shall 
iii. Platelet count; be transmitted to the 
iv. Hematocrit; Director. 
v. Hemoglobin; 5. At the expiration of the 
vi. Red cell indices (MCV, retention period, the em- 
MCH, MCHC); ployer shall notify the 
vii. Serum bilirubin; Director at least 3 mos prior 
viii. Reticulocyte count; to the disposal and, if 
b. Additional tests, as DBRP. requested to do so, transmit 
6. No medical exam is required if the all records to the Director. 
above (2-5) or exposures are OK. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSl8LE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 67 
WORK 
E%POSURE 
(REFERENCE. 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
6mzene 
(continued) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REOUIREMENTS 
shall continua these 
quarterly measurements 
until at least 2 con- 
secutive measurements, 
teken at least 7 days 
apart, ere below the 
ection level, end there- 
efter the emplover msy 
discontinue monitoring. 
5. If the measumments 
reveal employee exposure 
to be in excess of the 
PECs, the employer shall 
repeat the measurements 
et least monthly. The 
employer shall continue 
these monthly measure 
mmts until at least 2 
consecutive measure- 
ments, taken at least 7 
days apart, ere below the 
PELs, end thereafter the 
employer shah monitor 
at least quarterly. 
6. Whenever there has been 
a production, process, 
personnel, or control 
chan9s which may result 
in new or additional 
exposure to benzene or 
whenever the employer 
has any other reason to 
suspect a chane which 
may result in new or 
additional exposures to 
benzene, the employer 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
RECIUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REOUIREMENTS 
the PELs; or in 
emergencies. 
5. When permissible, the 
employer shall select and 
provide, at no cost to 
the employee, the 
appropriate respirator 
from Table 1, Section g 
of the standard. 
6. The employer shall 
institute a respiratory 
protection program in 
accordance with 
51910.134(b). td), 
(a), end (f). 
7. The employer shall select 
respirators from among 
those approved bY 
NIOSH under the 
program of 30 CFR 
Pert 11. 
6. Where air purlfying 
respirators are used, the 
employer shall replace 
the canisters or cartridges 
prior to the expiration of 
their service life or the 
end of shift in which 
they are first used, 
whichever occurs first. 
receive end retain the 
records, the employer shall 
transmit these records by 
mail to the Director. 
6. At the expiratlon of the 
retention period for the 
records, the employer shall 
transmit these records by 
mail to the Director. 
9. Where a cartridge or 
canister of en air 
purifying respirator has 
an end of service life 
indicator certified by 
G 
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ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
=I B PERlOiC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT I REkJIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR / OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOP 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 1 (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), , RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ; OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED -THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 8I EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 1 (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS / UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
tBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES w 
WQRKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
[REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Banmne 
(continued) 
INVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 bpm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
shall repeat the 
monitoring. 
7. Whenever spills, leaks, 
ruptures, or other 
breakdowns occur, the 
employer shall repeat 
monitoring after cleanup 
or repair her taken place. 
8. Within 5 working days 
after the receipt of the 
measurement results, the 
employer shall notify 
each employee in writing 
of the exposure measum- 
ments which represent 
that employee’s 
exposures. 
9. Where the results indicate 
that the employee’s 
exposure exceeds the 
PELs, the notification 
shall also include the 
corrective action being 
taken or to be taken by 
the employer to reduce 
exposure to or below 
the permissible limit. 
0. The employer shall 
provide affected 
employees, or their DR. 
an opportunity to 
observe any measuring or 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REOUIREMENTS 
NIOSH for benzene, the 
employer may permit its 
use until such time as 
the indicator shows the 
end of the service life. 
IO. The employer shall assure 
that the respirator issued 
to the employee exhibits 
minimum facepiece 
leakage and that the 
respirator is properly 
fitted. 
11. The employer shall allow 
each employee who 
weers a respirator to 
wash his or her face and 
respirator facepiece to 
prevent skin irritation 
associated with respirator 
use. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
70 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
WORK EXPOSURE , A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOP 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
/, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
- 
8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS 
I , D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO I FOR THOSE SUEJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
, 
i THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ’ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES , EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES ~FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
! 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
[REFERENCE 
ANtiDATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR . 
OSHA, STANOA.FtDS 
Benzene 
(continued) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
rng/m3 (ppm) 
MONITORING 
REOUIREMENTS 
monitoring of employee 
exposure to benzene 
conducted. 
11. When observation of the 
measuring or monitoring 
of employee exposure to 
benzene requires entry 
into areas where the use 
of protective clothing 
and equipment or 
respiretors is required, 
the employer shell 
provide the observer with 
personal protective 
clothing end equipment 
or respirators required to 
be worn by employees 
working in the erea, 
essure the use of such 
clothing end equipment 
or respirators, and 
require the observer to 
comply with all other 
applicable safety end 
health procedures. 
12. Without interfering with 
the measurement, 
observers shall be entitled 
to receive an explenetion 
of the measurement 
procedures; to observe 
all steps related to the 
measurement of airborne 
concentrations of 
benzene performed et 
the place of exposure; 
and to record the results 
obtained. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REGUfREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
i 
P 
’ cl 
! s J r: 
G 
P 
: 
WC 
OT 
R I 
KC 
: 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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-YrziGJ B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENT3 1 FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDAROS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Bonzidina 
(1910.1010, 11178) 
1. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Decreased immuno- 
competence; 
b. Treatment with steroid or 
cytotoxic agent; 
c. Pregnancy; 
d. Cigarette smoking. 
2. Personal, family, and occupational 
histories, including: 
a. Genetic factors; 
b. Environmental factors. 
At least annually 
1. Same as in A. 
1. Retain for the duration of 
employment for all author- 
ized personnel and all 
employees considered for 
assignment to enter regulated 
areas. 
2. Upon termination of 
employment, including 
retirement or death, or in 
the event that the employer 
ceases business without a 
true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
Director. 
3. Provide upon request to 
employees, DMR, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director of 
NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
I 
WORK / 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
RECORDKEEPING 
BOLD TYPE FOR. 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Banrklin 
~1910.1010~ 
i 1. A regulated area shall be 
established whereb-enzidine 1 ln operations involving shall be reported in writing operations ere 
is menufectured,processed, ’ ~~laboratory-t,,pe hoods ,I within 15 calendar davs of , prohibited, 
used, packaged, ! or where benzidine is the change. 
repackaged, releesad, 
!, II 
contained in en otherwise 
handled, or stored. “closed system,” but is 
j, 2. The report shell include I 
a brief description and 
~ 
2. Access shall be restricted ’ transferred, charged, or 
discharged, employees shall ! 
inplent location of the eree 
to authorized personnel. ~ regulated end the address ~ 
, be provided with, and ’ of each regulated area: the 
I 
1 
‘!, 
required to wear, clean, name end other identifying 
full-body protective information es to the 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, presence of benzidine in 
.L or longsleeved shirt end each rewleted area; the 
pantsj, shoe covers, end 1 number of employees in 
gloves prior to entering the each regulated area during 
regulated area. normal operations, 
2. Prior to each exit from a including the manner in 
regulated erea, employees which benzidine Is present 
shall be required to remove in each regulated area. 
and leave protective 3. Incidents resulting in 
clothing and equipment release of benzidine into 
at the point of exit end the any eree where employees 
lest exit of the day, to may be potentially 
place used clothing and exposed shell be reported 
equipment in impervious within 24 hrs to the 
containers at the point nearest OSHA Director. 
.7 of exit for purposes of 
decontamination or 
4. A written report shell be 
disposel. The contents of 
filed within 15 days after 
,- 
such impervious containers 
such an incident, and shell 
shall be properly 
include a specification of 
the amount of materiel 
identified. released, the amount of 
Rmpirrtory potaction time involved, and an 
3. Emplovees engaged In 
explanation of the 
benzidine handling procedure used in 
operations involving 
determining this figure; e 
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B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS I REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE O R  ARE SUB- : FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO j FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR, OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS).  O R  FOR THOSE / (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  I RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
WHO WILL BE O R  ARE EMPLOYED IN / O R  FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
) THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  ’ AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES i EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  ~ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. t (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS i UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I OTHERWISE STATED. 1 
I 
! 
ii I II II I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANdARDS me/m3 fppml -_ 
Bmzidilm 
fcontinued) 
transfer from a closed 
system, charging or 
discharging point 
operations, or otherwise 
opening a closed system 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, a 
half-face, filter-type 
respirator for dusts, mists, 
and fumes in accordance 
with 1910.134. A 
respirator affording higher 
levels of protection may be 
substituted. 
description of the area 
involved, and the extent of 
known employee exposure; 
any medical treatment 
given, or surveillance 
implemented; an analysis 
of the circumstances of the 
incident, and measures 
taken to avoid further 
releases. 
Hygirm prwtica 
4. Personal hygiene measures 
specified for work within 
isolated systems, for 
work in closed system 
operations, and for work 
involving transfer from a 
closed system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
Benzoyl peroxide 
(NIOSH 77-166, S/77) 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT 
:OR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
ECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
IECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
#HO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
IEGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
INLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Comprehensive medical and work 
histories, emphasizing: 
a. Skin condition. 
2. Complete physical exam, with 
attn to: 
a. Skin, for evidence of 
dermatitis. 
B. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
3CCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
lFOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
3R FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
[FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
3THERWISE STATED. 
At least every 3 yrs, or 
as DBRP 
1. Medical and work 
histories. 
2. Physical exam as in 
A.2. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REOUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
nation of employment for all 
employees exposed. 
2. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employee, 
and of the employer. 
3. Include environmental 
exposure records. 
4. For employees exposed to 
concentrations at or below 
the action level, records of 
preplacement medical 
examinations shall be also 
kept for 30 yrs after 
termination of employment. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
3ECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
rHOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
IMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
JNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK ‘--- 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) i EN~!~~~~~~AL ; 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS ~ mg/m3 (ppm) ’ 
, 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REGUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Elenzoyl prroxidr ! 1. TWAfor i ; Induatrlal hygimo suny Protactivr clothing ‘1 1. Maintain IH survey records 1. Occupational 
(NIOSH 77-166.6177) ’ 10 hrs: 5. 1. Employers shall conduct 1. The employer shall provide / until the next survev is exposure - any work 
2. Sampling and / an IH survey et locations chemical safety goggles, conducted. involving handling, 
analysis of air- where benzoyl peroxide is glasses, or face shields (8 in 2. Environmental monitoring storage, use, or 
borne banzovl found in the workplace minimum) with goggles records shall ba maintained manufacturing of 
peroxide shall air to determine if there and shall ensure that for at least 30 vrs. benzoyl peroxide at a 
be performed is exposure to airborne employees wear them concentration above 
by the benzoyl peroxide at during any operation in 
3. These records shall include the action level. 
methods concentrations greater than which benzoyl peroxide 
the name of the employee 
described in 
2. Action level = the PEL 
the PE L. may enter the eves. 
being monitored; duties 
Appendices I 2. Survevr shall be repeated 
performed, and job 
2. The employer shall provide 
and II, or bv 
locations within the 
et least annually end fire-resistant clothing 
other methods within 30 davs of any 
worksite; dates of 
treated with an antistatic 
at least change likely to result In 
measurements; sampling 
agent to employees using 
equivalent increased concentrations of 
and analytical methods 
or handling pure tmnzoyl 
in precision airborne bentoyl peroxide. 
used; the number, 
peroxide. Additional 
and accuracy. 
duration, and results of 
Parsonal monitoring protective clothing shall be samples taken; TWA 
worn when needed. The 
3. If it has been determined 
concentrations estimated 
that the concentration 
employer shall ensure that from these samples: and 
exceeds or may exceed the 
precautions are taken to the type of personal 
PEL, a program of personal 
protect personnel who protection used, if any, 
monitoring shall be insti- 
launder clothing con- by the employee. 
tuted to identify and 
taminated with pure 
benzoyl peroxide. 
4. Each employee shall be 
measure the exposure able to obtain information 
of each employee 3. Protective gloves and on his or her own 
occupationally exposed to aprons shall be worn environmental exposures. 
benzoyl peroxide. during operations where 5. Shall be available to DR of 
4. Sourceand erea monitoring 
pure benzoyl peroxide is 
handled and may contact 
the Sec. of Labor and of 
may be used to supplement the skin. 
the Sec. of HHS. 
personal monitoring. 
5. Each operation in each 
4. Measures, such as the 
work area shall be sampled 
wearing of conductive 
et least once every 6 mos 
shoes, designed to dissipate 
or as otherwise indicated 
static electricity should be 
by a PIH. 
required by the employer 
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I B. PERIODIC I C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
;OR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
I 
REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATiONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE~IFOP 
, ~,ECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR .y RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES / EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
( UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE I I 
(REFERENCE 
ANDDATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS , rnglm3 fppm) 
I 
I 
Lnzoyl peroxide 
(continued) 
6. If an employee is found to 
be exposed to concen- 
trations above the PEL, the 
exposure of that employee 
shall be measured weekly, 
controls initiated, and the 
employee notified of 
the exposure and of 
the controls being 
implemented. Such 
monitoring shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 
determinations, at least 1 
wk apart, indicate that the 
employee’s exposure no 
longer exceeds the PEL. 
Semiannual monitoring 
may then be resumed. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
6. When use of a respirator is 
permitted, respirators shall 
be selected in accordence 
with Table I-1 and 
employers shall ensure that 
employees properly use the 
respirators provided when 
wearing respireton is 
required. 
7. When an emergency 
involving benroyl peroxide 
requires evacuation, the 
employees shall leave the 
area immediately, stopping 
to put on respiraton only 
if absolutely necesserv. 
8. Respirators shall be easily 
accessible and employees 
informed of their location. 
Hygiene practices 
9. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
when large amounts of 
pure benzoyl peroxide are 
handled. 
5. The employer shall ensure 
that all personal protective 
devices, including 
conductive shoes and 
conductive flooring, are 
inspected regularly. 
cleaned, and mainteined 
in working condition. 
Respiretory potecfion 
I III1 
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I, 
I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE : A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- 
1 JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO, FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
BOLL TYPE FOR OSHA , WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED 
Benzyl chloride 
(NIOSH 78-182,8/78) 
1. Comprehensive medical and work 
histories, with special emphasis on 1. Interim medical and nation of employment for associated with exposure: 
disorders of: work histories as in all employees exposed. a. Appropriate medical 
a. Respiratory system; A-1. 2. include environmental services. 
b. Skin; 1 2. Physical exam as in exposure records. 
c. Eyes. A.2. 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
In an emergency 
/ 2. Physical exam, with emphasis on: 3. Clinical tests as in A.4, the Sec. of HHS. of the Sec. 
2. Immediate medical services, 
with appropriate follow-up 
a. Respiratory system; with exception of the of Labor, of the employer, 
b. Skin; chest X-ray. 
medical care. 
and of the employee. 
c. Eyes. 
3. Ability to use positive pressure 
respirator. 
4. Clinical tests, including: 
a. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray; 
b. Pulmonary function (FVC, 
FEVl .O). 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
ZJ ..i,R,...,, I MaN,TOh,iG 
AND -DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REDUlREilENTS 
i7J 
; 
OSHA STANDARDi mg/m3 (ppm) 
R~~~~,9”,~~;;~ .; y ;I I ltFz%A&N. 
I: 
iG r: s’ 
G 
5enzyl chloride 1. Ceiling limit Industrial hygfanr survay Protactiva clothing 1. Records of lH surveys shall Yes Yes Yas 1. Occupational 
(NIOSH 78.182, 8/78l for 15 min: 5. 1. Employers shall determine 1. Protective clothing shall be kept. exposure = work in 
2. Workplace air by IH survey whether be resistant to penetration 2. Records of environmental 
any area where benzyl 
samples shall exposure to airborne by, and to the chemical monitoring shall be kept 
chloride is menu- 
‘..I. be collected benzyl chloride is in excess action of, benzyl chloride, for at least 30 yrs. 
factured, processad, 
and analyzed of the recommended stored, handled. or 
as described in occupational exposure 
2. Additional protection, 3. These records shell include “Sed. 
Appendix I, or limit. 
including gloves, bibtype the dates and times of 
by any method 
aprons, boots, or over- measurements; duties and .. 
shown to be at 
2. Such surveys shall be shoes, shall be provided location of the employees 
least equivalent 
repeated at least once for, and worn by, each within the worksite; 
sampling and analyticsi 
in precision, 
every 12 mos and within employee wherever there 
methods used; number, 
sensitivity, 
30 days of any process may be direct contact 
i and accuracy. 
change likely to result with liquid benzyl duration, and results of the 
in an Increase in the chloride. samples taken; ceiling 
concentration of airborne 3. Supplied-air hoods 
concentrations estimated 
benzyl chloride. or suits resistant to 
from these samples; type 
Panmel monitoring penetration by benzyl of personal protective 
3. When an IH survay chloride shall be worn 
equipment used, if any; 
when entering confined 
and employees’ names. 
demonstrates that the 
concentration of benzyl spaces, such as pits or 
4. These records shall be 
chloride exceeds the PEL, storage tanks. 
made available to DR of 
a program of personal 4. In situations where heat 
the Sec. of Labor, of 
monitoring shall be stress is likely to occur, 
the Sec. of HHS, of the 
instituted to identify and supplied-air suits, 
employer, and of the 
measure the exposure of preferably cooled, are 
employee or former 
each employee occu- recommended. 
employee. 
pationally exposed. 5. The employer shall 
4. Sourceandaraa monitoring ensure that all personal 
may be used to supplement protective clothing is 
personal monitoring. inspected regularly for 
5. Each operation shall be defects end is maintained 
sampled at least once every in a clean and satisfactory 
3 mos or as otherwise condition. Protective 
indicated by a PIH. equipment suitable for 
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B. PERIODIC c. RECORDKEEPiNG 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT I REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS I D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOS‘E SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ! OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
j 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Benzyl chloride 
(continued) 
!NVlROfUMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
6. If an employee Is found to 
be exposed at a level in 
excess of the ceiling limit, 
the exposure of that 
employee shall be 
measured at least once 
every wk, control measures 
shall be initiated, and the 
employee shall be notified 
of the exposure and of the 
control measures being 
implementad. Such 
monitoring shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 
determinations, at least 1 
wk apart, indicate that 
employee exposure no 
longer exceeds the 
permissible exposure limit. 
Ouartarly monitoring shall 
then be resumed. 
. 
PERSONAL 
PROTEdTlVE 
REGUIREMENTS 
emergency use shall 
be located at clearly 
identified stations 
outside the work area. 
Eyr protaction 
6. Safety glasses, chemical 
safety goggles, or face 
shields (20 cm minimum) 
with goggles shall be 
provided by the 
employer and shall 
be worn duringany 
operation in which 
benzyl chloride may 
come in contact with the 
eyes. 
Rapfratory protutlm 
7. When use of a respirator 
is permitted, it shall be 
selected in accordance 
with Table I-1. 
Employers shall ensure 
thet the employee uses 
the respirator provided, 
when necessary. 
8. The employer shall 
ensure that respirators 
are adequately claaned 
and maintained and that 
employees are instructed 
and drilled, at least 
ennuelly, in the proper 
use and testing for 
leakage of respirators 
assigned to them. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS 
P I a S 1 
I 
N 
G 
Z 
- 
P 
t 
NC 
3 T 
R I 
K c 
s’ 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 
I 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ’ REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE O R  ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  
! O R  FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR RECOMMENDATIONS).  O R  FOR 
WHO WILL SE O R  ARE EMPLOYED IN THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. I (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES . a6 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS m91m3 IppmJ 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
Benzyl chloride 
kontinued) 
9. Respirators shall lx easily 
accessible and employees 
shall be informed of their 
location. 
Hygiene practicr 
10. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ri ” ;:~;::::;~ 
(REFERENCE AND FATE) 
1 D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- ) FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ( FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
(FOR RECOMMENOATIONS), , RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
, RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
‘WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
I EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
.THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
) UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I: 
; OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
Beryllium / 1. Physical exam, with: i Annually, except when 1. Retain 20 yrs for all workers 
(NIOSH 72-10268,6/72) ~ a. 14” x 17” chest X-ray; variance has been granted exposed. 
b. Baseline pulmonary function based on minimal exposure 1 2. Department of HHS, DOL 
1 (FVC, FEVl.0); 1. Spirometry, including 1 physicians, medical con- 
c. Baseline weight. I FVC and FEVl.0. 1 sultants, and those physicians 
I 2. Medical history ques- I designated and authorized 
’ tionnaire, including: / by the employee shall have ; 
a. Presence and degree : access to medical records. 
of respiratory 
symptoms, i.e., 
breathlessness, 
cough, sputum 
production, and 
wheezing. ‘. 
3. 14” x 17” chest X-ray. 
DBRP = DETERdINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES B7 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
- 
I 
I 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
[REFERENCE 
AND DATE1 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
brylllum 
r;fUH 72.10268, 
ENVIRONMENTAL MGNITORING 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
m/m3 fppm) 
1. TWA: 
2 pg 13elm3. 
2. Ceiling 
concentration 
for 30 min: 
25 pg Belm3. 
3. Procedures for 
sampling, 
calibration of 
equipment, 
and analvsis 
of beryllium 
samples shall 
ba as provided 
In Appendices 
I and II. 
1. Breathing-zone samples 
shall be collected from 
employeesat least quarterly 
for specific work 
operations. 
2. Samples shell be collected 
and avaluated as both 
timcweighted and peak 
concentration values. 
3. The sampling regime shell 
be every 30 days for work 
areas where the TWA or 
ceiling concentration 
exceeds the PELs. 
4. Sampling, monitoring, and 
mccrdkeeping require- 
ments of a 30day schedule 
shall be requirad onlv until 
2 consecutive 3Oday 
sampling periods have 
resulted in environmental 
lsvds which meet the 
standard. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS 
Rotutlve dothing 1. Records shall be 
1. The employer shall 
provide each employee 
except those with 
minimal exposure with 
protective clothing, 
headgear, and shoes when 
the employee must work 
with and/or ba exposed 
to bervllium. beryllium 
compounds, or beryllium 
containing products. 
2. Such clothing may be 
coveralls or similar 
full-body protective 
clothing. 
3. Protective shoe covers or 
work shoes shall be worn 
during the working hours 
in ereas where there is 
exposure to beryllium. 
4. Rmin-impregnated papar 
or similar protective 
clothing can be 
substituted for fabric- 
type clothing. 
5. Protective clothing shall 
be changd at least each 
day at the end of each 
shift. 
6. The employer shall 
provide for maintenance 
and laundering of soiled 
protective clothing, 
which shall be stored, 
maintained for all sampling 
schedules to include the 
type of personal protective 
devices, if any, in use. 
2. Workers shall be informed 
of the periodic results of 
samplings. 
P 
Fi 
WC 
OT 
R I 
ADDITIONAL 
KC 
INFORMATION 
SE 
Ye, 1. No dry sweephtg shall 
be performed. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
, 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING .I 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT li REQUIREMENTS j REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. i OTHERWlSE STATED. ( 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
~Eco~~~~ENDAT~~NS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONSI, t REc~MMENDATI~Ns~, OR FOR : RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 8’ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1, EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
1 (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS 0TkiE~wisE STATED. / UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
‘I 
I 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REGUIREMENTS 
transported, and disposed 
of in sealed. non-rausable 
containers and labeled 
accordingly. 
7. Dust removal, by blowing 
or shaking of clothing, 
shall be prohibited; 
pmtectiw clothing shall 
be cleaned by power 
suction (vacuum) prior 
to removal; removal of 
contaminated clothing 
shall be allowed onlv in 
the chanp rooms. 
8. The emplover shall 
provide laundering 
controls and inform the 
employee and my third 
party which launders 
contaminated clothing of 
the potentially harmful 
effects of exposure to 
beryllium dust and of 
safe practices raquired 
in the laundering of 
beryllium-soiled work 
clothing. 
9. Workers with minimum 
beryllium exposure shall 
be provided laboratory 
coats, or equivalent i 
protective clothing. 
IO. Clean protective clothing 
shall be supplied to each 
worker at least weekly. 
- 
WORK -, 
EXPOSURE 
[REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOd 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Beryllium 
(continued) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANPARD 
mg/m3 fppml , 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS 
T 
.R 
A 
r: 
I 
t 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WDRK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES . 01 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WOitK.. 
EXPOSURE - 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
REOUIREMENTS IYFORMATION 
DSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Beryllium ‘Rasplratory protection 
fcontinwd) 11. Respirrton shall br used 
at any time the actual 
or pmjactsd level of 
beryllium will exceed an 
8-hr TWA concentration 
of 2 rg/m3. These 
devices shall not be used 
as a substitute for proper 
en#inearing contrds, but 
am appropriate for 
necessary periods where 
excessive atmospheric 
concentratiats result 
from emer9sncia cr 
from maintenance or 
repair. 
12. If a variance order is 
granted under provisions 
of the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act of 
1970 from the PEL, the 
provisions of this section 
shall still apply to 
safeguard workers. 
13. Reusable half mask air 
purifying respirators 
equlpped with high 
efficiency filters shall be 
used in atmospheres 
containing not more than 
26 pg Be/m3 for any 
period of time. 
14. Reusable full-facepiece 
air purifying respirators 
equipped with high 
. . 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
8. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONSI, 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
occup~~io~~~ EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FDR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
O~CU~ATIDNAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
I HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .a3 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
O$HA STANDARDS rng/m3 fppml 
Beryllium 
(continued) 
efficiency filter shall be 
used in atmospheres 
containing not more than 
100 pg Be/m3 for any 
period of time. 
15. Powered air purifying 
respirators equipped with 
high efficiency filters, 
operating with positive 
pressure during the 
inhalation phase of 
breathing shall be used in 
rtmospheres containing 
not more than 
1000 pg Be/m3. When 
equipped with a “fume 
filter,” respiratcrs shall 
be used in atmospheres 
containing not more than 
40 pg 0elm3. 
16. Continuous flow air-line 
respirators cr sdf- 
contained breathing units 
operating in the 
pressure-demand mode 
and providing positive 
pressure during the 
inhalation phase of 
breathing, shall be used 
in atmospheres thet 
exceed 1000 pg Be/m3. 
.Hygim pmctkas 
17. Sanitation measuras 
specified. 
01 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
Boron trifluoride 
(NIOSH 77-122,12/76) 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTDOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERW~SS STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Medical and work histories. At least annually 1. Retain 20 yrs after last 
2. Physical exam; with atin to: 
a. Respiratory system; 
ti. Pulmonary function (FVC, 
FEVl.0); 
c. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray, as DBRP; 
d. Respiratory difficulties. 
1. Same as in A. occupational exposure. 
2. Include environmental 
exposure records. 
3. Shall be available to DMR 
of the employee, of the 
employer, of the Sec. of 
Labor, and of the Sec. of 
HHS. 
-I--- 
D. OTHER REOUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
~CCUPAT~DNAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLoYEEs (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
In 8n rmrrgancy 
1. Immediate first aid, with 
emphasis on: 
a. Respiratory tract; 
b. Skin; 
c. Eyes. 
2. Flush with water if skin or 
eye contact. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
/ DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES e6 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE1 
EIdLD TYf E FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS 
n-g/m3 fppm) 
I 
I I 
I I 
Eoron trifluoride 
INIOSH 77.122,12/76) 
Not recommended 
because of the 
unavailability of 
adequate moni- 
toring methods. 
When an adequate sampling 
end analytical method is 
developed the following shall 
apply: 
1. A program of personal 
monitoring sha1.l be 
Instituted to identifv and 
measure or permit calcu- 
lation of the exposure 
of all employees In boron 
trifluoride work areas. 
2. If monitoring rweels that 
an emplovw Is exposed to 
more than the PEL, thet 
employee’s exposure shall 
be measured once every 30 
days, controls initiated, 
and the employee 
informed of his/her 
1 exposure. This shell 
continue until 2 con- 
secutive determinations, at 
least 1 wk apart, indicate 
exposure no longer exceed 
the limit. 
3. Monitoring is not required 
when boron trifluoride is 
used end nored only in e 
proper exhaust hood, 
I I 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
Rotmive clothing 
1. Proper impervious 
protective clothing, 
including gloves, aprons, 
suits, boots, goggles, and 
face shields, shall be worn 
as needed to prevent skin 
and eve contact with 
boron trifluoride. 
Rrpimtory protution 
2. The use of respirators to 
limit exposure is permitted 
only during the time 
necessarv to instell or test 
the required engineering 
controls; during operations 
such es nonroutine 
maintenance or repair 
activities which may cause 
exposure et eleveted 
concentrations; during 
emergencies when elr 
concentrations of boron 
trifluoride are sufficient 
to form e visible mist in 
the employee’s breathing 
zone; and during the initial 
charging of a pressurized 
system with boron 
trifluoride gas when 
unsuspected leaks mev 
become evident. 
3. Only supplied-air positivb 
pressure respirators shell be 
provided for work in 
or entry into boron 
RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS 
1. Until adequate 
environmental monitoring 
methods ere developed, 
records shall consist of 
a description of job 
functions involving 
exposure to boron 
trifluoride and use of any 
personal protective devices, 
Records shall be 
maintained for 20 yrs. 
Shell be availeble to DR of 
the Sec. of Labor and of 
the Sec. of HHS. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
1. Occupational 
exposure = work in 
areas where boron 
trifluoride is manu- 
factured, used, or 
hendled. or is evolved 
es a result of chemicel 
processes. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 3 Fo~~~EJ!kTo FoRYJzfE~ D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE [FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLoYEEs (FOR ~TANDARDsI, EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .97 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mu/m3 fppm) 
Boron trifluorkfe 
Icontinued) 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
trifluoride contaminated 
areas. 
4. For escape purposes only, 
a full-facepiece gas mesk 
with a combination 
acid-gas canister and high- 
efficiency (penetration less 
than 0.03% apslnst a 
0.3-Am dioctyl phthalate 
eerosol) filter may be used. 
Hyden prrtkss 
5. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Cadmium 1. Comprehensive work and medical Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain 20 yrs after last 
(NIOSH 76-192,8/76) histories. 1. Medical and work occupational exposure. 
2. Physical exam, with: histories. 2. Include environmental 
a. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 2. Physical exam, with: exposure records. 
X-ray; a. Urinalysis 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
b. FVC and FEVl.0; (quantitative protein the Sec. of Labor, of the Sec. 
c. Blood pressure; determination every of HHS, of the employer, and 
d. Blood analysis (urea nitrogen 4 mos-check of the employee. 
count, SGOT, and other liver cadmium level to see 
enzymes); if>lOc(g/L; 
e. Urinalysis (microscopic exam, b. FVC, FEVl.0; 
sugar determination, quanti- c. BP; 
tative protein determination, d. Chest X-ray, as 
specific gravity, urine cadmium DBRP; 
levels). e. Blood analysis; 
f. Palpation of prostate 
3. Ability to use positive or negative in male workers >40 
pressure respirator. . . yrs old. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN * SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES m 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
kdmium 
(NIOSH 78192, S/781 
1. TWA:401rg Industrial hygirnm survmy Raplntory protoctia, 1. Retain IH survey records Yes Ya Yes 1. Occupational 
Cdlm3. 1. Workers are not consldered 1. Respirators are permitted 
until the next survey is exposure = exposum to 
2. Ceiling limit to be occupationally only during installation 
completed. cadmium at concen- 
for 15 min: exposed to cadmium if and testing of controls; 2. Environmental monitoring 
trations greater than 
200 p g Cdlm3. environmental concen- during performance of records shall ba maintained 
the action level. 
3. Sampling in the trations. as determined on nonroutine maintenance for at least 20 yrs. 2. Action level = 112 the 
work environ- the basis of an IH survey, or repair; during single 
do not exceed 112 the 
3. These records shall include 
TWA. 
mant shall be operations; or during 
performed by recommended TWA, or if emergencies. 
methods of sampling and 
the method there is no oparation, 
analysis used, types of 
storage, or handling of 
2. When permissible, respiretorv protection 
provided in 
Appendix I, or cadmium in any form or 
respirators shall be selected used, and TWA and ceiling 
in accordance with concentrations found. 
by a method contamination of work- Table I-1 and employers 
with at least placa air from other shall ensure that employees 
4. Each employee shall be 
equivalmnt sources. able to obtain information use the respirators 
mfficiency. 2. Repeat IH surveys at least on his or her awn provided in a proper 
Samples shall every 3 yrs and within 30 manner when wearing of 
environmental exposures. 
be analyzed by days after my process or respirators is mqulred. 5. Environmental records 
the method operating change likely 3. The employer shall 
shall be made available to 
prcwidad in to result in increases of DR of the Sec. of Labor 
Appendix I I, establish and conduct l irbornm concantrations and of the Sec. of HHS. 
or by l method of cadmium. 
a program of clmaning, 
shown to 
sanitizing, inspecting, 
be at last hmonml rnonitorl~ 
maintaining, repairing, and 
equivrlmnt In 3. Wham occupational 
storing of respirators, to 
prmcision and mxposure exists, l program 
ensure that employees 
sensitivity. of personal monitoring 
arm provided with clean 
shall be instltutad to 
mspirators that mre in good 
Identify and measurm the 
operating condition. 
mxposure of all smployaes 4. The employer shall 
occupationally mxposad to periodically monitor the 
cadmium. usm of respirators to ensure 
4. This sampling and anmlysis that the proper type of 
shall k conducted every respirator Is worn, to 
3 nmr on at Ian 25% of evaluate the effectiveness 
thm workers IO that aach of the respiratory 
protection program, and to 
100 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOw,RE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER qEDUlREMENT8 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
‘, JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
! WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
-4 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL’ 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS m/m3 bf.ml 
cJdmiunl 
fcontinued) 
worker’s expoaum II ellmlnete eny deficiencies 
meerured et last m yr; in use end cere of 
this frequency end fmction rmpimton. 
of rmployees eempled mey 
k different If IO directed HVrirmprrttkr 
by l PIH. 5. Senitetion maesure 
.5. If monitoring of any 
specified. 
worker showa expoaum in 
excess of either PEL, 
edditionel monitorin!J rhrll 
be promptly Initieted. 
6. If conflrti, controls shell 
be institutd a soon e: 
possible Jd JffeCted 
employees l &id Of their 
exposures mnd notifid of 
the control mmsures being 
Implemented. 
7. Monitoring of these 
employees’ exposures shell 
be conducted It hJIt JI 
often raevery3OdryrJnd 
shell continue until 2 
successive sempling8 Jt 
leest 1 wk l pJti oonfirm 
thet exposure no lonmr 
oxa& recommended 
limits. Nornul monitoring 
mey then TV resumed. 
162 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ,i OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR ’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOS!JRE (FO 
RECOMMENDATIONSI,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  11 RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR REC?MMENDATIONSI.  OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS F~EGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS j UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STAtiDARDS), 
, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
L 
-1.. 
Csrbaryl 
(NIOSH 77-107,9/76) 
1. Medical and work histories, 
looking for: 
a. Frequent headaches, dizziness, 
tightness in chest, dimness of 
vision, difficulty in focusing 
eyes; 
b. Glaucoma; 
c. Cardiovascular disease; 
d. Heprtic diseases; 
e. Renal diseases; 
f. CNS diseases; 
g. Use of anticholinergic drugs; 
h. Pre-exposure: Determine base- 
line erythrocyte cholinesterase 
activity. 
Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain 5 yrs after termination In l anrrgancy : ,’ 
1. Medical and work of employment for all - 1. First aid (see Appendix III o 
interim histories as in employees exposed. Reference). 
A.1.a. 2. Shall be available to DMR of If drwsr lmlth effects SONI 
2. Physical exam as in the Sec. of RHS, of.the Sec. 
A.2. of Labor, of the employer, 
2. Appropriate medical service! 
and of the employee. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Cardiovascular symptoms; 
b. Central nervous system; 
c. Vision; 
d. Kidneys; 
e. Complete urinalysis, including 
a microscopic exam. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARd REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR. 
DSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppm) 
CJlbrvl 
INIOSH 77-107, S/76) 
._ 
1. TWA:-5: lnduetrfel hygiene tiney Protective clothing 1. Maintain records of IH YES Ye8 Yes 1. Occupational 
2. Procedures for 1. Workers are not considered 1. Any employee whose work surveys. 
exposure = exposum to 
ColkIction Jnd to have occupJtional Involves likely exposure 2. Environmental records 
airborne cJrbarvl at 
rnJlysis of exposure to carbarvl if of the skin to carbaryl or shall be maintained for 
concentretions greater 
environmental airborne concentrations, carbarvl formulations, 5 vs. 
than the action level. 
samples shell as determined by en IH e.g., mixing or formulating, 3. Shall include rumpling and 
2. Action level = 112 the 
be Js provided survey, do not exceed 112 shall wear full-body TWA. 
in Appendices the recommended TWA coveralls or the equivalent; 
analytical methods, types 
I Jd II, or environmantel limit, Impervious gloves, 
Of respiratory protectiva 
by my meth- i.e., ation level. i.e., highlv resistent to the 
devices usad, and TWA 
ods shown to penetratlon of carbarvl; 
concentrations found. 
be equivalent 
2. Surveys shell be repeated 
at least once every vr and Impervious footwear; and, 
4. Each employee shall ba 
in Jccurw, within 30 days after any 
when there is danger of able to obtain information 
PWCiSiOn, Jnd process change likely to 
carbaryl coming In contact on his or her own 
sensitivity to increase the airborne 
with the eves, goggles or a environmentel exposures. 
the methods face shield. 5. These records shail be 
spacified. 
concentration of carbarvl. 
Pereonal monitoring 
2. Emplovaes working as available to the DR of the 
flaggan in the aerial Sec. of Labor and of the 
3. If the IH survey indicates application of carberyl Sac. of HHS. 
that airborne concen- shall be praridad with, end 
tmtions of carbaryl exceed required to wear, full-body 
the action level, a program coveralls or waterproof 
of personal monitoring rainsuits. protective head 
shall ba instituted to coverings, impervious 
identify and measure the gloves, and impervious 
exposure of all emploveas footwear. 
who em occupetionally Eye protection 
exposed to carberyl. 
3. Slfetv gcggfes and face 
4. Interim monitoring of shields, when required, 
OmplOW.0 exposure shall shall conform to 29 CFR 
ba conducted Jt least every 1910.133. 
6mos. 
5. If monitoring shows an Reepimtow protacth 
emplovee’s axposure to ba 4. Any emplqree epplving 
above the recommended cerbrrvl by eircmft shell be 
PEL, the exposure of that provided with, rnd 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
I 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ,’ REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATiONALEXPOSURE(FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR THOSE i (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR ; RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). ‘! AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. I; (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES la6 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
I 
WORK 
EXPOSURE I 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING ! 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
SOLD TYPE FOR : 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS RECIUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION / 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppml I 
ciamiyl 
(continued) 
I 
employeeshall be measured :; required to carry in the 
at least once every 30 days, ~ aircraft, a respirator as 
I 
I 
control measures shall be specified in Table I-1. 
initiated, and the employee 5. Employees working as 
shall be notified of the 
exposure and the control 
flaggers shall wear I 
measures being imple- 
appropriate respirators as 
1 mented to correct the 
specified in Table I-1 when 
exposure to an airborne 
situation. Such monitoring 
shall continue until 2 
carbaryl concentration 
consecutive samplings, at 
above the PEL is likely to 
least 1 wk apart, indicate 
occur. 
that employee exposure no 6. The employer shall provide 
longer exceeds the PEL. and ensure employee use 
Semiannual monitoring of respirators approved 
may then be resumed. under the provisions of 30 
CFR 11 and in accordance 
with Table I-1, except 
during all agricultural 
applications of carbaryl in 
which the dust- or spray 
applicator nozzle is 
directed upward when a 
chin-stvle respirator 
equipped with a full-face 
gas mesk pesticide filter 
and canister shall be 
provided regardless of the 
environmental carbaryl 
concentration. 
7. Canisters shall be discarded 
and replaced with fresh 
canisters in accord with 
the manufacturer’s 
recommendations or if the 
odor of the insecticide 
breaks through. Unused 
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(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
1 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURi 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS / mg/m3 (ppm) 
ClrMVl 
kontlnuadl 
canisters shall be discarded 
and replaced when seals ere 
broken, after 3 yrs if 
seals are unbroken, or as 
recommended by the 
manufacturer. 
Hv#~M prwticr 
8. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS I 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
I 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR; OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE / (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) , ’ RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
/ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLoYEEs (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
Carbon black , 1. Comprehensive medical and work At least annually 1. Retain 30 yrs after the last 
(N IOSH 78-204,9/78) histories, emphasizing: 1. Interim medical and occupational exposure. 
a. Respiratory system; work histories. 2. Include environmental 
b. Heart; 2. Physical exam as in exposure records. 
c. Skin; A.2. 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
d. Previous exposures tc potential 3. Clinical tests as in A.3, the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
respiratory and skin irritants with the exception of of Labor, of the employer, 
and pulmonary carcinogens; the X-ray, which will be and of the employee. 
e. Smoking and tobacco histories. provided as follows: 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: a. Annually if exposed 
a. Upper and lower respiratory to CB >O.l% PAHs; 
tract; b. Triennially if ex- 
b. Heart; posed to CB <O.l% 
c. Skin; PAHs. 
d. Mucous membranes of the oral 
cavity; 
e. Any pretumorous and 
tumorous lesions on the skin 
and membranes. 
3. Clinical tests, including: 
a. 35 x 42 cm post/ant and 
lateral chest X-ray; 
b. Pulmonary function tests 
(FVC, FEVl.0, ECG, sputum 
cytology). 
4. Ability to use positive and 
negative pressure respirators. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
P- 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATEI ENVIRONMENTAL ~ MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Carbon blEk 
(NIOSH 78-2(X.9/781 
1. TWA: 3.5. Industrial hygimr rurvy Protactivr clothing 1. Records of IH surveys shall Yes 1. Occupational 
2. TWA for poly- 1. Each employer who 1. The employer shall provide be maintained for at least exposure = anJ work 
cyclic aromatic manufactures or uses and require employees 30 vrs. involving exposure 
hydrocarbons carbon black shall working with carbon black 2. Records of workplace 
to carbon black at a 
(PAHsI: 0.1. determine bv an IH survey to wear appropriate full- environmental monitoring , 
concentration greater 
If carbon black if there is occupational body clothing, with elastic shall be kept for at least 
than 112 the PEL. 
contains PAH exposure to it. cuffs at the wrists and 30 yrs. 2. Treat as .a suspect 
ct concen- ankles, gloves, and shoes, carcinogen if PAHs 
trations greater 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
at least annually and which are resistant to 
3. These records shall include , 
exceed 0.1%. 
then 0.1%. the the dates and times of 
PAH limit shall 
within 30 days of any penetration by carbon 
black to minimize skin 
measurements, job 
be used. 
process change likely to function and location of 
result in an increase in the contact. the employee within the 
3. Environmental concentrations of airborne 2. The employer shall ensure worksite, methods of ~ 
samples shall carbon black, airborne that, at the conclusion of sampling and analysis used, 
be collected PAHs, or the concentration the workshift, all clothing types of respiratory 
and analvzad of PAHs in the bulk carbon is removed only in the protection in use at the 
as described in black. change rooms. time of sampling, TWA I 
Appendices I 
and I I, or by 
Pmonal monitoring 3. The employer shall ensure concentrations found, I 
and identification of the 
any method at 3. If there is occupational 
that contaminated 
least equivalent exposure to carbon black, 
protective clothing that is exposed employees. 
in accuracy, a program of personal 
to ba cleaned, laundered, 4. Each employee shall be 
precision, and monitoring shall be 
or disposed of is placed able to obtain information 
instituted to measure the in a closed container in the sensitivitv. on his or her own 
exposures of all employees. change room. environmental exposures. 
4. Each operation in each Eyr protection 5. Shall be available to DR 
work area shall be sampled 4. Chemical safety goggles of the Sec. of Labor 
at least once every 6 mos. shall be provided to and of the Sec. of HHS. 
5. If an employee is found to employees experiencing 
be exposed to carbon black eye irritation during 
or PAHs in excess of the exposure. 
PELs, and this is con- Respiratory protection 
firmed, the employee shall 
be notified of the extent of 5. When permissible, 
the exposure and of the 
respirators shall be selected 
control measur&being in accordance with 
Table I-1. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPAilONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE /! (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ’ OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
1, 
I 
I 
I 
08RP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
OMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE , 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
c ,~0$W&RlNG, 
BqLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) ’ 
Carbon Mock 
bzontlnued) 
implemented. Controls ,’ 6. The employer shall ensure ’ 
shall be initiated promptly. that employees use 
This shall continue until ! required respiratory I 
2 consecutive determi- protective equipment. 
nations, at least 1 wk ! 
apart, indicate the ‘I 
7. The employer shall ensure 
employee’s exposure has 1 
that respirators are 
been effectively reduced. ! 
adequately cleaned, 
Routine monitoring may 
maintained, and stored in a 
dust free condition and 1 
then be resumed. that employees are 
instructed and drilled at 
least annually in the proper 
use, fit, and testing for 
leakage of respirator 
assigned to them. 
Hygimo practicr 
8. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
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B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REGUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ~ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR! OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ; ~ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE I (FOR REC~MMENDATIONS~, I RECOMMENOATIONS).OR FOR 
; ;;-I;;~I;:,MTP:,SYEES i ;;l;;;:;g;;;; ! g;;!!s$j$ 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
““_ uNLESS OTHERW,SE STATED. 
( OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
Carbon dioxide 
(NIOSH 76-194, e/76) 
I 
1. Medical and work histories. ’ AsDBRP 5. Retain 1 yr after termination In an emergency or for 
2. Medical exam. , 1. Same as in A. of employment for all overexposure 
employees receiving medical 1. Prompt first aid. 
/ attention. 
) 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
I the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
~ I of Labor, and of the 
employee. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Carbon dioxide 
INIOSH 76i94,8/76) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppm) 
I- 
l. TWA: -1B.000 
flO,oBBL 
2. Ceiling limit 
for 10 min: 
-54,ooo 
f30.0991. 
3. Procedures for 
collection and 
analysis of 
environmental 
samples shall 
be a: provided 
in Appandices 
I and II, or by 
any methods 
shown to b 
equivalent in 
accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
MONITORING 
REOUIREMENTS 
Industrial hygirna survey 
1. Workers shall not be 
considered to have 
occupational exposure to 
cerbon dioxide if environ- 
mental concentrations, as 
determined-on the basis of 
an IH survey, do not 
exceed the TWA. 
2. Surveys shall bs repeated 
at least once every 3 yrs 
and within 30 days after 
any process change likely 
to result in an increase of 
airborne carbon dioxide 
concentrations. 
Parsonal monitoring 
3. If it has been decided that 
carbon dioxide environ- 
mental concentrations may 
exceed the limit, a program 
of personal monitoring 
shall be instituted to 
identify and measure the 
exposure of all employees 
occupationally exposed to 
carbon dioxide. 
4. Routine monitoring of 
employee exposures shall 
be conducted at least 
annually. 
5. If monitoring of an 
employee’s exposure to 
carbon dioxide reveals an 
exposure in excess of the 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REOUIREMENTS 
Protactive clothing 
1. Employees shall wear 
appropriate protective 
clothing, including gloves, 
aprons, suits, boots, face 
shields, or other clothing 
resistant to temperatures at 
or lower than 109 F below 
zero, as needed to prevent 
burns from frostbite as 
e result of more then 
momentary skin contact 
with solid carbon dioxide. 
Rapiratory prottiim 
2. When respirators are 
permitted and employees 
exposed, the emplover 
shall provide respirators in 
accordance with Table I-1 
and shall ensure that the 
employee uses the 
respirator provided. 
3. Where en emergency msy 
develop which could result 
In employee exposure to 
carbon dioxide In excess of 
the PELs or exposure to 
an oxygendeficlent 
atmosphere, or both, the 
employer shall provide 
respiratory protection as 
listed in Table l-l. 
4. When a self-contained 
breathing epparatur or 
combination supplied-air 
respirator with auxiliary ail 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. Records of IH surveys shall 
be maintained. 
2. Sampling records shall be 
maintained for at least 1 yr 
after the employee’s 
termination. 
3. Shall indicate the type of 
personal protective devices, 
if any, in use et the time of 
sampling. 
4. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental exposures. 
5. Records shall be provided 
upon request to authorized 
representatives of the Sec. 
of Labor, or of the Sec. of 
HHS, or upon the request 
of a former employee. 
T 
1 
I 
N 
I: 
G 
Ya 
P 
R 
WC” 
OT 
R I 
KC 
s’ 
YES 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
I. Occupational 
exposure = exposure at 
concentrations greater 
than the TWA. 
I. Overexposure = 
exposure at a concan- 
tration sufficient to 
produce signs of 
respiretory difficulty or 
CNS effects. 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- 1 FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO , FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE / (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), / RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN : OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED t THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
( EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I’ I I 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Carbon dioxide 
Icontinued) 
recommended TWA or 
ceiling environmental limit, 
the exposure of that 
employee shall be 
measured at least every 30 
days, control measures 
shall be initiated, and the 
employee shall b-s notified 
of the exposure and of the 
control measures being 
implemented. Such 
monitoring shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 
determinations, at least 1 
wk apart, indicate that the 
employee’s exposure no 
longer exceeds the recom- 
mended PELs; routine 
monitoring may then be 
resumed. 
tank Is used in atmospheres 
with carbon dioxide 
concentrations in excess 
of 150,000 ppm (15%). 
standby persons with 
suitable rescue equipment 
must be present. 
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I 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE I ’ A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS j D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) i FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
Carbon disu,fide 
(NIOSH 77-156, 5177) histories, with emphasis on: / 1. Medical and work nation of employment for 
a. Cardiovascular system; histories. all employees involved in 
b. Reproductive system; 2. As in A.2, with special manufacturing, processing, or 
c. Medicine being taken. attn to: handling carbon disulfide, or , 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: I a. Behavioral and psy- otherwise exposed. 
a. Neurologic function; chological changes. 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
b. Cardiovascular evaluation the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
(ECG); of Labor, of the employer, 
c. Urinalysis. and of the employee. 
I 3. Ability to use positive and 
negative pressure respirators. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppm) 
. . 
Carbon dirulf ide 
(NIOSH 77-156,5/771 
1. TWA: 3 (1). Indu& hygiene survey Pro*tive clothing 1. Records of IH surveys shall Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
2. Ceiling limit 1. Employers shall determine, 1. Employers shall provide 
be kept. exposure = exposure 
for 15 min: 30 by an I H survey at each protective clothing and 2. Records of environmental to airborne carbon 
(10). location where cerbon shall ensure that employees monitoring shall be disulfide at or above 
3. Procedures for disulfide is released into use appropriate skin maintained for at least 30 
112 the TWA or contact 
collection and the workplace air, whether protection when contact yrs after the termination of 
with skin or eves of the 
analysis of employee exposures may with liquid carbon employment. 
liquid. 
workplace air be above 112 the TWA. disulfide is possible. 3. These records shall include 2. Action level = 112 the 
shall be as 2. Surveys shall be repeated 2. Svnthetic rubber gloves the name of the employee PEL. 
provided in at least annually and shall be provided, and being monitored, duties 
Appendices I within 30 days after any employees should be and job locations within 
end I I, or by process change likely to cautioned not to allow the worksite. dates of 
any methods result in increased airborne their gloved hands to measurements, sampling 
shown to be carbon dlsulfide remain immersed in carbon and analytical methods 
equivalent in concentrations. disulfide for extended used and evidence of 
accuracy, 
precision, and 
3. In those yrs with no 
periods. Other glove their accuracy, duretlon 
materials of comparable of sampling, number of 
sensitivity to 
scheduled surveys, 
employers shall conduct 
effectiveness may also be samples taken and results 
the methods 
specified. 
semiannual sampling (area 
used. of analysis of TWA 
concentration determi- 
and personel monitoring) Eye protection nations based on these 
to determine employee 3. Face shields (8 In samples, and personal 
exposure. minimum) with goggles protective equipment in 
Pwonal monitoring 
shall beworn by employees use by the employee. 
working with liquid carbon 4. Records for each 
4. If it has been determined disulfide wherever splashes 
that the environmental are likely to occur. 
employee, indicating date 
concentration of carbon 
of employment with the 
dlsulfide might exceed 
Respiretory protection company and changes in 
l/2 the recommended 4. When a respirator is 
job assignment, shall be 
occupational exposure permitted, it shall be 
kept for the same 30-yr 
limit, i.e., 0.5 ppm as a selected in accordance 
duration. 
TWA concentration, a with the specifications in 
Tables I-1 and l-2. 
5. The employer shall make 
program of personal these records available on 
monitoring shell be 5. Employers shall ensure that request to authorized 
initiated to determine the emplovees use required representatives of the 
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I 
B. PERIODIC 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT / REQUIREMENTS 
C. RECORDKEEPING I 
WORK EXPOSURE REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUqATlONALEXPOSURE (FOR, OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE : (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ OTHERWISE STATED. 
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120 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE). ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Carbon disulfide 
(continued) 
respiratory protective 
equipment. 
6. Emergency equipment 
shall be readily available to 
the work area and shall be 
adequate to permit all 
employees to escape safely 
from the area. 
Hygkno practicas 
6. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
exposure of each employee 
occupationally exposed to 
carbon disulfide. 
Sourceandarea monltoring 
may be used to supplement 
personal monitorlng. 
Ifmployee is found 
to be exposed to a 
concentration of carbon 
disulfide above l/2 the 
recommended TWA 
occupational exposure 
limit, the exposure of 
that employee shall be 
monitored at least once 
every 3 mos. 
I! en employee is found to 
be exposed at or above the 
recommended TWA 
concentration limit, the 
exposure of that employee 
shall be measured at least 
once every wk. control 
measures shall be Initiated, 
and the employee shall be 
notified of the exposure 
and of the control 
meesures being imple- 
mented. Such monitoring 
shall continue until 2 con- 
secutive determinations, at 
least 1 wk apart, indicate 
that the employee’s 
exposure no longer exceeds 
the recommended occu- 
pational exposure limit; 
quarterly or lass frequent 
monitoring may then be 
resumed. 
Assistant Sec. of Labor 
for OSHA and of the 
Director of NIOSH. 
7. Protective equipment 
sultable for emergency 
entry shall be located at 
clearly identified stations 
outside the area of possible 
occupational exposure. 
6. Employees, former 
employees, or their 
authorized representatives 
shall have access to 
information on the 
occupational exposures of 
the employee or former 
employee. 
7. The employee or the 
employee’s representative 
shell ba given the 
opportunity to observe any 
measurement conducted. 
Any observer shall have 
the right to receive an 
explanation of the 
procedures used, the 
results of the measure- 
ment, and the measuring 
of the results for human 
health and safety. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Carbon monoxide 1. Physical exam, with attn to: Not tpecif ied No requirements specified. 
(NIOSH 73-11000, 1972) a. Cardiovascular system. 1. Same as in A. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Carbon monoxide 
ygH 73-l 1000, 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
me/m3 fppm) 
1. TWA: (35). As 
measured by a 
portable, direct 
reading, 
hopcalite-type 
CO meter 
calibrated 
egainst known 
concentrations 
of CO, or with 
gas detector 
tube units 
certified under 
Title 42 of the 
c&o of 
Federal Regu- 
lations, Part 84. 
2. Ceiling limit: 
mo). 
3. Procedures for 
celibration of 
rquipmant, 
sempling, and 
analysis of CO 
samples shall 
be followed as 
provided in 
Appendix I. 
MONITORING 
REOUIREMENTS 
1. Employers shall monitor 
environmental exposure 
of employees to CO as 
follows: personal exposure 
breathing zone sample4 
shall be collected, in 
accordance with pro- 
cedures specified in 
Appendix I, in all work- 
places where employees are 
significantly exposed to 
CO. Samples shall be 
collected and evaluated as 
both TWA and celling 
concentration values. 
2. Frequency of-monitoring 
shwld be at least annually. 
It is recognized that more 
frequent monitoring may 
be indicated in certain 
circumstances depending 
upon the nature of the 
process, the rate of pro- 
duction, the effectiveness 
of control measurements, 
the time of day, end 
seasonal variation; 
however, more frequent 
monitoring requirements 
cennot be recommended 
until there are extensive 
studies of specific 
operations in industry. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING, 
REDUIREMENTS 
Respiratory protection 1. Every employer shall 
1. In the event of an 
emergency or when a 
variance has been allowed 
and the use of respiratory 
protective equipment 
authorized by the Sec. of 
Labor. the emplover shall 1 of at least 3 yrs. 
maintain records of any 
personal or environmental 
monitoring required by the 
document. 
2. Records shall be 
maintained for a period 
provide and ensure that 
the employee weers, es 
appropriate, one of the 
following respiratory 
protectivedevicesepproved 
by NIOSH or the Bureau 
of Mines as provided in 
Pert 11 of Title 30, Code 
of Federal Regulations: 
a. Type N Gas Mask 
lEmergancy Situation): 
For entry intoor escape 
from an environment 
containing not over 
20,000 ppm, which is 
not deficient in oxygen, 
for 8 total exposure 
period of not more 
than 30 min. 
b. Demand Type Self- 
Contained Breathing 
Apparatus (Variance 
Situation): For work In 
atmospheres containing 
not over 5,000 ppm 
carbon monoxide. 
3. Shall be available upon 
request to the Assistant 
Sec. of Labor for OSHA, 
the Director of NIOSH, 
and to authorized 
representatives of either. 
4. Each employee end former 
employee shall have 
reasonable access to any 
record required to be 
maintained which indicates 
the employee’s own 
exposure to CO. 
II P 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE occuP~Tl0~~~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 1~0~ 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONSI. OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), Er4P~ovE~s (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARD 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
DSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Carbon monoxide 
kuntinwdl 
3. Blood analysis for COHb. c. Pressure Demand 
OS specified in Appendix II, Type Self-Contained 
shall be performed on all Breathing Apparatus 
persons employed In work (Variance Situation): 
oreas when, in the judg For work in atmos- 
ment of the OSHA PIH, pheres containing up 
biologic standerds ore to 199% co. 
needed to evoluete d. Fire Fighting 
borderline exposure to CO. Applications: A 
4. Determination of the CO demand or pressure 
concentration for border- demand type self- 
line exp-asure, OS judged by contained breathing 
the OSHA PIH, shall opperatus. 
be accomplished by 2. All respiratory protective 
continuous monitoring of equipment shall be selected 
the workplace environ- so as to ensure satisfactory 
rnent. Such continuous Gcepiece fit. 
monitoring shell to 
rccomplished by means 
3. Each user shall be 
of monitoring equipment 
instructed and tested in the 
capeble of determining the 
proper use of respiratory 
CO concentration In the 
protective devices end each 
workplace environment 
such device shall be used 
within 5% of the actual 
end maintained in 
value. 
sccordance with the 
provisions of the American 
5. Affected employees, or National Standard 
their DR. shall be given o Practices for Respiratory 
reesoneble opportunity to Protection ANSI 2-88.2, 
observe eny monitoring. 1969. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDU~REMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccup~~loN~L EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR 
BOLD TVPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS ; REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
’ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Carbon tetrachloride 
(NIOSH 76-133.6776) 
1 1. Medical and work histories, Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
including: , 1. SameasinA. nation of employment for 
a. Nausea, vomiting, visual persons employed in work 
disturbances; involving exposure to carbon 1 
b. Use of alcohol and tetrachloride. 
barbiturates. i 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
2. Medical exam, with attn to: the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. I 
a. Kidneys; of Labor, of the employer, 
b. Eyes (black, white, and color and of the employee. 
vision fields); 
c. Liver function. 
3. Use of a respirator. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
&bon tetrxhloride 
INIOSH 76-133, 6/76) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppm) 
1. Ceiling limit 
for 1 hr: 12.6 
(2). 
2. Procedures for 
collection end 
analysis of 
carbon tetra- 
chloride in air 
shall be as 
provided in 
Appendices I 
and Il,or bv 
any methods 
shown to be 
equivalent in 
accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
1. In any workplace where 
carbon tetrachloride is 
handled or processed, 
surveys shall be repeated 
semiannually. 
2. Where there is occu- 
pational exposure to 
carbon tetrachloride, 
samples representative 
of the exposure in the 
breathing zone of 
employees shall be 
collected by personal 
samplers. 
3. A reevaluation of the 
exposure of employees to 
carbon tetrachlorida shall 
be made within 30 days 
after installation of a new 
process or process change. 
4. A reevaluation of 
employee exposure to 
carbon tetrachloride shall 
be repeated at I-wk 
intervals when the airbornc 
concentration has been 
found to exceed the 
recommsnded workplace 
environmental limit. In 
such cases, suitable con- 
trols shall be instituted am 
monitoring shall continue 
at 1wk intervals until 3 
consecutive surveys 
indicate the adequacy of 
controls. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
Protective clothing 
1. Coveralls or other 
full-body protective 
clothing shall be worn 
in areas where there 
is occupational exposure 
to carbon tetrachloride. 
Protective clothing shall 
be changed at least daily 
at the end of the shift 
and more frequently if it 
should become grossly 
contaminated. 
2. Impervious gloves, 
aprons, and footwear 
shall be worn at 
operations where 
carbon tetrachloride 
may contact the skin. 
3. Work clothing may not 
be taken home by 
employees. The emplove 
shall provide for main- 
tenance and laundering 
of protective clothing. 
4. The employer shall 
ensure that precautions 
necessary to protect 
laundry personnel are 
taken while soiled 
protective clothing is 
being laundered. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS 
. Records of all sampling 
and analysis of carbon 
tetrachloride and of 
medical examinations shall 
be maintained for at least 
30 vrs after the individual’s 
employment is terminated. 
‘. Records shall indicate the 
details of the type of 
personal protective devicas, 
if any. in use at the time of 
sampling, and the methods 
of sampling and analysis 
used. 
:. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental exposure. 
1. If the employer who has or 
has had employees with 
occupational exposure to 
carbon tetrachloride ceases 
business without a 
successor, he shall forward 
their records by registered 
mail to the Director, 
NIOSH. 
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ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
I. Occupational 
exposure = exposure to 
carbon tetrachloride 
in any establishment 
where it is used, 
manufactured, or 
stored. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS IFOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
B. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
. . 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Carbon tetrachloride 
(continued) 
Eva protaction 
5. Eve protective devices 
shall be provided by the 
employer and used by 
the employees where 
contact of carbon 
tetrachloride with eves 
is likely. 
6. Unless eve protection is 
afforded by a respirator 
hood or facepiece. 
protective goggles or a 
face shield shall be worn 
at operations where there 
is danger of contact of 
the eyes with wet 
materials containing 
carbon tetrachloride 
because of spills, splashes, 
or excessive vapors in the 
air. 
Raepfratory potaction 
7. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table I-1 and shall 
ensure that the employee 
usas the respirator 
provided anytime the 
concentration of carbon 
tetrachloride exceeds the 
PEL. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AN0 DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ~~C~PATI~NAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 0ccup~Tl0NAL EXPOSURE IFOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ~ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
_ 
/ 
/ 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENViRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
Carbon tetrechloride 
(continued) 
8. Where an emergency may 
- develop which could 
result in employee 
injury from carbon 
tetrachloride, the 
employer shall provide 
an escape device as listed 
in Table l-1. 
9. The employer shall 
ensure that all personal 
protective devices are 
inspected re@arly and 
maintained in clean and 
satisfactory working 
condition. 
10. The employer shall ensure 
that carbon tetrachloride 
is not discharged into 
municipal waste 
treatment systems 
or the community air. 
Hygiena preatfca 
11. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE / A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT (1 =- izsEzE D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- ~ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ) FOR THOSE SUBJECf TO i FOR THOSE SUBJECT ~0 
: JECiTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE (FOR i OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR I OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
‘i REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS) , ~ AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWlSE STATED. ’ (FOR STANOARDS), UNLESS c UNLESSOTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
~ OTHERWISE STATED. 
.I 
Chlorine / 1. Medical and work histories, with 1 Annually, or as DBRP ,, 1. Retain 5 yrs after termination 1. Refer worker to physician if 
(NIOSH 76.170,5/76) 
, 
attn to: I 1. Refer worker to of employment for all workers exposed to high concen- 
a. Cardiac disease; physician if exposed to subject to exposure. tration, or exhibits signs/ 
b. Bronchitis; high concentration, I 2. Shall be available to DMR of symptoms of respiratory tracl 
c. Tuberculosis; or exhibits signs/ ’ the Sec. of Labor, of the Sec. irritation. 
I d. Pulmonary abscesses; symptoms of respira- of HHS, of the employer, I I 
I e. Chronic respiratory diseases. tory tract irritation. and of the employee. I 
2. Physical exam with olfactory 3. Include occupational I 
deficiency tests. exposure and accident 
records. / 
3. 14” x 17” post/ant chest X-ray. 
4. Use of respirators. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AN0 DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANOAROS me/m3 fppm) 
Chlorine 
(NIOSH 7&170,5/76I 
1. Ceiling limit 
for 15 min: 
(0.5). 
2. Procedures for 
sampling, celi- 
bretion of 
equipment, end 
analysis of 
chlorine 
samples shall 
be es provided 
In Appendices 
I end II, or by 
any method 
ahown to be 
equivalent in 
precision, 
accuracy, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
lnduttrial hyjrne survey Protective clothing 1. Records of IH surveys shell Yes Yes Yea 1. Occupetionel 
be maintained. exposure = exposure 1. Workers will not ba 1. Personnel performing 
considered to have nonroutine operations 2. Environmental monitoring to concentrations of 
occupational exposure to where escape of liquid records shall also be chlorine at or ebove 
chlorine if environmental chlorine occurs or maintained and shell 1/2thePEL 
concentrations, es emergency operations include sampling end 
determined on the basis involving escaping liquid analytical methods, types 
of e PIH survey, do not chlorine should wear of respiratory protective 
exceed 112 of the l-piece suits which ere devices used, and ceiling 
recommended ceiling impervious to chlorine and concentrations found. 
concentration (i.e., action sealed at the ankles, wrists, 
level). and around the face. The 
3. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
2. Surveys shall be repaeted suits shell be ventilated 
at least once every 3 yrs with supplied air, or stay 
on his or her own 
and within 30 days after time in the work area 
environmental exposures, 
end records of such date 
any process change likely shall be limited with due 
consideration of the heat 
shell be included in his 
to result in increases of 
stress factors involved. 
medical records. 
airborne concentretions 
of chlorine. Impervious gloves and 4. Pertinent records of 
boots should also be worn. required medical 
Pweonal monitoring Such protective clothing examinations, records 
3. A progrem of parsonal shall be kept readily of occupational accidents, 
monitoring shall be available for emergencies. end records of environ- 
instituted to Identify and mentel exposures within 
measure or permit celcu- 
2. Impervious gloves shall 
be worn by penons 
the workplace, shall be 
letion of the exposure connecting or discon- 
maintained for 5 Yrs after 
of all employees who ere netting cylinders of 
the worker’s employment 
occupetionellY exposed to chlorine. 
has ended. 
chlorine. 
3. The employer shall supplY 
5. Shall be evelleble to the 
4. Monitoring of employee and meintain all protective 
DR of the Sec. of Labor, 
rxposure to airborne clothing in e cleen, senitarv, 
of the Sec. of HHS, of the 
concentrations of chlorine end usable condition. 
employer, and of the 
shell be conducted et least employee or former 
every 6 mos. employee. 
5. If monitoring of an 
employee’s exposure to 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTToOCCuPATIoNALExPoSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), / EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
; ~ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS ! UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXWSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mdm3 fppm) 
Chlorine 
(continued) 
chlaine reveals that he is Eyr protration 
exposed et concentrations 
in excess of the recom- 
4. Personnel working with, 
mended environmental 
or exposed to, liquid or 
limit, the exposure of 
gaseous chlorine containers 
that employee shall be 
or systems where chlorine 
measured et least once 
contact with the eves 
every 30 days, control 
can occur shall have eve 
measures shall ba initiated, 
protection. Unless eve 
and the employee shell 
protection is afforded 
be notified of his exposure 
by e respirator hood or 
end the control measures 
fecepiece, chemical goggles 
being implemented to 
and face shields shell be 
correct the situation. Such 
worn. 
monitoring shell continue Respiratory poteetion 
until 2 consecutive 5. The employer shell provide 
samplings, at least 1 wk respirators in accordance 
apert. indicate that with Table I-1 and shell 
employee exposure no ensure that the emplovee 
longer exceeds the PEL. uses the respirator 
Semiannuel monitoring provided. 
may then be resumed. 6. Each indoor eree required 
to be posted shell have 
emergency protective 
devices readily available in 
nearby locations which do 
not require entry into 8 
contaminated atmosphere 
for access. Certain outdoor 
locations mey be exempted 
from this requirement 
depending upon such 
fectonaschforinecepacitv, 
accessibility to facility, 
nearness to other occupied 
Iocetions, and ease of 
evacuation. A decision 
regarding an exemption 
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I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REOUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT i0 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
1 RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS / REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDSI, / EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. I 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
ANDDATE) ENVlRONMENTiL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppm) 
Chlorine 
fcontinuadl 
shall be mde by an 
OSHA compliance officer. 
Respiratory protective 
devices provided shall 
consist of at least 2 self- 
contained breathing 
apparatus es described in 
Table I-1. 
7. Canisters shall be discarded 
after use or whenever an 
odor or taste is detected, 
and replaced with fresh 
canisters. Unused canisters 
shall be discarded and 
replaced when the seal is 
broken or when the shelf 
life recommended by the 
manufacturer ends. 
Hygirnr practicea 
8. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 
1 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT / REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS I D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~TloN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR .i OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE ,, THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
- 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ 
Chloroform 1. Comprehensive medical and work ’ Annually, or as DBRP ’ 1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
I 
(NIOSH 75-114, 12.774) histories, with attn to: / 1. Same as in A. nation of employment for ~ 
a. Gastrointestinal symptoms; I all persons employed in work 
b. Mental status; involving exposure to I 
c. Alcohol consumption. chloroform. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
a. Cardiac rhythm; the Sec. of Labor, of the Sec. 
b. Liver function; 
of HHS, of the employer, 
c. Kidney function; 
and of the employee. 
d. Urinalysis. 
3. Ability to use negative or positive 
pressure respirator. 
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EXPOSURE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
:hloroform 1. Ceiling limit ’ 1. In any workplace where Protactivr clothing 1. Records of all sampling Yes Yas Yes 1. Occupational 
NIOSH 75114.12/741 for 1 hr: 9.78 chloroform is handled or 1. Coveralls or other and analysis of chloroform 
exposure = exposure 
(2). processed, an IH survey full-body protective shall be maintained for 
to chloroform in any 
2. Procedures for shell be repeated 
semiannually. 
clothing shall be worn et \east 30 yrs after the 
establishment where 
collection and individual’s employment 
chloroform is used, 
enalysis of ) 2. In areas where mere is 
in areas where there is 
occupational exposure to is terminated. 
stored, or 
ch(orofmm in ~ occumtional exposure to 2. Records shall indicate the 
manufactured. 
chloroform. Protective 
air shall be as chloroform, workplace 
environmental monitoring 
clothing shall be changed details of the type of 
provided in at least daily at the end personal protective devices, 
Appendices I shall ba instituted. of the shift and more if any, In use et the time of 
and I I, or by 3. In all monitoring, samples frequently if it should sampling, and the methods 
any methods representative of the become grossly of sampling and anelysis 
shown to be exposure in the breathing contaminated. used. 
equivalent in zone of emplovees shall be 
accuracy, collected by parsonal 
2. Impervious gloves, 3. Each employee shall be 
precision, and semplers. 
aprons, and footwear able to obtain information 
sensitivity to 
shall be worn at on his or her own 
4. An adequate number of 
the methods 
operations where environmental exposures. 
samples shall be taken in 
specified. order to determine the 
chloroform may contact 4. 
the skin. 
If the employer who has or 
occupational exposure of has had employees with 
each employee. 3. Eye protective devices occupational exposure to 
shall be provided by the chloroform ceases business 
5. A reevaluation of the employer and used by without a successor, he 
exposure of employees to the employees where shall forward their records 
chloroform shall ba made contact of chloroform by registered mail to the 
within 30 days after with eves is likely. Director, NIOSH. 
installation of a new 
process or process change. 4. The employer shall 
6. A reevaluation of 
ensure that all personal 
protective devices are 
employee exposure to inspected ra@arly and 
chloroform shall ba maintained in clear and 
repeated at l-wk intervals satisfactory working 
when the airborne condition. 
concentration has been 
found to excaed the 
recommended workplace 
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WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUlREhiENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
I RI!&!I!~~%~ 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
‘F ,;; ,91’,“,‘ps;‘,;;;;yNTs 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
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PERSONAL 
AND DATE) PROTECTIVE REQUIREMENTS 
Chloroform 
(continued) 
environmental limit. In 5. Work clothing may not 
such cases, suitable be taken home by I 
controls shall be instituted employees. The employer 
and monltoring shall shall provide for 
continue at 1-wk intervals maintenance and 
until 3 consecutive surveys laundering of protective 
indicate the adequacy of clothing. 
controls. 6. The employer shall 
ensure that precautions ! 
necessary to protect I / / 
laundry personnel are 
taken while soiled I 
protective clothing is 
being laundered. 1 
7. The employer shall 
ensure that chloroform 
Is not discharged into 
municipal waste treat- 
ment systems or the 
community air. 
Eya protection 
8. Unless eye protection is 
afforded by a respirator 
hood or facepiece. 
protective goggles or a 
face shield shall be worn 
at operations where there 
is danger of contact 
of the eyes with wet 
materials containing 
chloroform because 
of spills, splashes, or 
excessive vapors in the 
air. 
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B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING I 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT ’ REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS ~ D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ’ OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDlTloNAL REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Chloroform 
(continued) 
Respimtory Protection 
9. The employer shell 
provide respirators in 
accordance with 
Table I-1 and shall ensure 
that the employee uses 
the respirator provided 
anytime the concen- 
tration of chloroform 
exceeds the PEL. 
10. Where an emergency may 
develop which could 
result in employee injury 
from chloroform, the 
employer shall provide an 
escape device es listed in 
Table l-l. 
Hygiana prrctica 
11. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STA?lDARDS 
his-Chloromethyl other 
(1910.1998, 11178) 
. r B. PERIODIC A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT / REDUIREMENTS 
:OR THOSE WHO WILL BE O R  ARE SUB- 
ECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
IECDMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR THOSE I 
IHO WILL BE O R  ARE EMPLOYED IN ): , 
IEGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  
INLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Decreased immuno- 
competence; 
b. Treatment with steroid or 
cytotoxic agent; 
c. Pregnancy; 
d. Cigarette smoking. 
2. Personal, family, and occupational 
histories, with emphasis on: 
a. Genetic factors; 
b. Environmental factors. 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
3CCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
[FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  
3R FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
[FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS 
3THERWISE STATED. 
At least annually 
1. Same as in A. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FDA 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Retain for the duration of 
employment for all authorized 
employees and all employees 
considered for assignment to 
enter regulated areas. 
2. Upon termination of 
employment, including 
retirement or death, or in 
the event that the employer 
ceases business without a 
true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
Director. 
3. Provide upon request to 
employees, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director 
of NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
SECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
rHOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
JNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 bprn) 
bb-Chlorollwhyl ethr 
(191O.lam~ 
1. A regulated area shall be Protective clothing 1. Any changes in operations Yes Yes Yes 1. Open vessel system 
established where bis- 1. In operations involving 
shall be reported in writing operations are 
chloromethyl ether is “laboratory-type hoods,” 
within 15 calender days of prohibited. 
menufectured, processed, or where bis-chloromethyl 
the change. 
used, pecbged, ether is contained in an 2. The report shall include e 
repackaged, released, otherwise “closed system,” brief,description end 
handled, or stored. but is transferred, charged, inplant location of the area 
2. Access shall be restricted or discharged, employees regulated end the address 
to authorized personnel. shall be provided with, and of each regulated area; 
required to wear, clean, the name and other 
full-bodv protective identifying information 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, as to the presence of 
or long-sleeved shirt and bischloromethyl ether in 
pants), shoe covers, and each regulated area; the 
gloves prior to entering the number of employees in 
regulated area. each regulated area during 
!I 2. Prior to each exit from a 
normal operations, 
regulated area, employees 
including maintenance 
shall be required to remove 
activities; and the manner 
and leave protective 
in which bis-chloromethyl 
clothing and equipment 
ether is present in each 
at the point of exit and at 
regulated area. 
the last exit of the day, to 3. Incidents resulting in 
place used clothing and release of bischloromethyl 
equipment in impervious ether into any area where 
containers at the point employees may be exposed 
of exit for purposes of shall be reported within 
decontamination or 24 hrs to the nearest 
disposal. The contents of OSHA Director. 
such impervious containers 4. A written report shall be 
shall be properly identified. filed within 15 days after 
Rmpiratory protection such an incident, and shall 
3. Employees engaged in 
include a specification of 
bis-chloromethyl ether 
the amount of material 
handling operations 
released, the amount of 
involving transfer from a 
time involved, and an 
MEDICAL ‘SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- , FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE~FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
(FOR RECOMMEN~ATION~~, ( RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES / EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
~ ~ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ~ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE 
BBAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
PHYSICIAN 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
bb-Chloromothyl other 
(continued) 
closed system, charging explanation of the 
or discharging point procadure used in 
operations, or otherwise determining this figure; a 
opening a closed system description of the eree 
shall be provided with, involved, and the extent of 
and required to wear, a known employee exposure; 
full-face, supplied air any medical treatment 
respirator of the given, or surveillance 
continuous flow or implemented; an analysis 
pressure demand type in of the circumstances of the 
accordance with 1910.134. incident, and meesures 
Hygion frractfcr 
taken to avoid further 
releases. 
4. Personal hygiene measures 
specified for work within 
isolated systems, for work 
inclosed system operetions, 
and for work involving 
trensfer from a closed 
system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
Yi,zEr 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REClUlREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
FO:!?!-!!kT TO ~~ 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
( :~‘,‘,~~~:“,:‘,“,9,~~~~~~‘, 
Chloroprene 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- In an emergency 
(NIOSH 77-210.8777) histories, with attn to: 1. Same as in A.l,2, nation of employment for all 1. First aid, especially with 
a. Skin; and 3. employees exposed. regard to: 
b. Eyes; 2. Shall be available to DMR of a. Eyes; 
c. Central nervous system; the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. b. Lungs. 
d. Hepatic system; of Labor, of the employer, 
e. Pulmonary system; and of the employee. 
f. Renal system. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Skin; 
b. Eyes; 
c. CNS function. 
3. Clinical tests, at least: 
a. Urinalysis; 
b. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray; 
c. Pulmonary function test (FVC, 
FEVl.0); 
d. Determination of SGPT; 
e. ECG; 
f. Others, as DBRP. 
4. Ability to use positive pressure 
respirator. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Chhnoprene 
(NIOSH 77-210.8177) 
INVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppm) 
1. Ceiling limit 
for 15 min: 3.6 
(1). 
2. Sempler of 
workplace air 
shall be 
collected and 
analyzsd at 
least annually 
es described in 
Appendices I 
and II, or by 
any methods 
shove to be 
aqulvalent in 
accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
ndustrial hygimna survay 
I. The employer shall 
conduct an IH survey et 
each location where 
chloroprene is released into 
the workplace air to 
determine whether 
exposure to airborne 
chloroprene is in excess of 
the occupational exposure 
limit. 
1. Surveys shall be repeated 
at least quarterly and 
within 30 days of any 
process change likely to 
result in an increase in 
airborne chloroprene 
concentrations. 
Parsonal monitoring 
3. If the employer has 
determined that the 
envlronmental concen- 
tration of chloroprene in e 
workplace may exceed the 
occupational exposure 
limit, a program of 
personal monitoring shall 
be instituted to identify 
and measure the exposure 
of each employee 
occupationally exposed to 
chloroprene. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
‘rotactiva clothing 
1. The employer shall 
provide appropriate 
protective clothing for 
use in any operation 
where the worker has any 
possibility of coming into 
direct contact with 
liquid chloroprene. The 
clothing shall be both 
impervious and resistant 
to chloroprene. 
2. Gloves, boots, overshoes, 
and bib-type aprons that 
cover boot tops shall be 
provided when necessary. 
3. Impervious supplied-air 
hoods or suits shall be 
worn when entering 
confined spaces, such es 
pits or tanks, unless they 
are known to be safe. 
4. In situations where heat 
stress is likely to occur, 
air-supplied suits shall be 
used. 
5. All protective clothing 
shall be cleaned, well- 
aired, and inspected for 
defects prior to reuse. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
I. IH survey records shall be 
kept. 
!. Employers or their 
successors shall keep 
records of environmentel 
monitoring for each 
emplovee for et least 30 
yrs after the individual’s 
employment has 
terminated. 
I. These records shell include 
the name of the employee 
being monitored;dates of 
measurements; duties and 
job locations within the 
worksite; sampling end 
analytical methods used 
and evidence of their 
accuracy; number and 
duration of samples, 
results of analyses, and 
occupational exposure 
concentrations based on 
these samples; end personal 
protective equipment used 
by the employee. 
1. Records for each employee 
which indicate date of 
employment with the 
company end changes in 
job assignment shell be 
kept for the same 36yr 
duration. 
R’ 
A 
I 
N 
I 
: 
YOS 
P I 0 S T I 
Pi 
YES 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
1. Occupatlonal 
exposure = work in en, 
establishment where 
chloroprene is manu- 
factured, stored, 
handled, used, or 
otherwise present. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
) ,,~~~, TO FoR;EfI 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
,,Dd ,“,‘,“,‘p,“,‘:ENTS 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 1U 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Chloropmns 
kontlnuud) 
4. Sourceend area monitoring tyo Protection 5. The employer shall make 
may be used to supplement 
personal monitoring. 
6. The employer shall these records available on 
provide face shields I8 in request to authorized 
5. Routine monitoring of minimum) with gcggler 
representatives of the 
employee exposures shall and shall ensure that 
Assistant Sec. of Labor for 
be conducted at least employees wear the 
OSHA or of the Director 
quarterly. protective equipment at 
of NIOSH. 
6. The exposure of affected 
any operation which 6. Employees and former 
employees shall be 
affords a possibility employees, or their 
monitored at least once 
of liquid chloroprene authorized representatives, 
every 3 mos. In the event 
coming into contact with shell have access to 
of overexposure, control 
the eyes. information on their own 
measures shall be initiated Rospintory protaction 
exposures. 
and the employee shall 7. The employer shall 
7. The employee or the 
be notified of the over- provide respirators in 
employee’s representative 
exposure and of the accordance with 
shall be given the 
control measures being Table I-1 and shall ensure 
opportunity to observe any 
instituted.Such monitoring that employees use the 
measurement conducted. 
shall continue until 2 respirators provided. 
determinations, at least 1 
8. Any observer shell have the 
wk apart, indicate that the 8. When a self-contained 
right to en explanation of 
employee’s exposure no 
the procedures used, of the 
breathing apparatus is 
longer exceeds the recom- 
results of the measure- 
selected, the employer 
mended environmental shell provide initial 
merits. and of the meaning 
limit; routine monitoring 
of the results for human 
training and monthly 
may then be resumed. refresher courses on the 
health and safety. 
use, maintenance, and 
function of the self- 
contained breathing 
apparatus. 
9. Respirators shall be easily 
accessible, and employees 
shall be informed of their 
location. 
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B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE , A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUlREhiENT , REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS ! D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ’ FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOoCCuPATlONALEXPOSURE(FOR~ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 1 OCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN / OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ; RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). 1 AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
I THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ; (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS : UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE ST4TEO. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
I I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppml 
Chloroprene 
(continued) 
10. Emergency exits shall 
be located at clearly 
identified stations within 
the work area and shall 
be adequate to permit 
all employees to escape 
safely from the area. 
11. The employer shall 
provide eyewash 
fountains at locations 
convenient to, but not 
within, areas of possible 
exposure to chloroprene. 
Hygiene pncticr 
12. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER RECIUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEX~OSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE occup4TloN~L EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccupATloN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATEO. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Chromic acid 
(NIOSH 73-11021, 1973) 
1. Work history: All exposures to 
chromic acid and other hexavalent 
chromium compounds. 
2. Medical history, including: 
a. Skin sensitivity; 
b. Pulmonary sensitivity; 
c. Skin or mucous membrane 
condition. such as dermatitis. 
ulcers; 
d. Membrane of the upper 
respiratory tract for bleeding, 
irritation, ulceration, 
perforations. 
3. Ability to use negative or positive 
pressure respirator. 
4. 14” x 17” chest X-ray. 
Annually 1. Retain 20 yrs after termi- 1. For those with signs/ 
1. Same as in A.1 and 2. nation of employment for all symptoms of skin or upper 
2. 14” x 17” chest X-ray, employees with 1 or more yrs respiratory tract irritation: 
>40 yrs old. exposure. a. Immediate medical 
Every 5 yrs 2. Retain X-rays for the 5 yrs examination. 
3. For those G40 yrs old. preceding termination of 
4. 14” x 17” chest X-ray. employment. 
3. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS,.of the Sec. 
of Labor, and of the 
employer. 
4. Physicians designated and 
authorized by any employee 
or former employee shall 
have access to his medical 
records. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppm) 
MONITORING 
REOUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Chromic acid 
yol4 73-11021, 
1. TWA: 0.05as 
chromium 
trioxide. 
2. Calling limit 
for 15 min: 0.1 
a5 chromium 
trloxi&. 
3. Procedure5 for 
sampling and 
rnalyri5 of air 
samples shall 
be a5 pmvidad 
In AppendIce 
I and II,or bv 
any method 
rhown to ba 
equivalent In 
praci5ion. 
l ocuracv, and 
5ansitivitY to 
the methods 
specified. 
1. Workroom areas shall not Protaetive dothing 1. Records of all sampling Ye5 Ye5 Ye5 1. Occupational 
be considered to have 
chromic acid exposure if 
1. Coverall5 or other shall be maintained for exposure = exposure 
full-body protective at least 20 yrr. above 112 the PEL. 
environmental levels, a5 
determined on the basi5 
clothing shall be worn 2. Records shall Indicate the 
of an IH survey or by the 
in areas where there is type of personal protective 
judgment of a compliance 
occupational exposure to devices, if any, in u5e at 
officer, do not exceed 112 
chromic acid. Protective 
clothing shall be changed 
the time of the 5ampling:. 
of the environmental 3. Records shall be 
standard. 
at the end of each 
workdav. maintained 50 that they 
can be classified by 2. Record5 of these 5urvey5, 
including tha,basir for 
2. Protective glove5, aprons, employees. 
concluding that air level5 
and footwear which are 
impervious to chromic acid 4. Each employee shall be 
are below 112 of the shall ba worn at operations able to obtain information 
on his or her own environmental standard, 
5hall be maintained. 
where chromic acid rpillr 
and splashes ma/ contact environmental expo5ure5. 
3. When there is chromic ecid the skin. 
expo5ure. envlronmental Eva protection 
monitoring shall be 
instituted. 3. Unless eye protection is 
4. Environmental samples 
afforded by a respirator 
5hall be taken within 
hood or facepiece, 
30 day5 after installation 
protective goggles or face 
of a new proc5-55 or process 
shield5 impervious to 
chromic acid shall be worn 
change. at operation5 where 
5. Sample5 shall be chromic acid splashec may 
collected at lea5t quarterly contact the eves. 
in accordance with 
Appendix 1 for the 
Raapfratory protaation 
evaluation of the work 4. Appropriate respirator5 
environment with respect shall be provided and used 
to the recommended when a variance has been 
standard. granted to allow respirator5 
as a mean5 of control 
of exposure in routine 
1M 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT RECIUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREWENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONSI, OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENOATIONS~, RECOMMENOATIONSI.OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONSI, OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATEO. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AN0 DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLO.TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppml 
Chrmk add 
(continwd) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
6. For work areas in which 
either the TWA or the 
ceiling concentration of 
chromic acid exceed5 the 
standard, monitoring and 
recordkeeping shall be 
repeated on a weekly basis 
until 3 consecutive 
sampling periods have 
demonstrated that 
environmental levels meet 
the standard. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
operations and while the 
application for variance is 
pending. Administrative 
control5 may also be used 
to reduce exposure. 
Respirators shell also be 
provided and used for 
nonroutine operation5 
(occasionel brief concen- 
trationr above the TWA 
or ceiling and for 
emergenck. 
6. The employer shall praridr 
respirators in accordance 
with Table I-1 end shall 
enrure that the employee 
uzes the respirator 
provided. 
6. Respiratory protective 
devices described in 
Table I-1 shall be those 
approved either under the 
following regulation5 
or under 30 CFR 11, 
published in the F&m/ 
Register March 26, 1972. 
a. Filter-type du5t. fume, 
and mi5t respirator-30 
CFR 14 (Bureau of 
Mines Schedule218); 
b. Supplied-air respirator- 
30 CFR 12 (Bureau of 
Mine5 Schedule 19B). 
Hygirno practica 
7. Sanitation measure5 
specified. 
P 
i 
WC 
OT ADDITIONAL 
R I 
KC 
INFORMATION 
s’ 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Chromium (VI) 1. Includes maintenance personnel. Annually 1. Retain for both carcinogenic 1. For those dewroping signs/ 
(NIOSH 76-129, 12/75) 2. Comprehensive medical and work 1. Same as in A. and non-carcinogenic Cr(VI) symptoms of upper 
histories, including: for all employees with respiratory tract irritation 
a. Potential skin or pulmonary occupational exposure, due to exposure: 
sensitivity; including maintenance a. Medical examination. 
b. Skin or membranous personnel with periodic If advrrrr health effects snn 
condition; exposure, for 30 yrs after 2. Remain under physician’s 
c. Smoking habits; 
termination of employment. 
2. Preplacement X-rays and 
care until recovery. 
d. History of kidney or liver 
disease. X-rays for the 5 yrs preceding 
3. Skin exam for evidence of: 
termination of employment 
shall also be retained 30 yrs. 
a. Dermatitis; 3. DMR of the Sec. of HHR, of 
b. Chrome ulcers. the Sec. of Labor, and of the 
4. Exam of upper respiratory tract employer shall have access to 
membranes for irritation, all medical records. 
bleeding, ulceration, perforation. 4. Physicians designated and 
5. Ability to use negative or positive authorized by any employee 
pressure respirator. or former employee shall 
6. Urinalysis. 
have access to that worker’s 
medical records. 
7. 14’ x 17” chest X-ray. 
8. If considered necessary by 
responsible physician: 
a. Sputum cytology; 
b. Liver function studies. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
IREFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 lppm) 
:hrunium (VI) 1. Carcinogenic 1. Workers are not Protective clothing 1. Records of IH surveys shall Yes Yes Yes 1. Noncarcinogenic 
INIOSH 7&129.12/75) CrfVI) TWA: considered to have 1. Coveralls or other be maintained until a new CrfVI) = the CrlVI) in 
1 Aglm3. occupational exposure to full-body protective survey is conducted. monochromates and 
2. Noncarcino- chromium(Vl) if, on the 
basis of a PIH survey, the 
clothing shall be worn 2. Records of all sampling bichromater of H, 
genic Cr(VI) in areas where there is and analysis of airborne lithium, sodium, 
TWA: airborne concentration of 
carcinogenic chromium 
occupational exposure to chromiumlVl) shall be potassium, rubidium, 
25 pglm3. chromium(VI). Protective maintained et least for 30 
cesium, and ammonium 
(VI) is sufficiently low clothing shall be changed yrs after the individual’s 
and Cr(VI) oxide. 
3. Ceiling limit that a sampling volume Carcinogenic CrfVI) = 
for 15 min for greater than 1.0 cu m  is 
at least daily at the end employment is terminated. 
any and all CrfVI) 
noncarcino- 
genie C&II): 
necessery in order to 
of the shift and more 3. Records shall indicate the materials not found 
50 ug1m3. 
collect 0.5 pg of car- 
frequently if it should 
cinogenic chromium(Vl); 
become grossly 
details of the type of above. 
contaminated. 
personal protective devices, 
4. Procedures for and the airborne if any, in use at the time of 
2. Occupational exposure 
sampling and concentration of 2. Impervious gloves, aprons, sampling and methods of 
for both = exposure to 
airborne Cr(VI) at 
analysis of noncarcinogenic and footwear shall be sampling and analysis used. 
chromium (VI) chromium(Vl) is not worn at operations where 
concentrations greater 
in air shall be greater than 112 the solutions of chromlum(VI) 
4. Each employee shall be than 112 the PEL. 
able to obtain information 
as provided in recommended limit of may contact the skin. 
Protective gloves shall be 
on his or her own 
Appendices I 25 pg CrIVl)/cu m. environmental exposure. 
and II, or by 2. All samples of airborne 
worn at operations where 
any method chromium(Vl) shall be 
dry compounds of 5. Daily rosters made of 
shown to be 
authorized persons 
analyzed by the chemical 
chromium(Vl) are handled 
equivalent in and analytical method in 
and may contact the skin. entering the regulated areas 
shall be maintained for 
precision, Appendix II; if samples 3. Work clothing shall not be 
accuracy, and taken home by employees. 
30 yrs. 
can be demonstrated 
sensitivity to to contain only non- The employer shall provide 6. ln the event that the 
the methods carcinogenic chromium for maintenance and employer who has 
specified. (VI). other methods laundering of protective employees with 
of chemical analysis clothing. occupational exposure to 
equivalent to the method 4. The employer shall ensure 
carcinogenic chromium 
in Appendix II may be (VI) ceases business that precautions necessary 
used. to protect laundry 
without a successor, 
records shall be forwarded 
3. In workplaces where personnel are taken when 
chromium(Vl) is handled soiled protective clothing 
by registered mail to 
Director, NIOSH. 
or processed, surveys is laundered. 
shall be repeated annually, 
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. 6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE(FDR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Chromium (VI) 
(continued) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
me/m3 fppml 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
and when any process 
change indicates a need 
for reevaluation. 
Requirements set forth 
below apply to areas 
in which there is 
occupational exposure to 
chromium(Vl). 
4. In all monitoring, 
samples repraantative of 
the exposure in the 
braathing zone of 
employees shall be 
collected by personal 
samplers. 
5. An adequate number of 
samples shall be taken 
in order to permit con- 
struction of TWA 
exposures for wary 
operation or procass. 
Except as otherwise 
determined by a PIH, 
the minimum number 
of represantative TWA 
drterminatlons for an 
operation or process shall 
be besed on the number 
of workers axposad as 
provided in the followlng 
table: 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REOUIREMENTS 
Eyr protaction 
5. Eve protection shall be 
provided by the employer 
end used by the employees 
where eye contact with 
chromium(Vl) is likely. 
6. Unless eye protection is 
afforded by a respirator 
hood or facepiece, 
protective goggles or a face 
shield shall be worn at 
operations where there is 
danger of contact of the 
eye with dry or wet 
compounds of 
chromium(Vl) because of 
spills, splashes, or excessive 
dust or mists in the air. 
Rrpfratory protctim 
7. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table I-1 or Table l-2 
when appropriate, and 
shall ensure that the 
employee uses the 
rasplrator provided. 
8. When an emergency may 
develop which could result 
in employee injury from 
chromium(Vl), the 
employer shall provide an 
escape device as listed in 
Table I-1, or in Table f-2 
where appropriate. 
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I 
WORK EXPOSURE / A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE1 I FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- 
RECOMMENDATIONS~, OR FOR THOSE 
FO:%!?l.%T TO ~~ 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), i RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 1 THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ) EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
! 
I 
DBAP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE -ma 
w-l HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
lREFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppml 
Chromium (VI) 
(continued) 
Number of Number of Hyjma practices 
Employees TWA 
Exposed Determinations 9. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
l-20 50% of the number 
of workers 
21-100 lOplus25%of the 
excess over 20 
workers 
>lDo 30 plus 5% of the 
excess over 100 
workers 
6. A reevaluation of the 
exposure of workers to 
airborne chromium(VD 
shall be male within 30 
days after installation of 
e new process or process 
chargas. 
7. Ssmples of airborne 
chromium(W) shall br 
collected and analyzed 
at least every 2 mos 
for those work areaa 
with occupational 
exposure to carclno- 
genie chromlum(Vll and 
at least every 3 mos If 
the airborne chromium 
WI) is noncarcinogenic. 
8. A reevrluetion of the 
workers’ exposures to 
airborne chromium(Vl) 
shell be repeated at 
1 wk intervals when the 
airborne concentration 
has been found to exceed 
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WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ~ FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 
’ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA i WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWlSE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. i UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. ! 
I 
I 
/ 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ,163 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
Chromium (VII 
fcontinuedl 
the recommended work- 
place environmental 
limit. In such cases, 
suitable controls shall be 
instituted and monitoring 
shall continue at l-wk 
intervals until 3 con- 
secutive surveys indicate 
the adequacy of controls. 
9. A regulated area shall be 
established and main- 
telned where carcinogenic 
chromiumfVl) is msnu- 
factured, reacted, 
remckagsd, stored, 
handled, or used; and 
where airborne 
concentrations of 
carcinogenic chromium 
WI) are in excess of 
the PEL. 
10. Access to the regulated 
areas shall k limited to 
authorized personnel. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPDSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE(FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
! UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
Chrvtene 
(NIOSH 78.163,5/78) 
[Special Health Hazards 
Review] 
1. History (not specified), with 
special emphasis on: 
a. Smoking habits; 
b. Respiratory tract; 
c. Urinary system. 
2. Physical exam, with special 
emphasis on: 
a, Smoking habits; 
b. Respiratory tract; 
c. Urinary tract. 
3. Clinical tests, including: 
a. Chest X-ray; 
b. Urinalysis, with other tests 
(e.g., sputum cytology), as 
DBRP. 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 1 REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccup~TlONA~ EXPOSURE (FOR 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ; RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES I EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
0ccup~~loN~L EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS ’ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
ITHERWISE STATED. : I , 
D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
At least annually 
1. Same as in A.2 and 3. 
1. Retain at least 30 yrs after 
the worker’s employment has 
ended. 
2. Include all data obtained 
from medical examinations 
which is pertinent to 
chrvsene exposure. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEOICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 bpmb 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDr’RDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Coal gasification 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually 1. Retain 30 yrs after last On trrmination 
(NIOSH 78-191,9/78) histories, with special emphasis on 1. Same as in A.1 and 3. occupational exposure. 1. Same as in 8. 
pre-existing disorders of: Biennially 2. Include environmental . 
a. Skin; 2. Same as in A.2. exposure records. 
b. Respiratory tract; 3. Shall be available to the DMR 
c. Liver; of the Sec. of HHS, of the 
d. Kidneys. Sec. of Labor, of the em- 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: player, and of the employee 
a. Oral cavity; or former employee. 
b. Skin; 
c. Respiratory system; 
d. 14” x 17” post/ant X-ray. 
3. Pulmonary function tests, 
including: 
a. FVC, FEVl .O; 
b. Sputum cytology; 
c. Urinalysis; 
d. Urine cytology; 
e. ECG; 
f. Multiple serum chemistry, as 
DBRP; 
g. Audiometric exam, for those 
exposed to noise. 
4. Ability to use positive pressure 
respirator. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STAh3AROS 
Coal gasification 
(NIOSH 78-191, 9/7Sl 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
‘me/m3 fppm) 
1. Existing Fedar- 
al occupational 
exposure limits 
shall be en- 
forced except 
where NIOSH 
has recom- 
mended a 
reduction in 
the existing 
Fedarel limit, 
or where there 
is no existing 
Federal limit. 
In such cases, 
applicable 
NIOSH rec- 
ommendations 
shall be 
complid with. 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
. Area and personal 
monitoring for respireble 
perticuletes shall be 
conducted at least monthly 
in the following unit 
process areas: coal storage 
and preparation, coal 
feeding, and ash removal 
and ash disposal. 
!. The fraquency of 
monitoring may be 
reduced to quarterly if 
6 consecutive monthly 
determinations show that 
the concentrations of 
respirable particulates do 
not exceed the workplace 
exposure limit. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REOUIREMENTS 
Prot=tiva clothing 
1. Employers shall provide, 
and instruct employees to 
wear, suitable clothing to 
prevent skin contact with 
tar and tar oil where the 
potential for exposure 
exists. These garments shall 
be made of materiels 
resistant to penetration 
by tar and tar oil. 
2. Gloves shall be used that 
are impervious to process 
residues. Nondisposable 
gloves shall be capable of 
withstanding cleaning. 
3. Protective clothing for 
maintenance employees 
shall be selected for 
effectiveness in providing 
protection from the hazards 
associated with the specific 
work area involved. 
Eye protaction 
4. CuptYpe chemical safety 
goggles shall be worn by 
employees engaged in 
activities in which 
hezardous materials may 
come in contact with the 
eyes. 
5. Full-length plastic face 
shields (8 in minimum) 
shall be worn in areas 
RECORDKEEPING 
REOUIREMENTS 
I. Records of all monitoring 
shall be retained for the 
duration of employment 
end for at leest 30 yrs 
after the emplovee’s last 
occupational exposure in e 
coal gasification plent. 
2. Includes the dates end 
times of measurements. job 
function and location 
within the workplace, 
methods of sempling end 
analysis used, types of 
respiratory protective 
devices in use et the time 
of sampling, concen- 
trations of indicator or 
other hazerdous substances 
found, and identification 
of exposed employees. 
3. Each employee shell be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental exposures. 
4. Workplace monitoring 
records and entry rosters 
shell be made available to 
the government. 
5. Signed work permits shall 
be kept on file for 1 Yr 
after the date of use. 
T 
R 
A 
I 
N 
I 
i 
YW 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATEJ 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS I REOUIREMENTS / D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS I 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO / FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE [ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR : RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ’ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
======Y 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mQ/m3 fppm) 
Coal gasification 
fcontinuedl 
where contact with tar or 
tar oil is likely, except 
when full-facepiece 
respirators are beingworn. 
Respiratory protection 
6. Respirators may be used 
only during the time 
necessary to install or test 
the required controls and 
for nonroutine operations 
or during emergencies 
when brief exposures at 
concentrations exceeding 
the limits may occur. 
7. Respirators shall be 
provided based on the 
toxicants to be protected 
against. 
6. Emergency respirators 
for a given area shall ba 
NIOSH- or P&HA-approved 
for specific protection 
aginst the process gases 
that may be present in 
that area. Emergency 
equipment shall be located 
at well-marked and clearly 
identified statlonr and shall 
be adequate to protect 
personnel durinQ escape 
from the area or other 
emergency operations. 
Hygiana pncticr 
9. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
llORI([ A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIRWENT 
B. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS ” k%f:E%~, D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SU’iJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONSl, OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS IFOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Coal tar products 
(NIOSH 7&107,9/77) 
1. Comprehensive medical and work At least annually 1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
histories, with special emphasis on 1. Same as in A.1 and 2. nation of employment for all 
pre-existing disorders of: employees exposed. 
a. Skin; 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
b. Respiratory tract; the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
c. Liver; of Labor, of the employer, 
d. Kidneys. and of the employee. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 3. Include environmental 
a. Oral cavity; exposure records. 
b. Skin; 
c. Respiratory system, including: ! 
i. 35 cm x 42 cm post/ant and 
lateral chest X-ray; 
d. Pulmonary function tests 
(FVC, FEVl.0); 
e. Sputum cytology; 
f. Mucous membrane of the oral 
cavity; 
g. Liver function tests, as DBRP; 
h. Urinalysis, as DBRP. 
3. Ability to use positive pressure 
respirator. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Coal tar products 
(NIOSH 78-107, g/77) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. TWA: 0.1. 
2. Methods for 
sampling and 
analysis of coal 
tar products 
shall be as 
provided in 
Appendices I 
and II. 
1. Each employer who has a 
place of employment In 
which there is occupational 
exposure to coal tar 
products shall institute a 
program of personal 
monitoring to measure the 
exposure of all employees. 
2. In all personal monitoring, 
samples representative of 
the breathing zone of 
the employee shall be 
collected. 
3. Each operation in each 
work area shall be sampled 
at least once every 3 mos. 
4. If an employee Is found to 
be exposed to airborne 
coal tar products at 
concentrations In excess of 
the limit specified, the 
exposure of that employee 
shall be measured at least 
once a wk. control 
measures shall be initiated, 
and the employee shall be 
notified of the extent of 
the exposure and of the 
control measures being 
implemented to reduce the 
concentration of airborne 
coal ter products to or 
Mow the PEL. Such 
monitoring shall continue 
Protective clothing 
1. Employers shall provide, 
and shall require 
employees working with 
creosote to wear, gloves, 
protective sleeves, aprons, 
jackets, trousers, caps, 
and shoes as necessary 
to prevent skin contact. 
These garments shall 
be made of a material 
resistant to penetration 
by creosote, such as 
polychloroprene. 
polyethylene, rubber, or 
other suiteble material. 
2. Employers shall provide, 
and shall require 
employees working with 
creosote to wear, suitable 
clothing to prevent skin 
contact with coal tar. 
These garments shall 
be made of a material 
resistant to penetration 
by coal tar. For 
employees working with 
heated coal tar pitch, 
employers shall require 
use of protective clothing 
sufficient to prevent skin 
contact. 
3. Employees handling 
drums, cans, or other 
larg containers of coal 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 bpm) 
1. Records of personal 
monitoring shall IX kept 
for the duration of 
employment and for at 
least 30 yrs after 
the employee’s last 
occupational exposure to 
coal tar products. 
2. These records shall include 
the dates and times of 
measurements, job 
function end location of 
employees within the 
worksite, methods of 
sampling and analysis used, 
types of respiratory 
protective devices in use I 
at the time of sampling, e n
concentrations of airborne entrations 
coal tar products found, 
and identification of ‘--*lf cation 
exposed employees. seu 
3. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on hls or her own 
environmental exposures. 
4. Daily rosters of authorized 
persons who enter 
regulated areas shall be 
retained for at least 30 yrs. 
5. Environmental monitoring 
records and entry rosters 
shall be made available to 
DR of the Sec. of Labor 
and of the Sec. of HHS. 
YW 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
1. Occupational 
: exposure = any contact 
with coal tar, coal tar 
pitch, or creosote in the 
work environment. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ! FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
/ 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION BOLD TYPE FOR 
DSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Coal tar products 
(contimmdl 
until 2 consecutive tar products shall wear 
determinations, at least impervious shoes or 
1 wk apart, indicate that boots with safetv 
the employee is no longer toecaps. Leather safety 
exposed to airborne coal shoes shall be protected 
tar products at concen- from splashes or spills 
trations greater than the by impervious coverings 
limit specified. Routine such as rubbers. 
monitoring may then be 
resumed. 
4. The employer shall 
ensure that, at the 
completion of the work 
shift, all protective 
clothing is removed only 
in the change rooms. 
5. The employer shall 
ensure that contaminated 
protective clothing that is 
to be cleaned, laundered, 
or disposed of is placed 
in a closed container in 
the change room. 
Eye protaction 
6. Cup-tvpe or rubber- 
framed chemical safety 
goggles shall be worn by 
employees engaged In 
activities in which coal 
tar products may come in 
contact with the eyes. 
When employees are 
exposed to airborne coal 
tar products at concen- 
trations in excess of 
the PEL, a respiratory 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
1 
! 
E. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO .’ 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. _ :- _. -. 
. . 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS. REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 (ppm) 
Coal tar products 
Icontinud) 
protective device with 
a full facepiece is I 
required. 
7. Full-length, plastic face 1 
shields (20 cm minimum) 
shall be worn, in addition 
I 
to safety goggles, by 
employees working 
where contact with coal 
tar products is likelv, 
except where full 
facepiece respirators are 
being worn. 
Rapirrtory protction 
8. The employer shall 
provide respirators in 
accordance with 
Table I-l and shall ensure 
that employees use the 
respirators properly when 
the concentration of 
airbornecoal tar products 
exceeds the PEL. 
9. Protective equipment 
suitable for emergency 
entry shall be located at 
clearly identified areas 
outside the work area. 
10. Emergency equipment 
shalt be located at well- 
marked and clearly 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR ~C~~PATI~NAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS.OTHERWlSE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
I 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
Coal tar products 
Icontinued) 
identified stations end 
shall be adequate to I 
permit all personnel to 
escape from the area or 
to cope safely with the II 1 
emergency on reentry. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 
WORK EXPOSURE I A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS 
IREFERENCE AND DATE) 
7 D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
j FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SdBJECT TO 
: JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
Coke oven omissions 1. For those who will work in 
(1910.1029.5178) regulated areas at least 30 days/yr. 1. For those in regulated the duration of employment nation of employment 
2. Work and medical histories, areas 30 dayslyr. plus 20 yrs, whichever is 1. Same as in A. 
including: 2. Same as in A. 
longer, for all employees who 
a. Smoking history; Semi-annually 
are employed in a regulated 
b. Presence and degree of respira- 3. For those 45 yrs old or area at least 30 days per yr. 
tory symptoms (breathlessness, 2. Include name, SSN, over, or with 5 or more 
cough, sputum production, description of employee yrs of employment in 
wheezing). the area. 
duties, a copy of physician’s 
j 3. Physical exam: 4. Same as in A, even 
written opinion, the signed \ 
when these employees 
statement of any refusal to 
a. 14” x 17” post/ant chest X-ray take a medical exam, any 
and IL0 U/C rating; are transferred to 
b. Pulmonary function tests another area. 
medical complaints related to i 
(FVC, FEV1.O, with recording 
coke oven emissions, medical 
examination results, work 
of type of equipment used); history and medical history, 
c. Weight; 
d. Skin exam. 
lab procedures used and a : 
copy of the standards or 
guidelines used to interpret 
4. Lab tests: test results, the initial X-ray, 
a. Urinalysis (for sugar, albumin, X-rays for the most recent 
hematuria); 5 yrs, any X-ray with a 
b. Sputum cytology; demonstrated abnormality 
c. Urine cytology. and all subsequent X-rays, the 
initial cytologic exam slide 
and written description, the 
cytologic examination slide 
and written description for 
the most recent 10 yrs, any 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Cokr own l mlalow 1. TWA: 
~1910.1029~ 150 pglm3. 
1. Each employer who has a 
place of employment 
where coke oven 
emissions are present 
shall monitor employees 
employed in the 
regulated araa to measure 
their exposure to coke 
oven emissions. 
2. The employer shall 
obtain measurements 
which are representative 
of each employee’s 
exposure to coke oven 
emissions over an Ehr 
period. 
3. The employer shall 
collect fullshift (for at 
least 7 continuous hrs) 
personal samples, 
including at least 1 
sample durlng each shift 
for each battery and each 
job classification within 
the regulated ereas 
including at leest the job 
classifications of lidman, 
tar chaser, larry car 
operator, luterman, 
machine operator (coke 
side), benchman (coke 
side), benchman (pusher 
side), heater, quenching 
car operator, pushing 
machine operator, 
screening station 
Protective clothing 1. The employer shall YOS Yes Yes 
1. The employer shall establish and maintain an 
accurate record of all provide and assure the 
use of appropriate measurements taken to 
protective clothing and monitor employee 
exposure to coke men equipment. 
emissions. 
2. These shall include flame 2. This record shall include 
resistant jacket and pants, the name, SSN, and job 
flame resistant gloves, classification of the 
face shields or vented employees monitored; the 
goggles which comply dates, number, duration, 
with 1910.133 la), (21, and results of each of the 
Insulation from hot samples taken, including a 
surfaces for footwear, description of the sampling 
safety shoes which procedure used to 
comply with 1910.136, determine representetive 
and protective helmets employee exposure where 
which comply with applicable; the type of 
1910.135. respiratory protective 
3. The employer shall clean, devices worn, if any; a 
launder, or dispose of description of the sampling 
protective clothing. and analytical methods 
used and evidence of 
4. The employer shall repair 
or replace the protective 
their accuracy; and the 
environmental variables 
clothing and equipment that could affect the 
as needed to maintain 
their effectiveness. 
measurement of employee 
exposure. 
5. The employer shall assure 
that all protective 
3. The employer shal, 
maintain this record for at 
clothing is removed at least 40 vrs or for the 
the completion of a work 
shift only in change 
duration of employment 
plus 20 yrs, whichever is 
rooms. longer. 
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WORK EXPOSURE D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE IFOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE IFOP 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA / WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
Coke oven emissions 
(continued) 
atypical cytologic exami- 
nation slides if such atypia 
persists for 3 yrs, and all 
subsequent slides and 
descriptions. 
3. Shall be available to Sec. and 
Director. I 
4. Provide upon request to 
employee and DMR. 
5. Whenever an employer ceases 
to do business, the successor 
employer shall receive and 
retain all records. When there 
is no successor, records 
shall be transmitted to the 
Director. 
6. At the expiration of the 
retention period, the 
employer shall notify the 
Director at least 3 mos 
prior to the disposal and, if 
requested to do so, transmit 
all records to the Director. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
Cok0 men mtiaiona 
fcontinued) 
operator, wharfman, 6. The employer shall assure 4. The employer shall make 
oven patcher, oven that contaminated available upon request all 
repairman, spellman, and protective clothing which records required to be 
maintenance personnel. is to be cleaned, maintained to the Sec. 
laundered, or disposed of and the Director for 
4. The employer shall is placed in a closable examination end copying. 
repeat the monitoring container in the change 
measurements at least 5. Employee exposure room. 
every 3 mos. measurement records shall 
5. Whenever there has been 
7. The employer shell be provided upon request 
inform any person who to employees, designated 
a production, process, or cleans or launders representatives, and 
control change which protective clothing of the Assistant Sec. in 
may result In new or the potentially harmful accordance with 29 CFR 
additional exposure to effects of exposure to 1910. 
coke oven emissions, or coke oven emissions. 
whenever the employer 6. Whenever the employer 
has any other reason to Respiratory protmtian ceases to do business, the 
suspect an increase in 6. Compliance with the 
successor employer shall 
employee exposure, the 
receive and retain all 
permissible exposure 
employer shell repeat 
records. 
limit may not be 
the monitoring and echieved by the use of 7. Whenever the employer 
measurements for those respirators except during ceases to do business and 
employees affected by the time period necessary there is no successor 
such change or increase. to install or implement employer to receive and 
6. The employer shall feasible engineering end 
retain the records for 
notify each employee in work practice controls: in 
the prescribed period, 
writing of the exposure work operetions such as 
these records shall be 
measurements which maintenance end repair 
transmitted by registered 
represent thet employee’s activity in which 
mail to the Director. 
exposure within 5 engineering and work 8. At the expiration of the 
working days after the practice controls ere I retention period for the 
receipt of the results or technologically not records, the employer shall 
mwsurements. feasible; in work transmit these records by 
situations where feasible 
7. Whenever such results 
registered mail to the 
indicate that the 
engineering and work Director or shall continue 
representetlve employee 
practice controls ere not to retain such records. 
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(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
~ JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE IFOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
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1 
‘I 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
cdtr owi WnNom 
[contlnuad) 
exposure exceeds the yet sufficient to reduce 
permissible exposure exposure to or belw 
limit, the employer shall, the permissible exposure 
in such notification, limit; or during 
inform each employee of emergencies. 
that fact and of the 
corrective action being 
9. Where respirators are 
taken to reduce exposure required under this 
to or below the 
section, the employer 
permissible exposure 
shall select, provide, and 
assure the use of the 
limit. appropriate respirator 
8. The employer shall use a or combination of 
method of monltoring respirators from Table I 
and measurement which section lg), (2). 
has an accuracy (with a 
ronfidence level of 95%) 
10. Whenever respirators 
of not less than *35% for 
are required for 
concentrations of coke 
concentrations not 
oven emissions 
greater than 1598 pg/m3, 
S-150 alm3. 
the employer shall 
provide, at the option of 
9. The employar shall each affected employee, 
provide affected either a particulate filter 
employees or their DR respirator or a powered 
an opportunity to air purifying respirator. 
observe any measuring or 
monitoring of employee 11. Respirators shall be 
exposure to coke oven selected from among 
emissions. those approved for 
protection against dust 
10. Whenever observation and mist by NIOSH 
of the measuring or under 30 CFR 11. 
monitoring of employee 
exposure to coke oven Hypiana practioas 
emissions requires entry 12. Sanitation measures 
into an area where the specified. 
use of protective clothing 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
B. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
0ccuP~~ioN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
coke oval ambiom 
kondnwd) 
or equipment is required, 
the employer shall 
provide the obsenrer with 
and assure the use of 
such equipment and shall 
require the observer to 
comply with all other 
applicable safetY and 
health procedures. 
11. Wlthout intarfarlng with 
tha measurenmnt, 
observers shall ba entitled 
to an explanation of the 
measurement procedures, 
to observe all steps 
related to the measure- 
ment of coke oven 
emissions parformed at 
the place of exposure, 
and to record the results 
obtained. 
. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FO! 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Confined spaces 
(NIOSH 80-108, 12/79) 
For Class A and B confined spaces: 
1. Ability to use positive and 
negative pressure respirators. 
2. Ability to see and hear warnings, 
such as flashing lights, buzzers, or 
sirens. 
For Class A or 9 confined 1 1. Include records of exposure 
space workers. to all known health hazards. 
2. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the emplover, 
and of the employee. 
3. General evaluation of ability to 
carry out assigned duties and 
detection of disease or abnor- 
mality which may make it 
difficult to work within confined 
spaces. 
4. A written statement should be 
given to the employee specifying 
any condition or abnormality 
found which would increase risk 
to the employee’s health by 
working in confined spaces. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Confined rpmm 
(NIOSH SO-106,12/79~ 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
rng/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. Flammsbllity 
concentration 
limit: no less 
than 1096 of 
the lower 
flammebilitv 
limit (LFL). 
2. Oxygen per- 
centage: no 
less than 19.5% 
or greater 
than 25% at 
760 mmHg. 
initial tssting 
1. Entry shall be prohibited 
until tests for oxygen 
content, flammsbility, 
and toxic materials are 
completed. 
2. Any necessary sdditionei 
tests will be selected and 
performed to the 
satisfaction of the 
qualified person. 
Clr A confind rp# 
3. Continuous monltalng 
shall be implemented. 
CIwBandC 
4. Monitoring shall be as 
specified by a PIH. 
5. Entry into a confined 
space for any type of hot 
work shall be prohibited 
when tests indicate 
the concentration of 
flammable gases in the 
atmosphere is greater 
than 10% of the LFL. 
6. Oxygen iavel must be 
determined prior to 
measuring the range of 
flammability to make 
necessary corrections 
in the flammability 
meesurement. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REOUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Yes Yes Yes 1. Entry shall be by 
permit only. 
1. The entry permit shall 1. Calibration of instruments 
include a list of necessary shall be recorded, filed by 
protective equipment to the employer, and available 
be used in the confined 
spece as determined by I 
for inspection 1 yr after 
the last calibration date. I I I I 
the qualified person. 
2. The employer shall be 
responsible for the 
proper use of safety 
equipment, end the 
inspection and mainte- 
nance procedures on the 
equipment. 
Protutivo dothing 
3. Full-coverage, impervious 
clothing shell be worn, 
as well es impervious 
gloves. 
4. Gloves and clothing shall 
be made of impervious 
rubber or similar 
material. 
5. If the hazards of heat or 
cold stress exist, clothing 
tested to protect from 
such overexposure shall 
be worn. 
6. Herd hats shall meet the 
requirements cited in 
29 CFR 1910.135. 
2. The employer shall 
maintain a written rsord 
of training including safety 
drills, inspections, tests, 
and maintenance. 
3. The records shell be 
retained 1 yr after the 
lest date of tralning, 
inspection, test, or 
maintenance. 
4. in the event of separation 
of the employee or disposal 
of equipment or appliance, 
records may be disposed of 
after 1 yr. 
5. Where atmospheric testing 
indicates the presence 
of a toxic substance, 
records shall be maintained 
in accordance with the 
existing Federal 
regulations. 
6. These records shall include 
the dates and times of 
measurement; duties end 
location of the employees 
within the confined space; 
sampling and analytical 
methods used; number, 
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(REFERENCE AND DATE) 1 FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
I RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
/ WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Confinmf spaces 
(continued) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mglm3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
7. Monitoring of the 
atmosphere shall be 
performed in accordance 
with the permit for 
entry. 
8. Equipment for con- 
tinuous monitoring shall 
be explosion-proof and 
equipped with an audible 
alarm or danger signaling 
device that will alert 
employees when e 
hazardous condition 
develops. 
9. instruments used for 
testing the atmosphere 
shall be selected for their 
functional ability to 
measure hazardous 
concentrations. 
10. instruments shall be 
calibrated in accordance 
with the manufacturer’s 
guidelines or manuals. 
Clamm ii and Ill haurdoua 
locations 
11. A fire watch shell be 
established as part of the 
entry procedure using 
Article 500, Sections 5 
and 6 of the 1978 
National Electrlcal Code. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
7. Foot protection shall 
meet or exceed the 
requirements cited in 
29 CFR 1910.136 and 
shall provide, in addition 
to protection from falling 
objects, protection 
from any other hazard 
identified by the 
qualified person. 
8. Other body protection 
required in specific 
operations such as 
welding (flame-proofed), 
riveting (heat-resistant), 
and abrasive blasting 
(abrasive-resistant) shall 
be provided to ensure 
worker safety. 
Eyr protaction 
I 
9. Prescription ground 
safety glasses or plan0 
goggles shell be worn 
by persons requiring 
corrective lenses. 
10. If irritating vapors or 
dusts are present, safety 
goggles shall be worn. 
Full coverage face shields 
and goggles shall be worn 
If specified by a PIH. 
duration, and results of 
the samples taken; PEL 
concentrations estimated 
from these samples; type 
of personal protective 
equipment used, if any; 
and employees’ names. 
7. These records shall be 
available to OR of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the Sec. of 
HHS, of the employer, 
and of the employee. 
P 
: 
WC 
OT 
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KC 
SE 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JEcTTooccUPATlONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR. OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOP 
i RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES- EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE1 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONlTORiNG 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 (ppm) 
Confined &es 
lcontinued) 
12. In such areas, surfece Respiratory protection 
dust shall be removed 
and no hot work shall 
11. Shall be determined bv a 
be initiated until the 
PIH based on conditions 
airborne particulate level 
and test results and the 
is below 10% of the LFL 
work activitv performed. 
for the material. 12. Half-mask respirators ere 
13. When combustible dusts 
not recommended in 
or ignitable fibers/ 
atmospheres greater than 
flying are present, 
10 times the PEL. 
all equipment and 13. See Appendix II for 
ventilation systems used guidance in respirator 
shall comply with selection. 
Articles 5021503 of the 14. Respirators used shall be 
National Electrical Coda. NIOSHIMSHA approved 
14. If tests indicate the devices. 
Oxygen level t0 be greeter Hrrfng Protmion 
than 25%, hot work 
is prohibited until 15. Shall be required when 
ventilation techniques technology is insufficient 
have reduced the oxygen to control noise levels 
level to -21%. If the and when ambient 
percentage of oxygen exposures exceed the 
falls below 19.5%. 
limits presented in 
approved respiratory 
Table G-16 of 29 CFR 
equipment shall be used. 
1910.95. 
16. Emergency elarms must 
be distinwisheble when 
hearing protection is 
worn. 
17. If hands are exposed to 
rough surfaces or sharp 
edges, the degree of 
192 
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6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) / FOR THOSE W H O  WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
/ JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (F0.R OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE 
1 W H O  WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
(FOR RECOMMENOATION.S),  RECOMMENOATIONS),  OR FOR. RECOMMENOATIONSl ,  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
I 
OR FOR THOSE W H O  ARE THOSE W H O  ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE W H O  ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLoYEEs (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SljRVElLLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE. 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLP TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 bpm) 
Conffnad spew 
kontinuedl 
protection can range 
from canvas to mete1 
mash gloves. 
16. Gloves of impervious 
rubber or similar material 
shall be worn to protect 
ageimt irritating or toxic 
materials. 
19. Heat protective gloves are 
required when employees 
handle objects with 
temperatures greeter than 
60 C. 
20. Insulated gloves that have 
been visuallv inspected 
before each use shall be 
worn where a current 
flow through the body 
of more than 5 mA msy 
result from contact with 
energized electricel 
equipment. Abova 5,000 
volts, rubber gioves shall 
be worn in accordance 
with 29 CFR 1910.137. 
Additional rquipmnt 
21. A safety belt with “D” 
rings for attaching a 
lifeline shall be worn at 
all times. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
I I 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
B. PERIODIC 
REOUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
C; RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATIONSl, OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES IFOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES . 1% 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE1 ENVIRONMENTAL MONlTOFilNG PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARk me/m3 (ppm) 
bmud spaces 
kontinwd) 
22. A safety belt and harness 
shall be worn when 
entering to complete gas 
analysis; in ereas where 
rescue entry is contra- 
indicated; when failure 
of ventilation allows 
buildup of gases within 
the time necessary to 
evacuete the area: when 
the atmosphere is IDLH. 
23. A wrist-type harness shell 
be worn when exit is less 
then 16 in in diemeter. 
24. When no Immediate 
threat to life exists (es 
determined by a PIH), 
lifelines must be available 
but do not need to be 
used during entry and 
work procedures. 
25. Safew nets shell be used 
when working 10 ft or 
more above grw nd or 
grade level. 
26. Life jackets shall be worn 
if exposed to falls into 
liquid over 4 ft in depth. 
27. Insulated floor mats shall 
be used when hot work 
requires the use of 
electrical energy. 
26. A barricade system 
shall be developed if 
inadvertent entry poses 
a problem. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
1 B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT ! REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REOUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SIJBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR/: OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
( RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). I RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
~ WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 1 THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS ! REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ! EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS)+ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 1 (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS i UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
OTHERWISE STATED. I 
/ 
I 
I 
Cotton dust 
I 
‘1 1. Medical history. Annually 1. Retain at least 20 yrs for all : 
(1910.1043, l/79) 2. Standardized questionnaire, which 1. Medical history. I employees exposed. 
asks questions on: 2. Abbreviated work ; 2. Include name; SSN; 
a. Work area; questionnaire. description of duties of 
b. Cough; 3. Pulmonary function employee; copy of medical 
c. Phlegm; test as in A.3. exam results, including 
d. Chest illness; Semi-annually 
medical and work histories, ” 
e. Tightness of chest; test results, the physician’s 4. As DBRP according to ! 
f. Breathlessness; 
recommendations; Copy of 
pulmonary function 
g. Smoking; 
physician’s written opinion; 
tests. 
h. Work history; any employee medical 
i. Allergies. complaints related to cotton 
3. Pulmonary function (FVC, 
dust exposure; a copy of the 
FEVl.0, and % deviation from ~ 
OSHA cotton dust standard ‘. 
(1 copy can be kept for all 
standard). employees if the standard is 
referenced in the record of 
each employee); and a copy 
of information provided 
to the physician by the 
employer (a copy of the 
regulation, description of 
employee duties as they 
relate to exposure, exposure 
level, description of pro- 
tective equipment used, 
information from pravious 
exams which is not readily 
available to the examining 
physician). 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(RI% ERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
SOLO TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQWREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
Conondwt 
(lB10.1043) 
1. TWAar  1. The sampling device to ba Rrpirrtow protution 1. The employer shall Yes Yes Yes 
measured bY used shell be  either the establish and maintain an 
.a verticel vertical elutrietor cotton 
1. Respirators shall be  
permitted during the accurate record of all 
elutrietor or dust sampler or a  method exposure measurements.  
method of of equivalent eccuracy and 
time periods nacassary 
equivalent precision. 
to install or implement 2. The record shall include a  
accurecy end 
feasible engineering log containing the items 
precision: 
2. If en  alternative to the controls and work listed in paragraph IV(a) of 
verticel elutriator cotton practice controls; during 
e. Yarn manu- 
Appendix A of OSHA 
dust sampler is usad, the maintenance and repair 
facturing: 
Standard; the dates, 
employer shall establish activities in which 
200 &m3. 
number,  duration, and 
equivalency by demon- engineering controls are results of each of the 
b. Slashing end strating that the alternative not feasible; in work samples taken; a  
weaving: sempling devices: situations where feasible 
7!XJrglm3. 
description of the 
8. Collect respireble controls are not vet procedure used to 
c. Other particulates in the sema sufficient to reduce determine representative 
exposures: ranga as the varticel exposure to or below employee exposures; the 
54NJpg/m3. elutrietor (approxi- the PEL; and where type of protective davicas 
mately 15 1); compressed air “blow worn, if any, end length of 
b. Replicate exposure data down” is performed. t ime worn; and the names, 
in ridabvsida field 2. When  permissible, SSN, job classifications, 
comparison; and respirators shall be  and exposure levels of 
c. Are equivalent within selected in accordance employees whose exposure 
an accuracy end with Table I, section ff1 
the measurement is 
precision ranga of *25% (2). 
intended to represent. 
for 95% of the samples 3. Respirators shall ba  3. The employer shall 
ovar the range of 0.5 to NIOSH-approved under maintain this record for at 
2  t imes the permissible 30 CFR 11. least 20  yrs. 
exposure limit. 
4. For concentrations not 4. Whenever  the employer 
3. Each employer who here greater than 5  times the craws to do business, the 
place of employment in applicable exposure limit, 
successor employer shell 
which cotton dust is the employer shall 
receive and retain all 
present shell conduct provide and permit the 
records required to be 
monitoring by obtaining employee to use single- 
maintained. 
maesuraments which ere use dust respirators in I 
6. Whenever  the employer 
reprerntetive of the preference to those caasas to do business, and 
exposure of all employaaa specified in the table. there is no successor 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
E. PERIODIC .C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPDSIJRE / A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ; FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
I JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~~toN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR / OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
~ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
i UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS , UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. i UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
.OTHERWISE STATED. ,I , I 
Cotton dust / 3. Shall be available to the / 
(continued) Assistant Sec. and the I 
I Director. 
4. Provide upon request to 
employee and DMR. I 
5. Whenever an employer ceases 
to do business, the successor 
employer shall receive and 
retain all records. When there 1 
is no successor, records shall 
be transmitted to the 
Director. 
6. At the expiration of the 
retention period, the 
employer shall notify the 
Director at least 3 mos prior 
to the disposal and, if 
requested to do so, transmit 
all records to the Director. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES lea 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE 
(REf ERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS rnglma fppml 
Cotton dust 
(continued) 
to airborne concentrations 5. For concentrations not employer to receive and 
of lint-free respirable greater than 100 times retain the records, 
cotton dust over an 8hr the PEL, the employer these records shall be 
period. shall, upon request, transmitted to the 
4. Repeat the measurements provide a powered air Director. 
at least every 6 mos and purifying respirator with 6. At the expiration of the 
whenever there has been a a high efficiency 
particulate filter in lieu 
retention period for the 
production, process, or records required to be 
control change which may of those specified in the 
table. 
maintained, the employer 
result in new or. additional shall notify the Director at 
exposure to cotton dust, or 6. Whenever a physician least 3 mos prior to the 
whenever the employer has determines that an disposal of such records 
-. 
any other reason to suspect employee is unable and shall transmit those 
an increase in employee to wear any form of records to the Director if 
exposure. respirator, including a he requests them within 
6. Within 6 working days power air purifying that period. 
after the receipt of respirator, the employee 
monitoring results, the shall be given the 
! employer shall notify each opportunity to transfer 
amployrs in writing of the to another position 
exposure measurements which is available or 
which represent that which later becomes 
employae’s exposure. available having a dust 
6. Whenever the results 
level at or below the 
indicate that the 
PEL. The employer shall 
employee’s exposure 
assure that an employee 
exceeds the applicable 
who is transferred due to 
PEL, the employer shall 
an inability to wear a 
include in the written 
respirator suffers no loss 
notice a statement that the 
of earnings or other 
PEL was exceedd and 
employment rights or 
a description of the 
benefits as a result of the 
corrective action taken to 
transfer. 
reduce exposure Mow the 7. The employer shall 
I PEL. institute a respirator 
program. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE1 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
I 8. PERIODIC 1 C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS ! D. OTHER l?EDUlREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JEcTTooccuPATlONALEXpoSuRE (FOR! occupATloNAL EXPOSURE 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 1 (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ~ OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
’ (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
bi0~K 
EXPOSURE : 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) I. ENVIRPNMENTAL ,, 
MONITORING ; 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ’ ; 
REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANOAROS 
Cotton dust 
(continued) 
8: The employer shall assure 
affected employees or their I that the respirator used 
DR an opportunitv to by each employee 
observe any measuring or exhibits minimum 
monitoring of employee facepiece leakage and 
exposure to cotton dust. that the respirator is 
8. Whenever observation fitted properly. 
of the measuring or 9. The employer shall allow 
monitoring of employee each employee who uses 
exposure to cotton dust a filter respirator to 
raquires entry into an change the filter elements 
arm where the use of whenever an increase in 
personal protective breathing resistance 
: equipment is required, the is detected by the 
employer shall provide the employee. The employer 
observer with and assure shall maintain an 
the use of such equipment adequate supply of filter 
and shall require the elements for thispurpose. 
observer to comply with all 
other applicable safety and 
10. The employer shall allow 
health procedures. 
employees who wear 
9. Without interfering with 
respirators to wash their 
the measurement, 
faces and respirator 
obsarvers shall be entitlaci 
facepieces to prevent skin 
to: 
irritation associated with 
a. An explanation of respirator use. 
the measurement 
procedures; 
b. An opportunity to 
observe all steps related 
to the measurement of 
airborne concentrations 
of cotton dust per- 
formed at the place of 
exposure; and 
c. An opportunitv to 
record the results 
obtained. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR DSHA WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR l-HOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS ~ REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Cotton dust in cotton gins 
(1910.1046,8/79) 
[Deleted as OSHA Standard, 
June 19,198ll 
1. Medical history. Annually 1. Retain at least 10 yrs for all 
1. Same as in A. employees exposed. 2. Standardized questionnaire, which 
2. If FEV <60% of pre- 2. Include name, SSN, and asks questions on: 
a. Work area; dieted value, refer to description of the duties of 
b. Cough; physician for detailed the employee; a copy of the 
c. Phlegm; pulmonary function medical surveillance results, 
d. Chest illness; tests. including the medical history, 
e. Tightness of chest; Mid-season tests: After questionnaire responses, 
f. Breathlessness; 14 days of employment results of all tests and the 
g. Other illnesses or allergies; and before the end of physician’s recommendations; 
h. Smoking. employment for the a copy of the physician’s 
3. Pulmonary function (FVC, season 
written opinion; any em- 
FEV1.O, and % deviation from 3. Same as in A. 
ployee medical complaints 
standard). 4. The pulmonary 
related to exposure to cotton 
function tests shall be dust; the type of protective 
repeated during the devices worn and length of 
shift, no sooner than time worn; and a copy of 
4 and no more than the OSHA Standard (the 
10 hrs after beginning employer may keep 1 copy 
of shift; not more than for all employees provided he 
1 hr after cessation of references the standard in the 
exposure. medical surveillance record of 
each employee). 
3. Shall be available upon 
request to the Assistant Sec. 
of Labor and the Director of 
NIOSH, employees, or DMR. 
4. Whenever the employer 
ceases to do business, the 
successor employer shall 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATEI ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 lppml 
Cotton dust in 1. Work practices Respiratory protection Yed Yes Yes 
cotton gins shall minimize 
~1910.10491 cotton dust 
1. Respirators shall be used 
[Daletad as OSHA by workers identified by exposure to 
Stan&d. medical surveillance as 
Juno 19,1991] 
the lowest 
levels feasible. 
needing to limit exposure 
to cotton dust; during 
operations such as 
maintenance and repair 
activities, in which work 
practice controls are not 
feasible; and where 
compressed air “blow 
down” is performed. 
2. Shall be made available, 
upon request, to any 
employee exposed to 
cotton dust. 
3. All respirators shall be 
NIOSH-approved under the 
provision of 30 CFR 
Part 11. 
4. Where respirators are 
required, the employer 
shall provide either any 
NIOSH-approved respirator 
or, at the option of each 
affected worker, a NIOSH- 
approved powered air 
purifying respirator 
with a high efficiency 
filter. 
5. The employer shall 
institute a respirator 
program in accordance 
with 1910.134 fbl, fd), fe), 
and ffl. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
/ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Cotton dust in cotton gins 
(continued) 
receive and retain all records. 
If there is no successor 
employer, records shall be 
transmitted to the Director. 
5. At the expiration of the 
retention period, the 
employer shall notify the 
Director at least 3 mos prior 
to the disposal and, if 
requested to do so, transmit 
all records to the Director. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
/ I 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) ! 
, Cotton dust in 
cotton gins 
(continued) 
, 
6. The employer shall assure i 
that the respirator used by I 
each employee exhibits t 
minimum facepiece leakage 
and that the respirator is 
fitted properly. I I 
7. Employees shall be allowed 
to change filter elements 
whenever an increase in 
breathing resistance is 
detected. 
6. Employees shall be allowed 
to wash their faces and 
respirator facepieces to 
prevent skin irritation 
associated with respirator 
use. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
8. PERIODIC ,’ C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AN0 DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUE- : FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR ~~~PATIoNAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATIONSl. OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORlfED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLoYEEs (FOR S-~ANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ’ IFOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
. _ 1 OTHERWISE STATED. 
Cresol 1. Comprehensive medical and work At least anriually ’ 1. Retain at least 30 yrs after 1. For those complaining-of skin 
(NIOSH 78-133,2/78) histories, emphasizing pre-existing 1. SameasinA.1.2.3, ’ termination of emplbyment abnormalities such as scaling, 
disorders of: and 4. for all employees exposed. crusting, or irritation that 
a. Lungs; 2. Include environmental may be attributed to cresol: 
b. Liver; exposure records. a. Medical exam. 
c. Kidneys; 
d. Pancreas; 
~ 3. Shall be available to DMR of In an mrr~ncy 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 2. First aid. 
e. Nervous system; 
of Labor, of the employer, ~ 3. Prompt medical care. 
f. Cardiovascular system; and of the employee. 
g. Skin. , 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Lungs; 
b. Liver; 
c. Kidneys; 
d. Pancreas; 
e. Skin; 
f. Nervous system; 
g. Cardiovascular system. I 
3. Urinalysis, including microscopic I 
exam. 
4. Other tests: 
a. Blood count; 
b. Liver function; 
c. Kidney function. 
5. Ability to use positive and 
negative pressure respirators. 
OBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
Cresol 
(NIOSH 7&133, 2/7BJ 
1. TWA: 10 (2.3). Industrial hygienr survey Protectivr clothing 1. IH survey records shall be Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
2. Procedures for 1. Employers shall determine 1. Depending on the maintained. exposure = work in any 
collection and by an IH SUNBY whether operations involved and 2. Records of environmental area where cresol is 
analysis of exposure to airborne cresol the probable extent of monitoring shall be kept produced, processed, 
environmental is in excess of the action exposure, protective for at least 30 yrs. stored, or otherwise 
samples shall level. clothing and equipment, used. .’ 
be as provided 
3. These records shall include 
in Appendix I, 
2. Surveys shall b-a repeated 
including gloves, aprons, 2. Action level = l/2 the 
suits, boots, and lace the dates and times of 
at least once every yr and TWA. 
or by any shields (8 in minimum) 
measurements; duties and 
methods 
within 30 days of any location of the employees 
shown to be 
process change likely to 
with goggles, shah be worn 
to prevent skin contact within the worksite; 
result in an increased 
equivalent in with particulate cresol. 
sampling and analytical 
concentration of airborne 
Eya protection 
methods used; number, 
accuracy, cresol. 
precision, and 
duration, and results of the 
Personal monitoring 
2. Safetv glasses with side 
sensitivity to 
samples taken; TWA 
shields shall be worn concentrations estimated 
the methods 3. When the IH survey wherever there is occu- 
specified. 
from these samples; type 
demonstrates that the pational exposure to 
environmental concen- 
of personal protective 
cresol. 
tretion of cresol exceeds 
equipment used, if any; 
the action level, a program 3. Chemical safety goggles or 
and employees’ names. 
of personal monitoring faceshields (8 in minhUd 4. These records shall b 
shall be instituted to with goggles shall be available to the DR of the 
identify and measure the provided by the employer Sec. of Labor, of the Sec. 
exposure of each employee and shall be worn during of HHS, of the employer, 
occupationally exposed to any operation in which and of the employee. 
airborne cresol. particulate cresol may 
enter the eves. 
4. Source and erea monitoring 
may be used to supplement Rapiratory protection 
personal monitoring. 
4. When permissible, the 
5. Each operation shall be employer shall provide 
sampled at least once every respirators in accordance 
3 mos or as otherwise with Table I-1 and shall 
indicated by a PIH. ensure that the employee 
uses the respirator 
provided when necessary. 
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MEDICAL SURVilLLANCE 
B. PERl00lC c. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REGUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REGUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WDRY- 
EXPOSURE I I 
(REFERENCE 
, PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING, : PROTECTIVE : 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS : REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) I 
I I 
Crerol 
(continued) 
6. If an employee is found to 5. The employer shall ensure 
be exposed at a level in that respirators are 
excess of the TWA, the adequately cleaned and 
exposure of that employee maintained and that 
shall be measured at least employees are trained and 
once every wk. controls drilled at least annually in 
initiated, and the employee the proper use and testing 
notified of the exposure for leakage of respirators 
and of the control assigned to them. 
meesures being imple- 
mentad. This shall continue 
6. Respirators shall be easily 
until 2 consecutive 
accessible, and employees 
determinations, at least 
shall be informed of their 
1 wk apart, indicate that 
location. 
employee exposure no 
longer exceeds the PEL. Hygiam pnetiua 
Cluarterly monitoring shall 7. Sanitation measures 
then be resumed. specified. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
/ B. PERIODIC I 
I 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT I REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
I_ D. OTHER REOUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR DSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 1 OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE I THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS / REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
! UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 
Crystalline silica 1. Medical and work history: At least every 3 yrs 1. Retain at least 30 yrs after 
(NIOSH 75-120, 1 l/74) a. Exposure to free silica; ~ 1. Same as in A, except 3. termination of employment 
b. Signs/symptoms of respiratory for all employees subject to 
disease. exposure. 
2. 14” x 17” or 14” x 14” post/ant ; 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
chest X-ray. the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
3. Baseline FVC and FEVl .O. 
of Labor, of the employee, 
and of the employer. 
4. Ability to use negative or positive 
I 
pressure respirator. 
5. Body weight, height, and age. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REGUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Crystelline silica 1. TWA: 0.050. 1. Work environments where Respiratory protection 1. IH survey records shall be Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
(NIOSH 75129.11174) 2. Procedures for it has been determined, on 
the basis of a PIH survey or 
1. Respirators may be used maintained. exposure = exposure 
sampling, 
by the judgment of a 
only when a variance is 2. Records of all sampling greater than 112 the 
calibration of 
compliance officer, that 
granted under OSHA for schedules shall be PEL. 
equipment, 
the workers’ exposure does 
use in routine operations maintained for at least 
and analysis of 
not exceed 112 of the 
and during the interim 30 yrs following 
environmental period for application of a termination of 
samples shall standard shall not be con- variance because the PEL 
sidered to have exposure 
employment. 
be as provided cannot be met by limiting 
in Appendices to free silica. the concentration of free 
3. Includes sampling and 
I and II, or by 2. Surveys shall be repeated silica in the work environ- 
analytical methods, type of 
methods when any process change ment. Also, use for 
personal protective devices 
shown to be indicates a need for nonroutine operations 
in use at the time of 
equivalent in reevaluation or at the loccasional brief exposures 
sampling, and the 
sensitivity, discretion of the above the PEL and for 
determined free silica dust 
accuracy, and 
concentration. 
compliance officer. emergencies). 
precision to 
the method 
3. In ereas where there is 2. Respirators shall be 
4. Each employee shall be 
selected in accordance with 
able to obtain information 
specified. 
exposure to free silica, about his or her 
monitoring shall be Table I-1, and employers 
instituted which is shall ensure that the 
environmental exposure. 
representative of the employee uses the 
exposure in the breathing appropriate respiretor. 
zone of employees. 3. Respirators shall be those 
4. The minimum number of approved under 30 CFR 11 
TWA determinations for an (March 25, 1972). or under 
operation or process shell the following regulations: 
b based on the number a. Filter-type dust, fume, 
of workers exposed as end mist respiretors- 
provided in the table 30 CFR 14 (Bureau of 
below, or as otherwise Mines Schedule 218); 
indicated by e PIH survev. b. Supplied-air respirator- 
6. The minimum number of 30 CFR 12 (Bureau of 
TWA determinations shall Mines Schedule 19BL 
be based on the number of 
exposed workers: 
4. Employees experiencing 
difficulty in breathing 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT , REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) j FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- / FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE(FOR/ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccupATloN~L EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA ; WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE ’ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED / THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
’ (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), / EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ’ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
j OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ 
I 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS rnglm3 tppm) 
Cryrtelline silica 
(continued) 
Number of Number of while using respirators shall 
Employees TWA be evaluated by a physician 
Exposed Determinations to determine their ability 
l-20 56% of the number 
to wear a respirator. 
of workers Work dothing 
21-100 10 Plus 25%of the 5. Where exposure to free 
excess over 20 silica is above the PEL, 
workers work clothing shall be 
>lOO 30 plus 5% of the vacuumed before removal. 
excess over 160 
workers 6. Clothes shall not be 
cleaned by blowing or 
6. Work environment 
(breathing zone) samples 
shall be taken within 30 
dais after installation of a 
new process or process 
change. 
shaking. 
7. Samples shall be collected 
and analyzed at least every 
6 mos in accordance with 
Appendices I and II. 
8. When monitoring of 
a worker’s exposure 
indicates a free silica 
concentration in excass 
of the recommended 
standard, suitable controls 
shall be initiated to reduce 
the exposure level to or 
below the PEL. Monitoring 
shall continue at 3Oday 
intervals until 2 con- 
secutive surveys indicate 
the PEL is no longer 
exceeded. 
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WORK EXPOSURE Llj__/Ur_l/_l*nrm Fo~Liff~TT~ FoR2jjEji D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO : 
/ JECTTOOCCUPATI~NALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccup~~loNA~ EXPOSURE (FOR 
/ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
occupATl0~~~ EXPOSURE (FOR 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
I WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
/ REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
j OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
/ 
I 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
{REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING 
ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 bpm) 
CrystdlinC5liu 
kontinud) 
9. Periodic review and 
evaluation of environ- 
mental and medical data 
shall be performad to 
determine the effectiveness 
of control measures. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REGUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTDOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
.RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORiZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
1.2~Dibroti3chbropropane 1. Medical and work histories, Annually 1. Retain at least 40 yrs or the In an emergency 
(1910.1044,7/78) including reproductive history. 1. Same as in A.1 and 2. duration of employment plus 1. Sperm count as soon as 
2. Physical exam, including: 2. Additional appropriate 20 yrs, whichever is longer, possible, and 3 mos later. 
a. Genitourinary tract, testicle examinations, as DBRP. for all employees who work 2. If vasectomized, serum 
size, body habitus, including in regulated areas and specimen as in A.2.b. 
sperm count; employees who are subject to 
b. Serum specimen: FSH, LH, exposures in an emergency 
total estrogen (for women), situation. 
and others, as DBRP. 2. Include the name and SSN 
of the employee, a copy 
of the physician’s written 
opinion, any employee 
medical complaints related to 
exposure to DBCP, a copy of 
the information provided the 
physician by the employer, 
and a copy of the employee’s 
medical and work history. 
3. Provide to the employee, 
DMR, and the Assistant Sec. 
upon request. 
4. Whenever an employer ceases 
to do business, the successor 
employer shall receive and 
retain all records. When there 
is no successor, records 
shall be transmitted to the 
Director. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPDSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR. 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS 
.I 
‘12~Dibr- 1. TWA: 1 ppb. 1. Determinations of Protectivr clothing 1. Exposure monitoring Ye, Yes Yes 1. DBCP = 1.2dibromo 
Bahkropoprw ’ 2. Theemployer airborne exposure levels 1. Where there is any 
records shall be maintained 3-chloropropane. 
(1@10.10441 shall assure that shall be made from air possibility of eye or 
forat least 40yn or for the 
no employee is samples that are rep 
resentative of e&h 
dermal contact with duration of employment 
_ .rxposed tqeye liquid or solid DBCP, the 
plus 20 yrs, whlchever 
or skin contect emplovee’s exposure to employer shall provide 
is longer. 
with DBCP. DBCPoveranB-hrperiod. impermeable protective 2. Includes the dates, 
2. Monitoring shall be clothing and equipment number, duration, and 
conducted wherever to protect the area of the results of each sample 
DBCP is present. body which may come In taken, including a 
3. If exposures are found 
contact with DBCP. description of the sampling 
to be below the PEL, 2; The employer shall assure procedure used to 
quarterly monitoring that employees remove 
determine repreeantetive 
shell be conducted. DBCP-contaminated 
employee exposure; e 
4. If exposures are in excess 
work clothing only in description of the sempling 
change rooms. and analytical methods 
of the PEL, monthly used; types of respiratory 
monitoring shall be 3. The employer shall assure 
that employees promptly 
protective devices worn, if 
conducted until at least any; and the name, BBN, 
2 consecutive measura- remove any protective and job classification of 
ments, taken at least clothing and equipment the employee monitored 
7 davs apart, are below which becomes and of all other employees 
the PEL. contaminated with whose exposure the 
-5. Additional monitoring 
DBCP-containing liquids measurement is intended 
shall be conducted 
and solids. This clothing to represent. 
whenever a production, 
shall not be reworn until 
3. If the emplover ceases to 
process, control, or 
the DBCP has been 
removed from the do business, the successor 
personnel change may shall receive and retain all 
result in any new or 
clothing or equipment. 
records for the prescribed 
additional exposure to 4. The employer shall assure period. 
DBCP, or whenever the that no employee takes 
employer her reason to DBCPcontamineted 
4. If there is no successor 
suspect new or additional protective devices and 
employer, the records shell 
exposures. work clothing out of the 
be transmitted by mail to 
change room, except 
the Director. 
those employees 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES IFOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloroproprne 
(continued) 
5. At the expiration of the 
retention period, the 
employer shall notify the 
Director at least 3 mos 
prior to the disposal and, if 
requested to do so, transmit 
all records to the Director. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORX 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) .EN;;t/tA;FL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
ll-Dibromo- 
3chl~opropnr 
(continued) 
6. Employees or their DR 
shall be given the 
opportunity to observe 
any monitoring of 
employee exposure to 
DBCP. 
7. The employer shall 
provide the observer with 
personal protective 
clothing or equipment 
required to be worn by 
employws in the area. 
The observer shall also 
comply with all other 
safety and health 
procedures. 
8. The observer is entitled 
to receive an explanation 
of the mmsurement 
procedures, observe 
all step related to 
meesurement of airborne 
concentrations of DBCP 
performed at the place of 
exposure, and record the 
results obtained. 
9. Within 6 working days 
after the receipt of 
monitoring results, the 
employer shall notify 
each employee in writing 
of the measurements - 
which represent the 
employee’s exposure. 
authorized to do so 5. At the expiration of the 
for the purpose of retention period, the 
laundering, maintenance, employer shall transmit the 
or disposal. records by mail to the 
Director of NIOSH. 
5. DBCP-contaminated 6. Records shell be available 
protective devices and to the Assistant Sec. of 
work clothing shall Labor for OSHA and the 
be placed in closed Director of NIOSH. 
containers which prevent 
dispersion of the DBCP 
7. Emplovees or their DR 
outside the container. 
shall have ozcass to their 
own records. 
6. Containers of DBCP- 
contaminated protective 
devices or work clothing 
which ere to be taken out 
of change rooms or the 
workplace for cleaning, 
meintenance, or disposal 
shell bear proper labels. 
The employer shell 
provide clean protective 
clothing and equipment 
at least daily to each 
affected amployea. 
7. The employer shall 
inform any person who 
launders or cleans 
DBCP-contaminated 
protective clothing 
or equipment of the 
potentially harmful 
effects of exposure to 
DBCP. 
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I 
WORK EXPOSURE I A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE1 FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 1 RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EhwLoYEEs (FOR STANDARDS), 
’ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE1 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
l.%Dibromo- 
%chloropropm 
fcontinuedd) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
10. Whenever the results 
indicate that employee 
exposure exceeds the 
PEL, the employer shall 
include in the written 
notice a statement that 
the PEL was exceeded 
and a description of 
the corrective action 
being taken to reduce 
exposure to or below the 
PEL. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
I 
I 
8. The employer shall 
prohibit the removal of 
DBCP from protective 
clothing and equipment 
by blowing or shaking. 
Eye protaction 
I 
9. Eve and face protection 
shall meet the require- 
ments of 1910.133. 
Respiratory protmction 
I 
10. Respirators shall be 
used during the period 
necessary to install or 
implement feasible 
engineering and work 
practice controls; during 
maintenance and repair 
activities in which 
engineering and work 
practice controls are 
not feasible; in work 
situations where feasible 
engineering and work 
practice controls are not 
vet sufficient to reduce 
exposure to or below the 
permissible exposure 
limit; or in emergencies. 
11. Respirators shall be 
selected in eccordance 
with Table I. 
12. All respirators shall be 
those approved by 
NIOSH under the 
provisions of 30 CF R 11. 
WC” 
OT 
R I 
KC 
s’ 
AODfTfONAL 
INFORMATION 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE(FOR OCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE 0ccuP~Tlo~A~ EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
~PLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 bpm) 
1,2-Dibromo- 
2-chloropropana 
(continued) 
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B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
! UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
3.3dichlorobenzidine 1. Physical exam, with attn to: At least annually 1. Retain for the duration of 
(and its salts) a. Decreased immuno- 1. SameasinA. employment for authorized 
(1910.1007, 1 l/78) competence; employees and employees 
b. Treatment with steroid or considered for assignment to 
cytotoxic agent; enter regulated areas. 
c. Pregnancy; 2. Upon termination of 
d. Cigarette smoking. employment, including 
2. Personal; family, and occupational retirement or death, or in 
histories, including: the event that the employer 
a. Genetic factors; ceases business without a 
b. Environmental factors. true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
Director. 
3. Provide upon request to 
employees, DMR, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director of 
NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECT1 VE RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS 
. 
1. A regulated area shall PrOtOctivr clothing 1. Any changes in operations Yes Yes Yes 1. Open vessel system 
be established where 1. In operations involving shall be reported in writing 
operations are 
3.3dichlorobenridine is “laboratory-type within 15 calendar days of 
prohibited. 
manufactured, proc8ssed. hoods,” or where the change. 
used, repackeged, released, 
handled, or stored. 
3,3-dichlorobenridina 2. The report shall includa 
is contained in an a brief description and 
2. Access shall be restricted otherwise “closed system,” inplant location of the area 
to authorized employees. but is transferred, charged, regulated and the address 
or discharged, employees of each regulated area; the 
shall be provided with, name and other identifying 
and required to wear, information as to 
clean, full-body protective the presence of 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, 3.3dichlorobenzidin in 
or longsleeved shirt and each regulated arae; the 
pants), shoe covers, and number of emplovees in 
gloves prior to entering each regulated area &ring 
the regulated area. normal operations, 
2. Prior to each exit from a including mairrtenance 
regulated area, employees 
activities; and the 
shall be required to 
manner in which 
remove and leave 
3.3dichlorobenzidine is 
protective clothing and present in each regulated 
equipment at the point area. 
of exit and at the last 3. Incidents resulting 
exit of the day, to place in release of 
used clothing and equip 3.3dichlorobenzidine into 
nhsnt in impervious any area where employees 
containers at the point may be exposed shall be 
of exit for purposes of reported within 24 hrs 
decontamination or to the nearest OSHA 
disposal. The contents of Director. 
such impervious containers 
shall be properly identified. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT , REOUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE : (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES : EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
: OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
3,3diihlorobnrfdin 
tend its salts1 
kontinwd) 
Rapiratory protaction 
I 
3. Employees engaged in 
3,3dichlorobenzidine 
handling operations 
involving transfer from a 
closed system, charging or 
discharging point 
operations, or otherwise 
opening a closed system 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, a 
half-face, filter-type 
respirator for dusts, 
mists, and fumes in 
accordance with 1910.134. 
A respirator affording 
higher levels of protection 
may be substituted. 
Hygiana pnctier 
I 
4. Personal hygiene 
measura specified for 
work within isolated 
systems, for work in closed 
system operations, and for 
work involving transfer 
from a closed system or 
otherwise opening a closed 
system. 
4. A written report shall be 
filed within 15 days after 
such an incident, and shall 
include a specification of 
the amount of material 
released, the amount of 
time involved, and an 
explanation of the 
procedure used in 
determining this fiwre; a 
description of the area 
involved and the extent of 
kncwn employee exposure; 
any medical treatment 
given or surveillance 
implemented; an analysis 
of the circumstances of the 
incident; and measures 
taken to avoid further 
releases. 
P 
:: 
WC 
DT ADDITIONAL 
R I 
KC 
INFORMATION 
s” 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPAT~ONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATlONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD T fPE FOR DSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
) UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Diisocyanates 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually, as DBRP 1. Retain 30 yrs after last 
(NIOSH 78-125, 9/79) histories, with special emphasis 1. Interim medical and occupational exposure for all 
on: work histories. i workers. 
a. Pre-existing respiratory 2. Physical examination 2. Shall be available to DMR of ( 
conditions; with particular attn to the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. ‘, 
b. Smoking history. respiratory tract, and i of Labor, of the employer, I 
i 2. Physical exam, with attn to: I including FVC and and of the employee. 
a. Respiratory tract. FEV1.O. 3. include environmental 
I 
exposure records. 
3. Clinical tests, including: 
a. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray; 
b. Baseline measurement of FVC 
and FEVl.0. 
4. Ability to use positive and 1 
negative pressure respirators. ~ 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Diirocyanatas 
(NIOSH 76126,9/79) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
rnglm3 kwml 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
1. TWA: toluene 
diirocyanate 
(TDII: 
35 rglm3; 
diphenyl- 
methanelMDI): 
50 rglm3: 
hrxamethylene 
(HDI): 
35 rglm3; 
napthalene 
(NDI): 
40 rg1m3; 
iscphorone 
(IPDII: 
45 aglm3; 
dicyclohexyl 
methane 4,4’- 
diisocyanate 
(hydrogenated 
MDI): 
55 pglm3. 
2. Ceiling limit 
for 10 min: 
TDI: 
140 pglm3; 
MDI : 
296 &m3; 
HDI: 
140 rgim”; 
NDI: 
170 rglm3; 
IPDI : 
160 Aglm3; 
hydropnated 
MDI : 
210pglm3. 
Industrial hygiene survey Protective clothing 
1. Employers shall conduct 
an IH survey at locations 
where diisocyanates are 
present in the workplace 
air to determine whether 
there is potential exposure 
to airborne dlisocyanates. 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
at least annually and as 
soon as practicable efter 
any change likely to result 
in increased concentrations 
of airborne diisocyanates. 
1. The employer shall 
provide employees with 
protective clothing and 
equipment of materials 
resistant to penetratiqn 
by diisocyanetes, such 
as rubber or polyvinyl 
chloride, when necessary 
to prevent skin and 
eye contact with 
diisocyanates. 
Pereonel monitoring 
3. If it has been determined 
that there is occupational 
exposure to diisocyanates, 
a program of personal 
monitoring shall be 
instituted to identify and 
measure the exposure of 
each employee occu- 
pationally exposed to 
diisocyanates. 
2. The employer shall 
provide eppropriate 
protective clothing and 
equipment that are 
resistant to penetration 
by diisocyanates, 
including gloves, aprons, 
suits, and boots, end shell 
ensure that emplovees 
weer these when needed 
to prevent skin contact 
with liquid diisocvanates. 
4. Personal monitoring may 
be supplemented by source 
and arm monitoring. 
5. Samples from each 
operation in each work 
area and each shift shall be 
taken at least once every 
6 mos, or as otherwise 
indicated by a PIH. 
3. Workers within 10 ft of 
spraying operations, or et 
greater distances when 
there is e greater drift of 
spray, shell be protected 
with impervious clothing, 
gloves, and footwear in 
addition to required 
respiratory protection. 
4. Rubber shoes or rubbers 
over leather shoes shall 
be worn whenever there 
1. IH survey records shall be 
maintained. 
2. Environmental monitoring 
records shall be kept for at 
least 30 yrs after the last 
occupational exposure to 
diisocvanates. 
3. The records shall include 
the dates and times of 
measurement; duties and 
job locations within the 
worksite; sampling and 
enalytical methods used; 
the number, duration, and 
results of samples taken; 
concentrations of 
diisocyanatas In air 
estimated from these 
samples; the type of 
personal protection in use 
at the time of sempling; 
and identification of the 
exposed employee. 
4. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental exposures. 
6. Environmental monitoring 
records shall be made 
available to DR of the Sec. 
of Labor, theSec; of HHS, 
and the employee or 
former employee. 
Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
exposure = exposure to 
airborne diirocyanates 
at concentrations ebour 
l/2 the appropriate . 
TWA or ceiling limit. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
ii 8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT I 
REQUIREMENTS 
Ii 
REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUE- i FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR, OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
: OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 1 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS RECIUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS rng/m3 fppm) 
Diisocyanates 
(continued) 
3. If other 
diisocyanates 
are used, em- 
6. If monitoring shows that 
en employee is exposed to 
diisocyanates at concen- 
trations above the 
recommended environ- 
mental limits, additional 
monitoring shell be 
promptly initiated. 
ployers should 
observe 
environmental 
limits equiva- 
lent to a TWA 
concentration 
of 5 ppb, end 
7. If this confirms that 
a ceiling 
exposure is excessive, 
concentration 
control measures shall be 
of 20 ppb. 
initieted as soon as possible 
to reduce theconcentration 
4. Environmental of diisocyanates in the shall be decontaminated 
samples shall employee’s environment to or discarded. 
be collected less than or equal to the 
and analyzed recommended PEL, and Eye protection 
by the methods the affected employee shall 6. The employer shall 
described in be notified of the excessive provide face shields 
Appendix I, or exposure and of the f20 cm minimum) with 
by any other control measures being goggles and shall ensure 
method at least implemented. Monitoring that employees wear the 
equivalent in of the employee’s exposure protective equipment 
accuracy, shall be conducted at least during eny operation in 
precision, and every 30 days and shall which splashes of liquid 
sensitivity. continue until 2 con- diisocyanatas are likely 
secutive determinations, at to occur. 
least 1 wk apart, indicate 
that the employee’s Respiratory protection 
exposure no longer exceeds 7. Compliance with the 
the appropriate PEL. At appropriate PEL by the 
that point, semiennual use of respirators is 
monitoring may be permitted only during 
resumed. development, instal- 
lation, and testing of 
engineering controls; 
is a possibility that liquid 
diisocyanates may be 
present on floors. 
5. Protective clothing and 
equipment shall be 
cleaned inside and out 
after each use. Rubbers 
shall be decontaminated 
and ventilated if 
they have become 
contaminated with 
diisocyanates. Contami- 
nated leather articles 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
!FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
I 
PERSONAL 
MONITORING / 
REQUIREMENTS 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
I REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Diirocyanates 
(continwd~ 
I I 
during performance of 
nonroutine maintenance 
or repair; when working ! 
in confined spaces; 
I 
during spraying 
;I 
operations in the field; 
or during emergencies. 
1 8. When useof respirators ~ 
is permitted, they shall 
be selected and used / 
in accordance with 
Table l-l and the 
employer shall ensure 
that the employees use 
them properly when 
required. 
9. The employer shall 
ensure that employees 
are properly instructed 
and drilled at least 
annually in the use of 
respirators assigned to 
them and on how to test 
for leakage, proper fit, 
and proper operation. 
10. Protective equipment 
suitable for emergency 
use shall be located at 
clearly identified stations 
outside the work area. 
Hygiene prrctiua 
11. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
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B. PERIODIC I C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
, 
I REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO : FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE(FOR: OCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOP 
RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES : EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ; EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. / 
4-Dimsthylaminouobenzene 
(1910.1015, 1 l/78) 
1. Physical exam, with attn to: At least annually 1. Retain for the duration 
a. Decreased immuno- 1. Same as in A. of employment for all 
competence; authorized employees and all 
b. Treatment with steroid or 1 employees considered for 
cytotoxic agents; assignment to enter regulated 
c. Pregnancy; areas. 
d. Cigarette smoking. i 2. Upon termination of’ 
2. Personal, family, and occupational employment, including 
history, including: retirement or death, or in the ~ 
a. Genetic factors; r event that the employer 
b. Environmental factors. ceases business without a 
true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
~ shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
Director. 
1 3. Provide upon request to 
employees, DMR, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director of 
NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
+Dimr*lylmdnouo 
belueM 
~1910.1016l 
1. A regulated area shall Protactiva clothing 1. Any changes in operations Yes Yer Yes 1. Open vessel system 
be established where 4- 1. In operations involving shall be reported in writing operations are 
dimethylaminoazobenzene within 15 calendar days of prohibited. 
is manufactured, proc- 
“laboratory-type 
the change. 
. essed, used, repackaged, 
hoods,” or where 4- 
released, handled, or 
dimethylaminoazobenzene 2. The report shall include 
stored. 
is contained in an other- a brief description and 
wise “closed system,” but inplant location of the area 
2. Access shall be restricted is transferred, charged, or regulated and the address 
to authorized personnel. discharged, employees shall of each regulated area; the 
be provided with, and name and other identifying 
required to wear, clean, information as to 
, full-body protective the presence of 4- 
ClothinQ (smocks, coveralls, dimethylaminoazobenzene 
or lonesleeved shirts and in each regrleted area; 
pants), shoe covers, and the number of employees 
gloves prior to entering the in each reQulated area 
regulated area. during normal operations, 
2. Prior to each exit from a including maintenance 
regulated area, employees 
activities; and the 
shall be required to remove 
manner in which 4- 
and leave protective 
dimethylaminoazobenzene 
’ ClothinD and equipment at 
is present in each regulated 
the point of exit and at the 
area. 
lasr exit of the day, to 3. Incidents rasultinQ 
place used ClothinQ and in release of 4- 
equipment in Impervious dimethylaminoazobenzene 
containers at the point of into any area where 
exit for the purposes employees may be exposed 
of decontamination or shall be reported within 
disposal. The contents of 24 hrs to the nearest 
such impervious containers OSHA Director. 
shall baproperly identified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REGUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE1 ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE STANDARD REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS ; 
CDim~thylaminoazo- 
knrrno 
kontinued) 
handling operations 
involving transfer from a the amount of material 
closed system, charging released, the amount of 
or discharging point time involved, and an 
operations, or otherwise explanation of the 
opening a closed system procedure used in 
shall be provided with, determining this figure; a 
and required to wear, a description of the area 
half-face, filter-type involved and the extent of 
respirator for dusts, mists, known employee exposure; 
and fumes in accordance any medical treatment 
with 1910.134. A given or surveillance I 
respirator affording higher implemented; an analysis 
levels of protection may be of the circumstances of the / 
substituted. incident; and measures 
taken to avoid further 
Hygiene practices releases. 
4. Personal hygiene measures 
specified for work within 
isolated sYstems, for work 
in closed system operations, 
and for work involving 
transfer from a closed 
system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
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B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
REC0MMENDATIDI.S). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHER’b@E STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Dinitro-orthocresol 1. Comprehensive medical and work At least annually ’ 1. Retain medical records and In an emergency or.at 
(NIOSH 78-131,2/78) histories, with special emphasis on 1. SameasinA.1.2, , biological monitoring data. signs/symptoms of DNOC 
any pre-existing disorders of: and 3. 30 yrs after termination intoxication 
a. Lungs; Biological monitoring ,I of employment for all 1. First aid. 
b. Liver; 2. Provide to all employees 1 employees exposed. 2. Prompt medical evaluation 
c. Kidneys; engaged in the following 2. Include environmental and care. 
d. Thyroid gland; agriculturally related exposure records. 3. Those with whole blood 
e. Nervous system; occupations: mixers, 3. Shahbe available to DMR of ’ DNOC concentrations 220 
f. Cardiovascular system; loaders, ground and the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. ug/g should be removed from 
g. Skin; aerial applicators, and of Labor, of the employer, potential exposure to DNOC 
h. Eyes. flaggers. and of the employee. and placed under medical 
2. Physical exam, with special attn 3. Weekly sampling and observation. 
to: analysis of workers’ 4. Employee’s return to work 
a. Lungs; blood for DNOC con- j must be approved by 
b. Liver; tent during the period responsible physician. 
c. Kidneys; of expected exposure. i 
d. Nervous system; Measurements shall be 
e. Cardiovascular system; taken as close as 
f. Skin; feasible to, but no 
g. Eyes. sooner than, 8 hrs after 
3. Clinical tests: 
the weekly exposure 
ends. 
a. Urinalysis, including micro- 4. Any employee whose 
scopic exam; blood DNOC concen- 
b. Complete blood count; tration exceeds 10 us/g 
c. Hematocrit; 
d. Liver function; 
of whole blood shall be 
advised of this finding 
e. Kidney function. and surveys conducted 
4. Ability to use positive and to determine the cause 
negative pressure respirators. of exposure, and 
controls implemented. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS INFORMATION BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Dinitroorthocresol’ 1. TWA: 0.2. Industrial hygionr survey Protective clothing 
I 
1 1. IH survey records shall be 
INIOSH 7&131, 2/78J 2. Procedures for 1. Employers shall determine j 1. Any employee who I kept. ‘exposure = work in any 
the collection by an IH survey whether I engages in filling, pouring, I 2. Records of environmental j ) 
aree where DNOC is 
and analysis of exposure to airborne mixing, formulating, I monitoring shall be kept 1, manufactured, 
environmental DNOC is in excess of the loading, applying, or 
samples shall ~ 
; for at least 30 yrs. I formulated, processed, 
action level. otherwise handling I 
stored, or otherwise 
be as provided DNOC (including open- / 3. These records shall include 
in Appendices 2. Surveys shall be repeated 
i 
1 system manufacturing I the dates and times of 
‘1 1 I used. 
I and II, or by at least once every yr and 1 processes1 shall be measurements; duties and , 
/ 2. Action level = l/2 the 
any other within 30 days of any provided with protective location of the employees recommended PEL. 
method shown process change likely to head coverings, face within the worksite; I 
to be at least result in an increased shields (8 in minimum) sampling and analytical 
equivalent in concentration of airborne 
DNOC. 
with goggles, gloves, methods used; number, 
precision, full-body coveralls, duration, and results of 
accuracy, and Personrl monitoring aprons, rainsuits, and the samples taken; TWA 
sensitivity to footwear, and these shall concentrations estimated 
the measures 
3. When the IH survey 
specified. 
demonstrates that the be worn when needed to from these samples; type 
environmental concen- prevent skin contact with of personal protective 
tration of DNOC exceeds DNOC. equipment used, if any; 
the action level, a program 2. Gloves should have and employees’ names. 
of personal monitoring reverse gauntlets, and 4. These records shall be 
shall be instituted to coveralls should be made made available to the DR 
identify and measure the of a closely woven fiber of the Sec. of Labor, of 
exposure of each employee (nylon or cotton fabric is the Sec. of HHS, of the 
occupationally exposed to especially protective). employer, and of the 
airborne DNOC. 3. Employees handling employee. 
4. Source and arm monitoring sealed containers of 
may be used to supplement DNOC shall be provided 
personal monitoring. with and required to 
5. Each operation shall be 
wear full-body coveralls 
sampled at least once every 
end gloves. 
3 mos or as otherwise 4. Employees applying 
indicated by a PIH. DNOC by closed-cockpit 
aircraft or by enclosed 
motor vehicles with 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 1 C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT ,’ REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE ~ (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), : 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ; OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). : AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I OTHERWISE STATED. 
1 
Dinitro-ortho-cresol 1 5. Any employee whose 
(continued) / blood DNOC concentra- 
.’ tion equals or exceeds 
, 20 ug/g shall be removed 
’ from potential exposure ! 
1 and placed under I 
medical observation. 1 
6. Any employee removed 
’ from exposure shall not 
return until his blood 
level of DNOC is less 
than 20 c(g/g, unless I 
approved by responsible i 
physician. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK - 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
r------ 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Dinitro-orthocresol 
(continued) 
6. If exposure of an employee air-conditioned cabins 
is found to be in excess of shall be provided with 
the TWA, the exposure of gloves. 
the employee shall be 
measured at least once 
5. Employees applying 
every wk. controls 
DNOC by open-cockpit 
initiated, and the employee 
aircraft shall be provided 
notified of the exposure 
with and required to 
and of the controls being 
wear full-body coveralls, 
implemented. This shall 
safety goggles, and 
continue until 2 con- 
gloves, and to carry a 
secutive determinations, at 
portable emergency 
least 1 wk apart, indicate 
evewash bottle. 
that employee exposure no 6. Employees acting as 
longer exceeds the recom- flaggers (other than those 
mended limit. Quarterly flagging from enclosures) 
monitoring may then be in the aerial application 
resumed. of DNOC shall be 
provided with and 
required to wear full- 
body coveralls or 
rainsuits, protective head 
and neck coverings, 
gloves, safety goggles, 
and footwear. 
7. Where toxic residues 
present a reasonable 
potential for exposure, 
employees entering areas 
treated with DNOC shall 
be provided with, and 
required to wear, gloves, 
full-body coveralls or 
rainsuits, face shields 
if foliage is likely to 
contact face, and 
footwear. 
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WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
JEcTToocCUPATlONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), i RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ) (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
i 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Dinitroathocrarol 
(continued) 
8. Employees, such as 
cleanup personnel, 
entering areas contami- 
nated with DNOC shall 
be provided with, and 
required to wear, gloves, 
full-body coveralls or 
rainsuits, footwear, 
aprons, and such other 
personal protective 
equipment as may be ’ I 
required for adequate / 
protection against the 
particular hazards 
presented. 
9. Clothing contaminated 
with DNOC shall be 
either disposed of or 
cleaned before reuse. 
Anyone handling 
contaminated clothing 
or responsible for 
its cleaning shall be 
instructed es to the 
hazards, relevant 
symptoms of over- 
exposure, appropriate 
emergency procedures, 
and proper conditions 
and precautions for the 
safe handling and use of 
DNOC. 
10. The employer shall 
ensure that all protective 
devices are inspected 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
E. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE -a- 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Dinitro-orthocresol 
(continued) 
lNVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
regularly and maintained 
in clean and satisfactory 
condition. 
Eye protection 
11. Safety glasses, chemical 
safety goggles, or face 
shields (8 in minimum) 
with goggles shall be 
provided by the 
employer and shall 
be worn during any 
operation in which 
DNOC may contact the 
eyes. 
Respiratory protection 
12. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table I-l and shall 
ensure that the employee 
uses the respirator 
provided when necessary 
13. The employer shall 
ensure that respirators 
are adequately cleaned 
and maintained and that 
employees are trained 
and drilled at least 
annually in the proper 
use and testing for 
leakage of respiraton 
assigned to them. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
P 
R 
yc” 
) T 
1 I 
( c 
SE 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
7 WORK EXPOSURE ! A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS I REGUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
’ JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR! OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR ~ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR THOSE ) (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), : RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN I OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE ; THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ( THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), ; AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES / EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. I (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. / 
j 
I 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
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I I I I I IL /J D 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Dinitro-orthocresol 
(continued) 
14. Respirators shall be easily 
accessible, and employees I I I 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLoYEEs (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Dioxane 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually 1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
(NIOSH 77-226,9/77) histories, emphasizing disorders 1. Same as in A.l, 2, nation of employment for all 
of: and 3. employees exposed. 
a. Upper respiratory system; 2. Include environmental 
b. Hepatic function; exposure records. 
c. Renal function. 3. Shall be available td DMR of 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
a. Nares; of Labor, of the employer, 
b. Hepatic function; and of the employee. 
c. Renal function. 
3. Clinical tests, at least: 
a. Liver function test, e.g., SGOT, 
SGPT; 
b. Kidney function test, e.g., 
complete urinalysis. 
4. Ability to use positive pressure 
respirator. 
‘: 
OBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
BBAN = SOCfAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
[REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS. me/m3 fppm) 
Dioxane 1. Ceiling limit 1. A program of breathing Protactivo clothing 1. Environmental monitoring Yes Yes Yes 
(NIOSH 77.226, 9177) 
1. Occupational 
for 30 min: 3.6 zone or personal 
(1). 
1. Protective clothing shall records shell lm maintained exposure = work in any 
monitoring shall be be wwn In any operation for at least 30 yrs. area where dioxane is 
2. Procedures for instituted to identify and in which the employee 2. There records rhdl include handled, manufactured, 
‘the sampling measure the exposure of all may come into direct methods of sampling and or otherwise used, 
and analvsir of employees occupationally contact with liquid analysis usad, types of except where it is 
workroom air exposed to dioxane. dioxane. respiretory protection present as an 
shall be as 2. Sufficient numbers of 
2. The clothing shall be 
used, end concentrations unintentional con- 
provided in samples shall be collected found. taminant in other 
Appendices I 
impervious to penetration 
and analyzed to permit chemical substances at 
and I I, or by construction of valid 
and resistant to 3. Each employee shall lm lass than 1% by weight 
any method 
dagredation by dioxane. able to obtain information 
estimates of the exposures or where it is only 
shown to be at 
on his or her own 
of employees during each 3. Neoprenecoated gloves, stored in leekproof 
Imelt equivalent 
environmental exposures. 
workshift; the number of boots, overshoes, and containers. 
in sensitivity, semples and concentration bibtypa aprons that 4. Environmental records 
l ccuracy, and determinations shall ba cover boot tops shall be shall be mada available to 
precision. based on such factors as provided when necessary. DR of the Sec. of Labor 
mobility and job functions 4. Impervious supplied-air and of the Sec. of HHS. 
of workers in that hoods or suits shall ba 
operation. worn when entaring 
3. This sampling and analysis confined spaces, such as 
shall be conducted at least pits or tanks, unless 
every 3 mos on at least known to be safe. 
56% of the workers so thet 5. In situetions where heat 
each worker’s exposure is stress is likely to occur, 
measured at least twice a air-supplied suits, 
vr; this frequency and 
fraction of employees 
preferably cooled, are 
recommended. 
semplad may ba different 
if so directed by a PIH. 6. The employer shall 
ensure that all personal 
4. If monitoring of any protective clothing is 
employee shows exposure inspected regularly for 
in excess of the recom- defects and is maintained 
mended environmental in a clean and satis- 
limit, additional factory condition bv the 
monitoring shall be employee. 
promptly initiated. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
B. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS I 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR occup~Tl0~~~ EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
-j 
I I 
, / 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
[REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Dioxrnr 
(continuad) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg1m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
5. If confirmed, control 
procedures shall be 
instituted as swn as 
possible; there may 
precede and obviate 
confirmatory monitoring 
if the employer desires. 
Affected employees shall 
be advised that exposures 
have been excessive and be 
notified of the control 
procedures being imple- 
mented. Monitoring of 
there employees’ rxposures 
shall be conducted at least 
as often as every 30 days 
and shall continue until 
2 successive samplings at 
least 1 wk apart confirm 
that exposure no longer 
exceeds the permissible 
limit. Normal monitoring 
may then be rasumed. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
Eye protrction 
7. Eye protection shall be 
provided to, and worn 
by, each employee 
engaged in an operation 
in which dioxane, liquid 
or spray, may enter the 
eye. Chemical-type 
goggles, safety glasses 
with splash shields or 
plastic face shields 
(9 in minimum) made 
completely of dioxane- 
resistant material shall be 
used. 
Rrpiratory protactian 
9. The employer shall 
provide respirators in 
accordance with 
Table I-1 and shall ensure 
that the employee uses 
the respirator in a proper 
manner when the 
concentration of airborne 
dioxane exceeds the 
recommended concen- 
tration limit. 
9. The employer shall 
ensure that chemical 
cartridges and canisten 
are not used with 
dioxane except for 
evacuation or escape. 
10. The employer shall 
ensure that respirators 
are adequately cleaned, 
P 
: 
WC 
OT ADDITIONAL 
R I 
KC 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 1 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ’ 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR ’ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES : EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
!iSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ,263 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Dioxane 
(continued) 
254 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 bpm) 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
maintained, and stored, 
and that employees are 
instructed and drilied, at 
least annually, in the 
proper use and testing of 
respirators assigned to 
them. 
Hygiene practices 
11. Skitation measures 
specified. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REOUIREMENTS 
P 
R 
Nt? 
’ T 
R I 
K c 
SE 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR DSHA 
RECOMMENDA’CIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLoYEEs (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Elevated work stations 1. Medical and work histories. Annually, or as DBRP .l. Retain pertinent medical 
(emergency egress from) 2. If work at GO ft but >15 ft: ) 1. SameasinA. records and ensure they are 
(NIOSH 76-128.1976) a. Depth perception; available for review during 
b. Fields of vision; the term of employment. 
c. Reaction time; 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
d. Manual dexterity; the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
e. Coordination; of Labor, of the employee, 
f. Abnormal tendency toward and of the employer. 
dizziness. 
3. If work at >80 ft: 
a. Visual acuity to ensure at least 
20/30 Snellen in one eye and 
20/50 in the other (correct 
with lenses if necessary); 
b. Color perception; 
c. Hearing tests, with or w/o aids 
(to ensure at least 15/20 in one 
ear; or a hearing loss of G20 db 
in normally tested frequencies); 
d. Strength; 
e. Endurance; 
f. Agility; 
g. Coordination; 
h. Speed of reactions; 
i. Beware of: 
i. Cardiovascular diseases; 
ii. Epilepsy; 
iii. Diabetes; 
iv. Emotional instability. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ,255 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLO TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/,m3 fppml 
%atad work stations 
emergency egress from) 
NIOSH 76426.1976) 
1. All egress facilities shall be 
inspected and maintained 
as often as is necessary to 
ensure that they are clearly 
accessible and in proper 
operating condition. Such 
inspections shall consider 
weather, exposure to 
corrosive atmospheres, and 
other adverse conditions 
which could affect the 
operation of the 
equipment. 
1. Records shall be retained Yes Yes Yes 1. Means of egress = a 
at least 3 vrs from the date method of access to a 
of training, inspection, separate area that is 
test, or maintenance. safe or leads to a safe 
2. Includes training drills, 
place. 
inspections, tests, and 
maintenance operations. 
3. Shall be available to DR of 
the Sec. of HHS and of the 
Sec. of Labor. 
2. All alarm and communi- 
cation systems and 
components shall be tested 
as often as is necessary to 
ensure that they are in 
reliable operating 
condition. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
’ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS~. UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1 OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
Epichlorohydrin I 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually 1. Retain 20 yrs after last If overexposed 
(NIOSH 76206, 9/76) histories. 1. Same as in A.l, 2, occupational exposure for all 1. First aid. 
and 3. 2. Complete physical exam, with employees exposed. 
I attn to: 
2. Include environmental 
1 
a. Kidneys; exposure records. 
! 
b. Liver; 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
c. Respiratory tract; I the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
d. Hematopoietic system; of Labor, of the employer, 
I 
e. Complaints and evidence of and of the employee. 
eye, mucous membrane, and 
skin irritations. 
’ 3. AsDBRP: 
I a. SGPT and SGOT; 
b. Lactic dehydrogenase. 
4. Ability to use respirators. 
, DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
PHYSICIAN 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ,267 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS RECIUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppmj 
Epichlorohydrin 
INIOSH 76206, 9/76J 
1. TWA: 2 (0.51. Industrial hygirne survsy Protective clothing 1. IH‘survey records shall be Yes Ye4 Yes 1. Occupational 
2. Ceiling limit 1. Workers will not be 1, Aprons, suits, boots, end maintained. exposure = exposure 
for 15 min: considered to have face shields shall be worn 2. Records shall be to airborne 
9 f-5.0). occupational exposure to when needed to prevent maintained and shall epichlorohydrin at 
epichlorohydrin if the skin contact with liquid include sampling and concentrations 3. Procedures for 
sampling and environmental concen- epichlorohydrin. analytical methods, type 
exceeding the action 
trations, as determined by of respiratory protective level. analysis of 2. All such clothing shall 
environmental 
an IH survey, do not 
be made of impervious devices used, and TWA and 2. Action level = 112 the 
samples and exceed 112 the TWA. material, such as poly- ceiling concentrations PEL 
calibration of 2. Surveys shall be repeated ethylene, polypropylene, found. 
equipment at least once every 3 mos or polyvinyl chloride. 3. Each employee shall be 
shall be as and within 30 days after Neoprene, rubber, or able to obtain information 
provided in any process change likely leather is unsuitable. on his or her own 
Appendices I to result in increases of Eya protaction environmental exposures. 
and II, or by airborne concentrations of 
any methods epichlorohvdrin. 3. Chemical safety goggles 4. Records of occupational 
shown to be at Pmonal monitoring and face shields shall be 
accidents and environ- 
least equivalent worn during any operation mental exposures within 
in accuracy. 3. If the IH survey indicates in which epichlorohydrin the workplace shall be 
sensitivity, and that airborne concen- may splash into the eves. maintained for 20 yrs 
precision to trations of epichlorohydrin Respiratory protctim 
after the worker’s last 
the methods exceed the action level, occupational exposure to 
specified. a program of personal 4. When permissible, epichlorohydrin. 
monitoring shall be respirators shall be selected 5. Shall be available tO DR 
instituted to identify and in accordance with of the Sec. of Labor, of 
measure the exposure of Table l-l, and shall ensure the Sec. of HHS, of the 
all employees who are that the employee uses the employer, and of the 
occupationally exposed to respirator provided. employee. 
epichlorohvdrin. 6. Where an emergency which 
4. Interim monitoring of could result in employee 
employee exposure to injury from overexposure 
airborne concentrations of to epichlorohydrin may 
epichlorohydrin shall be develop, the employer 
conducted at least every shall provide respiratory 
3 mos. protection as listed in 
Table I-1. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE : A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE1 I FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
-A 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES : EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ’ (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE \ 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD 17PE FOR 
DSHA STANDARDS 
Epichlorohydrin 
[continued) 
NVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 hwn) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
If monitoring of an 
amployee’s exposure to 
epichlorohydrin reveals 
that the employee is 
exposed et concentrations 
in excess of the 
recommended TWA 
environmental limit, the 
exposure of thet employee 
shall be measured at least 
once every 30 days, 
control measures shall be 
initiated, and the employee 
ahalt be notified of the 
exposure and of tha 
control measures being 
implamentd to correct the 
situation. Such monitoring 
shall continua until 2 
consecutive samplings, at 
least 1 wk apert, indicate 
that the emplovea’s 
exposure no lonwr excaeds 
the TWA. Quartarly 
monitoring may then be 
resumed. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REClUtREMENTS 
Hygiene pnctica 
6. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
WORK EXPOSURE 
[REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
Ethylene dibromide 
(NIOSH 77-221,8/77) 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT 
:OR THOSE WHO WILL BE O R  ARE SUB- 
ECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 
IECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR THOSE 
YHO WILL BE O R  ARE EMPLOYED IN 
t iEGULATED AREAS IFOR STANDARDS).  
JNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Comprehensive medical and work 
histories, emphasizing disorders 
of: 
a. Heart; 
b. Liver; 
c. Kidneys; 
d. Central nervous system. 
2. Comprehensive physical exam, 
emphasizing: 
a. Cardiovascular system; 
b. Pulmonary system; 
c. Neurologic system; 
d. Hepatic system; 
e. Renal system; 
f. Skin exam. 
3. Ability to use negative or positive 
pressure respirator. 
B. PERIODIC 
REDUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
ICCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  
)R FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
4lJTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
FOR STANDARDS).  UNLESS 
ITHERWISE STATED. 
Annually, or as DBRP 
1. Same as in A. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Retain 30 vrs after termi- 
nation of employment for all 
persons employed in work 
involving exposure. 
2. Include environmental 
exposure records. 
3. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employee, 
and of the employer. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. If suspected of exposure to 
EDB at or above the action 
level or to liquid EDB: 
a. Prompt medical care. 
b. 4B-hr observation period 
for delayed systemic or 
dermal effects. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYI’E FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
I 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Ethylene dibromide 
(NIOSH 77.221, E/77) 
1. IH surveys shall be made 
i 
Protoctivo clothing 1. Records of IH surveys shall Yes Ya Yes 1. Occupational 
for 15 min: in any workplace where be maintained. exposure = work in any 
ethylene dibromide is 
1. Protective clothing shall 
be resistant to the establishment where 
2. Procedures for handled, processed, or 
2. Employers or their 
penetration and to the successors shall maintain 
ethylene dibromide is 
the collection chemical action of records which shall include 
manufactured, Mended. 
and analysis of 2. Surveys shall be repeated 
stored, used, handled, 
,, ethylene dibromide. sampling and analytical i 
workroom air every month or whenever a 
or otherwise present. 
process change is made. 
2. Additional protection, methods, types of 
includinggloves, bib-type respiratory protection 
2. Action level - l/2 the 
compliance 3. Where concentrations of aprons, boots, and used, concentrations 
recommended PEL. 
with the ethylene dibromide have 
1 
1 overshoes, shell be found, and information standard shall 
be as provided been determined to be at I 
provided for, and worn concerning exposure of 
in Appendices or above the action level, 
by, each employee while employees to ethylene 
landll,orby sampling shall be continued 
in any operation that dibromide. 
any methods monthly to determine the 
may cause direct contact 3. Each employee shall be 
shown to be at occupational exposure of ’ 
with liquid ethylene able to obtain information 
least equivalent employees. dibromide. 
on his or her own 
in precision, 4. Environmental samples 3. Supplied-air hoods or 
environmental exposures. 
sensitivity, and shall be taken when a new suits resistant to 4. Pertinent records of 
accuracy to process is installed or penetration bv ethylene occupational accidents and 
the methods process changes are made dibromide shall be worn environmental exposures 
specified. which may cause en when entering confined within the workplace shell 
increase in environmental spaces, such as pits or be kept for at least 30 yrs 
concentrations. Signifi- storage tanks. after the worker’s 
cantlv increased 4. In situations where heat employment has ended. 
production, relocation stress is likely to occur, 5. Shall be available to DR of 
of existing operations, supplied-air suits, the Sec. of HHS, of the 
interruption of normal preferably cooled, are Sec. of Labor, of the 
maintenance schedules, or recommended. employee, and of the 
other functions which 
5. The employer shall employer. may increase ethylene 
dibromide concentrations ensure that all protective 
shall require resampling clothing is inspected 
and analysis. regularly for defects and 
is maintained in a 
clean and satisfactory 
condition by the 
employee. 
i 
! 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
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ji 
I 
B. PERIODIC J C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS I REQUIREMENTS ~ D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR, OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE : (FOR RECOMMEN~ATIONS~, REC~MMENOATI~NS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. I. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. : 
I 
I 
I 
! 
1 
I 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 2s3 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLO TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Ethylene dibromih 
Icontinued) 
5. The minimum number of Eye Protection 
representative exposure 
determinations for an 
6. Eve protection devices 
operation or process shall 
shall be provided by the 
employer and used by 
be based on variations in 
exposures and production 
each employee where 
contact of ethylene 
schedules. dibromide with the eyes 
6. If initial, periodic, or is likely. 
special evaluations indicate 7. Chemical safety goggles 
that the recommended or plastic face shields 
limit is exceeded, corrective (8 in minimum) with 
engineering or other goggles made completely 
control measures shall be of ethylene dibromide- 
immediately instituted to resistant materials shall 
ensure the safety of be used. 
employees until a 
concentration below the Respiratory protection 
recommended occu- 8. When a respirator is 
pational exposure limit is permitted, the employer 
achieved. In such cases, shall provide respirators 
sampling of each operation in accordance with 
and work location shall be Table I-1 and shall ensure 
conducted at least weekly that the employer uses 
until 2 consecutive the respirator provided 
employee exposure when necessary. 
measurements, taken at 
least 1 wk apart, reveal 
9. The employer shall 
ensure that chemical 
that the employee is not 
exposed to ethylene 
cartridges are not used 
dibromide above the 
with ethylene dibromide 
recommended occu- 
except for evacuation or 
pstional exposure limit. 
escape because of the 
Employers shall notify in 
poor warning properties 
writing, within 5 days, 
of ethylene dibromide 
at the recommended 
every employee who is occupational exposure 
limit. 
I.ILY,““L ““I..L,LL”I.“L 
B.  P E R I O D I C  C. R E C O R D K E E P I N G  
W O R K  E X P O S U R E  A.  P R E - P L A C E M E N T  R E Q U I R E M E N T  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  D. O T H E R  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  
( R E F E R E N C E  A N D  D A T E )  F O R  T H O S E  W H O  WILL  B E  O R  A R E  S U B -  F O R  T H O S E  S U B J E C T  T O  F O R  T H O S E  S U B J E C T  T O  F O R  T H O S E  S U B J E C T  T O  
J E C T T O  O C C U P A T I O N A L  E X P O S U R E  ( F O R  O C C U P A T I O N A L  E X P O S U R E  O C C U P A T I O N A L  E X P O S U R E  ( F O R  : O C C U P A T I O N A L  E X P O S U R E  ( F O R  
R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S ) ,  O R  F O R  T H O S E  , ( F O R  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S ) .  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S ) ,  O R  F O R  
B O L D  T Y P E  F O R  O S H A  
+ ~ E C ~ M M E N ~ A T ~ ~ N S ) ,  O R  F O R  
W H O  WILL  B E  O R  A R E  E M P L O Y E D  IN O R  F O R  T H O S E  W H O  A R E  T H O S E  W H O  A R E  A U T H O R I Z E D  
S T A N D A R D S  
T H O S E  W H O  A R E  A U T H O R I Z E D  
R E G U L A T E D  A R E A S  ( F O R  S T A N D A R D S ) ,  A U T H O R I Z E D  E M P L O Y E E S  E M P L O Y E E S  ( F O R  S T A N D A R D S ) ,  E M P L O Y E E S  ( F O R  S T A N D A R D S ) ,  
U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .  ! ( F O R  S T A N D A R D S ) ,  U N L E S S  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .  
O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .  
I 
D B R P  =  D E T E R M I N E D  B Y  R E S P O N S I B L E  P H Y S I C I A N  
S S A N  - S O C I A L  S E C U R I T Y  N U M B E R  
D M R  =  D E S I G N A T E D  M E D I C A L  R E P R E S E N T A T I V E  
H H S  - H E A L T H  A N D  H U M A N  S E R V I C E S  ,265  
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERSONAL 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
the recommended 
environmental limit. 
are adequately cleaned 
and maintained, and that 
employees are instructed 
and drilled, at least 
annually, in the proper 
use and testing for 
leakage of respirators 
assigned to them. 
Hy@nr precticr 
11. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
8. PERIODIC 
I 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REGUIREMENT / REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS : D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS I 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- ; FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR/ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR ’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE / (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
’ RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), I AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
‘1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. / (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 
Ethylene dichloride 1. Comprehensive medical and work ~ Annually 1. Retain at least 30 yrs after 
(NIOSH 79211,9/78) histories, with special emphasis 1. Same as in A.1 and 2. j termination of employment 
on: for all employees exposed at 
a. Respiratory system; or above the action level. 
b. Cardiovascular system; 2. Include environmental 
c. Hepatic function; exposure records. 
d. Renal function. 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
2. Comprehensive physical exam. the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
3. Ability to use positive pressure 
of Labor, of the employee, 
and of the employer. 
respirator. 
-2 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
BBAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING 
BOLO’TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
+ ) 
Ethylene dichloride ’ 1. TWA:4dL j 1. Where it has bean Protective dothing 1. Records which form the Yes Yas Yes 1. Occupational 
(NIOSH 78-211, 8/78) 2. Ceiling limit 
determined that the 1. In any operation where 
basis for concluding that exposure = exposure 
above l/2 the TWA. 
for 15 min: environmental concen- the worker may come 
the exposures ere at or 
8 (2). trations do not result in into direct contact 
below 112 the PEL shall be 
3. Procedures for I TWA workday exposures 
above l/2 the TWA 
with liquid ethylene 
maintained. 
sampling and ; 
environmental limit, I 
dichloride, protective 2. Sampling records shall be 
analysis of clothing shall be worn. maintained for at least 20 
workroom air ; environmental monitoring yrs after the individual’s 
for compliance shall not ba required. 
2. The clothing shall be 
both imperviws and 
employment is terminated. 
with the 2. Exposure surveys shall be 3. Shall indicate the type of 
standard shall made when any process 
resistant to ethylene 
dichloride. 
ba as provided 
personal protective devices, 
change indicates the need 
in Appendices 
if any, in use at the time of 
for reevaluation or at the 3. Gloves, boots, overshoes, 
I and II, or by and bib-type aprons that 
sampling. 
discretion of the 
any equivalent compliance officer. cover boot tops shall be 4. Each employee shall be 
method. 
3. Where it has been 
provided when necessary. able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
determined that environ- 4. Impervious supplied-air 
hoods or suits shall be environmental exposures. mental concentrations 
result in TWA workday worn when entering 
exposures above 112 the confined spaces such as 
PEL, employers shell pits or tenks unless 
conduct environmental known to be safe. 
sampling at least quarterly. 5. In situations where heet 
4. Enyironmental samples stress is likely to occur, 
shall be taken when e new eir-supplied suits shall be 
process is installed or when used. 
process changes are made 6. All protective clothing 
which may cause an shall be well-aired and 
increase in environmental inspected for defects 
concentrations. lncreesad prior to reuse. 
production, relocation of 
existing operations, or Eye protection 
other functions which can 7. Eye protection shall be 
increase concentrations provided for, end worn 
shall require resampling. by, any employee 
288 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC 
I 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT , REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE O R  ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE (FOR/ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENOATIONS),  O R  FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
WHO WILL BE O R  ARE EMPLOYED IN : O R  FOR THOSE WHO ARE : THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS).  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES I EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS).  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. / (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES zso 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
1; 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppml I 
I 
Ethylene dichloride 
(continued) 
5. In all monitoring, samples 
shall be collected which are whereethylenedichloride ! 
representative of breathing liquid or spray may enter ‘1 
zone exposures charac- the eve. 
teristic of each job or 8. Chemical-type goggles, I 
specific operation in each safety glasses with splash 
work area. 
i 
shields, or plastic face 
6. The minimum number of shields made completelv 
representative TWA of ethylene dichloride- 
exposure determinations resistant materials shall 
for an operation or process be used. 1 
shall bs based on variation Respiretory protmction 
in exposures and pro- 
duction schedules 9. The employer shall 
considering the number provide respirators in 
of workers exposed as accordance with 
suggested in the table Table I-1 and shall ensure 
below, or as otherwise that the employee uses 
indicated by e PIH. the respirator provided. 
10. Because of the poor 
Number of Number of 
Employees TWA 
warning properties of 
Exposed Determinations 
ethylene dichloride at 
the environmental limit, 
1-3) -- __- 50% of the number chemical cartridges and 
of workers canisters shall not be 
21-100 10 plus 25% of the used with ethylene 
excess over 20 dichloride except for 
workers evacuetion or escape. 
> 100 30 plus 5% of the 11. Where an emergency may 
excess over 109 develop that could result 
workers in employee injury from 
7. When exposure levels are overexposure to ethylene 
found to be greater than dichloride, the employer 
the recommended PEL, shall provide respiratory 
environmental concen- protection as listed in 
trations shall be reduced Table l-l. 
no 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
/ 
B. PERIODIC 
/ 
c. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT : REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR; OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATldNAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
; RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). ’ RECOMMENOATIONS~, OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED , THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. / (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS j, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
-, 
OTHERWISE STATED. I 
II 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSl8LE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 27’ 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Ethylene dichloride 
(continued) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mglm 3 (ppm) 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
MONITORING 
REOUIREMENTS 
. . 
by suitable engineering 
controls. Exposures shall 
be monitored et least 
weekly until the effective- 
ness of the controls is 
established. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
Hygiene practicer 
12. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REGUIREMENT REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 1 D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR.THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONi). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE d THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Ethylene oxide (ETO) 
(NIOSH 77-200, B/77) 
[~~v@~)Health Hazards 
1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually, and more 1. Retain at least 30 yrs after 
histories, with special emphasis on frequently, as DBRP termination of employment. 
symptoms in: 1. Same as in A. 1 and 2. 2. Include full name of 
a. Eyes; employee, all information 
b. Blood; obtained from medical 
c. Lungs; 
I examinations which is 
d. Liver; pertinent to ET0 exposure, 
e. Kidneys; any complaints by the 
f. Nervous system; employee relatable to 
g. Skin. exposure to ETO, and any 
2. Comprehensive physical exam, treatments for exposure to 
with emphasis on: ETO, and the results of 
a. Pulmonary system; that treatment. 
b. Neurologic system; 3. Update at least annually. 
c. Hepatic system; 4. Shall be available to DMR of 
d. Renal system; the Assistant Sec. of Labor 
e. Ophthalmologic system; for OSHA and the Director of 
f. Skin. NIOSH. 
5. Shall be available upon written 
3. Complete blood count, including 
white cell count, differential 
request to a physician 
count, hemoglobin, and 
designated by the employee. 
hematocrit. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK I 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL I 
AND DATE) MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
.’ EN&Rf;DyEFL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUlREMEfiTS 
OSHA STANDARDS 1 m!g/rf13 hqmI) : - 
REQUIREMENTS / 
., )/ 
/ 
I I 
I 1 
I 
I 
I 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE 1 A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REGUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
, JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
’ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Ethylene thiourea (ETU) 
(NIOSH 79-109, 10/78) 
[Spatial Health Hazards 
Rcviawl 
1. Special attention should be paid 
to the function of the thyroid. 
2. It is recommended that a pre- 
exposure baseline be determined 
for thyroid-stimulating hormone, 
thyroxine, and triiodothyronine. 
At least annually, or as 
DBRP 
No requirements specified. 
OBRP = OETER’IINEO BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
OMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS / REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 (ppm) 
1, 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING .. 
WORK EXPOSURE / A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS ~ REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Ethyleneimine 
(1910.1012, 11/78) 
1. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Decreased immuno- 
competence; 
b. Treatment with steroid or 
cytotoxic agent; 
c. Pregnancy; 
d. Cigarette smoking. 
2. Personal, family, and occupational 
histories, including: 
a. Genetic factors; 
b. Environmental factors. 
Annually 
1. Same as in A. 
1. Retain for the duration 
of employment for all 
authorized employees and all 
employees considered for 
assignment to enter regulated 
areas. 
2. Upon termination of 
employment, including 
retirement or death, or in 
the event that the employer 
ceases business without a 
true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
Director. 
3. Provide upon request to 
employees, DMR, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director of 
NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
tne specific exposure. 
OBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Ethyluuiminr 
(1910.1012~ 
1. A regulated area shall Protective clothing 1. Anv changes in operations Yes YES Yes 1. Open vessel system 
be established where 1. In operations involving shall be reported in writing 
operations are 
ethyleneimine is manu- within 15 calendar davs of prohibited. 
factured, processed, used, 
“laboratory-type 
hoods,” or where the change. 
repackaged, released, ethyleneimine is contained 
handled, or stored. 
2. The report shall include 
in an otherwise “closed a brief description and 
2. Access shall be restricted system.” but is trans- inplant location of the area 
to authorized personnel. ferred, charged, or regulated and the address 
discharged, employees of each regulated area; the 
shall be provided with, and name and other identifying 
required to wear, clean, information as to the 
full-body protective presence of ethyleneimine 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, in each regulated area; 
or long-sleeved shirt and the number of employees 
pants), shoe covers, and in each regulated area 
gloves prior to entering the during normal operations. 
regulated area. including maintenance 
2. Prior to each exit from a activities; and the manner 
regulated area, employees in which ethyleneimine is 
shall be required to remove present in each regulated 
and leave protective area. 
clothing and equipment at 3. Incidents resulting in 
the point of exit and at the release of ethyleneimine 
last exit of the day, to into any area where 
place used clothing and employees may be exposed 
equipment in impervious shall be reported within 
containers at the point 24 hrs to the nearest 
of exit for purposes of OSHA Director. 
decontamination or 
disposal. The contents of 
4. A written report shall be 
such impervious containers 
filed within 16 days after 
shall be properly identified. 
such an incident, and shall 
include a specification of 
the emamt of material 
released, the amount of 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE ; A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) I FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIOtiAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPbSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR F3R 
I WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED TtiOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENV‘IRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADD:TIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Edtylrnimim 
kontinud) 
Rapiratory protection 
3. Employees engaged in 
ethvleneimine handling 
operations involving 
trensfer from a closed 
system, charging or 
discharging point 
operations, or otherwise 
opening e closed system 
shall be provided with, end 
required to wear, a full- 
face, suppliedair raspirator, 
of the continuous flew or 
pressure demand type, in 
accordance with 1910.134. 
time involved, and an 
explanation of the 
procedure used in 
determining this figure; a 
description of the area 
involved and the extent of 
known employee exposure; 
any medical treatment 
given or surveillance 
implemented; an analysis 
of the circumstances of the 
incident; end measures 
taken to avoid further 
releases. 
4. Personal hygiene measures 
specified for work within 
isolated systems, for work 
in closed system operations, 
and for work involving 
transfer from a closed 
system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
~ (REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR .OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
i3OLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Fibrous glass 
(NIOSH 77-152,4/77J 
1. Comprehensive medical and work 
histories, with emphasis on: 
a. Acute or chronic skin 
condition; 
b. Pulmonary disease; 
c. Prior exposure to dusty 
occupations (silica, coal dust, 
asbestos). 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Skin; 
b. Respiratory system; 
c. Other tests for: 
i. Dermographism; 
ii. Pulmonary function (FVC, 
FEVl .O), as DBRP; 
iii. Eye exam, as DBRP. 
At least annually, or as 
DBRP 
1. Same as in A. 1, 2, 
and 3. 
1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
nation of employment for all - 
employees exposed. 
2. Include environmental 
exposure records. 
3. Shall be available. to DMR of’ 
the Sec. of Labor, of the Set; 
of HHS, of the employer, and 
of the employee. 
3. If exposed to fibers <3.5pm at 
levels above action level: 
a. Chest X-ray; 
b. Pulmonary function tests 
(FEVl.0, FVC); 
c. Other tests related to detection 
of chronic lung disease, 
including tuberculosis. 
.4. Ability to use positive and 
negative pressure respirators, and 
ability to function under partial 
oxygen deprivation. 
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EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREYENTS REOUIREtiENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS rng/m3 bprnb 
Fibr&ghss 1. TWA: lndultrid hy*lN rurrry Rotectivo clothing 
(NIOSH 77.152, 4l771 
1. Ill survqr recordsshall be Vw Yw VII 1: OccupatloMl 
3,~poo 1. Each employer who has a 1. Protective clothing shall be maintained. 
fibers/m3 with 
l xwcure - l xfxrsuro to 
place of employment in worn to prevent fibrous 2. Records of environmentel airborne fibrous glass 
l diwneter which them is oocupetional 
eqwl to or less 
gless contect with skin, monitoring shall be l bove the action I@vvrl. 
exposure to fibrous glass 
than 3.5 pm, 
hands, arms, neck, and maintained for at least 2. Action lovd - l/2 tlw 
end a lrngth 
shll determine by an IH underarms. 30 yrs after terminrtion of TWA. 
survey whrthrr exposure 
equal to or Eva protutlan 
employment. 
may occur rbvr the 
greater thn action level. 2. Safety gcR#er or fete 
3. Shell include thr data of 
10 Cm. shields shell be worn environmentel measurr- 
2. TWA 
2. Surwvs shall b rrpeated during tear-out or blowing ments; job function and 
Metermined l 8 
l t least once every 3 yrs oprations or when location of the employee 
total fibrous 
and within 30 day: of any applying fibrws glau within the wwksite at 
glusl: 6. 
procew chrnr likely to materials ovrrherd. They time of sampling; sampling 
rmsult in en increase of 
3. slmpllng in 
should be used in all end snmlyticnl methods 
&borne fibrous glass areas where thorn is a used and wldence of 
thr work en- concentrations. likelihood that airborne their accuracy, number, 
vironment shall Pwaonal monitoring glass fibers may contact duretion, and resulta of 
be performad 
3. A progmm of personal the eyes, 
samples takm; TWA 
by the method 
t&m 
determinations bred on 
provided in monitoring shall be Rrpiratory pro these samples; type of 
Appendicas I institutul to identify and 3. Respirators shall be used personal protactivr 
and II, or by mrasurr the exposure of all for compliance with the equipment in use, If l nv; 
othw methods employees occupationelly PEL only during the time name of tha employw 
with at least oxposed to fibrous glass necessary to install or tat being monitored; de& of 
equivrknt above the action level. required mgineering employment with the 
efficiency. 4. Shall be conducted wrrv controls; or in situations company; and information 
Lnlpws shall 3 moe on et last 25% of such as during the regarding chrngw in job 
b l nalvzed by the workers so thet each performance of nonroutine assignment. 
the methods worker’s exposure is construction, demolition, 
provided in 
4. Each employee shall be 
measured at least every rnaintenencr, or repnlr 
Appendices II 
able to obtain informrtion 
ynr; the frequrncy of activities when air concen- 
rnd IV, or 
on his or her cwn 
swnpling end the frection tretions of fibrous glass 
by mathod, 
rnvironmrnwl rxposura. 
of l mplovees sampled may 
demonstreted 
may exceed the PEL. 
be different if so directed Respirator-v protection 
6. Shall be wailable to DR of 
to be at leqst by a PIH. is necessary in those 
the Sec. of L&or and of 
equivelmt In operations where hi#t 
the Sec. of HHS. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPDSURE 
(REFERkNCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO AtiE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDSI, UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
2s3 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/ma (ppml 
Fibrous gloss 
bntinwd) 
rccuracy, 
precision, md 
sensitivity. 
5. If on employee is found to volumes of dust are 
be exposed in excKs of generated and where 
the recommended TWA, adherence to the PELs 
additional monitoring shall cannot be achieved by 
be promptly initiated. engineering controls. 
6. If excKsive exposure 4. When wearing of 
is confirmed, control respirators is permitted, 
procedures shell be the employer shall provide 
instituted as soon K respirators in accordance 
possible; these may with Table I-1 end shall 
precede and obviate ensure that the employee 
confirmatory monitoring uses the respirator in a 
if the employer desirer. proper manner. 
7. The employee shall be 5. The employer ihsll ansure 
notified of the exposure that employees ore 
and of the controls being properly instructsd at least 
implemented. annually through training 
8. Thr exposure of that end drills on the use of 
employee shall be measured respirators arrigned to 
l t last onw wery 26 days. them and on how to 
This shrll continue until test for leakage, proper fit, 
2 consecutive determi- end proper operation. 
ntions, ot laest 1 wk Hvgimr practices 
apert, confirm that the 
employee’s exposure no 
6. Sanitation messurer 
longer exceeds the PEL. 
specified. 
Normal monitoring may 
then ba resumed. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REOUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE~FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STAN0ART.S REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STAN~AROS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANOAROS~. UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Fluorides (inorganic) 1. Medical exam, with emphasis on: Every 2 yrs 1. Retain for duration of 1. Biological monitoring as 
(NIOSH 76103,6/75) a. Musculoskeletal; 1. Same as in A, except employment plus 20 yrs for specified in pp. 3-4 of 
b. Pulmonary; for A.1 .f. all employees subject to Reference. To be done every 
c. Gastrointestinal; Every 6 yrs exposure. 3 mos on at least l/4 of all 
d. Kidneys; 2. Same as in A.1 .f. 2. Medical records, including exposed workers. 
e. Moderate-to-severe 
Biolqical monitoring 
information on all biological 
osteosclerosis; determinations, shall be 
f. Radiological exam of male 3. Urinary postshift F available to DMR of the 
pelvis, with gland shielding; analysis shall be made employer, of the Sec. of 
g. Urinalysis (for fluoride levels). available every 3 mos to Labor, of the Sec. of HHS, 
2. Use of respirators. 
at least % of all exposed and of the employee. 
workers. 
4. Spot urine samples shall 
be collected at the end 
of the work shift after 
4 or more consecutive 
days of exposure. 
5. Urinary preshift F 
analysis shall be made 
available to all exposed 
workers at least 
annually. 
6. Preshift spot samples 
shall be collected at 
the start of the work 
shift at least 48 hrs 
after a previous occupa- 
tional exposure. Results 
shall be corrected for a 
specific gravity of 
1.024. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY REk’ONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 2a6 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AN0 OATEJ ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Pluoridas (inorganic) 1. TWA: 2.5. 1. Work areas shall not be Protcctivr clothing 1. I H survey records shall be Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
(NioSH 76103, 6~5) 
2. Procedures for 
considered to have fluoride 1. The type of protective maintained until a new 
exposure = exposure to 
sampling, 
exposure if work area air clothing required will he 
survey is completed. fluorides above l/2 the 
calibratiop of 
levels, es determined on 2. Records of all sampling TWA. 
equipment, 
the basis of an IH survey or 
dictated by the chemical 
shall be maintained for the 
and analysis 
of fluoride 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendices 
I and II, or by 
any method 
shown to be 
equivalent in 
precision, 
accuracy, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
bv the judgment of a 
nature and the physical 
form of the fluorides duration of employment 
compliance officer, do 
not exceed 112 of the 
present and the duration plus 20 yrs. 
environmental limit. 
and magnitude of worker 3. Shall be maintained so that 
exposure. 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
exposure information is 
when any process change 
2. Such protective clothing available for individual 
indicates a need for re- 
may include coveralls, shoe employees. 
covers, caps, gloves, and evaluation or when in the 
wales. 
4. Shall indicate the type of 
judgment of the compliance 
officer it is deemed necessary, 3. Persons working with 
Personal protective devices, 
if any, in use at the time of 
3. In areas in which there is 
acidic solutions of sampling. 
fluoride exposure, samples 
fluorides shall wear 
representative of the 
impervious gloves, shoe 
exposure in the breathing 
covers or boots, and 
zone of employees shell be 
aprons. Unless 
r 
ye end face 
collected. 
protection is a forded by 
respiratory protection, 
4. An adequate number of chemical goggles and face 
samples shall be collected shields shall be worn. 
to characterize every Before removing protective 
operation or process. clothing the worker shall 
5. The minimum number of rinse off fluoride solutions 
representative workshift with water. 
TWA daterminations for an 4. All protective clothing 
operation or process shall and equipment shall be 
be based on the number of maintained in a clean, 
sanitary, and workable 
condition. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
E. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCC~PATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Fluorides (inorganic) 7. If a postshift urinary F 
(continued) level exceeds 7.0 mg/P, 
preshift spot urine 
samples shall be col- 
lected within 2 wks at 
the start of a work shift 
at least 48 hrs after a 
previous occupational 
exposure and a repeat 
postshift spot sample 
shall be collected at the 
conclusion of the work 
shift. This shall be done 
at the end of the work- 
week in which the 
preshift sample is 
collected. If the F level 
of the second sample is 
above either the preshift 
limit of 4.0 mg/!? or the 
postshift limit of 7.0 
mg/g, steps shall be 
taken to evaluate 
dietary sources, per- 
sonal hygiene, basic 
work practices, and 
environmental controls. 
8. In case the group 
median (job classifica- 
tion) postshift urinary 
.* 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Fluorides (inorgnic) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppm) 
MONITORING 
REGUIREMENTS 
workers exposed, as seen in 
the table below. 
Number of Number of 
Emolovees TWA 
E&&f 
l-20 
21-100 
Daterminations 
50%of the numbe 
of workers 
10 plus 25% of the 
excess over 20 
workers 
>I00 30 plus 5% of the 
axcess ovar 100 
workers 
6. Samples shall be collected 
at least semiannually or 
within 30 days after first 
operation of a new process 
or any process changes. 
7. Monitoring of an operation 
or process shall be repeatec 
within 1 mo when the 
fluoride concentration has 
been found to exceed the 
recommended environ- 
mental limit. When the 
results of the repeat survey 
reveal a concentration in 
excess of the limit, suitable 
controls shall be initiated 
and monitoring shall 
continua at monthly 
intervals until the 
l daquacy of these controls 
has baen demonstrated. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS 
Respiratory Protection 
5. When a respirator is 
permissible, the employer 
shall provide respirators in 
accordance with Table I-1 
and shall ensure that 
the employee uses the 
respirator provided. 
Hygiana pnctfcr 
6. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
E. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Fluorides (inorganic) F levels exceed 7.0 
(continued) mg/!?, they shall be 
performed monthly 
until the cause of the 
elevated urinary F has 
been corrected as 
demonstrated by a 
return of the group 
median to a value not 
exceeding 70 mg/L. 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
I 
/ BBAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
m I HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Fluorides (inorganic1 
(mtinuedl 
SNVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppm) 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
6. Monitoring of an operation 
or process shall also be 
repeated when group 
median biological 
monitoring reveals urinary 
fluoride excretion above 
the postshift Iwel of 7.0 
mg/liter, adjusted to a 
specific gravity of 1.024. 
Monitoring of the work 
environment in response to 
hi@ postshift urinalyses 
should be conducted on 
the same day as the repeat 
poskhift urinalysis. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REOUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 1 FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCU~AT~~NALEX~OSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA ; WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS I REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), / EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. ! 
I 
Fluorocarbon polymers 1. Comprehensive medical and work As DBRP 1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
(decomposition products of) histories. 1. Not specified. nation of employment for all 
(NlOSH 77-193.9177) 2. Physical exam, with attn to: employees exposed. 
a. Respiratory system. 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
3. Ability to use negative or positive 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
pressure respirator. and of the employee/former 
employee. 
I 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
ZSl 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Fluorocarbon polymers 
;~kyy 
(NIDSH 77.193,9n7) 
Insufficient 
Information to 
establish standard. 
Protactivo clothing 
1. Where bulk fluorocarbon 
polymer dust is handled, 
or where contact of the 
powdered polymer with 
the skin is likely, gloves 
and coveralls or equivalent 
clothing shall k, used. 
YSS Yas Yes 1. Vacuum up spills when 
possible. 
2. Respiratory protective 
equipment to be used, 
if necessary, during 
emergencies or during the 
performance of nonroutine 
maintenance or repair 
oztivities in which exposure 
to the decomposition 
products of fluorocarbon 
polymers is likely should 
be provided in accordance 
with Teble l-l. 
Hvaiwm pmctica 
3. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATIONSI, OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ‘THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Formaldehyde ‘1. Comprehensive medical and work Not mentioned 1. Retain 5 yrs after termination If overexfmsed 
(NIOSH 77-126, 12/76) histories, with attn to: of employment for all 1. Physical exam as in A.1 
a. Chronic inflammatory reaction employees exposed. within a reasonable period of 
of the respiratory tract; 2. Shall be available to DMR of time. 
b. Chronic inflammatory reaction the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of the skin; of Labor, of the employer, 
c. Hypersensitivities or other and of the employee. 
allergies, e.g., asthma, hayfever, 
rose fever. 
2. Ability to use positive or negative 
pressure respirator. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTh AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE ” ’ 
(REFERENCE 
AND DAVE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR- 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS r&m3 (ppml 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
FomakJd~ydr 1. Ceiling limit 
INIOSH 77.126,12/761 for 36 min: 
1.2 (1). 
2. Methods for 
calibration of 
equipment, eir 
sernpling, and 
analysis for 
formeldehyde 
shell be as 
provided in 
Appendices I 
and II, or by 
my procedure 
rhown to be 
1. Workroom areas shall not 
be considered to have 
formaldehyde exposure if 
airborne concentrations 
of formaldehyde, as 
dearmined on the basis of 
annual IH surveys, do not 
exceed a ceiling concen- 
tration of 1.2 mg/cu m 
(1 ppm) and if there 
i: no occupationrl 
exposure to forrnaldehvde 
solutions. 
2. Where forrnnl~hyde 
exposure exists, workplace 
Protrctivo dothing 
1. When necessarv, 
protective equipment 
and clothing shall be 
furnished to employms 
or shall be readily 
evailablo at convenient 
and appropriate locations. 
2. Employees shall wear 
gloves made of rubber 
or of other impervious 
material when working 
with formaldehyde and 
when contact with the 
hands is likely. 
1. I’H survey records shall be 
maintained. 
2. Records of all sampling 
end analysis of airborne 
concentrations of 
formaldehyde shall be 
retained for @t least 5 yrs. 
3. Records shall indicate the 
type of personal protective 
devices, if any, in use at 
the time of sampling. 
4. Records shall be 
maintained and classified 
so that an employee shall 
I equivalent in I environmental surveys shall be able to obtain infor- precision, &.a . . ..-.....l..~aA - C”II”Yk.N. I 3. Emplovess shall wear I motion about his or her I 
I I 
rccurecy, end 
sensitivity to 
the procedures 
specified. 
3. Workplace environmental 
surveys shall br conducted 
within 30 days after 
installation of a new 
process or any process 
changes. 
protectivesl~ves, aprons, 
jackets, trousers, and 
caps as needed to protect 
them from skin contact 
with formaldehyde. 
Protective garments shall 
be mede of a material 
impervious to 
formaldehyde. In 
emergencies or other 
circumstances involving 
exposure to 
own present and past 
workplace exposures to 
formaldehyde. 
4. Should environmental 
sampling indicate airborne 
formaldehyde concen- 
trations between l/2 of the 
ceiling concentretion limit 
and the ceiling concen- 
tration limit, the following 
requirements shall apply: 
Samples shall be collected 
at least semiannually for 
the evaluation of the 
workplace environment 
with respect to the 
5. All records required to be 
maintained by this section 
shall be made available 
upon request to DR of the 
Assistant Sec. of Labor for 
OSHA and to the Director 
of NIOSH. 
6. Employee exposure 
determination and 
exposure measurement 
records required to be 
maintained shall be made 
available to emplovees and 
their DR. 
formaldehyde at high 
concentrations of vapor, 
mists, or dusts in the air, 
full-body protection shall 
be worn. Emergency 
garments shall be of an 
impervious material, and 
shall fit snugly about the 
I wrists, neck, and ankles. 
Yw Y.a 1. Occupational 
exposure = exposure 
to formaldehyde at a 
concentration In excess 
of 0.6 mg/m3. 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 
I 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ’ REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS ’ D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE O R  ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 1 FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO I FOR THOSE SUBJECT.TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR- OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR.THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
WHO WILL BE O R  ARE EMPLOYED IN ’ O R  FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED -THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  ! AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ’ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  / EMPLOYEES (FOd STANOAliOS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. : (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESSOTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
‘. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Fomuldehydr 
Wontinued) 
lNVlRDNMENTAL 
STANDARD 
rnglm3 fpprn) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
recommended standard. 
Each employee or 
rmployee locetion shall tie 
eveluated at least once 
every Yr. 
5. When employw exposure 
limit, environmental 
controls shall be applied. 
Monitoring and record- 
keeping shall be repeated 
one weekly baris until 
2 consecutive sampling 
periods havr demonstrated 
that corrective meesures 
have decreased airborne 
formaldehyde concen- 
trations at or below the 
limit. 
6. Without interfering with 
the measurement, 
observers shall be entitled 
to receive an explanation 
of the measurement 
procedure, visually observe 
all steps related to the 
nwasurements that are 
being performed at the 
place of exposure, and 
record the resoltr obtained 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
4. Employees handling 
drums, cans, or 
other containers of 
formaldehyde shall wear 
leather or rubber safety 
shoes as protection from 
splashes or spills of 
formaldehyde. 
5. Protective garments shall 
be cleaned inride and out 
and well ventilated after 
each use, end particularly 
after contamination has 
occurred. 
iyr protutlon 
6. Cup-type or rubber- 
framed chemical safety 
goggles shall be worn by 
employees when there is 
any possibility of eye 
or facial contact with 
formaldehyde solutions. 
Goggle5 also protect eyes 
from contact with gas. In 
ca5es of excessive vapor 
concentrationr, a full- 
face mask respiretorv 
protective device shall be 
required; this device may 
be substituted for cup- 
type or rubber-framed 
chemical safety goggles, 
7. Full-length, plastic face 
shields shall be required 
in addition to safety 
goggles for face 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
D 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATEJ 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS ’ REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE W H O  WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ;I FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
RECOMMENOATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE ; (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  i 
0ccUp~Tl0NAL EXPOSURE (FOR.; OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR 
W H O  WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE W H O  ARE ’ THOSE W H O  ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE W H O  ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
; 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
OBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
BBAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
DSHA STANDARDS 
Forrndcbhydr 
kontinwd) 
LNVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppml 
MONITORING 
REOUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
protection when the 
work process involves 
risks of exposure to 
splashes of formaldehyde. 
Chemical safety 9cggles 
are required in addition 
to the face shield when 
there is danger of 
formaldehyde entering 
undemeath or around the 
sides of the shield. 
8. The safety gogdes, full- 
face masks, endshields 
shall be thoroughly 
decontaminated after 
eech use. 
Rrpiratory protutim 
9. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
resplraton in accordance 
with Table I-1 and shall 
ensure that the employee 
uses the respirator 
properly. 
IO. Use of chemical 
cartridfjes and canisters 
more than once or for a 
period geater than that 
indicated in Table I-1 
shall bo prohibited. 
Il. Emer@ncy equipment 
shall be located at well- 
marked and Idmtifled 
stations end shall lx 
adequate to the needs 
RECORDKEEPING 
REGUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 
! 
I C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 1 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
I 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO c FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE ’ (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ~I RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
i THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. i (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES is9 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
I 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
.AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Formaldehyde 
(continued) 
of all employees, either 
to escape from the area 
or to safely cope with the 
emergency. 
Hygirno pmctica 
12. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
* B. PERIODIC 
I 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT i REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR,1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~~loN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Furfuryl alcohol 1. Medical and work histories, with As DBRP 1. Retain 30 yrs after last If overexposed 
lNlOSH 79-133,3/79) emphasis on: 1. lnterim medical and occupational exposure. 1. First aid and prompt medical 
a. Upper respiratory tract; work histories. \ 2. Include copies of applicable attention. 
b. Skin. 2. Same as in A.2. exposure data. !, 2. Flush with copious amounts 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 3. Shall be available to DMR of / of water if skin or eye 
a. Skin; the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. / contact. 
b. Eves; of Labor, of the employer, ; 
c. Respiratory system. and of the employee. 
/I 3. Ability to use positive or negative 
I 
pressure respirator. / 
! 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
sol 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS. mg/m3 fppm) 
Furfuryl alcohol 1. TWA: Industrial hygianr runy Protactivo dothing 1. Records of IH surveys shall Yes Yes YW 1. Occupational 
(NIOSH 79x43.3/79) 200 (50). 1. Employers shall determine 1. Shall be resistant to the be kept. exposure = exposure 
2. Procedures for by an If-l survey whether penetration and chemical 2. Environmental records to airborne furfuryl 
the collection there is occupational action of furfuryl shall be kept for at least alcohol above the 
end analysis of exposure to furfuryl alcohol. 30 yrs after the last action level. 
environmental alcohol. 2. Additional protection, 
occupational exposure. 2. Action level = 112 the 
samples shall 2. Surveys shall be repeated 
be as provided at least annually and 
includingglaves, bibtype 3, Shall include the dates and TWA. 
aprons, boots, and times of measurements; in the eppen- within 30 days of any duties end location of the 
dix, or by any process changa likely to 
overshoes shall be 
provided for and worn by employees within the other methods result in an increased worksite; sampling and 
at least concentration of airborne 
each employee while in 
analytical methods used; 
equivalent in furfuryl alcohol. 
any operation that may 
number, duration, end 
precision, 
cause direct contact with 
Pwsonal monitoring liquid furfuryl alcohol. results of the samples eccuracy, and taken; TWA concentrations 
sensitivity to 3. If there is occupational 3. Supplied-air hoods estimated from these 
the methods exposure to furfuryl and suits resistant to samples; type of personal 
specified. alcohol, a program of penetration by furfuryl protective equipment used, 
personal monitorlng shall alcohol shall be worn if any; and employees’ 
be instituted to identify when entering confined names. 
and measure the exposure spaces, such as pits or 4. Each employee shall be 
of each employee occu- storage tanks. able to obtain information 
pationally exposed. 4. Where heat stress is likely on his or her own 
4. Source and area monitoring 
may be a useful supple- 
to occur, supplied-air environmental exposures. 
suits, preferably cooled, 5. Records shall be available 
ment to personal are recommended. to DR of the Sec. of Labor 
monitoring. and of the Sec. of HHS. 
5. Each operation shell be 5. Protective equipment 
evaluated at least once suitable for emergency 
every 6 mos or as other- use shall be located at 
wise indicated by a PIH. clearly identified stations 
outside the work area. 
6. If an employee is found to 
be exposed in excess of the 6. The employer shall 
TWA, controls shall be ensure that all personal 
initiated and the exposure protective clothing is 
of the employee evaluated inspected regularly for 
362 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT ; REQUIREMENTS ‘, REGUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR! OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR -OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONSI, OR FOR THOSE ‘: (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHOfllZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ,I (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. , UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
i OTHERWISE STATED. 
‘,- 
II 
I 
, 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
at least once every wk. The defects and is maintained ‘1 
employee shall be notified in a clean end satisfactory ~ 
of the exposure and of the condition. 
controls being imple- 
Eye protection 1 mented. This shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 7. Safety glasses with side 
determinations, at least shields, chemical safety 
1 wk apart, indicate that goggles, or face shields 
the employee’s exposure with goggles, made / 
no longer exceeds the PEL. completely of material 
Semiannual monitoring resistant to furfuryl 
may then be resumed. alcohol, shall be provided 
by the employer, and 
shall be worn during any 
operation in which 
furfuryl alcohol may 1 
enter the eyes. 
Respiratory protection 
6. When permissible, 
respirators shall be 
provided in eccordance 
with Table l-1 and the 
employer shall ensure 
that the employee uses 
the respirator when 
necessary. 
9. Employees shall be 
trained and drilled at 
least annually in the 
proper use of respirators 
and in testing for leakage 
of respirators assigned to 
them. The employer 
shall also ensure that 
respirators ere adequately 
cleaned and maintained. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
c )BRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
s SAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTIiTlVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE ( PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND DATE) FROTECT~ vE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPi FOR.. 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppm) 
Furfuryl alcohol 10. Protective equipment for 
bntinwd) emergency entry shall 
be located at clearly 
identified places outside 
the work area. 
Hygirrm pmtica 
11. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCU~ATI~NALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
) WHO WlLL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Glycidyl ethers 1. Comprehensive medical and work As DBRP 1. Retain at least 30 yrs after 1. In the event of an illness 
(NIOSH 78-166,6/78) histories, with attn to: 1. Same as in A.l,2, termination of employment suspected to be due to 
a. Past exposure to glycidyl and 3. for all employees exposed. glycidyl ethers: 
ethers or other vinyl 2. Include environmental a. Physical exam as in A.2 
derivatives; exposure records. and 3. 
b. History of sensitivities, 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
reproductive events. the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: of Labor, of the employer, 
a. Skin; and of the employee/former 
b. Eyes; employee. 
c. Mucous membranes. 
3. Clinical tests, as DBRP: 
a. Total and differential 
leukocyte counts; 
b. Urinalysis; 
c. Pulmonary function tests; 
d. Manual dexterity tests; 
e. Visual-motor coupling tests. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
RTEFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3’(ppm). 
I 
Glycidyl ethers =TzzJ Industrial hygirna survry I--?2 Protectiva clothing 1. IH survey records shall be 1. Occupational 
INIOSH 78-166, E/78) maintained. exposure = work in any 
ether (AGE): 
1. Each employer with a 1. The employer shall 
46 (9.6); 
place of employment provide appropriate 2. Records of environmental 
area where glycidyl 
monitoring and exposure ethers are manu- 
isopropyl 
where glycidyl ethers are clothing, including 
factured, stored, used, 
glycidyl ether 
present shall conduct an IH gloves, aprons, suits, information shall be kept or handled. 
(IGEl: 
survey to determine boots, and face shields by the employer for at 
240 (50); 
whether exposure to (8 in minimum), made of least 30 yrs after the 
phenyl glycidyl 
glycidyl ethers may occur. materials impervious employee’s last occu- 
ether (PGEI: 1 2. Surveys shall be repeated 
to glycidyl ethers, pational exposure to 
5 (1); at least semiannually and 
e.g., milled butyl rubber glycidyl ethers. 
n-Eutyl within 30 days after any 
or polyvinyl alcohol, and 3. These records shal’ ‘--‘..-I- I I 111SI”“ti I I I 
glycidyl ether process change likely to 
shall ensure that such the dates of measu lrements; 
(BGE): result in increased 
clothing is worn by every job function and II acation 
30 (4.4); concentrations of airborne 
employee to prevent skin of the employees i at the 
di-2,3- glycidyl ethers. 
contact. The protective 
clothing shall also be 
worksite; sampling I and 
rpoxypropyl analytical method! i used; 
glycidyl ether Parsonal monitoring 
fire-resistant. Gloves shall number, duration, I.._ *nrl - 
@GE): 1 (0.21. 3. If it is determined that 
be of sufficient length results of the samples 
to protect the forearms 
exposure to airborne 
taken; ceiling concen- 
glycidyl ethers has 
of the employees. trations estimated frcm 
occurred, a program of 2. The employer shall 
these samples; type of 
personal monitoring shall ensure that a change of 
personal protective 
be instituted to identify clothing is immediately 
equipment in use at the 
and maasure the exposure available to any 
time of sampling; and 
of all employees who are employee whose clothes 
identification of exposed 
occupationally exposed to become grossly contami- 
employees. 
glycidyl ethers. nated with glycidyl 4. Each employee shall be 
ethers. 
4. Monitoring of employee 
able to obtaln information 
exposure to airborne 3. Leather articles, such 
on his or her own 
glycidyl ethers shall be as belts or shoes, that 
environmental exposures. 
conducted at least become contaminated 
semiannually. with glycidyl ethers shall 
be rendered unfit for use 
and discarded. 
4. The employer shall 
provide separate storage 
2. Procedures for 
the collection 
and analysis of 
workroom air 
sarnplr for 
compliancr 
with the 
standard shall 
be as provided 
in Appandiws 
I, II, and Ill, 
or by any 
methodsrhmn 
to ba at least 
equivalent in 
precision, 
5. If monitoring reveals thet 
an employee Is exposed 
to glycidyl ethers at 
5. Environmental monitoring 
records shall be made 
available to DR of the Sec. 
of Labor, the Sec. of HHS, 
the employer, and the 
employee. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSUAE (FOI 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
DERP = DETERMINED 8Y RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES Ed8 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
mg/m3 fppm) 
sansitivity, and 
accuracy to 
the methods 
specified. 
concentrations in excess 
of the appropriate ceiling 
limit, controls shall be 
initiated, the employee 
notified of the exposure 
and of the controls being 
implemented to correct the 
situation, and the exposure 
of that employee 
monitored at least once 
avery 30 days. Such 
monitoring shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 
evaluations, at least 30 
days apart, indicate the 
employee’s exposure no 
longer exceeds the ceiling 
limits. Semiannual 
monitoring may then be 
resumed. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
facilities for work clothes 
and for street clothes 
and shall ensure that 
employees do not remwe 
protective clothing from 
the workplace. 
5. The employer shall 
inform persons involved 
in laundering or handling 
the contaminated 
clothing of the hazardous 
properties of glycidyl 
ethers. 
8. Safety showers and 
eyewash fountains 
shall be provided in 
appropriate areas. This 
equipment shall be 
checked periodically to 
ensure that it is in proper 
working condition. 
Eyr protection 
7. Chemical safety goggles 
(splashproof) or face 
shields (8 in minimum) 
with goggles shall 
be provided by the 
employer and shall 
be worn during any 
operation in which there 
is a reasonable possibility 
of glycidyl ethers being 
splashed into the eyes. 
Tlk A PI 
R 
I I WC” ’ CT ADDITIONAL 
lN=ORMATlON 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
1 Fo~~~~TTo j FoR;Er i ,,“6 ;;~;;s;‘,;;;‘:“,‘“” A, PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
=L 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOS‘URE (FOR 
‘. RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECDMMEklDATIObjS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ,: OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHdRlZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. :I (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
! OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
j 
I 
I 
I, 
1: 
1 
I 
/ 
DERP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPQSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AN0 DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Glycidyl rthrn 
kontinwd) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
Rrpiratory protietian 
I 
8. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Tables l-l, l-2, l-3, 
and l-4 and shall ensure 
that employees use the 
respirators properly when 
the concentrations of 
airborne glycidyl ethers 
exceed the ceiling 
concentrations. 
9. Protective equipment 
suitable for emergency 
entry shell be located at 
clearly identified areas 
outside the work area. 
Hygirnr practiar 
I 
10. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE , A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REGUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) I FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT i0 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
1 RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ 
Hot environments 
(NIOSH 72-10269,6/72) 
1. Medical examination, with attn Biennially 1. Retain for all persons .. 
to: 1. For those <45 yrs old. assigned to hot jobs for the 
a. Cardiovascular system; 2. Same as in A. period of employment and ” 
b. Renal system; Annually for 1 yr thereafter. 
c. Hepatic system; : 
d. Endocrine system; I 
3. For those >45 yrs old. 
e. Respiratory system; 
4. Same as in A. 
!: 
f. Skin. L / 
1 
2. History of previous heat-related 
disorders and illnesses. 
. 
._ 
DERP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSlBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 313 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WOF:K 
EXPOSURE 
PREFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Hot l viromnano . 1. Hot 1. A WBGf proflle shall be 1. The follawlng recorderhall Yr Yes Ya 
lNlOSH 7240260, rnvimnmenul established for eech work- be mainteined: 
s/72) condition piece for wintrr end l . Racordsof 
rm8ns my summer see&t to rewe es acclimetizetion; 
COmblMtiOrl Of l guidr for deciding when 
rir temper* Lvork prectices need to 
b. Racordl of the WBGT 
two, humidity, be initletod to control 
for wch work aree. 
redirtion, end l xtremos of hot or cold. 2. Retein M for the wrlod 
windspeal tht The first profile shall be of l mploymont end 1 yr 
rxceeds 8 mt esttllished within 3 mos of thrmrfter. 
bulb globe the effective detr 08 the 3. Retain lb) for l pried 
trmpomturo mnderd 
IWBGT) of 
determined by thr Sec. of 
7Q’F. 
2. After the WBGT profilr bbor with coruulutlon 
luvr beml est&lMled, with the Sec. of HHS. 
monitoring shell be 
conducted once during 
July end Augult of eech 
vr. 
.r 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 17 D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ’ FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE / OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
,i RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
1 WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), ,, AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES j EMPLoYEEs (FOR STAN~AROS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Hydrazines 1. Comprehensive medical and work At least annually 1. Retain 30 yrs after last 1. For those with illness due to 
(N IOSH 78.172,6/78) histories, with special attn to: 1. Same as in A.l,2,3, I occupational exposure. exposure: 
a. Dermal contact. and 4. 2. Include environmental a. Appropriate medical 
2. Comprehensive physical exam, exposure records. 
services. 
with special attn to: 3. Shall be available to DMR of i 1 In an emergency 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
~ 3. ~li~~~ls~~~~~ding: 
/ 2. Immediate medical attention 
of Labor, of the employer, and appropriate followup 
and of the employee. : medical care. 
a. Complete and differential 
blood count; j 
b. Liver function test (SGOT, / 
SGPT included); 
c. Urinalysis, including specific 
gravity, glucose, protein, 
microscopic exam; 
d. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray. 
4. Urobilinogen and serum bilirubin 
tests, as DBRP. 
5. Ability to use positive pressure 
respirator. 
OBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIELE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER ,c&- 8 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
e&” 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
lydruinr 
INIOSH 7&172, Bn81 
1. Ceiling limits lnduvtrid hygiao SUNOY Protvctive dothing 1. IH survey records shall be Yes Yes Ya 1. Occupational 
for 2-hr period: 
hydrazine (HI: 
1. Each employer who has a 1. The employer shall provide 
maintained until the next expcr.dre = work in any 
survey is completed. area whem one or more 
0.04 (0.03); 
place of employment in full-body protective 
which any of the hvdmzines clothing, including gloves 2. Records of environmental 
of the hydrasines is 
monomethyl 
hydmtine 
are stored, produced, and boots, and shall ensure monitoring and pertinent 
stored, produced, 
that employees wear this medical records shall be 
processed, transported, 
(MMH): O.OS 
processed, or otherwise 
(0.04); 
used shall determine by an clothing when spills or kept for at least 30 yrs 
hendled. or otherwise 
splashes of hydrazines may after the employee’s last 
used and present in 
unsymmetrical 
IH survey the areas in such a manner that 
which occupational occur, such es during repair occupational exposum to 
dimethyl exposure occurs. or during transfer 
vapors or aerosols 
hydrasine 
hydrazines. .~ 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
operations. 
may be releasd in 
WDMH): 3. Records of environmental workroom air or that 
0.16 (0.061; at least annually and 2. Gross contamination shall 
monitoring shall include the materials may spill 
phenyl- within 14 days after any 
an identification of the or splash onto the skin 
hydmzine: process change likely to 
be removed from protective 
clothing before the 
employee being monitored; or into the eves. 
0.6 (0.14). rasult in occupational clothing is taken off the 
duties and job locations 
exposure to hydrazims. within the worksite; time 
2. Samples in the wearer. end dates of sampling end 
work environ- Pwsond monltorlng 3. Emergency equipment analysis; sampling and 
ment shall be 3. If it has been determined shall be located at well- analyticel methods used 
collected and that occupational exposure marked and clearly and available evidence 
l naly2ad to hydrasines (other than identified stations and shall of their precision end 
according to 1,2dimethylhydrazineI be adequate to permit all accuracy; the number, 
the procedures occurs, the employer shall personnel to escape from duration, and results of 
described in institute a program of the area. samples taken; envircn- 
Appendix I, personal monitoring to mental concentrations 
or by any identify and measure determined from these 
methods at the exposure of each Eye protection samples; and the type 
least equivalent employee. 4. The employer shall provide of personal protective 
in precision, 
4. Source 8nd araa full-face shields (8 in equipment used by the 
accurrcv, and 
monitoring may be used minimum) end goggles employee. 
sensitivity. 
to supplement personal which shall be worn during 
monitoring. any operation in which 
4. Rosters of authorized 
there is a reasonable 
persons who enter 
6. Each opemtion in each possibility that hydrazines 
regulated areas shall also be 
regulated area shall bd may enter the eves or 
retained for 30 yn. 
sampled at least once every splash onto the face. 6. Environmental monitorlng 
6 mos while hydrazines are records end entry rosten 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
B. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES . s17. 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Hydrazines 
Icontinuedt 
being used. For inter- Respiratory protection shall be made available to 
mntent operations, Le., 5. Respirator; may be used dR of the Sec. of Labor 
lasting for less than 6 mos, only when engineering and of the Sec. of HHS. 
at least 1 monitoring controls are being installed 
regimen shall be conducted or tested, during non- 
6. Each employee shall be 
during each operation routine maintenance or 
able to obtain information 
period. repair, in emergencies 
on his or her own 
that may involve brief environmental exposures. 
6. If an employee is found 
to be exposed to the 
exposure in excess of the 
hydrazines et concen- 
recommended limits, or for 
trations exceeding the 
entry into confined spaces. 
recommended ceiling 
In the situations listed 
limits, the exposure of that 
above, employees exposed 
employee shall be measured 
to 1.2dimethylhydrazine 
at least once every wk, 
shall wear a respirator. 
control measures shall be 
6. When permissible, the 
initiated, end the employee 
employer shell provide 
shall ba notified of the 
respirators in accordance 
exposure and of the 
with Table I-1 and shall 
control measures being 
ensure thet, when required, 
implemented. Such 
they are properly used. 
monitoring shall continue 7. The employer shall ensure 
until 2 consecutive that employees are 
determinations, at least 1 properly instructed in the 
wk apart, indicate that the use of respireton assigned 
employee’s exposure no to them and how to 
longer exceeds the test for leakage, proper 
recommended occu- operation, and proper fit as 
pational exposure limit; judged by quantitative fit 
routine semiannual tests. 
monitoring may then be 8. Protective equipment 
resumd. suitable for emergency 
entry or reentry shell be 
located at clearly identified 
stations outside the work 
arm. 
Hygirna pncticss 
9. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT RECIUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
60LD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Hydrogen cyanide and 1. Work and medical histories, with Annually 1. Retain 5 yrs after last In an emergency 
cyanide salts attn to: 1. Same as in A.1. occupational exposure. 1. First aid. 
(NIOSH 77-108, 10/76) a. Skin disorders; 2. Include environmental 1 
b. Nonspecific symptoms such as exposure records. 
headache, nausea, vomiting, 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
dizziness, weakness. the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: of Labor, of the employer, 
a. Skin; and of the employee. 
b. Thyroid; 
c. Cardiovascufar system; 
d. Upper respiratory system. 
1 3. Ability to use negative or positive 
pressure respirator. 
I 
.I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
, HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
no 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm’ (ppm) 
h/drown cyanide and 
yanida wits 
NIDSH 77106. lOl76) 
1. Ceiling limit Industrial h@ana sunay Protwtivo clothing 1. IH survey records shall be Ye1 Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
for 10 min: 1. Workers will not be 1. Because HCN and maintained until a new exposure - exposure to 
HCN: 5 (4.7); 
cyanide salts: 
considered-to have cyanide salts, dry or survey is conducted. concentrations of HCN 
or cyanide salts in 
5 (4.7). Not to 
occupational exposure to in solution, may ba 2. Records shell be 
be exceedad, 
HCN or cyanide Salts if absorbed readily through maintained and shall excess of the action 
environmental concen- 
combined or 
the skin or any break in include sampling and level. 
wparate. 
trations, determined on the’ the skin, the provision analytical methods, types 2. Action lwel = 112 the 
basis of an I H survey 
2. Procedures for 
and use of protective of respiratory protactive ceiling limit. 
conducted within 6 mos 
wmpling, 
clothing are necwwry devices used, and ceiling 
of the promulgation of for the protection concentrations found. 
3. Gas or liquid HCN shall 
calibration of standards, do not exceed of workers in most be handled in closed 
equipment, ( 112 of the recommended operations where HCN 
3. Each employee shall be systems as far as 
and analysis of ceiling values. and cyanida wits are 
able to obtain information practicable. 
air wmples for used in pure or diluted 
on his or her own 
4. Inhalation of cyanides 
HCN and 2. Surveys shall be repeated environmental exposures. 
at least once every 3 yrs condition. cyanide wltr 
or their absorption 
4. Racords of occupational 
shall be as and within 30 days after 2. When entering a HCN 
through the skin may 
provided in any procew change likely gas-filled area in 
accidents and axposurw be immediately 
Appendicw I to rwult in increaws of emergency situations, 
shall be maintained for dangerous to life. 
and II, or by airborne concentrations of when the airborne 
5 yrs after the worker’s last 
HCN or cyenida wlts. concentretion of HCN is 
occupational exposure to 
any method cyanide. 
shown to be unknown, or when 
equivalrnt in PrracnJ monitoring the known airborne 5. Shell ba available to DR 
praMon, 3. If the ,survey indicates that concentration is grwter 
of the Sec. of Labor, of 
accuracy, and airborne concentrations of than 200 ppm, employees 
the Sac. of HHS, of the 
wnsitivity to HCN or cyanide wltr may shall wear gas-tight suits 
employer, and of the 
thow specified. exceed tha rwpactive in addition to the 
employee. 
3. A wmpling occupational exposure required respiratory 
pariod of about Iavelr, a program of protection. The gas-tight 
10 mln is personal monitoring shall suits shall provide full- 
nacwwry to bo instituted to identify body protection. 
providr an and measure the exposure 3. Employew engaged in 
amount of of all amplovaw who are maintenance, repair, 
cyanida rwdily occupationally expowd to or other work on 
amenable to HCN and/or cyanide wits. equipment. or in 
l nalWia by the circumstancw whereby 
cyankia wlac- they may be exposed to 
tivr alactrodr. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS ’ 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR ~ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE’(FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE i (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ! RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE ! THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS IFOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES : EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HI-IS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING .- ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppm) 
Hydrogan cyrnidc and 
cwnidc wlts 
hsontinuadf 
4. Interim monitoring of HCN liquid or gas, shall 
employee exposure shall be waar protective garments 
conducted at least every or suits made of material 
6 mos. impervious to HCN and 
5. If monitoring of an 
providing full-body 
protection. 
employw’s brathing zone 
reveels that the employee 4. Employees shall wear 
is exposed to concen- rubber gloves whrn 
trations of cyanide in engaged in any activity 
excess of the recommended which may involve the 
tailing value, the exposure handling of, or possible 
of that employee shall be contact with, HCN. 
meesuraf at least once 5. Employees shall wear 
every 30 deys, control footwear impervious to 
measures shall br initiated, HCN when working in 
and the employee shall arsos or engagad in 
be notified of his or her ectivitiw where spilksga 
l xposura and of the of liquid cyanide is 
control measures being likely. Such footwear or 
implamented to correct thr overshoes should be worn 
situation. Such monitoring by workers handling 
shall continue until 2 cylinders of HCN or 
consecutive wmplings. at cans of &sorbed HCN. 
least 1 wk apert, indicate 
that employee exposure no 6. Employees working in 
longer l xceads the ceiling tanks or other confined 
values. Semiannual spaces shall wear 
monitoring may then be approved harness and 
resumed. lifelines. All standard 
Arr monitorirsg 
wfetv precautions for 
work in such spacw shall 
6. In workplacas whore there be observd with special 
is the potential for release vigilance bacauw of the 
of HCN in sufficient great toxicity of HCN. In 
quantities to b lethal in a all such cases, at least one 
short time, airborne HCN other employee shall be 
concentrations shall be in attendance and in 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
B. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
I C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE ’ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 1 (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 323 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
HVdroQml cwll~ and 
yanhdr wlts 
bntinwd~ 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPfNG 
REQUIREMENTS 
I I 
I I 
monitored continuously. 
Monitoring procadures to 
be followed should be in 
keeping with the guidelines 
in Appendix I I I. 
contact (preferably in 
sight contact) and in a 
safe area or et a distance 
where he will not be 
affected by emergencias 
involving the first 
employee. The second 
amployaa (buddy) should 
be alert and equipped to 
summon help to rrnder 
aid If naadad. 
7. Employeas shall wear 
glovw when handling dry 
cyanida wlts and when 
using or handling equip 
mant whosa 8urfacw may 
be contaminated with 
thaw salts in such a 
manner that contact of 
tha chemical with the 
amployw’s hati II 
possible or Iikaly. 
8. Employm shall wmr 
gloves made of rubber or 
other impervious matarlal 
when rngagsd in any 
operation whrrain 
contact of thr hands with 
solutions of cyanida salts 
II possibfr or likaly. 
9. Employees Ihall wear 
protoctivr slaavas, 
apron:, and/or full-body 
protactivr clothing as 
naadrd to protect their 
skin from contact with 
WCA 
OT 
R I 
KC 
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WORK EXPO+JRE ~ A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORK’. .’ 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Hvbqmcyanidmmd I 
yonidr wlts 
bmhwd) 
cyanide wlts, dry or in 
solution. When handling 
solutions, the outor 
garment shall bm of 
rubber or other material 
impervious to the 
solutions involved in the 
exposures. The garments 
shell fit snugly about the 
wrist, arm, neck, waist, 
and/or enkle (as 
eppropriate to the 
particular garment) and 
shall heve closures which 
will exclude dust, 
powder, mist, and/or 
splashes of cyanide wltr 
in eithrr dry or liquid 
formulations. 
10. In ewes where spills or 
splashes of solutions of 
cyanide salts are likely to 
occur, the employeea 
shall wear shoes, boots, 
or overshoes made of 
rubber or other material 
impervious to these 
solutions. 
11. The employer shall 
be responsible for 
maintaining ell dwicw 
and clothing to be used 
for personal protection 
in a clean and effective 
condition. 
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WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
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JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
fREFERENCE ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERSONAL 
-MONITORING AND DATE) PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
bOLD TYPE FOR 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Hydrogen cymida md Eyr piotrction 
cymidr mltl 
lcmtinurdl 
12. Eye protection shall be 
provided by the wearing 
of a full-facepiece 
respiratory protective 
device whenever there 
exists a hazard of 
contact of the eyes or 
conjunctivae with HCN 
in liquid form. Any 
circumstances having the 
potential for injury of 
the eye by exposure 
to HCN liquid or gas 
almost certainly will also 
present a potential for 
hazard by inhalation 
which requires the 
wearinQ of respiratory 
protection. In case of 
doubt, the respiratory 
protective device should 
be worn. 
13. Chemical safety go&s 
shall be worn by 
employsas engaged in 
any operation wherein 
there is danger or 
likelihood that dusts or 
solutions of cyanide salts 
will come into contact 
with the eye. 
14. Full-length face shields 
with forehead protection 
shall be worn by 
employees engaged in 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REGUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
! JECTTooCCuPATlONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
’ WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 1 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) j ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARD 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS r&m3 (ppm) ‘- 
MONITORING ’ 
REQUIREMENTS 
I, I, 
PCRSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REGUIREMENTS 
I, I 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
i- 
Hydm cyrnida md 
cyanide selo 
bntinwd) 
any operation wherein 
there is danger or 
likelihood that dusts, 
molten salts, or solutions 
of cyanide salts may 
contact the face. 
RaPiretow protection 
15. When permissible, the 
f 
/ employer shall provide 
respirators in eccordance 
with Tables I-1 and l-2 
and shall ensure that 
the employee uses the 
respirator provided. 
16. Cartridges or canisters 
shall be discarded and 
reploced with fresh 
canisters after each use. 
Unused canisters shell be 
discarded and replaced 
when seals are broken, 
after 3 vrs if seals am 
unbroken, or on the 
manufscturer’s rtxzom- 
mendation, whichever 
is first. Cartridges and 
caniswrs shall not tm 
used for periods of 
‘r time in excess of those 
indicated In Tables I-1 
and l-2. 
17. Emergency and escape 
type respirators shall 
be made immediately 
available at the work 
MEDlCAL SURVEILLANCE 
I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT i: REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE,SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR;, OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
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rlydrogm cymida md 
wmldm ula 
lkontinud) 
stations for each worker 
when there is potential 
for exposure to concen- 
trations of the various 
cyanides above the 
ceiling values. For 
purposes of selection of 
respiratory protective 
equipment, entry into 
areas containing 
unknown and/or 
suspected dangerous 
atmospheric concen- 
trations of HCN or 
cyanide salts shall be 
treated as an emergency. 
Hygian prtiiau 
16. Sanitation measuras 
specified. 
P 
R 
Wi? 
CT ADDITIONAL 
R I 
KC 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
/ REii~FEiFks 1 lz;;;EERE(FoR / ~;;~;~;;;~,. 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- : FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSUAE (FOR/ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS i UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Hydrogen fluoride 1. Work and medical histories: Not specified 1. Retain all medical records, 1. As DBRP, if signs/symptoms 
(NIOSH 76-143,3/76) a. Exposure to hydrogen fluoride, 1. X-ray of male pelvis, including all information of respiratory tract irritation 
inorganic fluoride; as DBRP (or when regarding biologic determi- present when examined by 
b. Respiratory diseases; average of preshift nations, at least 20 yrs after physician: 
c. Renal diseases. urinaryfluorideconcen- termination of employment a. Follow-up chest X-ray; 
’ 2. Physical exam: tration for preceding for all workers subject to b. Pulmonary function tests. 
a. Urinalysis: 6 yrs exceeds 4.0 mg occupational exposure. 2. For eye complaints following 
i. Pre-exposed fluoride F/P). 2. Shall be available to DMR of exposure: 
concentration in urine; 2. Same as in A.3.a and b. the Sec. of Labor, of the Sec. a. Follow-up visual acuity 
ii. Renal function; Biological monitoring of HHS, of the employer, and tests; 
b. Skin and corneas for presence 3. Postshjft F urinalysis of the employee. b. Ophthalmologic exam, as 
of scars; shall be made available necessary. 
c. X-ray of pelvis of all male at intervals not ex- 3. For skin contact, prompt 
workers, with shielding of ceeding 3 mos to at medical attention. 
gonads; least % of all workers 
d. Renal diseases; with occupational 
e. Pulmonary function; exposure to HF. 
f. Osteofluorosis. 4. Each exposed worker 
3. Ability to use negative or positive shall have the oppor- 
pressure respirator. tunity of receiving an 
F analysis of his urine 
every yr. 
5. Spot urine samples shall 
be collected at the con- 
clusion of the work 
shift after 4 or more 
consecutive days of 
exposure. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
‘WORK 
EXPOSURE 
IREFERENCE 1 ENVIRONMENTAL AND DATE) 
STANDARD 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppml 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
Hydro&n fluorids 1 1. TWA:2.5. 
lNl=H 78143,3/76) 
1. Each employer who has a Protoctiva clothing 1. Employers shall maintain 
~ 2. Ceiling limit ’ place of employment in 1. Protective clothing records of accidental exposure = exposure to 
for 15min: i which hydrogen fluoride impervious to hydrogen hydrogen fluoride release HF at airborne concen- 
5.0. 
may be released into the fluoride shall be worn requiring evacuation and trationr at or above l/2 
workplace air shall when airborne concen- 1 results of all exposure the PEL. 
i 3. Procedures for determine if any trations of hydrogen j measurements, environ- 2. Control of occupational sampling air / employee is occu- mental surveys, medical 
I for HF. pationally exposed to 
fluoride may exceed the exposure to any 
calibration of hydrogen fluoride. 
environmental limits, or 
monitoring. 
particulate inorganic 
equipment, I 
when direct contact with fluorides produced es 
and analysis of 2. This determination shall HF or HF acidmay 2. Records shall be a byproduct or an 
samples shall be made within 30 days occur, e.g., when closed maintained so that 
I endproduct of the use 
after first operation of a systems ere opened for be as provided exposure information is or production of HF 
in Appendices production, process, or maintenance, or if leaks available for individual shall be governed by 
IandII,orby control change resulting are likelyto occur. employees and shall the criteria document, 
any method in possible increase in the 2. Personnel performing indicate the type of “Occupational 
shown to be quantity of hydrogen 
fluoride released, or 
operations where escape personal protective devices, Exposure to Inorganic 
equivalent in of liquid or gaseous if any, in use at the time of Fluorides.” 
precision, when the employer has anhydrous fluoride may sampling. 
accuracy, and any reason to suspect 
that an employee may be 
occur, or performing 3. Each employee shall be 
ranritivity, to emergency operations 
the methods occupationally exposed. 
able to obtain information 
involving exposure to on his or her own 
rpacifiad. 3. An employee shall liquid or gaseous environmental exposures. 
ba designated as anhydrous hydrogen 
occupationelly exposed fluoride or exposure 4. Such records shall be 
if observations end to sprays of aqueous 
maintained for at least 
calculations made by the hydrofluoric acid shall 
20 yrs efter the individual’s 
employer reveal that a wear impervious gloves, employment is terminated. 
potential exposure exists; boots, and a continuour- 
or if any information, flm, air-supplied 
such as measurements of impervious full-body 
airborne concentrations suit with auxiliary self- 
of HF or the dwelop- contained air supply, or 
ment of HF-related an impervious full-body 
clinical signs or suit and self-contained 
symptoms, indicate the positive pressure full- 
possibility of occu- facepiece breathing 
334 
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I , B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE / i A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS I 
fREFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ; OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
e RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE , (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS ‘REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ; EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS ; UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. , 
Hydrogen fluoride 
(continud) 
6. Urinary preshift F I 
analysis shall be made I 
available to all exposed ’ 
workers at least 
annually. 
7. Preshift spot samples 
shall be collected at 
the start of the work 
shift at least 48 hrs 
after the last occupa- 
tional exposure. Results 
shall be calculated to 
8 specific gravity of 
1.024. Urine specimens 
with a specific gravity 
less than 1 .OlO shall be 
discarded and other 
specimens obtained. 
8. If an individual’s post- 
shift urinary F level 
exceeds 7.0 mg/g, 
preshift spot urine 
samples for analysis 
shall be collected with- 
in 2 wks at the start of 
a work shift at least 48 
hrs after a previous 
occupational exposure 
and a repeat postshift 
spot sample for analysis 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE ‘. 
(REFERENCE : 
AND. DATE) , ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 (ppm) 
Hydrogen fluorirb 
lcontinuadl 
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MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
‘I 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
/ 
pationel exporure;or if apparatus. If unventilated 
the employer has been suits are worn, stay tima j 
advised in writing by in the work area shall , 
OSHA or NIOSH that 
employees have bean 
occupationally exposed. 
4. If an amployae Is 
designated as being 
occupationelly exposed, 
the employa shall design 
and implement a 
monitoring program 
which shall measure the 
airborne HF concan- 
tration to which the 
employee is exposad. 
5. An employee’s TWA 
exporura shall be 
obteined from the rasultr 
of a single Bhr semple of 
airborne HF. or a series 
of short-period samples 
which represent the 
worker’s average 
exposure over an B-hr 
work shift. At the same 
time that a TWA 
exposure is determined, 
the employee’s peak 
exposure will be obtained 
from the results of 
1 I-min samples taken 
during periods of 
expected highest 
exposure in order to 
be limited with due 
consideration of the heat ! 
stress factors involved. 
An adequate supply of ’ 
such protective clothing 
shall be kept available for 
emergencies. 
3. Sleeves of protective 
clothing shell be tight et 
the wrists and worn over 
gloves oi gauntlets. 
Trousar legs shall be 
worn over boot tops. 
4. Protective clothing 
specifically used for 
hydrogen fluoride 
protection shall be 
marked dirtinctivaly, 
preferably with a 
distinctive color, to 
differentiate it from 
other protective clothing. 
5. The employer shall 
designate a person to 
be in charge of posted 
hydrcgen fluoride hazard 
ereas. This person shall 
specify, in accordance 
with the provisions 
of this standard, the 
protective clothing 
required in his area of 
responsibility. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUeJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
i UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ~ (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Hydrogen fluoride shall be collected at the 
(continued) conclusion of the work 
shift. This shall be done 
at the end of the work- 
week in which the 
preshift sample is 
collected. If the F level 
of the second sample 
is above either the 
preshift limit of 4.0 
j mg/g or ‘the postshift 
limit of 7.0 mglP, 
steps shall be taken to 
evaluatedietarysources, 
personal hygiene, basic 
work practices, and 
environmental controls. 
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,,WORK i. 
I !. 
EXPOSURE 1. 
‘REFERENCE ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) MONITORING 
STANDARD ,’ REQUIRSMENTS : 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS I mg/m3 bpml 
Hydrgn fluorida 
(continued) 
ascertain whether the 6. Hydrogen~fluoride 
ceiling limit has been I protective clothing shall 
exced6d. be basified with sodium 
6. In all monitoring, 
hydrogen carbonate, 
I washed, dried, and 
semples representative of ~ 
the exposure in the 
inspected for integrity 
after each use, and 
breathing zone of the immediately prior to 
l mplovee shell be reissue. Gloves shall be 
collected. Whare more inspected for pinholes. 1 ~ 
than one occupationally 
exposed employee works 7. A written procedure shell I 
at a specific process or be established and 
operetian location, an enforced for the 
I 
: 
l derfuate number of 
semples shall be collected 
I 
sequential removal of 
protective clothing in 
t0 pemit construction such a manner I to 
of a TWA exposure and prevent skin contact with 
paak exposure for the hydrogen fluoride. A 
operation or process. recommended procedure 
Variations in work and is: 
production schedules a. Wash gloves, aprons, 
shall be considered when boots, or jackets 
wnwla l re collected. and trmsars (outer 
wrnentsl with weter; 
7. The minimum number of 
representative TWA 
exposure determinations 
for an operation or 
process ahdf be besed 
on the number of 
workers exposed as 
provided In the table 
below, or as otherwise 
indicated by l PIH. 
b. Remove mask, hood, 
or f&ze shield while 
gloves are still on, 
weeh with water; 
c. Remove aprons, 
jeckee, trcusen, 
boots, gloves-in that 
or&r; 
d. Wash hands with 
water, remove goggles, 
and wash. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE.PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
FF 
’ JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ; RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
I RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE ~ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDSl, AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), : EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ’ (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS ! UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ OTHERWISE STATED. 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
- ~ 
I I 
I 1 
I 
I ! 
I 
1 
, 
I 
, 
I 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
7p 
P, (REFERENCE AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING BOLD TYPE FOR STANDARD REOUIREMENTS OSHA STANDARDS mglm’ (ppm) PERSONAL PROTECTIVE REQUIREMENTS RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Hydrogen fluoride 
5rontinued) 
Number of Number of 8. Where complete pro 
Employees TWA tective clothing is 
Exposed Determinations required, a change house, 1 
l-20 59%of the number with separate entrances ( 
of workers for clean and contami- I \ 
21-100 10 plus 25% of the 
nated personnel, shall be I 
excess over 20 provided. Lockers shall 
workers be provided for street 
>lOO 30plus5%of the 
clothing. The require- 
excess over 100 
ments of 29 CFR 
workers 1910.141 shall be met. 
8. If an employee 9. The employer shall 
monitoring proqam supply all required 
measurement reveals that protective clothing and 
an employee is occu- shall be responsible for 
pationelly exposed, but maintaining it in a clean, 
not exposed in excess sanitary, end functional 
of the recommended condition. 
environmental limit, 
the exposure of that 
Eyr protmction 
employee shall be 10. Unless eye protection is 
measured at least once afforded by e respiratory 
every 6 mos. hood or facepiece, 
9. If an employee 
chemical goggles and face 
shields shell be worn. 
monitoring program 
measurement reveals that Rmpintwy protection 
an employee is exposed 11. When permissible, the 
in excess of the recom- employer shell provide 
mended environmental respirators in accordance 
limit, the employee shall with Table I-1 and shell 
be notified, control ensure that the employee 
measures shall ba uses the respirator 
inftiated, and monitoring provided. 
shell continue until the 
adequacy of the control 12. Each area required to be 
measures has been 
posted shell have at least 
demonstrated. 
2 emergency respirators 
340 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ’ REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS / D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE(FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~~loN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
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PERSONAL 
AN0 OATEl ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REGUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Hydrogan fluoride 
(continued) 
10. If an employee and 2 sets of protective 
monitoring program clothing readily available 
measurement reveals that in nearby locations which 
an employee is not do not require entry 
occupationally exposed, into a contaminated 
and if the next con- atmosphere for access. 
recutlve employee Each set shall consist of 
monitoring program at least 2 self-contained 
measurement made not breathing apparatus, 
less than 5 working days full-facepiece pressure- 
later supports this demand type, and 
finding, the employee emergency protective 
monitoring program may clothing. 
be terminated for that 13. 
employee. 
The employer shall ensure 
that respirators are 
11. Monitoring shall also be cleaned, malntained, and 
performed when biologic stored in accordance with 
monitoring of en 29 CFR 1910.134, es 
occuptionally exposed currently amended. 
individual reveals urinary 14. Canisters shall be 
fluoride excretion above discarded after use or 
the postshift standard of whenever an odor or 
7.0 mglliter, adjusted for 
spscific gravity, or when 
taste is detected, end 
replaced with fresh 
the averege postrhift canisters. Unused 
urinary fluorideexcretion canisters shall ba 
of an exposed group (job discarded and replaced 
classification) exceeds when the seal is broken 
7.0 mg fluoride/liter, or at the expiration 
adjusted for a specific of the shelf life as 
gravity of 1.024. recommended by the 
12. Monitoring of the work manufacturer. 
environment in response Hygiene pncticr 
to a high portshift 
urinalysis should be 15. Sanitation measures 
conducted on the same 
specified. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
1 
I B. PERIODIC I C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE i A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
1 
REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ; FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOli ’ 0ccuPATloN~L EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  / RECOMMENDATICiNS).  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 1 OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE j THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ) THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), , AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES I EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS / UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
1 
, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
[REFERENCE PERSONAL 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Hydnqen fluoride 
(continued) 
day as the required 
repeat postshift urinalysis 
and 24 hrr prior to the 
repeat analysis to enable 
correlation of the air- 
borne concentration Of 
HF with the urinary 
fluoride concentration. 
, 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPINQ 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONSI, OR FOR 
BOLD- TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Hydrogen sulfide 1. Comprehensive medical and work Every 3 yrs for those 1. Retain for all employees 1. In the event of illness known 
(NIOSH 77-158,5/77) histories, with emphasis on: exposed to HS above who are involved in the or suspected to be caused by 
a. Eyes; ceiling limit manufacturing, processing, or exposure: 
b. Nervous system; 1. Same as in A.1 and 2. handling of HS, or in any a. Physical exam as in A.2. 
c. Respiratory system. other way exposed to it, In an emergency 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: for at least 30 yrs after 2. First aid, with artificial 
a. Eyes; termination of employment. 
2. Include environmental 
respiration, if necessary. 
b. Nervous system; 
exposure records. 
./ 3. Prompt transport to hospital, 
c. Respiratory system. 
3. Shall be available to DMR of I 
if unconscious. 
3. Ability to use positive and the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
negative pressure respirators, as 
DBRP. 
of Labor, of the employer,. 
and of the employee. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
IREFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATEI .ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppm) 
Hym sulfide 
INIOSH 77.158, S/77) 
1. Ceiling limit lndustrirl hygiaw suny Rmpimtoy protction 1. Employers shall keep Yes Yn Yes 1. occupationel 
for 10 min: rmords of I i-l surveys. axposure - any work- 
15P”lOl. 
1. Employers shall 1. When use of a respirator 
datarminr by an IH is permitted, it shall be 2. Employers or their place situatlon in whkh 
2. Evacuation of survey at each location srlactrd in accordance with successors shall keep I-IS is storad, ursd, 
the aree shell where hydrogen sulfide the specifications in records of environmental produced, or may 
be required if may b rolea& into Table I-1 and employers monitoring for each be evolved as a 
the HS concen- shall rnsura that employees consequrnca of tha 
tration rxcwds 
wrkplaca air whara amplovee for at least 
l xposura to hydrogen use the respiratory 30 yrs after the individual’s PmCWS. 
70 mg1m3. sulfida at concentrations protective equipment when amplovment her ended. 
3. Rocedurasfor .. above the recommendd necessary. 
occupational axposure 
3. These records shall include 
sampling ad 
analysis of limits may occur. 
2. Employers shall ensum dates of measurements; job 
that respirators are function and locations of 
workplace air 2. Survryr shall be repsated properly cleaned and the employees at the 
for the caging at least onca wary 3 yrs maintained and thet worksite; sempling and 
limit shall be and inxnediately after employees are trained and analvtical methods used; 
as provided in any process chart@ likaly drilled in the location and number, duration. and 
Appandicr I to rasult in increased usa of respirators assigned results of the samples 
and II, or bv concentrations of air- to them and in testing taken; ceiling concen- 
any other borne hydrogen sulfide. donned respirators for tmtionr estimated from 
mathod shown leaks. these samples; type of 
tobaat least Fwaond monitoring 3. Respirators shah be easily personal protactive 
aquivalrnt in 
precision, 3. If it has bean datwminad 
accessible and employees equipment used; and tha 
accuracy, and tht thera is occupational 
shall be informed of thair 
exposed employeas’ names. 
sensitivity to l xposum to HS, thr location and recognition if 
4. Each employee shall be 
tha methods l mplovar shall instituta respirators for mom than abla to obtain information 
rl#cifiad. a program of personal 
ona purpose are present. on his or her cwn 
monitoring to datarmine 4. Training in respiratory 
rnvironmental exposures. 
4. Monitoring for 6. Environmental records 
the avacuation 
tha ailing axporuras protection shall include 
limit shall be 
of mch amployaa actually wearing and using shall be made available to 
a0 grovkiad in 
occupationally axposd tha equipment. Training in DR of the Assistant Sac. of 
to HS. 
Appendix Ill, 
respiratory wipment shall Labor for OSHA and of 
ba started befom a worker tha Director of NIOSH. 
or by any 
method shown 
4. Source and area goes on tha job and shall 
to br at Iaast monitoring may be used 
be repeated at least 
equivalant In to supplement personal 
quartarly and each time a 
monitoring. 
C 
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MEtiICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC c. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXWSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
IREFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTooccUPATlONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccuP~TloNA~ EXPOSURE (FOR 
, RECOMMENDATIONSI, OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONSI, OR FOR 
; WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
i REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppml 
Hydrogen sulfide 
(continuad) 
accuracy, 6. Such monitoring shall be new crew is formed. All 
reliability, dona quarterly or as members of a crew should 
sansitivitv, and racommanded by a PI H. receive the same training, 
spmd to that even if some have had a 
specified. 6. Ruording automatic previous training session In 
monitors shall be the same quarter. Workers 
parmittad to show short- actually or potentially 
tarm (less than 1 min) exposed frequently to 
fmaks of up to 70 mg/cu hydrogen sulfide shall 
m f56 ppm), as long as receive training in 
no more than one such respiretory protection 
peak appears in any before starting work. 
26min period. 5. Full-facepiece respiratory 
protection also protects 
7. If an employee is found the eves. 
to be rxfmed to 
hydrogen sulfide above 6. Emergency equipment 
the racommrnded ceiling shall be located at clearly 
concentration limit, identified stations within 
the exposure of that the work ama and shall be 
amployaa shall be adequate to permit all 
monitored at least once employees to escape safelv 
a wk. control measures from the area. Protective 
\ shall be initiated, and equipment suitable for 
the employee shall be emergency use shall be 
notifiaci of tha exposure located at clearly identified 
and of thr control stations outside the 
measures being imple- exposure area. 
mentod. Weekly Hvgiana Maatfwe 
monitoring shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 7. Sanitation measures 
determinations, at least specified. 
1 wk apart, indicate that 
the employm’r rxposure 
no longer exceeds the 
recommended anviron- 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ‘-1 REQUIREMENTS 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
’ D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTODCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES , EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPDNSl6LE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 3a 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppm) 
Hydrogen sulfide 
(continued) 
MONITORING 
RECIUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
RECIUIREMENTS 
mental limit; then, 
quarterly or less frequent 
monitoring may be 
resumed. 
Almnhvacuation monitoring 
for prk concrntrationr 
6. A program of continuous 
monitoring shall be 
instituted to signal a 
spark-proof audible or 
visual alarm, as appro- 
priate, if and when 
the concantration of 
hydrogen sulfide in the 
workplace air equals or 
exceeds 70 mglcu m 
(69 ppm). Requirements 
for such a system are 
given in Appendix III. 
9. When an alarm signals 
that hydroMn sulfide is 
present at concentrations 
of 50 ppm or greamr, 
the workers in the con- 
taminated arm shall be 
evacuated immadiatelv to 
safe ama:. Workers using 
appropriate respiratory 
protection may reenter 
the contaminated area 
for rascue, repair, or 
contingency activity. 
10. Fixed monitors shall also 
have a different alarm to 
signal the presence of 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR‘ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS!, OR FOR 
/WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
., 
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DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
I HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
[REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE1 ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/ni3 bpm) 
Hydrogen sulfi6 
(continued) 
hydrogen sulfide at 
concentmtions of 16-70 
m&u m HO-5C ppm). 
This alarm is for alert 
only and shall not raquira 
evacuation. The worker 
shall be trained to 
recognize and distinguish 
btwaen thr alarms. 
11. Continuous direct- 
reading hydrogen sulfide 
monitors shall be used in 
fixed locations near the 
ground or near operations 
where hydrogen sulfide 
may be released. This 
may be done onlv if air 
currents will not move 
air from areas where 
hydrogen sulfide is 
released away from the 
&tector. 
12. Portable monitors shall 
be ured in arms where 
fixed monitors are not 
appropriate or to 
supplement fixed 
monitoring, for rxemple, 
where there are air 
currants. 
13. NiOSHspproved 
detector tubes for 
hydrogen sulfide shall 
be an acceptable 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) I FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE [FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA ‘WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
) REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), / AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
/ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS / EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS ) UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
‘! OTHERWISE STATED. ~ 
: UNLESS OTHERWlSE STATED. 
I I 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
1 HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .= 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 kvm) 
Hydrogen sulfide 
(continued) 
substitute for continuous 
monitoring when there 
are no air currents, as in 
some confined fpaces. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 1 REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO / FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR; OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR ’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOP 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATION.9, / RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
’ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
) THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED / THOSE WHO ARC AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), i AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES i EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ’ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
, (INLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESSOTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Hydroquinone 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain for 30 yrs after ’ In an enmrgency 
(NIOSH 7%155,4/78) histories, with emphasis on: 1. Interim work and termination of employment 1. First aid and observation for 
a. Eye injury; medical histories. for all employees exposed. delayed eye effects. 
b. Dermatitis; 2. Ophthalmic exam by 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
c. Gastrointestinal disturbances. trained individual with the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: slit-lamp (biomicro- of Labor, of the employer, 
a. Eyes; scope) or better and of the employee. 
b. Skin. technique. If damage 
to the cornea is found, 
3. Slit-lamp exam of eyes. eyes should be 
4. Ability to use positive pressure examined by an 
respirator. ophthalmologist. 
3. Physical exam as in A.2. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
DSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fpprn) 
Hydroquinonr 
(NIOSH 78166,4/78) 
1. Ceiling con- Industrial hygiana SUNy Protactivr clothing 1. IH survey recordsshall be Yas Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
centration for 1. Each employer with a 1. Appropriate protective maintained. exposure = work 
15 min: in any area where 
2.0 wM4). 
place of employment in clothing, including gloves, 2. Records of environmental 
which hydroquinone is longsleeved coveralls, monitoring shall be hydroquinone is stored, 
2. Environmental present shall determine rubber footwear, face maintained for et least produced, processed, or 
samples shall by an IH survey whether shields (8 in minimum), 30 yrs after termination of 
otherwise used, except 
be collacted occupational exposure to and goggles, shall be worn employment. 
as a component of 
and enalyzad airborne hydroquinone is where needed to limit 
other materials et a 
3. These records shall include 
a* descriw in occurring at concentrations eve and skin contact with 
concentration of 5% 
Apfmndix I, or above the ceiling value. hydroquinone. Water- 
the dews of maasurements; or lass by weight. 
bv any mathcd 
job function and location 
ahown to bs at 
2. Surveys shall be repeated resistant clothing is 
advisable in operations 
of the employees at the 
annually and quarterly, 
hen equivalent involving solutions of 
worksite; sampling and 
where necessary, and not 
hydroquinons. 
analytical methods used: 
In accumcy, more then 10 days after number, duration, and 
precision, and any process chanp likely 
sansitivity to 
Eye protaction results of the samples 
to incressa airborne 
the methods 2. Appropriate eve protection 
taken; concentrations 
hydroquinone 
spacifiul. (face shields with or 
estimated from these 
concentrations. 
without safety gogglesl semples; type of personal 
-oaf monitoring shall be worn in any protective equipment usuf; 
3. If the hydroquinona operation in which 
and exposed l mplovees’ 
environmental concen- hydroquinone (solid, 
namer. 
trations exceed or seem liquid, or spray) may 4. Each employee shall be 
likely to exceed the ceiling contact the ayes. able to obtain information 
value, a program of 3. Where aarosolization of on his or her own 
prrsonal monitoring shall concentrated solutions of environmental exposures. 
be instituted to identify hydrcqulnone is likely, 5. Environmental records 
and mrsure tha l xposum face shields shall be shall be rnti avallrble to 
of all employeas supplemented with safety DR of the Sac. of Labor 
occupationally exposed to fmll~~. and of the Sac. of HHS. 
l irborrw hydroquinona. Rrpimtoy potaction 
4. 5ach work araa shall be 
amplad quertarly or as 
4. When a respirator is 
indicatad bv l PIH. 
permitted, the employer 
shall prcwida respirators in 
5. If an wnployaa is found accordance with T&le I-1 
tokrxpasadtoa and shall ensure that 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AN0 DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSljRE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppm) 
Hydroquinona 
fcontinued) 
concentration of 
hydroquinona above the 
recommended ceiling 
value, the exposure of 
that employee shall be 
measured at least once 
a wk. control measures 
shall be initiated, and the 
rmployee shall be notified 
of the exposure and of the 
control measures being 
implemented. Weekly 
monitoring shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 
determinations, at least 
1 wk apart, indicate that 
the employee’s exposure 
no longer exceeds the 
rrcommended environ- 
mental limit; routine 
monitoring may than be 
resumed. 
the employee uses the 
respirator provided when 
necessary. 
6. Respirators shall be easily 
accessible and employees 
shall be Informed of their 
location. 
Hygiaw practicm 
6. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
1 RECOMMENDATIONSI, OR FOR THOSE 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. / UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
Isopropyl alcohol 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually 1. Retain for all persons with If dvrrsr health dfacts wan 
(NIOSH 76-142, 3/76) histories. 1. SameasinA. occupational exposure, for 1. Appropriate health care. 
2. Complete physical exam, with maintenance personnel with 
attn to: occasional occupational 
a. Skin; exposure, and for all 
b. Sinuses; employees engaged in 
c. Respiratory system. manufacturing. 
2. Retain at least 5 yis after 
3. Ability to use negative or positive termination of employment, 
pressure respirator. except for those employed in 
4. AsDBRP: manufacturing areas, in which 
a. X-rays; records shall be retained at 
b. Laryngoscopy; least 30 yrs. 
c. Bronchoscopy. 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
and of the employee. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
, 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
360 
I HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
lkopropyl alcohol 
lNlD6H 76142,3/X1 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mglm3 fppm) 
1. TWA: 
-964 MOOL 
2. Ceiling limit 
for 15 min: 
-1,668 @OOL 
3. Procedures for 
collection of 
workplaca 
rnvimnmental 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendix I, 
or by any 
method shown 
to be equiva- 
lent in 
precision, 
accuracy, and 
sensitivity. 
Analysis of 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendix II, 
or by any 
method shown 
to be aquiva- 
lent in 
precision, 
sensitivity, and 
accuracy. 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. Work ereas where it has 
been determined on the 
basis of an IH survey that 
environmental levels do 
not exceed 112 the TWA 
environmental limits are 
not considered to have 
occupational exposure to 
isopropyl alcohol. 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
whan a process change 
indicates to a qualified 
person in authority the 
need for reevaluation. 
3. Where there is 
occupational exposure to 
isopropyl alcohol, an 
adequate number of 
breathing zone samples 
shall be collected and 
analyzed to characterize 
the TWA and criling 
concentrations of each 
operation and work 
location in which there is 
occupational exposure to 
isopropyl alcohol. 
4. This sampling and analysis 
shall be repeated every 6 
mos except as otherwise 
indicated by a PIH. 
5. Additional sampling and 
analysis shall be wrformec 
whenever changes in 
process, worksitr, climate, 
or engineering controls an 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REOUIREMENTS 
Protactivo clothing 
1. A clean change of clothing 
shall be made available 
promptly to each 
employee whose clothes 
become wetted with 
isopropyl alcohol spills, 
and to each employee 
whose clothes become 
wetted with spills of any 
material in isopropyl 
alcohol-manufacturing 
areas. 
2. If it is necessary for 
employees to withdraw 
samples from the isopropyl 
alcohol-manufacturing 
process, employees shall 
be required to wear 
appropriate protective 
clothing including 
impervious suits, gloves, 
boots, and air-supplied 
hoods. 
Eye protection 
3. Eye protective devices, 
such as safety goggles or 
safety glsases, shall ba 
provided for any employee 
working in an operation 
that ml&t result in 
isopropyl alcohol splarhinp 
into the eyes. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS 
1. IH survey records shall lm 
maintained until a new 
survey is completed. 
2. Records shall be 
maintained and shall 
include sampling and 
analytical methods, types 
of respiratory protactlra 
devices used, and TWA and 
ceiling concentrations 
found. 
3. Eech employee shell be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental exposures. 
4. Records of occupational 
accidents and envirorr 
mental exposures within 
the workplace shall be 
maintained for at least 
30 yrs after the worker’s 
employment in isopropyl 
alcohol-manufacturing 
areas has ended. 
5. For all other areas of 
isopropyl alcohol exposure, 
pertinent records shall be 
maintained for et least 
5 yn after the worker’s 
employment has ended. 
6. These records shall be 
available to the DR of the 
Sec. of Labor, of the Sec. 
of HHS, of the employer, 
and of the employee or 
former employer. 
T 
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ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
I. Occupational 
exposure = exposure at 
or above the action 
level. 
2. Action laval- 112 the 
TWA. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
c. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE1 FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JE~TT~~~~~PAT~oNALEXPOSURE(FOR~ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
0ccup~~loN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE ’ (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ; EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ~ (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
PHYSICIAN 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
/ / ! 
WORK . 
EXPOSURE I/ 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL / ENVIRONMENTAL ‘MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
. / 1~ Isopropyl alcohol likelyto cause an increase 1 Raspiratory protaction 
(continued) in airborne concentrations. 4. When permissible, the 
i 
6. If initial, periodic, or employer shall provide 
special evaluations indicate respirators in accordance 
that TWA or ceiling with Table I-1 and shall 
concentration limits are ensure that the employee 
exceeded, corrective uses the respirator 
engineering or other 
j 
provided. 
control mmsures shall be I 
promptly instituted to 
5. Where an emergency may 
ensure the safety of 
develop which could result 
employees, until concen- 
in employee injury from 
trations below there 
inhalation of isopropyl 
environmental limits ere 
alcohol, the employer shall 
achieved. In such cases, 
provide respiratory 
sampling of each operation 
protection as lismd in 
end work location shall be 
Table I-1. 
conducted at Nest monthly 
until 2 consecutive 30day 
Hygirno practicea 
sampling periods have 6. Sanitation measures 
shown that concentrations specified. 
of isopropyl alcohol are at 
or below the workplace 
environmental limits. 
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I 
/ 6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
i REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FORK OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Kepone 
(no NIOSH number, l/76) 
1. Comprehensive work history. 
2. Comprehensive medical history, 
including: 
a. Anxiety, insomnia, personality 
or memory disturbances; 
b. Visual disturbances; 
c. Decreased libido or 
unexplained infertility; 
d. Tremors; 
e. Incoordination, ataxia; 
f. Weight loss; 
g. Chest or abdominal pain; 
h. Arthralgia. 
Annually 
1. SameasinA. 
1. Retain at least 30 yrs after 
termination of employment 
for all employees exposed 
and for maintenance 
personnel with periodic 
exposure. 
2. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
and of the employee. 
3. Complete physical exam, with 
attn to: 
a. Neurologic findings, such as 
tremor, opsoclonia (jumpy, 
irregular movements in all 
directions), short memory 
difficulty, exaggerated startle 
reflex, signs of muscular 
incoordination; 
b. Atrophy of the testicles; 
c. Splenomegaly; 
d. Repatomegaly; 
e. Jaundice. 
4. Ability to use negative or positive 
pressure respirator. 
5. Liver studies, as DBRP. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
66N = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
3S3 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK j 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
ANDDATE) / ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 1 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Kmne 
(no NIOSH number, 
l/76) 
1. TWA: I 1. Workers ere not Protactivr clothing 1. IH survey records shall be ‘fes 
1 pg/m3. considered to have ’ maintained until a new exposure = exposure to 
occupational exposure to 
1. Coveralls or other 
2. Procedures for , 
survey is conducted. airborne kepone et 
sampling and 
kepone if, on the basis of 
full-body protective 
a professional IH survey, 
clothing shall be worn in 2. Records of all sampling 
concentrations greeter 
analysis of areas where there is end analysis of airborne 
I than l/2 the TWA 
kepone in air ~ the airborne concen- 
I 
shell baas ~ tration of kepone in an 
occupational exposure i kepone shall be mainmined 1 
, 
provided in 1 area where kepone is 
to kepone. Protective 
clothing shall be changed 1~ 
for at least 30 yrsafter the I 
handled, processed, or 
individual’s employment is 
Appendices I at least daily at the end terminated. 
and II, or by stored is sufficiently low of the shift and more 
any method that a sampling volume 
3. Records shall indicate the 
shown to be equal to or greater than 
frequently if it should details of the type of 
equivalent in 1 .O cu m is necessary in 
become grossly 
contaminated. 
personal protective devices, 
order to collect 0.5 cg of if any, in use at the time of precision, 
accuracy, and kepone. 
2. lmpervicus gloves, sampling, and the methods 
sensitivity to 2. The minimum quantity 
aprons, and footwear of sampling and anelysis 
shall be worn at used. 
the methods of kepona which must be 
specified. collected in order to 
operations where I 4. Each employee shall ba 
determine with reliability 
solutions of kepane 
the pmsence of kepone 
may contact the skin. 
able to obtain information 
Protective gloves shall be 
on his or her own 
in a sample is 0.6 ccg. In 
order to determine that 
worn at opemtions where 
environmental exposurw. 
dry kepone or materials 6. If the employer who has or 
kepone is only present in containing kepone are has had employees with 
workplacr air at concen- handled and may cont=t occupational exposum to 
trationr equal to or less 
than 0.5 pglcu m, it is 
the sk’in. kepone ceases to do 
necessary that each 3. The employer shell 
business without a 
sample of airborne ensure that all personal 
successor, he shall forward 
kepone that is analyzed protective devices are 
their records by registered 
inspected mDrlarly and 
mail to the Dimctor. 
for the purpow of NIOSH. 
making thisdatermination mainminad in clean and 
be the residue from the satisfactory working 6. Daily rosters of authorized 
filtration of at Nest 1 .O condition. parsonnel entering 
cu m of workplace air. 4. Work clothing may not 
regulated arws shall also be 
maintained for 30 yn. 
3. In workplaces where be taken home by 
kepone is handled or employees. The amployer 
procesaad, surveys shall shell provide for 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD T’.‘PE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS i D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR\ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE , (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ’ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS ’ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Kepone 6. Medical exam, for those with signs 
(continued) of skin irritation. 
DBRP’= DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 366 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
I 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 1: 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL I MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Keponr 
(mntinuedd) 
maintenance and 
when any process change laundering of protective 
indicates a need for clothing. 
rervaluation. 6. The employer shall 
4. Where occupational ensure that precautions 
exposure to kepone necessary to protect 
exists, samples repre- laundry personnel are 
sentetive of the exposure taken while soiled 
in the breathing zone protective clothing is 
of employees shall be being laundered. 
collected by personal 
samplers. 
6. The employer shall 
ensure that kepone is not 
5. An adequate number of discharged into municipal 
samples shall be taken in waste treatment systems 
order to permit con- or the community air. 
struction of TWA 
exposures for every 
7. Employers shall ensure 
operation or process 
that before employees 
Except as otherwise 
leave a regulated area 
determined by a PIH, the 
they remove and leave all 
minimum number of 
protective clothing at the 
representative TWA 
point of exit. 
determlnetions for an Eye protection 
operation or process shall 8. Eye protective devices 
be based on the number shall be provided by the 
of workers exposed as employer and used by 
provided in the table the employees where 
below. contact of kepone with 
eyes is likely. 
Number of Number of 
Employees TWA 9. Unless eye protection is 
Exposed Determinations afforded by e respirator 
l-20 59%of the number 
hood or facepiece, 
of workers 
protective goggles or a 
face shield shall be worn 
21-199 lOplus25%of the at operations where there 
excasa over 20 
workers 
is danger of contact of 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE . 
- B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) /, FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
i JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEX~OSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBL; PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
I 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ,387 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPoSURL 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENdlRONMENTAL 
PERSONAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 Ippm) 
Kepone 
(continued) 
>lOO 30 plus 5% of the the eves with dry or wet 
excess over 100 materiels containing 
workers kepone because of spills, 
6. A reevaluation of the 
splashes, or excessive 
exposures of workers to 
dust or mists in the air. 
airborne kepone shall be Raapiratory protection 
made within 30 days 10. When permissible, the 
after installation of a new employer shall provide 
process or process respirators in accordance 
with Table I-1 end shall 
7. Samples of airborne ensure that the emplovee 
kepone shall be collected uses the respirator 
and analyzed at least provided. 
every 2 mos for those 
who work in arees with 
11. Where an emergency may 
occupational exposure to 
develop which could 
result in employee injury 
from kepone, the 
8. A reevaluation of the employer shall provide 
worker’s exposures to an escape device as listed 
airborne kepones shall be in Table I-1. 
repeated at 1 -wk intervals 
when the airborne 
Hbgirna prrcticea 
concentration her been 12. Sanitation measures 
found to exceed the specified. 
recommended workplace 
environmental limit. In 
such cases, suitable 
controls shall be 
instituted and monitoring 
shall continue at 1-wk 
intervals until 3 con- 
secutive surveys indicate 
the adequacy of controls. 
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I 8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT i REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR DSHA WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
I SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 360 1 
I 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Kapone 
(continwd)’ 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
me/m3 (ppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
9. A regulated ama shall 
bs established and 
maintained where: 
a. Kopone is mau- 
frcturod, reacted, 
mixed with other 
substmces, re- 
packaged, storad, 
handId, or ured; 
and 
b. Airbornr wncm- 
trations of kapone 
am in 0x0~ of the 
workplaa mnviron- 
mmul limit. 
10. Acass to the rotplated 
eraas shall be limited to 
authorized mrsonnel. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
RECIUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
P 
R 
WC” 
OT 
R I 
KC 
SE 
X 
ADDISIONAL 
INFORMATION 
. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE / A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT piiEE7- c* LYEEzE~: D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 1 FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUEI- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS).  RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS).  OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE i THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ 
Ketones 1. Comprehensive medical and work I Annually, and as DBRP 1. Retain at least 30 yrs after ’ If adverse health effects sean 
(NIOSH 78-173, 10/78) histories: 1. Same as in A, except 6. termination of employment. 1. Appropriate medical manage- 
a. Pre-existing neuropathy; 2. Include environmental ment. 
b. Disorders of: exposure records. 
i. Nervous system; 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
I ii. Respiratory system; ! the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. I 
I iii. Eyes. of Labor, of the employer, 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: and of the employee. 
a. Central and peripheral nervous 
system; 
b. Respiratory system; 
c. Eves. 
3. Urinalysis, as indicator of kidney 
function. 
#, 4. Appropriate liver tests, as OBRP. 
5. An electrodiagnostic exam 
(for those exposed to methyl 
n-butylketone), including 
electromyography and nerve 
conduction velocity measurement. 
6. Ability to use negative and 
positive pressure respirators. 
DERP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
I HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS INFORMATION q OLO TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANOAROS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Ketones 
INIOSH 78-173.10178) 
1. TWA: acetone: Industrial hygiana survay Protactiva clothing 1. IH survey recordsshall be Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
590 (2501; 1. Each employer with a 1. The employer shall maintained. exposure = exposure 
methyl ethyl provide appropriate to ketones at concen- 
ketone: 
place of employment 2. Records of workplace 
where ketones are clothing to employees 
596 (260); 
environmental monitoring trations greater than 
manufactured, processed, who may have skin shall be kept at least 30 yrs the action level. 
methyl n- 
propyl ketone’ 
stored, used, handled, or contact with liquid 
ketones. 
after the employee’s last 2. Action level = l/2 the 
otherwise present shall occupational exposure to TWA. 
530 (150); ketones. 
methyl n-butyl 
determine by an IH survey 2. Protective clothing, 
ketone: 4 (1); 
if there is occupational including aprons, coats 3. These records shall include 
methyl n-amyl 
exposure to ketones. or coveralls, gloves, and the dates and times of 
ketone: 2. Surveys shall be repeated 
boots, shall be made of maasurements,jobfunction 
466 (166); at least annually and 
material resistant to and location of the 
methyl iso- within 30 days of any 
penetration by ketones. employee within the 
butyl ketone: change likely to alter 3. The employer shall worksite, methods of 
200 EJN; concentrations of any of ensure that personal sampling and analysis used, 
methyl isoamyl these compounds in the protective clothing is types of respiratory 
ketone: workplace air. regularly inspected for protection in use et the 
230 (60); Paraonal monitoring defects and that it is time of sampling, TWA 
diisobutyl worn by employees when concentrations found, 
ketone: 
3. If it is determined that necessary to prevent skin and identification of the 
146 (25); 
there is occupational contact with liquid exposed employee. 
cyclohexa- exposure to ketones, a ketones. 
program of personal 4. Each employee shall be 
none: 100 (26); 
monitoring shall be Eva potaction able to obtain information 
mesityl oxide: 
40 (101; 
initiated to identify and 4. The employer shall on his or her own 
environmental axposures. 
diacetone measure the exposure of provide chemical safety 
alcohol: each employee occu- goggles or face shields 6. Workplace environmental 
240 ki0); pationslly exposed to (20 cm minimum) with monitoring records shall be 
isophorona: airborne ketones. goggles end ensure made available to DR of 
23 (4). 4. Source and area monitoring that they are worn by the Sec. of Labor and of 
may ba usad to supplement employees where eye the Sec. of HHS. 
2. Workroom air personal monitoring. contact with liquid 
sampler shall ketones is likely. 
ba collactad 
5. Each operation in each 
work area shall ba Raapiratory protaction 
and analyzad 
for ketones by 
evaluated at least avery 30 6. When permissible, the 
mos if it is determined that employer shall praride 
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‘\ 6. PERIODIC 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
/ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA ! WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMpLoYEEs (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 373 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
Ketones 
(continuad) 
the methods 
described in 
Appendix I, or 
by methods 
that are at least 
equivalent in 
precision, 
sensitivity, and 
accuracy. 
there is occupational respirators in accordance 
exposure. with Table l-2 and 
6. If an employee is found to shall ensure that the 
be exposed to ketones in employees use the 
excess of any of the TWA respirators properly when 
concentration limits, the they are required. 
exposure of that employee 
shell be meesured at least Hygiene practiwa 
once a wk. control measures 6. Sanitation measures 
shall be initiated, and the specified. 
employee shall be notified 
of the extent of the 
exposure and of the 
control measures being 
implemented. Such 
monitoring shell continue 
until 2 consecutive 
determinations, 1 wk 
apart, indicate that the 
employee’s exposure 
no longer exceeds the 
appropriate limits. Routine 
monitoring may then be 
resumed. 
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. 
I 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ,: REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS < 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ~ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR / OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) , I RECOMMENDATIONSI, OR FOR : RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA c WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ) EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1 EMPLOYEES IFOR STANDARDS), 
v+ 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
i OTHERWISE STATED. 
, 
Lead (inorganic) 
(1910.1025,4/79) 
1. For those who are or may be 1 At least annually 1. Retain at least 49 yrs, or for 1. For those developing.signs/ 
exposed above the action level 1. For those in A.1 who I the duration of employment 1 symptoms associated with 
for more than 30 days/yr. have a blood lead level / plus 20 yrs, whichever is ) lead intoxication: 
2. Work history, including past lead I ‘4o /&O” g in the 1 longer. ! a. Same asin A. 
exposure at and outside work. past yr. 
i 2. Same as in A. 
j 2. Include the name, SSN, a I 2. For those removed from areas 
3. Personal or medical history, with ‘i 
/ description of the duties of , due to risk of impairment of 
,; Biological monitoring the employee, a copy of the ; health, or for those restricted attn to: 
a. Smoking; 3. The employer shall 
physician’s written opinions, due to a final medical exam: 
i make available bio- results of any airborne 
1 
b. Hygiene and other habits; 
#a a. Appropriate medical 
c. Past gastrointestinal problems; 1 logical monitoring in 
exposure monitoring done ‘; management. 
~ 
the form of blood for that employee and the d. Past reproductive problems; ~ 
e. Past cardiovascular problems; sampling and analysis 
representative exposure levels / 
f. Past neurologic problems. for lead and zinc pro- 
supplied to the physician, and 
toporphyrin levels to any employee medical com- 
4. Physical exam, with attn to: each employee who is plaints related to exposure. ~ 
a. Teeth and gums; or may be exposed 3. The employer shall keep, or 
b. Hematologic system; above the action level assure that the examining 
c. Gastrointestinal system; physician keeps, a copy of 
d. Renal system; 
for more than 30 days/ 
yr on the following the medical examination 
e. Neurologic system; 
f. Pulmonary status (to be 
schedule: results including medical and 
4. Conduct at least every work histories, a description 
evaluated if respiratory 6 mos. of the laboratory procedures 
protection will be used). 5. Conduct at least every and a copy of any standards 
5. Lab tests: 2 mos for each employee or guidelines used to interpret 
a. Blood pressure; whose last blood sam- the test results or references 
b. Blood sample and analysis: pling and analysis to that information, and 
i. Blood lead levels; indicated a blood lead a copy of the results of 
ii. Hemoglobin; level at or above 40 biological monitoring. 
iii. Hematocrit; j.u~/lOO g of whole 4. Shall be available to the 
iv. Red cell indices; blood. This frequency Assistant Sec. and the 
OBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
OMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 376 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 bpm) 
Lad linnrgmic) 
m31410251 
1. TWA: 
60 aglm3. 
2. If an employee 
is exposed to 
lead for more 
than 8 hrs in 
any work day, 
the PEL, as a 
TWA, shall be 
reduced 
according to 
the following 
formula: 
maximum per- 
missible limit 
fin ag/m3) 
is 466 f hrr 
worked in a 
day. When 
respirators are 
Initial datmnination Protrctiw clothing 1. Retain all exposure records Yw Yes Yes 1. Action level =employee 
1. The employer shall monitor mfl oquiprnont for at least 40 yrs or exposure to an airborne 
employee exposures and 1. If an employee is for the duration of 
concentration of lead 
shall base initial determi- exposed to lead above employment plus 20 yrs, 
of 30 Bglm3 as e TWA. 
nations on the employee the PEL, without regard whichever is longer. 
exposure monitoring results to the use of respirators, 2. Includes the date(s), 
and any information, or where the possibility number, duration, location 
observations, or calcu- of skin or eye irritation end results of each of the 
lotions which would exists, coveralls or similar samples taken, including e 
indicate employee full-body work clothing, description of the sampling 
exposure to lead; any gloves, hats, shoes or procedure used to 
previous measurements shoe coverlets, face determine representative 
of lead; and employee shields, vented goggles, employee exposure where 
complaints of symptoms or other appropriate applicable; a description of 
which may be attributable equipment shall be the sampling and analytical 
t? exposure to lead. provided and worn. methods used and evidence 
2.. Initial monitoring may be 
of their accuracy; the type 
2. The employer shall 
limited to a representative provide protective 
of respiratory protection 
used to 
sample of the exposed 
employees believed to be 
clothing in a clean and 
dry condition et least 
devices worn, if any; the 
name, SSN, and job 
supplement exposed to the greatest 
classification of the 
weekly, and daily to 
concentration of lead. employees whose 
employee monitored and 
engineering of all other employees 
and work 3. Measurements made in the exposure levels without 
regard to a respirator are 
whose exposure the 
practice con- preceding 12 mos may 
ovar 200 pg/m3 of lead 
measurement is intended 
trols to comply be used to satisfy the 
with the PEL, requirement if analytical as an 8-hr TWA. 
to represent; and the 
environmental variables 
rmployee ox- and sampling methods 3. The employer shall repair that could affect the 
posure may be meet accuracy and or replace required measurement of employee 
considered to confidence levels. protective clothing and exposure. 
be at the level 
provided by 
4. If the initial monitoring equipment as needed 3. Where an initial 
to maintain their determination is made 
the protection 
reveals exposure to be 
below the action level, the effectiveness. The 
factor of the 
indicating no employee is 
employer shall assure 
respirator for 
measurements need not exposed to airborne 
be repeated unless e that all protective 
those periods 
concentrations of lead at 
production, process, clothing is removed at 
the respirator 
or above the action level, a 
376 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccupATloN~L EXPOSURE IFOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. -_ 
Lad (inorganic) 
(continued) 
v. Peripheral smear 
morphology; 
vi. Zinc protoporphyrin; 
vii. Blood urea nitrogen; 
viii. Serum creatinine; 
c. Routine urinalysis, with 
microscopic exam; 
d. Any other tests, as DBRP. 
shall continue until Director for examination and 
two consecutive blood copying. 
sampI% and analyses 5. Provide upon request to 
indicate a blood lead employees and DR. 
level below 40 c(g/lOO g 6. Whenever an employer ceases 
of whole blood. to do business, the successor 
6. Conduct at least employer shall receive and 
monthly during the retain all records. When there 
removal period of each is no successor, records 
employee removed from shall be transmitted to the 
exposure to lead due to Director. 
an elevated blood lead 7. At the expiration of the 
level. retention period, the 
7. Whenever the results of employer shall notify the 
a blood lead level test Director at least 3 mos 
indicate that an em- prior to the disposal and, if 
ployee’s blood level requested to do so, transmit 
exceeds the numerical all records to the Director. 
criterion for medical 
removal, the employer 
shall provide a second 
.(follow-up) blood sam- 
pling test within 2 wks 
after the employer 
receives the results of 
the first blood sampling 
test. 
8. Blood lead level sam- 
pling and analysis shall 
have an accuracy (to a 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 377 
EXPOSURE 
MEFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Lad linorgmic) 
(continued) 
is worn. Thor 
periods may be 
avera~ad with 
rxposurr levels 
during prrlods 
wiun rupi- 
rators are not 
yu)rn to 
datormine thr 
rmployw’s 
TWA rxpotun. 
control, or personnel the completion of a work written record should be 
change occurs which may shift only in chanQs made which includes the 
result in new or additional rooms. information specified 
rxposura, or whenever 4. The rmploygrshall assure under monitoring requirr 
thrro is meson to suspect a that contammated n-rants, as well as the 
chan~a which may result in protsctivr clothing date of determination. 
new or additional exposure which is to bs cleaned, location within the 
6. If initial or subsaquant laundered, or digosad 
worksite, and the name 
monitoring reveals of is placed in a closed 
and SSN of each employaa 
monitored. l mployaa exposure to bs container in the chanfp 
at or above tha action level room which prwents 4. Shall ba avail&lo upon 
but below the PEL, dispersion of led outside requrt to the Assistant 
monitoring shall be the container. Sec. of Labor, the Diractor 
repeatad wary 6 mos. This 5. The employer shall 
of NIOSH, employees, and 
shall continue until at Imst 
2 consecutive measure- 
inform in writ@7 any 
their DR. 
person who cleans or 6. Whenever the employer 
wwtts, at Rest 7 days launders protective cmsas to do business, the 
apart, are below the action wccessor employrr shall 
level, at which time 
clothing or equipment of 
the potentially harmful receive and retain all 
monitoring may be 
discontinued for the 
effects of exposure to records required to be 
lead. maintainad. 
employee unless a process 
.chanQe occurs. 6. The employer shall 6. Whenaver the employer 
prohibit the rem-1 of cmses to do business and 
6. If employee exposure is there is no successor 
above the PEL, quarterly 
leed from protective 
ClothinQ or equipment 
monitorinQ shall be 
employer to receive and 
conducted until 2 con- 
by bfcwing, shaking, or rewm the records requirad 
sacutiw samplings, at Iaast 
any other mean: which to be maintained, these 
disperses lead into the records shall b trans- 
7 days apart, am below the air. 
PEL but at or abow the 
mitted to the DirEctor. 
action Iwel, at which time 7. The employer shall assure 7. At the expiration of the 
semiannual monitoring that the containers of retention period for the 
shall be resumed. contaminated protective records, the employer shall 
ClothinQ and equipment notify the Director at least 
7. The employer shall use a are appropriately labeled. 3 ma prior to the disposal 
method of monitcrinQ and of such records and shall 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Led (inorganic) 
(continued) 
confidence level of 95%) 
within ?15%or6pg/ 
lOOmI, whichever is 
greater, and shall be 
conducted by a labora- 
tory licensed by the 
Center for Disease 
Control, U.S. Depart- 
ment of HHS (CDC) or 
which has received a 
satisfactory grade in 
blood lead proficiency 
testing from CDC in 
the prior 12 mos. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
87Q 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
q DLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Led hoqmic) 
Icontinuedl 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
me/m3 (ppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
analysis which has an Rnpiratow protaction 
accuracy (to a confidence 
level of 95%) of not 
lass than i20% for airborne 
concentrations of lead 
aqua1 to or Qreater than 
30 fiQlrn3. 
6. Employees or their OR 
shall be Qiven the 
opportunity to observe any 
monitorinQ of employee 
exposure to lead. 
9. Within 6 workinQ days 
after the receipt of 
monitorinQ results, the 
employer shall notify aach 
employee in wrltinQ of the 
results which represent 
that employee’s exposure. 
Whenever the results 
indicate that the reprc 
santative employee 
exposure, without regard 
to respimtors, exceeds the 
PEL, the employer shall 
include in the written 
notice a statement that the 
PEL was exceeded and 
a description of the 
corrective action taken or 
to be taken to reduce 
exposure to or below the 
PEL. 
8. Where engineering and 
work practice controls 
do not reduce employee 
exposure to or below the 
50pQ/m3 permissible 
exposure limit, the 
employer shall supple- 
ment these controls with 
respirators. 
9. Respirators shall be used 
durinQ the time period 
necessary to install or 
implement engineering or 
work practice controls; 
where engineering and 
work practice controls 
ere not sufficient to 
reduce exposures to or 
below the PEL; and 
whenever an employee 
requests a respirator. 
10. A powered, air-purifyinQ 
respirator shall be 
provided whenever an 
employee chooses to use 
this type over the others 
specified in Table II, and 
whenever this respimtor 
will provide adequate 
protection. 
11. When permissible, 
I 
respireton shell be 
selected from Table II. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
transmit those records to 
the Director if requested 
within the period. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
880 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
E. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER qEGUlREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
, EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
rEss OTHERWISE STATED’ OTHERWISE STATED. / 
I 
I / 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
BSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .a’ 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Led linorgenic) 
[continued) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
12. Respirators shall be those 
approved by MSHA and 
NIOSH under 29 CFR 
Part 11. 
3. Quantitativeorqualitative 
face fit tests shall be per- 
formed at the time of 
initial fitting, and at lea! 
semiannually thereafter 
for each employee 
wearing negative pressure 
respirators. The qualita- 
tive fit tests may be used 
only for testing the fit of 
half-mask respirators 
where they are permitted 
to the worn. -_--. 
4. If an employee exhibits 
difficulty braathing 
during fit testing or while 
using a respirator, a 
medical examination 
shall be provided to 
determine whether the 
employee can wear 
a respirator while 
performing the required 
duty. 
15. The employer shall 
permit each employee 
who uses a filter 
respirator to change the 
filter elements whenever 
an increase in breathing 
resistance is detected 
end shall maintain an 
adequate supply of 
filter elements for this 
purpose. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
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ADDITIONAL 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJkT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE O~~~~ATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA i WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS : REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
‘I OTHERWISE STATED. 
! 
, 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
BBS 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REI’ERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATEI ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE kOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Lad (inorganic) 
Icontinued) 
16. Employees who wear 
respirators shall be 
permitted to leave work 
areas to wash their faces 
and respirator facepieces 
whenever necessary to 
prevent skin irritation 
associated with respirator 
use. 
Hygirr pwctica 
17. Personal hygiene 
measures specified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREWENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCU~JATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
1 RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
‘WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Logging (from felling to 1. Medical exam for previously Biennially 1. Al I employees shall be given a After absence for injury of 5 or 
first haul) existing and new conditions that 1. For those <40 yrs old. copy of their medical report more days 
(NIOSH 76-188.7176) would endanger worker’s safety: 2. Same as in A.1. upon termination of em- 1. Medical exam to determine 
a. Cardiovascular system; Annually ployment to take to his or 
fitness. 
b. Musculoskeletal system; 
3. For those 240 yrs old. her next employer. In an emergency 
c. Central nervous system; 
d. Integrity of extremities and 
4. Same as in A.1. 2. First aid, with emergency 
digits; Every 10 yrs, unless injury 
assistance and medical 
e. Integrity of hearing; intervenes 
services, as necessary. 
f. Visual acuity; 5. Booster dosesof tetanus 
g. Peripheral vasculature toxoid innoculations. 
(Reynaud’s syndrome), for 
chain saw operators. 
2. Complete series of tetanus toxoid 
innoculations. 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
I HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
3116 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
RTEFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 Ippm) 
wing (from felling to 
lirst hurl) 
INIOSH 78166,7/76) ’ 
1. Employees shall wear eye 
and face protection in 
accordance with 29 CFR 
1910.133. 
Yes Yes Yes 1. Sefo work p&cr YI 
a means of contrd. 
2. Employer exposure to air 
conteminantr shall be 
limited in accordsncr with 
29 CFR 1910.93, and 
respiratory protection 
shall be in accordance 
with 29 CFR 1910.134. 
3. The employer shall comply 
with requirements of 29 
CFR 1910.96 for noise 
rxposurr. 
4. When operating a chain 
sew, employees shrll wear 
leg protection (chaps, pads, 
inserts) made from ballistic 
nylon or its equivalent. 
6. Depending on the 
requirements of the terrain 
and the timbrr, employ- 
shall wear safety boots, 
sefrty shoes, or talked 
boots (excluding low-cut 
shoes). Safety-toe footwear 
shall be constructed in 
eccordance with 29 CFR 
1910.136. 
6. In areas where there ere 
potential drowning 
hazards, employees shall 
wear flotation devices in 
accordance with 29 CFR 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE sri ” :::p,“,“:;~ / D. OTHER 6jEDUlREMENTS A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (F~F 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) , I RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE ; THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES i EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 1 (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
y; I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
I HHB - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 387 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE. 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mdm3 bpml 
Logging (from falling to 
first haul) 
(continued) 
MONITORING 
REGUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
1918.106 and shall work 
within sight or sound of 
another parson. 
7. When operating chain saws, 
filing sherp tools, or 
handling any kind of rope 
or cable, employees shall 
wear appropriate hand 
protection such as leather 
gloves. 
8. Employees shall wear head 
orotection in accordance 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
with 29 CFR 1910.135. 
MEDICAL’SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JEcTTODCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR! OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR / OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE r (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR / RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FDA OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE / THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ~ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ! EMPLOYEES [FOR STANDARDS), 
, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Malathion 
(NIOSH 76-205,7/76) 
I 
1. Camprehensive medical and work ’ Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retainforall workersengaged j 
histories. 1. Same as in A.1 and 2. in the manufacture or formu- 
2. Physical exam: Biological monitoring lation of malathion, and 
a. Frequent headaches, dizziness, 2. All employees who are retain at least 1 yr after 
nausea, tightness of chest, to be engaged in the termination of employment. i 
dimness of vision, difficulty in manufacture or formu- 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
latibn of malathion shall the Sec. of Labor, of the Sec. focusing eyes. 
1 3. Ability to use negative or positive have preexposure eryth- 
of HHS, of the employer, and 
/ pressure respirator. rocyte ChE baselines 
determined whenever 
their work histories 
allow an accurate pre- 
exposuredetermination 
Those new employees 
with work histories 
precluding preexposure 
baseline ChE determi- 
nations shall have 
working baseline deter- 
minations performed. 
3. Within 60 days after 
the effective date of a 
standard, all present 
employees potentially 
exposed to malathion 
shall have working base- 
line erythrocyte ChE 
activities determined. 
4. An employee who has 
been removed from 
of the employee. 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY l?ESPONSlBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK .’ 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mglp13.bpm) 
Mdtihion 
(NIOSH 76-206,7/761 
1. TWA: 15. Indostrial hygienr autvoy Protective dolhing 1. IH survey records shall be Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
2. Procedures for 1. Workers are not considered 1. Any employee whose work maintained. exposure = exposure 
the collection to hcve occupational involves likely exposure of 2. Records shall be to malethlon at 
end analysis of exposure to malathion if the skin to malathion or maintained for at least concentrations greater 
environmental environmental concen- malathion formulations, 5 yrs and shell include than l/2 the TWA. 
air samples trations, es determined e.g., mixing or formulating, sampling and analytical 2. Action lavel - 112 the 
shall be as by an IH survey, do not shall weer full-body methods, types of TWA. 
providad in exceed the ection level. coveralls or the equivalent, respiratory protective 
Appendices I 2. Surveys shall be repeated impervious gloves, end devices used, and TWA 
and I I, or by impervious footwear, and concentrations found. 
any methods 
at least once every vr and 
within 30 days after any when there is danger of 
shown to be at 
3. Each employee shall be 
least equivalent 
process change likely to malathion coming in able to obtain informatlon 
result in increased airborne contact with the eves, on his or her own 
in accuracy, concentrations of sefety goggles shall ba 
precision, and provided end worn. 
environmental exposures. 
malathion. 
renritivitv to 4. These records shall be 
the methods Pemonal monitoring 
2. Any employee who mede available to the DR 
specified. 3. If airborne concentrations 
applies malathion shell be of the Sec. of HHS. 
of malathion exceed the 
provided with and required 
action level. a program of 
to wear the following 
penonel monitoring shall 
protective clothing and 
be instituted to identify 
equipment: goWles, 
whole-bodv coveralls, and 
and measure the exposure 
of all employees who are 
impervious footwear. 
occupationally exposed to RIpiratory pmtution 
malathion. 3. When permissible, the 
4. Interim monitoring of employer shall provide 
employee exposure to respirators in accordance 
airborne concentretions of with Table I-1 and shall 
malathion shall ba ensure that the appropriate 
conducted at least every respirator is worn. 
B mos. 4. Canisters shell be discarded 
5. If monitoring of an and replaced with fresh 
employee’s exposure to canisters in accordance 
malathion reveals that the with the manufacturer’s 
employee is exposed at recommendations cr if the 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
I 
WORK EXPOSURE ~ A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
1 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
, FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ; FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA , WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS); EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
I, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
- 
, 
OTHERWISE STATED. I 
Malathion 
(continued) 
malathion exposure 
shall not be allowed to : 
return to work involving ri 
occupational malathion 
exposure until said 
employee’s erythrocyte 
) ChE activity has re- 
: turned to at least 75% 
’ of the working or pre- 
/ exposure baseline value, 
or unless the responsible 
physician has approved ~ I 
said employee’s return. , 
5. All employees shall be 
provided a copy of their 
initial, periodic, and 
any special ChE test 
results as soon as 
possible after the test, 
plus an interpretation. 
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I 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING 
BOLD TYPE FOR- 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppml 
Malathion 
(continuedd) 
concentrations in excess of odor of malathion breaks 
the recommended TWA through. Unused canisters i 
environmental limit, the shall be discarded end 
exposure of that employee repleced when seals are 
shall be measured at least broken or on expiration 
once every 30 days, of the manufacturer’s 
control measures shall be recommended storage life 
initiated, end the employee if the seals are unbroken. 
shall be notified of the 
exposure and of the control 
Hygiaw prrticr 
measures being impla- 5. Sanitation measures 
mented to correct the specified. 
situation. Such monitoring 
shall continue until 2 
consecutive samplings, et 
least 1 wk epart, indicate 
that employee exposure no 
longer exceeds the TWA 
environmental limit. Semi- 
annual monitoring may 
then be resumed. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE , A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
JECT TO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMhlENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA ’ WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
STANDARDS 1 
/ 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
Mercury finorganic) 
(NIOSH 73-11024,1173) 
1. Look for symptoms such as: 
a. Loss of weight; 
b. Sleeplessness; 
c. Tremors; 
d. Personality changes; 
e. CNS involvement. 
B. PERIODIC 
REOUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
3CCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
IFDR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
3R FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
4UTHORIZEO EMPLOYEES 
lFOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
3THERWISE STATED. 
Annually 
1. Same as in A. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Retain 5 yrs after last 
occupational exposure for 
all employees subject to 
exposure. 
2. Shall be available to DMR of 
the employer, of the Sec. of 
Labor, of the Sec. of HHS, 
and of the employee at his 
request. 
0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE. 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD. TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppm) 
Mercury kwtinic) 
(NIOSH 73-l 1024, 
l/733 
1. TWA: 0.05. 1. Workroom areas where it Respiratory protwtion 
2. Procedures for has been determined, on 1. Appropriate respirators 
collection of the basis of an I H survey shall be pravided and used 2. Records shall be 
environmental or the judgment of a when a variance has been maintained for all sampling inorganic mercury 
samples shall compliance officer, that granted to allow respirators schedules to include the above 40% PEL. 
be as provided i environmental levels do as a means of control of sampling and analytical 
in Appndix I, 1 not exceed 40% of the methods, type of routine operations and 
or by a method I environmental standard while the application is respiratory protection in 
showntobe ’ shall not be considered to pending. Administrative use (if applicable), and 
equivalent. involve worker exposure to’ controls can also be used the air concentrations of 
Analysis of inorganic mercury. An 
. additional survey shall be 
to reduce exposure. mercury in each work area. 
samples shall 
made if there is a change 
Respirators shall also be 3. Records shall be 
be as provided 
In process or engineering 
provided and used for maintained so that each 
in Appendix II, 
controls. 
nonroutine operations employee shall be able 
or by any (occasional brief exposures to obtain information on 
method shown 2. When inorganic mercury above the environmental his or her own environ- 
to be exposures exist, standard and for mental exposures. 
equivalent in employers shall monitor emergencies). 
sensitivity, environmental levels of 
accuracy. and inorganic mercury at least 
2. Employees experiencing 
precision. every 6 mos. Breathing 
breathing difficulty while 
zone samples shall be 
using respirators shall be 
collected to permit 
evaluated by a physican to 
determine the ability of 
calculation of a TWA the worker to wear a 
exposure for every 
operation. 
respirator. 
3. When any TWA exposure is 
3. When permissible, the 
at or above the environ- 
employer shall provide 
mental standard, immediate 
respirators in accordance 
with Table I-1 and shall 
steps shall be taken to 
reduce environmental 
ensure that the employee 
Iwels. Samples shall be 
uses the appropriate 
taken every 30 days until 
respirator. 
the environmental level has 
been reduced below the 
4* ~~~~~t~sv~ro~~~ive 
standard. Table l-1 shall be either 
those approved under 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC 
, 
j 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT ,i REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER IfEGUlREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- I FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO / FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATIONS~, OR FOR THOSE RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), “NLESS OTHERW,SE STATED. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE - RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Marcury (inorganic) 
(continued) 
30 CFR 11, published 
March 25, 1972, or under 
the following regulations: 
a. Gas masks-30 CFR 13 
(Bureau of Mines 
Schedule 14 El; 
b. Self-contained 
breathing apparatus- 
30 CFR 11 (Bureau of 
Mines Schedule 13 E); 
c. Supplied air respirator- 
30 CFR 12 (Bureau of 
Mines Schedule 19 BL 
Protactivr dothing 
6. Each employee subject to 
exposure to inorganic 
mercury shall be provided 
coveralls or similar full- 
body work clothing, shoes 
or shoe covers, and hat, 
which shall be worn during 
the working hours in areas 
where there is exposure to 
inorganic mercury. A daily 
change of clean work 
clothing shall be supplied 
by the employer. 
6. Adequate shower facilities 
provided with hot and cold 
or tempered water shall be 
available for use and used 
by workers. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- 
Kri ,,“6 ;;;;;;;;“b,“:“,‘“” 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
j THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
j 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 Ippm) 
Mercury (inorganic) 
(continued) 
7. Work and street clothing 
shall not be stored in the 
same locker. 
Hygiaw pnctlcr 
8. Sanitation measurer 
specified. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE ’ A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT T6 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATiONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS); EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Methyl alcohol 
(NIOSH.76.148.3176) 
1. Comprehensive work history. 
2. Physical exam, including: 
a. Ophthalmologic exam. 
Annually 
1. Same as in A. 
1. Retain at least 5 yrs after 
termination of employment 
for all persons with occu- - 
pational exposure and for 
maintenance personnel with 
occupational exposure. 
2. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employee, 
and of the employer. 
C )BRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
S SAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 3m 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPCSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STAtdDARDS 
6ethvl alcohol 
NIOSH 76148.3170 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
1. TWA: 
262 (266). 
2. Ceiling limit 
for 15 min: 
1,646 MOO). 
3. Procedures for 
collection and 
analysis of 
environmental 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendices 
I and II, or by 
any methods 
shown to be 
equivalent in 
precision, 
sensitivity, and 
accuracy to 
the methods 
specified. 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. Workroom anas,whare it 
has been determined on 
the basis of an IH survey 
that environmrntal levels 
are below 112 the TWA 
environmental limit are 
not considered to have 
occupational exposure to 
methyl alcohol, 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
when a process change 
indicates to a qualified 
parson in authority the 
need for reevaluation. 
3. Where there is occupational 
exposure to methyl alcohol 
an adequate number of 
breathing zone samples 
shall be collected and 
analyzed to characterize 
the TWA and ceiling 
concentrations of each 
operation and work 
location in which there is 
occupational exposure to 
methyl alcohol. 
4. This sampling and snelvsis 
shall be repeated every 6 
mos except as otherwise 
indicated by a PIH. 
~ 5. Additional sampling and 
analysis shall be performed 
whenever changes in 
process, worksite, climate, 
or engineering control ere 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Protactivo dotbing 
1. Appropriate protective 
clothing, including gloves, 
aprons, suits, boots, and 
face shields that are 
impervious to methyl 
alcohol, shall be provided 
and worn where needed 
to prevent repeated or 
prolonged skin contact. 
2. Soap and water shall be 
made available to cleanse 
contaminated skin. 
3. Unless clothing impervious 
to methyl alcohol is being 
yorn, a change of clothing 
shall be made immediately 
available to and used by 
each employee whose 
clothes become contami- 
nated with liquid methvl 
1. IH survey records shall be 
maintained until a new 
survey is completed. 
2. Records shall be 
maintained and shall 
Include sampling and 
analyticel methods, types 
of respiratory protection 
used, and TWA and ceiling 
concentration found. 
3. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental exposures. 
4. Records of occupational 
accidents and environ- 
mental exposures within 
the workplace shall be 
maintained for 6 yrs after 
the worker’s employment 
has ended. 
Yes 1. Occupational 
exposure = exposure to 
methyl alcohol at or 
above the action level. 
2. Action level = 112 the 
TWA. 
alcohol. 5. Shall be available to the 
Evr orotaction DR of the Sec. of Labor, I . . 
4. Chemical safety goggles 
or face shields shall be 
provided and worn in eny 
operation in which there is 
of the Sec. of HHS, of the 
employer, and of the 
employee or former 
employee. 
Rrpintory protaction I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
a reasonable probability 
that methyl alcohol may 
be splashed into the eyes. 
5. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance I I I I 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL.BE OR ARE SUS- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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; 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
STANDARD ‘, 
PERSONAL 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Mathyl alcohol 
fcontinued~ 
likaly .to cause an increase with Table l-l and shall- 
in airborne concentrations. ensure that the employee 
6. If initial, periodic, or uses the respirator 
special avaluations indicate I provided. 
TWA or wiling concen- ’ 
tration limits ara rxcesdd, 
6. Where an emergency may 
develop which could result 
corrtiive engineering or i in employee overexposure 
other control measures to methvl alcohol, the 
shall be promptly employer shell provide 
institutad to ensure the respiratory protection as 
sefetv of employees, until listed in Table l-l. 
concentrations Below these 
rnvironmental limits am Hyglma practices 
l chievad. In such cases, 7. Sanitation msasuras 
rmpling of aech oprratiqn specifiaf. 
* and work locrtion shall be 
conducted at last monthly 
until 2 consacutiva 3Odav 
sampling pariodc have 
shown that conwntmtions 
of methyl alcohol are at 
or below the workplaca 
l nvironmmtel limits. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
TIiizkr B. PERIODIC A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT I REQUIREMENTS C. RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
m 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTODCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ’ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I/ 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
! OTHERWISESTATED. 
Methyl chloromethyl ether 1. Physical exam with attn to: : At least annually 1. Retain for the duration of 
(1910.1006, E/80) a. Reduced immunocompetence; 1. SameasinA. employment for all authorized 
b. Steroid or cytotoxic employees and all employees 
treatments; considered for assignment to 
c. Pregnancy; enter regulated areas. 
d. Smoking. 2. Upon termination of I 
2. Personal, family, and occupational employment, including 
histories, including: retirement or death, or in 1 
a. Genetic factors; the event that the employer I 
b. Environmental factors. ceases business without a 
true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
Director. 
3. Provide upon request to 
employees, DMR, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director of 
NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purposes of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECT, VE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS RECIUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANOARDS mglm3 (ppm) 
1. A regulated area shall be Protective clothing 1. Any changes in operations YW Yes Yes 1. Open vessel system 
established where methyl 1. In operations involving shall be reported in writing operations are 
chloromethyl ether is “laboratory-type hoods,” within 15 calendar days of prohibited. 
manufactured, processed, or where methvl the change. 
used, repackaged, released, 
handled, or stored. 
chloromethyl ether is 2. The report shall include 
contained in an otherwise e brief description and 
2. Access shall be restricted “closed system.” but is lnplant location of the area 
to authorized personnel. transferred, charged, or regulated and the address 
discharged, employees shall of each regulated area; the 
be provided with, and name and other Identifying 
required to wear, clean, information as to the 
full-body protective presence of methyl 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, chloromethyl ether in each 
or long-sleeved shirt and regulated area; the number 
pants), shoe covers, and of employees in each 
glovas prior to entering the regulated area during 
regulated area. normal operations, 
2. Prior to each exit from a including maintenance 
regulated area, employees activities; and the manner 
shall be required to remove in which methyl 
and leave protective chloromethyl ether is 
clothing and equipment at present in each regulated 
the point of exit and et the area. 
lest exit of the day, to 3. Incidents resulting in 
place used clothing and release of methyl 
equipment in impervious chloromethyl ether into 
containers at the point any area where employees 
of exit for purposes of may be exposed shall be 
decontamination or reported within 24 hrs 
disposal. The contents of to the nearest OSHA 
such imperviws containers Director. 
shall be properly 
identified. 
4. A written report shall be 
filed within 15 days after 
Rmspiratofy protution such an incident, and shall 
3. Employees engaged in include a specification of 
methyl chloromethyl ether the amount of material 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
, RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS rnglm3 fppm) 
kthyl dllommahyl 
ethu 
konthmd) 
handling operations 
involving transfer from a 
closed systam. charging 
or discharging point 
operatlons, or otherwise 
opening a closed system 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, a 
full-face, supplied-air 
respirator of the 
continuous flow or 
pressure demand type in 
accordance with 1910.134. 
Hygima pncticr 
4. Personal hygiene measures 
specified for work within 
isolated systems, for work 
in closed system operations, 
and for work involving 
transfer from a closed 
system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
released, the amount of 
time involved, and an 
explanation of the 
procedure used in 
determining this figure; a 
description of the area 
involved and the extent of 
known employee exposure; 
any medical treatment 
given or surveillance 
implemented; an analysis 
of the circumstances of the 
incident; and measures 
taken to avoid further 
releases. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT : REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 1 FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 1 FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR, OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR ! OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). Od FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
/ OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
I RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ! EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. \ (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 
, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
Methyl parathion 
(N IOSH 77-106, g/76) 
1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain at least 5 yrs after If adverse health affects seen 
histories. 1. Same as in A.1 and 2. termination of employment 1. Appropriate medical services 
2. Physical exam, with emphasis on: Biological monitoring for all workers exposed. and surveillance. 
a. Frequent headaches, dizziness, 2. All employees who are 2. Shall be available to DMR of ~ 
nausea, tightness of chest, the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
~ In an emergency 
to be occupationally 2. First aid (see Appendix II of 
dimness of vision, difficulty in exposed to methyl of Labor, of the employee, Reference). 
focusing eyes; parathion shall have and of the employer. 
b. History of: preexposure erythro- 3. include preexposure baseline 
i. Glaucoma; cyte ChE baselines erythrocyte ChE activity or 
ii. Cardiovascular disease; determined whenever working baseline ChE activity, 
iii. Hepatic disease; their work histories and all ChE activities 
iv. Renal disease; allow an accurate preex- measured during employment. 
v. CNS disease. posure determination. 
(These individuals should be Those new employees 
excluded from assignments with work histories pre- 
exposed to methyl parathion.) eluding preexposure 
baseline erythrocyte 
3. Ability to use positive or negative ChE determinations 
pressure respirator. shall have working ChE 
baseline determinations 
performed. 
3. Within 60 days after 
the effective date of 
this standard, all em- 
ployees currently 
exposed to methyl 
parathion shall have 
their working baseline 
erythrocyte ChE 
activities determined. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Methyl parathion 
(NIO6H 77-106, e/76) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
rwlm3 bpm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REOUIREMENTS 
1. TWA: 0.2. 
2. Procedures for 
the calibration 
of sampling 
equipment and 
the collection 
and analysis of 
environmental 
air samples 
shall baas 
provided in 
Appendices I 
and I I, or by 
any method 
shown to be 
equivelent in 
accuracy, 
precision, end 
sensitivity. 
1. Each employer involved in 
the manufacture or 
formulation of methyl 
parathion shall monitor 
environmental air levels 
of methyl parathion at 
least monthly, except as 
specified otherwise by a 
PIH. 
2. If monitoring of en 
employee’s exposure to 
methyl parathion reveals 
that the employee is 
exposed at concentrations 
in excess of the 
recommended TWA 
bnvironmentel limit, 
control measures shell be 
initiated and the employee 
shall be notified of that 
exposure and the control 
meesures being imple- 
mented to correct the 
situation. Monitoring 
shell continue until 2 
consecutive samplings, at 
Isost 1 wk apart, indicate 
that employee exposure no 
longer exceeds the TWA 
environmental limit. 
Monthly monitoring may 
then be resumed. 
3. Air samples shall be 
collected in the breathing 
zone of employees to 
permit calculation of TWA 
1. Any employee who 
engages in filling 
containers of, pouring, 
mixing, formulating, 
loading, applying, or 
otherwise handling 
methyl parathion 
(including open-system 
manufacturing processes) 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, 
protective head covering, 
goggles and face shield, 
impervious gloves, 
full-body coveralls, 
impervious apron or 
rainsuit, and impervious 
footwear. Impervious 
gloves should have 
reverse gauntlets and 
coveralls shwld be of a 
closely woven materiel 
fsiliconized fabric, such 
as nylon or cotton) and 
without cuffs. 
2. Employees handling 
sealed, nonleaking 
containers of methyl 
parathion shall be 
provided with, end 
requited to wear, full- 
body coveralls or 
the equivalent end 
I 
impervious gloves. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. Sampling records shell 
be maintained so that 
exposure information is 
available for individual 
employees. 
2. These records shall 
indicate, in addition to the 
results of air sampling, the 
type of personal protective 
device, if any, in use by 
each employee at the time 
of sampling, and the 
sampling and analytical 
methods used. 
3. Records shall be 
maintained for 5 yrs after 
the worker’s employment 
has ended. 
4. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his OT her own 
environmental exposures. 
5. Shall be made available to 
the OR of the Sec. of 
Labor, of the Sec. of HHS, 
of the employer, and of 
the employee or former 
employee. 
YOS YW Yes 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
1. Occupational 
exposure = employ 
ment in any erea in 
which methyl parathion 
or materials containing 
methyl parathion, alone 
or in combination with 
other substances, is 
produced, packaged, 
processed, mixed, 
blended, handled, 
stored in large 
quantities, or applied. 
2. Greatest danger to 
employees is skin 
contact. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
[REFERENCE AND DATE1 FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENOATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
a WHO WlLL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FbR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Methyl parathion 4. Subsequent to the 
(continued) determination of a pre- 
exposure or working 
baseline, all employees 
occupationally exposed 
to methyl parathion 
shall have their erythro- 
cyte ChE activities 
determined at 4-wk 
intervals, except for 
those employees in the 
following occupations 
who shall be tested at 
2-wk intervals: mixers, 
loaders, ground applica- 
tors, aerial applicators, 
flaggers, personnel 
who clean or repair 
equipment or clean up 
‘methyl parathion spills, 
checkers or field 
workers entering fields 
still wet from appli- 
cation or otherwise 
_ - presenting a reasonable 
potential for adverse 
exposure, and em- 
ployees engaged in 
manufacturing or for- 
mulating in other than 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND DATE) PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Methyl wmhbn values for every methyl 3. Employees operating 
tamtlnued) parathion exposure area. open equipment for 
For each TWA determi- ground (non-aerial) 
nation, a sufficient number wplication of methyl 
of samples shall be taken perethion shall be 
to cheracterize each provided with, end 
employee’s exposure required to wear, 
during wch workday. protective heed coverinm 
Veriations in work and or fro shields, 
production schedules shell impervious gloves, 
b consklered in docidiw full-body coveralls or 
when samples are to be impervious reinsuits, and 
collectad. The number impervious footwear. 
of representative TWA 4. Employws applying 
determinetions for an methyl parathion from 
oprretion or process shall 
be based on thr vrrietions 
closed-ccckpit eircreft 
in location end job 
shell be provided with 
functions of empbyaes in 
impervious glovas. 
Employees applying 
relation to thet operrtion methyl perathion by 
or procws. opencockpit aircraft 
shall be provided with, 
and required to weer, 
full-body coveralls or 
impervious rainsuits end 
goggles, and shell ba 
provided with impervious 
glWM. 
6. Employees ecting es 
flaggers (other than those 
flagging from enclcsures) 
in the aerial application 
of methyl parathion shall 
be prwicbd with, end 
required to wear, 
full-body coverells or 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSUAE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONSI. OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Methyl parathion closed production, 
(continued) mixing, blending, 
transfer, or packaging 
systems. This 2-wk 
interval shall be reduced 
to 1 wk for any em- 
ployee working longer 
than 12 hrs during any 
workday. This shorter 
interval shall be main- 
tained until at least one 
entire workweek has 
elapsed without a work- 
day exceeding 12 hrs. 
5. Unacceptable ab- 
sorption of methyl 
parathion indicating a 
failure of control pro- 
cedures or work 
practices is demon- 
strated when the 
enzymatic activity of 
erythrocyte ChE is 
decreased between 60 
and 70% of the em- 3 
ployee’s preexposure 
baseline or working 
baseline level. The 
employee shall be 
DBRP ; DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMA = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .411 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK T 
ii 
n R I 
EXPQSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS n-g/m3 fppmt 
bthyl parathion 
kwntlnwdl 
impervious rainsuits, 
protective head and neck 
covering, impervious 
footwear, and impervious 
glovas. 
6. Where toxic residues 
present a reasonable 
potential for exposure, 
employees entering areas 
treeted with methyl 
parathion shell be 
provided with, and 
required to wear, 
impenfious gloves, 
full-body coveralls or 
impervious reinsuits, face 
shields (if foliags is likely 
to contact the face), end 
impervious footwear. 
7. Laundry personnel 
handling clothing 
contaminated with 
methyl parathion shall 
be provided with, end 
required to wear, 
impervious gauntlet 
gloves, impervious 
footwear, and, in 
addition to ordlnery 
clothes, impervious 
aprons. 
6. Employees applying 
methyl parathion in 
greenhouses or other 
enclosures, or entering 
such enclosures while 
P 
: 
:; ADDITIONAL 
R I 
KC 
INFORMATION 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 1 FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
; JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
FOR:H!i!!!!! F 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOI 
, RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA i WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS ‘\ REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANOARDS~, UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Methyl parathion advised of this finding, 
(continued) and an industrial 
hygiene survey shall be 
conducted in the work- 
place of the affected 
employee unless the 
cause of exposure is 
known and corrective 
action has been 
initiated. This survey’ 
shall include an assess- 
ment of the dermal 
exposure potential. 
Based on the results 
of this survey, necessary 
corrective actinn shall 
be accomplished. In 
addition, an employee 
whose erythrocyte 
ChE determination 
indicates that the 
employee’s erythrocyte 
ChE activity is de- 
creased to 60% of, or 
below, preexposure or 
working baseline, shall 
be removed from 
potential exposure to 
methyl parathion and 
placed under medical 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Hethyl perethion 
bntlnuedl 
foliage is still wet from 
an application or while 
dust is still airborne, shall 
be provided with, and 
required to wear, 
impervious rainsuits, 
hoods, neck coveringr. 
impervious gauntlet 
gloves, and impervious 
boots. 
9. Employees (such as 
cleanup personnel) 
entering areas contami- 
nated with methyl 
parathion shall be 
provided with, and 
required to wear, 
impervious gloves, 
full-body coveralls or 
impervious rainsuits, 
Impervious footwear, 
impervious aprons, and 
such other personal 
protective equipment as 
may be required for 
adequate protection 
against the particular 
hazards present. 
10. Protective clothing shall 
not be taken home by 
employees. The employer 
shall provide for 
maintenence and 
laundering of protective 
clothing. 
414 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT i-0 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE(FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPuSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONSI. OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Methyl parathion 
(continued) 
observation. In such 
cases, an industrial 
hygiene survey shall be 
conducted in the 
workplace of the 
affected employee 
unless the cause of the 
exposure is known and 
corrective action has 
been taken. This survey 
shall include an assess- 
ment of the dermal 
exposure potential. 
Based on the results 
of this survey, necessary 
corrective action shall 
be accomplished. 
6. An employee who has 
been removed from 
methyl parathion 
exposure shall be pro- 
hibited from returning 
to work involving 
exposure to methyl 
parathion until the 
erythrocyte ChE 
activity has returned to 
at least 75% of the 
working or preexposure 
baseline value. 
DERP = DETERMI:*ED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
.411 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
ANDDATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Methyl parathion 
~continwd) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
I 
MONITORING 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
ma/m3 fppm) 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
Respiratory protaotion 
11. When permissible, the 
employee shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table I-1 and 
shall ensure that the 
appropriate respirator 
is worn. 
12. Employees experiencing 
breathing difficultias 
while wearinS respiratory 
protective de&as shall 
be medically examined to 
determine their ability to 
wear such devices. If it 
is determined that an 
employee cannot breathe 
adequately while wearing 
a respirator, the 
employee shall be 
assifpied to work which 
does not require the use 
of a respirator. 
13. Canisters or cartridws 
shall be discarded and 
replaced with fresh 
canisten or cartridges as 
recommended by the 
manufacturer, or 
immediately if the user 
has difficulty breathing; 
If tha user smells methyl 
parathion or methyl 
parathion-containing 
formulations, diluents, 
emulsifiers, or’solvants 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
416 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
q 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR I OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 1 AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR ST;YDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Methyl parathion 
(continued) 
I 
1 
I 7. Each employee shall 
be given, as soon as , 
possible, a copy of I 
the results of said 
employee’s initial, 
periodic, or special 
ChE testsand a pro- I 
fessional interpretation I 
of the results. 1 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
ANDDATE) , ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
BOLD TYPE FOR ~ 
’ STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS ’ n@m3 fpprn) 
Mathyl parathion - 
kontinud 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
while using the respirator; 
or if a breakthrough 
indicator (if any1 
indicates that the 
absorbent is saturated. 
Filters shall be changed 
whenever canisters or 
cartridgas are changed, or 
after every 4 hrs of use, 
or if breathing becomes 
difficult, whichaver 
r3~urs first. Unused 
canisters or cartridge 
shall be discarded and 
replaced when the seals 
are broken, or on the 
expiration of the 
manufacturer’s recom- 
mended store@s life if the 
seals ere unbroken. 
14. Except in emergencies, 
respirators other than the 
cooled supplieddair typs 
shall be used no longer 
than 16 min if the 
ambient temperature 
exceeds 85’F in the 
workplace. 
16. Where an emeqpncy 
develops which could 
result in overexposure 
of employees to methyl 
parathion, the emplover 
shall provide respiratory 
protection as indicated in 
Table I-1. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
418 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC ! C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT i REQUIREMENTS RECIUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR’ 0ccup~Tl0NA~ EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccup~~ioN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE I (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS , REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
i UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
, 1. 
I 
! 
, 
I 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSl8LE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
CYOnP, ICBC 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mdm3 lppm) 
Eq== 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
18. Application of methyl 
parathion or methyl 
parathion formulations is 
a routine operation in 
which respirators must 
ba used if the TWA is 
exceeded. 
HyOjmnm practkr 
17. Sanitation measures 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
iI B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPDSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 0. OTHER flEDUlREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
/ 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
, WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS .UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
4,CMethylene bis 
(2-chioroaniline) 
(1910.1005, 11/78) 
[Deleted as OSHA Standard, 
August 20,1978] 
1. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Decreased immuno- 
competence; 
b. Treatment with steroid or 
cytotoxic agent; 
c. Pregnancy; 
d. Cigarette smoking. 
2. Personal, family, and occupational 
histories, including: 
a. Genetic factors; 
b. Environmental factors. 
At least mnually 
1. Sameas in A. 
1. Retain for the duration 
of employment for all 
authorized employees and all 
employees considered for 
assignment to enter regulated 
areas. 
2. Upon termination of 
employment, including 
retirement or death, or in the 
event that the employer 
ceases business without a 
true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
Director. _ 
3. Provide upon request to 
employees, DMR, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director of 
NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AN0 DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 bpm) 
MEDICAL SURVBILLANCE 
I 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXFOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS ,’ D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCU~ATIONA.L EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPQSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE ,, (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ,’ OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ) THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
.: 
Mcthylene chloride 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain for persons employed 
(NIOSH 76-136,3/76) histories, including: 1. Same as in A.1 and 2. 1 or more yrs in work 
a. Headache, dizziness, fatigue; Quarterly involving methylene chloride.. 
b. Pain in limbs; 2. Carboxyhemoglobin 2. Retain 5 yrs after termination 
c. Skin and eye irritation. values. of employment. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
a. Blood count (hemoglobin, red the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
blood cells) ; of Lab&, of the ‘employer, 
b. Autonomic function for and of the employee. 
clinical impression; 
c. Pulmonary function for clinical 
impression. 
1 3. Use of respirators. I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
‘WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENViRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Methvlenr chloride 
INIOSH 78138.3476) 
1. In the absence 1. Where it has been Protective dothing 1. Records which form the Yes Yes Yes 
of occupational determined that the besis for concluding that 
exposure to environmental concen- 
1. In any operation where 
the worker may come the exposures are below 
CO above 9 trations do not result in l/2 the limit shell be 
ppm, TWA: TWA workday exposures 
into direct contact with 
liquid methylene meintained. 
261 (75). above 112 the TWA 
2. In the presence environmental limit, 
chloride, protective 2. All records of sampling 
clothing shall be worn. end of pertinent medical 
of CO at more environmental monitoring 
than 9 ppm, is not required. 
2. The clothing shall be exeminations shall be 
mainteined for at least 
exposure limits 2. Exposure surveys shall be 
both Impervious and 
5 yrs after the individual’s 
of CO or made when any process 
resistant to methvlene 
employment is terminated. 
mathvlene change indicates the need 
chloride. 
chloride or for reevaluation or et 3. Gloves, boots, overshoes, 
3. Records shell indicate the 
both shall be the discretion of the and bib-type aprons (at 
type of personal protective 
reduced to compliance officer. least knee length) shall be 
devices, if any, in use at 
satisfy the provided when nacassary. 
the time of sempling. 
relationship: 
3. Where it has been 
determined that environ- 4. Impervious supplied air 
4. Each employee shell be 
mental concentrations hoods or suits shall be 
able to obtain information 
Clcol CICHI C,pl on his or her own 
-*- <I excaed l/2 the environ- worn when entering 
LICOI LlCH~ c,.$ mental limit, samples shall confined spaces such as 
environmentat exposures. 
M be collected at leest every pits or tanks. 
CICOI - TWAofCO 6 mos. 5. In situations where heat in m 
Llco, - th.rCDm 4. Environmental samples stress is likely to occur, 
mnad shell be taken when a new air-supplied suits shall be 
WA 0, 
co: sswm process is installed or when used. 
CIC”~C,~1 - TwAd process changes are made 6. All protective clothing 
lwlh”lll 
Cklovla which may cause an 
shall be well aired and 
1nPQ-l increase in environmental inspected for physical 
ncH,c,,, - Ihemcam concentration. Increased defects prior to reuse. 
-lW* 
production, relocation of Eye protection 0‘ rn,h”*r* 
Chlond: existing operations, and 7. Eye protection shall 
mm.7 increased overtime also be provided for any 
3. Ceiling limit require resampling. employee engaged in 
for 15 min: en operation where 
1,740 (599). 5. In all monitoring, samples methylene chloride liquid 
shell be collected which or spray may enter the 
are representative of eye. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REGUIREL;ENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR, OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~~toNA~ EXPOSURE (FOR ’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
! OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ; THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), i AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), i EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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WORKPLACE.SUFiVElLLANCE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS 
QSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Methylam chforfL 
(contlnuad) 
4. The toxicities breathing-zone exposures 8. Chemical-type goggles, 
of CO and characteristic of each job safety glasses with splash 
methvlene or specific operation in shields, or plastic face 
chloride errs wch work arm. Sufficient shields made completely 
additive; thus, numbers of samples shell of methylene chloride- 
the PEL must tm collected to express resistant materials shall 
be reduced in the variability of exposure be used. 
the presence of for the work situation end 
CO. When CO to estimate TWA workday 
Rapintoy protection 
levels exceed exposures and peak 9. When permissible, the 
9 ppm, the exposures for every employer shall provide 
occupational employee. respirators in accordance 
exposure must 6. The mlnimum number of 
with Table I-1 and shall 
ba determined rapresentetive TWA 
ensure that the employee 
by the rxposure determinations 
uses the respirator 
following provided. 
formula: 
for an operation or process 
shall be based on variation 10. Industrial size and 
CKol CICHp C,$ 
- + - d 0.1 in exposures, and 
chin-type canisters shall 
LICOI LICH~ C,$ production schedules, not be used except for 
considering the number escape. 
6. Procedures for of workers exposed as seen 11. Chemical cartridge 
sampling and in the table below. respirators shall not be 
analysis of used with methylene 
workroom eir Number of Number of chloride. 
for methylene Employees TWA 
chloride shall Exposed Determinations 12. Where an emergency may 
be as provided l-20 59%of the number 
develop which could 
in Appendices 
I and I I, or by 
of workers result in employee injury 
from overexposure to 
any equivalent 21-199 10 plus 25% of the methylene chloride, the 
method. excess over 29 workers 
employer shall provide 
6. Where 
respiratory protection as 
>199 
required, 
30 plus 5% of the listed In Table I-1. 
excess over 196 
monitoring of workers 
workroom air 
for CO shall f~ 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS I REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ! RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE ; THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 1 (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
i- 
1: 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPGSURE 1 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD RECKJIREMENTS RECIUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TI”‘E FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Mathylrno chloride 
Rrontinuad) 
in accord with 7. When exposure lsvels are 
the sampling found to be greater than 
requirements the PEL. environmental 
of this and the concentrations shall be 
CO standard. reduced by suitebla , 
Recommended engineering controls. 
methods for Exposures shall be 
I 
sampling end monitored at least weekly 
analysis of until the effectiveness of 
workroom air the controls is established. 
for CO are 
given in 
Critria for a 
mcommended 
standard. . . 
Occupational 
Exposurr to 
Carbon 
Monoxide. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR’ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
&Naphthylamine 1. Physical exam, with attn to: At least annually 1. Retain for the duration 
~1910.1004,11/78) a. Reduced immuno-competence; 1. SameasinA. of employment for all 
b. Steroid or cytotoxic authorized employees and 
treatments; employees considered for 
c. Pregnancy; assignment to enter regulated 
d. Smoking. areas. 
2. Personal, family, and occupational 2. Upon termination of 
histories, including: employment, including j 
a. Genetic factors; retirement or death, or in 
b. Environmental factors. the event that the employee 
/ 
ceases business without a 
I’ true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
/ shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
Director. 
3. Provide upon request to 
employees, DMR, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director of 
NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS ma/m3 (ppm) 
dI&thylMlhm 
~1910.1004) 
1. A regulated area shall Protective clothing 1. Any changes in operations Yea Yea Yn 1. Open vessel system 
be established where 1. In operations involving shall be reported in writing 
operations are 
a-naphthylamine is “laboratory-type hoods,” within 15 calendar days of 
prohibited. 
manufactured, processed, or where a-naphthylamine the change. 
used, repackaged, released, 
handled, or stored. 
iscontained in an otherwise 2. The report shall include 
“closed system,” but is a brief description and 
2. Access shall be restricted transferred, charged, or inplant location of the area 
to authorized personnel. discharged, employees shall regulated and the address 
be provided with, and of each regulated area; the 
required to wear, clean, name and other identifying 
full-body protective information as to 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, the presence of 
or long-sleeved shirt and o-naphthylamine in each 
pants), shoe covers, and regulated area; the number 
gloves prior to entering the of employees in each 
regulated area. regulated area during 
2. Prior to each exit from a normal operations, 
regulated area, employees including maintenance 
shall be required to remove activities; and the manner 
and leave protective in which a-naphthylamine 
clothing and equipment at is present in each regulated 
the point of exit and at the area. 
last exit of the day, to 3. Incidents resulting in 
place used clothing and release of a-naphthylamine 
equipment in impervious into any area where 
containers at the point employees may be exposed 
of exit for purposes of shall be reported within 
decontamination or 24 hrs to the nearest 
disposal. The contents of OSHA Director. 
such impervious containers 
shall be properly identified. 
4. A written report shall be 
filed within 15 days after 
Respiretory protection such an incident, and shall 
3. Employees engaged in include a specification of 
a-naphthylamine handling the amwnt of material 
operations involving released, the amount of 
transfer from a closed time involved, and an 
430 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) , FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DSRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE ’ 
(REFERENCE 
AND OATEl ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
q OLO TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
o- Nephthylmine 
(continued) 
system, charging or 
discharging point 
operations, or otherwise 
opening a closed system 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, a 
half-face, filter-type 
respirator for dusts, mists, 
and fumes in accordance 
with 1910.134. A 
respirator affording higher 
levels of protection may be 
substituted. 
Hygiene practices 
explanation of the 
procedure used in 
determining this figure; a 
description of the area 
involved and the extent of 
known employee exposure; 
any medical treatment 
given or surveillance 
implemented; an analysis 
of the circumstances of the 
incident; and measures 
taken to avoid further 
releases. 
4. Personal hygiene measures 
specified for work within 
isolated systems, for work 
in closed system operations, 
and for work involving 
transfer from a closed 
system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
I I 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FORi OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE i (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN I OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
~Naphthylamine 1. Physical exam, with attn to: At least annually 1. Retain for the duration 
(1910.1999, 1 l/78) a. Reduced immuno-competence; 1. SameasinA. of employment for all 
b. Steroid or cytotoxic authorized employees and 
treatments; employees considered for 
c. Pregnancy; assignment to enter regulated 
d. Smoking. areas. 
2. Personal, family, and occupational 2. Upon termination of 
histories, including: employment, including 
a. Genetic factors; retirement or death, or in 
b. Environmental factors. the event that the employer 
ceases business without a 
true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
Director. 
3. Provide upon request to 
employees, DMR, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director of 
NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
(. 
I 
WORK 
i ,. 
EXPOSURE II 
I 
I 
[REFERENCE 
AND DATE). ENVIRONMENTAL 1 
PERSONAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS. 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
I 
1 1. A regulated area shall Protactivo clothing 1 1. Any changes in operations 1. Open vessrl system 
ba established where 1. In operations involving ~ shall be reported in writing Opmti~S em 
&naphthylamine is 
“laboratory-type ‘, within 15 calender days of prohibited. 
manufactured, processad, hoods,” or where the change. 
used, rapackagad, ralrsad, 
handled, or storad. 
&naphthylamine is 2. The report shall include 
contained In an otherwisa a brief description and 
2. Access shall ba restrictad “closed system,” but Is inplant location of the area 
to l uthorizad lmrsonnal. transferred, charged, or regulated and the address 
discharged, employees shall of each regulated area; the 
be provided with, and ; name and other identifying 
raquired to wear, clean, : information as to 
full-body protective, I the prasance of 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, I @-raphthlyamino In each 
or longsleeved shirt and I regulated area; the number 
pants), shoe covers, and of employws in each 
gloves prior to entadng regulated araa during 
the replated area. normal operations, 
2. Prior to each exit from a including maintenance 
regulated area, employees activities: and the manner 
shall be required to remove in which f3naphthylamine 
and leave protective is present In each regulated 
clothing and equipment at area. 
the point of exit and at the 3. Incidents resulting in 
last exit of the day. to release of fl-naphthylamine 
place used clothing and into any arae where 
equipment in impervious employees may be exposed 
containers at the point shall be reportad within 
of exit for purposes of 24 hrs to the nearast 
decontamination or OSHA Diractor. 
disposal. The contents of 
such impervious containers 
4. A written report shall be 
shall beproparly idantifiad. 
filed within 15 days after 
such an incident, and shall 
RasPintoy proaction include a specification of 
3. Employaas engegsd in the amount of material 
ft-naphthylamina handling released, the amount of 
operations involving time involved, and an 
434 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC c. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
, JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR DSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
‘1 
I 
1 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
iNVlRDNMENTAL 
STANDARD 
rig/m3 (ppm) 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
transfer from a closed 
system. charging or 
discharging point 
operations, or otherwise 
opening a closed system 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, a 
half-face, filter-type 
respirator for dusts, mists, 
and fumes in accordance 
with 1910.134. A 
respirator affording higher 
levels of protection may be 
substituted. 
rlygiene practice 
1. Personal hygiene measures 
specified for work within 
isolated systems, for work 
in closed system operations, 
and for work involving 
transfer from a closed 
system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
explanation of the 
procedure used in 
determining this figure;a 
description of the area 
involved and the extent of 
known employee exposure; 
any medical treatment 
given or surveillance 
implemented; en analysis 
of the circumstances of the 
incident; and measures 
taken to avoid further 
releases. 
P 
R 
NcA 
) T 
3 I 
< c 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
6. PERIODIC I C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REGUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE(FOR’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccuP~TioNAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. I 
Nickel (inorganic) 1. Comprehensive medical and work At least annually 1. Retain at least 40 yrs after j If adverse haalth affacts saan 
(NIOSH 77-164.5177) histories, with emphasis on: 1. Same as in A.l, 2, last occupational exposure #’ 1. Appropriate medical services. 
a. Skin conditions or allergies; I and 3. for all employees exposed. / ln an emergency 
b. Illness or sensitizations of I 2. Include environmental -2. If contamination of wound 
upper and lower respiratory 1 exposure records. by nickel: 
system; 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
c. Smoking history. 
a. Prompt and thorough 
the Sac. of HHS, of the Sec. washing of wound. 
2. Complete physical exam, with of Labor, of the employer, 
attn to: 
and of the employee. 
a. Upper respiratory tract 
membranes for evidence of 
bleeding, irritation, ulcers, and 
perforations; 
b. Skin, for evidence of dermatitis 
or irritation. 
’ 3. Clinical tests: 
/ 
a. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray; 
b. Pulmonary function test 
(FEVl .O, FVC); 
c. Sputum cytology as DBRP; 
d. Nickel and protein 
concentrations in urine; 
e. Chronic respiratory disease, as 
assessed by questionnaire. 
4. Use of positive or negative 
pressure respirator. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR = DESfGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
( 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 1 REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppm) 
Nickel (inorganic) 1. TWA: Industrial hygiene survey Protective clothing 1. IH survey records shall be Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
(NIOSH 77-164,5/77) 15 pg/m3. 1. Each employer who has a 1. The employer shall provide retained until the next 
exposure = working 
2. The TWA con- place of employment in appropriate protective 
survey is completed. with compounds, 
centration limit which nickel is refined, clothing, such as gloves, 2. Environmental monitoring 
solutions, or metals 
represents the handled, stored, or other- aprons, suits, hats, or face records shall be maintained 
containing nickel that 
lowest reliably wise used shall determine shields, for employees, for at least 40 yrs after the 
can become airborne or 
detectable by an IH survey if such as platers, who are employee’s last occu- 
can spill or splash on 
concentration 
i 
I occupational exposure to 
likely to have appreciable pational exposure to the skin or in the eyes. 
I of nickel nickel may occur. skin contact with nickel, nickel. 
measurable I 2. Surveys shall be repeated I and for those who a re oy me 
recommended 
sampling and 
analytical 
methods 
selected. Pro- 
cedures for the 
collection and 
analysis of 
environmental 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendices 
I and II, or by 
any methbds at 
least equivalent 
in accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
at least once every yr and 
within 30 days of any 
process change likely to 
result in occupational 
exposure to nickel. 
espacrauy sensruve to 
nickel. 
Pusonrl monitoring 
3. If occupational exposure 
to nickel is possible, a 
program of personal 
monitoring shall be 
instituted to measure or 
permit calculetion of the 
exposure of all employees. 
4. Each operation in each 
work area shall be sampled 
at least once every 3 mos. 
5. If an employee is found 
to be exposed to nickel 
in excess of the 
recommended TWA 
concentration limit, the 
exposure of that employee 
shall be measured at 
least once a wk. control 
measures shall be initiated, 
Eya protaction 
2. The employer shall provide 
safety goggles or face 
shields (8 in minimum) 
with goggles and shall 
ensure that employees 
wear the protective 
equipment during any 
operation in which nickel 
may enter the eyes. 
Rnpiratory protection 
3. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table I-1 and shall 
ensure that employees use 
the respirators in a proper 
manner when the concen- 
tration of airborne nickel 
exceeds the recommended 
TWA concentration limit. 
4. Escape equipment shall be 
located at clearly identified 
3. These records shall include 
the dates and times of 
measurements, job function 
and location of employees 
within the worksite, 
methods of sampling and 
analysis used, types of 
respiratory protection 
in use at the time of 
sampling, TWA concen- 
trations found, and 
identification of exposed 
employees. 
4. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental exposures. 
5. Daily rosters of authorized 
personswhoenter regulated 
ereas shall be retained for 
40 Yrs. 
6. Environmental monitoring 
records and entry rosters 
shall be made available to 
DR of the Sec. of Labor 
and of the Sec. of HHS. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REGUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT i0 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATViiNS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
/ REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), .EMPLDYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
.OTHERWISE STATED. : 
! 
I 
I 
OBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
OMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Nickel (inorganic) 
(continued) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mglm3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
PERSONAL 
REOUIREMENTS 1 R::::::::vNETS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REOUIREMENTS 
and the employee shall 
be notified of the extent 
of the exposure and of the 
control measures being 
implemented. Such 
monitoring shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 
determinations, 1 wk 
apart, indicate that the 
employee’s exposure 
no longer exceeds the 
recommended TWA 
concentration limit. 
Routine monitoring may 
then be resumed. 
6. Regulated areas shall be 
established and access 
limited if concentrations 
exceed the PEL. 
stations within the work 
area and shall be adequate 
to permit all employees to 
escape safely from the 
area. Protective equipment 
suitable for emergency 
entry shall be located at 
clearly identified stations 
outside the work area. 
Hygiene practices 
5. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
P1 
R 
A’ 
WCI 
0 T! ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE ; A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ; FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTDOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUiATlONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I OTHERWISE STATED. 
Nickel carbonyl 1. Comprehensive medical and work At least annually 1. Retain for the duration of 
(NIOSH 77-184, no date) histories, with special emphasis 1. SameasinA. employment and for 40 yrs 
[Special Health Hazards ” on: Monthly following termination of / 
Review) a. Lungs; 2. Samples of urine nickel employment. 
I b. Upper respiratory tract. content. 2. Include the name of the I 
11 2. Physical exam. employee, all information ; 
3. Tests: 
obtained from medical I 
examinations which is 
a. Pulmonary function tests; 
b. Urinary nickel content; 
pertinent to nickel carbonyl ’ 
exposure, all employee 
c. 14” x 17” post/ant chest medical complaints relative 
X-ray. to exposure to nickel 
4. Ability to use positive pressure carbonyl, and any treatment 
respirator. for exposure to nickel ‘I 
I carbonyl and the results of 
that treatment. 
3. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Assistant Sec. of Labor 
for OSHA and the Director 
of NIOSH. 
4. All employees should have 
access to the exposure 
measurement records which 
indicate their own exposure. 
5. Shall ba available upon written 
request to a physician 
designated by the employee. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 441 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
ANDDATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 bpm) 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REOUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
pizz- ,,,“,~y~ F A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCU~ATIONALEX~~SURE (FOR ~ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FDA RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), : AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
YTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
Nitric acid 1. Comprehensive work and medica’l d Annually. or as DBRP 1. Retain for persons employed I 
(NIOSH 76-141,3/76) histories. sN 1. Same as in A. 1 or more yrs in work 
2. 14” x 17” post/ant chest X-ray. 1 2. Proper management if 
involving exposure. 
exposed. 2. Retain X-rays for the 5 yrs 
3. Pulmonary function tests (FVC, 
FEV1.O as minimum). 
preceding termination of 
employment and all medical 
4. Visual exam of teeth for evidence records at least 20 yrs after 
of dental erosion. termination of employment. 
1 5. Use of negative or positive 
3. Shall be available to the DMR 
pressure respirator. 
of the Sec. of HHS, of the 
Sec. of Labor, and of the .! 
employer. I 
4. Physicians designated and I 
authorized by any employee ! 
shall have access to that 
worker’s records. 
DBRP = DETERMINED B+ RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .u3 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AN0 DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Uric acid 
NIOSH 7&141.3/76) 
:NVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
rng/m3 fppm) 
1. TWA: 5 12). 
2. Procedures for 
sampling, 
calibration of 
aquipment, 
and analysis 
shall be as 
provided in 
Appendices I 
and II, or by 
any method 
shown to be 
equivalent in 
precision, 
accuracy, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
Industrial hygiae runey 
I. Workers are considered 
occupationally exposed to 
nitric acid if environmental 
levels, as determined on 
the basis of an I H survey, 
equal or exceed 112 of the 
TWA limit. 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
within 30 days of installing 
new equipment or 
processes, process modifi- 
cations, or worksite 
changes which are likely to 
result in an increase of 
airborne nitric acid. 
Parsonal monitoring 
3. If nitric acid levels are 
equal to or excred l/2 
the TWA, a program of 
personal monitoring shall 
be instituted to identifv 
and measure the exposure 
of all employees occu- 
pationally exposed to 
nitric acid. 
4. Routine monitoring of 
employee exposure shall 
be conducted at least 
semiannually. 
5. If an employea monitoring 
program measurement 
reveals that an emplovee is 
exposed in excess of the ’ 
recommended limit, the 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
Pfotactiva clothing 
1. Skin contact with 
concentrated nitric acid 
will produce burns at the 
site of contact. Impervious 
protective clothing, such as 
rubber gloves, aprons, 
suits, and boots shall be 
provided by the employer 
and used by the employee 
when there is a likelihood 
of body contact with 
liquid acid. 
2. Nitric ecid-wetted clothing 
shall be flooded with water 
and then removed 
promptly. 
3. All protective clothing 
and equipment shall be 
maintained in e clean, 
sanitary. and workable 
condition. 
Eyr protection c 
4. Eve protective equipment 
shall be provided by the 
employer and used by the 
employee where potential 
for eve contact with liquid 
nitric acid exists. 
6. Cup-type, cover-cup-type, 
or rubber-framed goggles, 
equipped with approved 
impact-resistant glass or 
plastic lenses, shall be worn 
whenever using or handling 
concentrated nitric acid. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
I. I H survey records shall be 
maintained. 
2. The employer shall keep 
records on all I H surveys 
and all breathing zone 
TWA determinations. 
3. Records of the latter shall 
include the determined 
concentration of exposure 
and a description of the 
monitoring, sampling, and 
analytical methods. In 
addition, records shall ba 
maintained on the types of 
respirators and personal 
protective equipment, if 
any, worn by employees. 
4. The monitoring records 
shall identify theemployees 
for whom breathing zone 
air samples were collected. 
5. The employer shall make 
sure records are available 
to representatives of the 
Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. of 
Labor, and to the employee 
or former employee. 
6. The employer shall keep 
the records of all environ- 
mental monitoring on the 
levels of airborne nitric 
acid for each employee for 
whom breathing zone air 
samples were collected for 
at Ieest 20 yrs after the 
employee’s employment is 
terminated. 
T 
R 
A 
I 
N 
I 
: 
- - 
Yes 
P I a S T 
k 
G - - 
Yes 
P 
ri 
NC 
3 T 
4 I 
KC 
s’ 
Yes 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
. Occupational 
exposure = exposure to 
airborne concentrations 
of nitric acid equal to 
or excaading 112 the 
TWA. 
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B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER ljEOUlREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE &.tBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STAriJDARDS), 
I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DSRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 4a 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYP5 FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STlNvARDS mglm” fppm) 
Nitric acid 
(continued) 
exposure of that employee 6. If there is danger of nitric 
shall be monitored at acid striking the eves or 
15day intervals. Measures around the sides of the 
designed to control face, a full-length (8 in 
employee exposure to minimum) plastic shield 
nitric acid shall be imple- with forehead protection 
mented, and the employee shall be worn in addition 
shall be notified of his or to chemical safety goggles. 
her exposure as well as the 
control measures being 
Respiratory protection 
implemented. Monitoring 7. When permissible, the 
shall continue until 2 employer shall provide 
consecutive determinations respirators in accordance 
indicate that employee with Table I-1 and shall 
exposure no longer exceeds ensure that the employee 
the recommended uses the respirator 
environmental limit. provided. 
Semiannual monitoring 8. Emergency and escape 
may then be resumed. type respirators shall be 
made immediately 
available at the work 
stations for each worker. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
6. PERlOOlC C. RECOROKEEPlNG 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT I REOUIREMENTS I REQUIREMENTS I 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO occupAT10~aL ExposuflE (FOR 0ccup~TtONAL EXPOSURE 0ccup~TlONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
Nitrites 
(NIOSH 7%212,9/78) 
1. Medical and work histories, with 
attn to: 
a. Skin disorders; 
b. Cardiopulmonary conditions; 
c. Nervous system disorders. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Skin; 
b. Cardiovascular system; 
c. Pulmonary system; 
d. Central nervous system. 
3. Clinical tests: 
a. 14” x 17” chest X-ray; 
b. Pulmonary function tests 
(FEV1.O, FVC). 
4. Use of positive pressure respirator. 
At least annually 
1. Interim medical and 
work histories. 
2. Physical exam as in 
A.2 and A.3, with 
exception of chest 
X-ray. 
1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
nation of employment for all 
workers subject to exposure. 
2. Include environmental 
exposure records. 
3. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
and of the employee. 
In an emergency 
1. First aid (see Appendix III oi 
Reference). 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE1 . ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STAP’DARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Jitriler 
NIOSH 78-212.9178) 
1. TWA: Industrial hygienr aurvoy Protective clothing 1. IH survey records shall be Yes Yes Yas 1. Occupational 
acetonitrile: 1. Employers shall conduct 1. The employer shall provide kept. exposure = exposure to 
34 f-20); 
propionitrile: 
an IH survey at locations appropriate protective 2. Employers or their airborne concentrations 
where nitriles are released 
14 f-6); n- 
clothing made of material successors shall keep 
of nitriles at or above 
into workplace air to resistant to penetration by records of environmental 
112 the TWA. 
butyronitrile determine whether 
22 l-8); iso- 
nitriles. including gloves, monitoring for each 
butyronitrile: 
exposure to airborne aprons, coveralls, and employee for at least 
concentrations of nitriles 
22 f-6); 
boots, and shall ensure that 30 yrs after the individual’s 
is in excess of the action 
malononitrile: 
employees wear protective employment has ended. 
level. 
8 f-3); 
clothing when necessary to 3. These records shall include 
adiponitrile: 2. Surveys shall be repeated 
prevent skin contact. an identification of the 
18 f-4); at least annually and 2. The employer shall ensure employee being monitored, 
succinonitrile: within 30 days of any that personal protective duties and job locations 
20 f-6). process change likely to clothing is regularly within the worksite, dates 
Ceiling limit alter concentrations of any inspected for defects. of measurements, sampling 
for 15min: of these compounds in the Eye protection 
and analytical methods 
acetone workplace air. used and evidence of their 
cyanohydrin: 3. The employer shall provide accuracy, duration of 
4 t-11; 
Personal monitoring 
chemical safety goggles or sampling, number of 
glycolonitri!e: 3. If it has been concluded face shields (20 cm or 8 in samples taken, results of 
5 f-21; that the environmental minimum) and goggles, and analyses, TWA or ceiling 
tetramethyl concentrations of nitriles shall ensure that employees concentrations based on 
succinonitrile: exceed the action level, a wear the protective these samples, and any 
6 f-1). program of personal equipment during any personal protective 
2. When there is 
monitoring shall be operation where eye equipment used. 
simultaneous 
instituted to identify and contact with liquid nitrilas 4. 
measure, or permit 
Records for each employee, 
exposure to 
is likely. indicating date of 
several nitriles 
calculations of, the Respiratory protection employment with the 
or other 
exposure of each employee 
occupationally exposed to 4. The use of respiratory 
company and any changes 
sources of nitriles. protective equipment is 
in job assignment, shall be 
cyanide, the kept for the same 30-yr 
exposures shall 4. Sourceandaraomonitoring 
permitted only in the 
following circumstances: duration. 
be regarded as may be used to supplement 
additive. The personal monitoring, 
a. During the time 5. The employer shall make 
these records available 
PEL shall be 
necessary to install or 
5. If an employee is found 
determined 
test the required upon request to authorized 
to be exposed above the engineering controls; 
448 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT r ” ;:E;::::;F j D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE] FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR ~ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR I OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
) RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE i (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  , 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN I 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED t THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS , REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), ! AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. I’ 
I EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
j EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
‘! OTHERWISE STATED. 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
I HHS l HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 44s 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE --.-_. 
AND DATE) ENVIRO”‘- “w-1. 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
NMtN I AL 
J I AIJDARD 
n-q/m3 (ppml 
I PERSONAL --^--^-..-- 
M”Nl I “HlNCl twUltC;IIVt RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Nitriles-. 
(continued1 
, - 
from the action level but below the b. For operations such as representatives of the Sec. 
following PEL, the exposure of that maintenance and repair of Labor end of the 
equation: employee shell be activities causing brief Sec. of HHS. 
Em - C,lL,f...‘C,IL” monitored at least once exposure et concen- 
every 3 mos. trations in excess of 
6. Employees or authorized 
nGl.1.: rrpresentatives shall have 
6. If an employee is found to the recommended 
Cl - Ih. ConCInlntiDn Of
access to information on 
IIn main cm7vmn, be exposed in excess of the environmental limits; their own exposures. 
01 I”, mill”,. recommended environ- c. During sampling of 
c, . Ih, concmlr.lion .I mental limit, the exposure process streams; 0m.r LO”llllY.“ll 
Wlk n nrmg “alum of that employee shell be d. During emergencies 
from 2 10 n measured at least once when concentrations of 
LI - Ih Pm. tw IH ml” every wk. control measures CDmpn.lt airborne nitriles might shall be initiated, and the exceed the recom- 
L. - ,I?, PELl for Dlnr CO”,,llY.“,,. *Ilk n employee shall be notified mended environmental 
ilmnp “,I”. from of the exposure and of the limits. 
2cc.n control measures being e. Whenever a self- 
Em - Ihall llDl .mnd I implemented. Such contained breathing 
3. When the 
monitoring shall continue apparatus is supplied 
additive for- until 2 consclcutivs for escape purposes, 
mula exceeds 1 
determinations, at least 1 the respirator shall 
for compounds 
wk apart, indicate that be operated in the 
with celling 
employee exposure no pressure-demand or 
limits, ex- 
longer exceeds the continuous-flew mode. 
posure shall be recommended environ- 
reduced even if mental concentration limit; 
5. The employer shall ensure 
none of the quarterly monitoring shell 
that employees are 
individual then bs resumed. 
properly instructed in the 
limits are 7. Employees [hall be given 
use of respirators assigned 
to them and in how to test 
exceeded. the opportunity to observe for leakage, proper fit, end 
4. Workplace air eny monitoring conducted 
samples shall based on the NIOSH 
proper operation as judged 
by quantitative fit tests. 
ba collected recommendations. Duantitetive faceseal fit 
and analyzed test procedures using 
for nitriles as sodium chloride, dioctyl 
described in phthalate, or the 
Appendix I, or equivalent shall be used. 
4w 
- 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUE- 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. .’ (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS / UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
WAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .4’ 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppml 
Nitriles 
(continuedl 
by any method 
shown to be at 
least equivalent 
in accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity. 
For full-facepiece cartridge 
respirators, the maximum 
allowable leakage is 2% of 
the test atmosphere. 
6. The employer shall provide 
respiretors in accordance 
with Tables l-2 and l-3, 
end shall ensure that 
employees use the 
respirators properly when 
they are required. 
7. When a self-contained 
breathing apparatus is 
permitted in accordance 
with thea tables. it shah 
be used pursuant to the 
following requirements: 
a. The employer shall 
provide initial training 
and refrasher courses 
on the use, mainte- 
nance, and function 
of a self-contained 
breathing apparatus; 
8. Emergancy equipment 
shall be located et clearly 
identified stations within 
the work area and shall be 
adequate to permit all 
employees to escape safely 
from the aree. Protective 
equipment suitable for 
emergency use shall be 
located at clearly identified 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 
WORK EXWSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
;i D. OTHER qEDUlREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ~ (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 462 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK :I 
rlONAL 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS RECIUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS rnglm3 (ppm) 
Nitriler 
(continud 
stations outside the work 
area. 
Hygiana practicr 
9. Sanitation measures 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
j! 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
[REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATI~NALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE : (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
I 
; EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
4.Nitrobiphenyl 11 1. Physical exam, with attn to: At bast annually 1. Retain for the duration 
(1910.1993,11/78) a. Reduced immunocompetence; 1. SameasinA. of employment for all : 
b. Steroid or cytotoxic authorized employees and all 
treatments; employees considered for 
c. Pregnancy; assignment to regulated areas. 
d. Smoking. 2. Upon termination of 
2. Personal, family, and occupational employment, including 
histories. including: retirement or death, or in 
a. Genetic factors; the event that the employer 
b. Environmental factors. ceases to do business without 
a successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 1 
shall be forwarded by , 
registered mail to the 
Director of NIOSH. 
3. Provide upon request to 
employees, DMR, the 
Assistant Sec., and Director 
of NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure; 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 456 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE1 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
&HA STANDARDS 
CNicrObiphWyl 
~1910.1M3~ 
I ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARD mglm3 fppm) - 
I 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. A regulated area shall 
be established where 
4-nitrobiphenyl is 
manufactured, processed, 
used, repackaged, released, 
handled, or stored. 
2. Access shall be restricted 
to authorized employees 
only. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
Protective dothing 
1. In operations involving 
“laboratory-type hoods,” 
or where 4nitrobiphenvl is 
contained in an otherwise 
“closed system,” but is 
transferred, charged, or 
discharged, employees shall 
be provided with, and 
required to wear, clean, 
full-body protective 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, 
or long-sleeved shirt and 
pants), shoe covers, and 
gloves prior to entering the 
regulated area. 
1. Any changes in operations 
shall be reported in writing 
within 15 calendar davs of 
the change. 
2. The report shall include 
a brief description and 
inplant location of the area 
regulated and the address 
of each regulated area; the 
name end other identifving 
information as to 
the presence of 
Qnitrobiphenyl in each 
regulated area; the number 
of employees in each area 
during normal operations 
and maintenance activities; 
and the manner in which 
4-nitrobiphenyl is present. 
2. Prior to each exit from a 
regulated area, employees 
shall be required to remove 
and leave protective 3. Incidents resulting in 
clothing and equipment at release of 4nitrobiphenyl 
the point of exit and at the into any area where 
last exit of the day, to employees may be exposed 
place used clothing and shall be reported within 
I 
equipment in impervious 
I 
24 hrs to the nearest 
containers at the ooint OSHA Director. 
of exit for purposes of 
decontamination or 
4. A written report shall be 
disposal. The contents of 
filed within 15 days of 
such impervious containers 
such an incident, and shall 
shall be properly identified. 
include a specification of 
the amount of material 
1 Rapiratory potaction released, the amount of 
time involved, and an 
explanation of the 
procedure used in 
determining this figure; a 
3. Employees engaged in 
4nitrobiphenyl handling 
operations involving 
transfer from a clored 
Yes 
P 
:: 
WC 
OT 
R I 
KC 
SE 
Y0S 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
1. Open vessel system 
operations are 
prohibited. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC I C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT /i REQUIREMENTS I REQUIREMENTS / D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO : FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FORi OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR DSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
.jVHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. I (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
., 
i’ 
‘I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .45i? 
WORK EXPOSURE / 
(REFERENCE 
ANDDATE) 1 ’ ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR / 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS ~ mg/m3 (ppml 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
RECIUIREMENTS INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS I 1 
CNitfobiphmyl 
(continudl 
L 
I7 system, charging or i description of the area 
discharging point ! involved and the extent of 
operations, or otherwise known employee exposure: 
opening a closed system any medical treatment 
shall be provided with, given or surveillance 
and required to wear, a implemented: an analysis 
half-face. filter-type of the circumstances of the 
respirator for dusts, mists, incident; and measuras I 
and fumes in accordance taken to avoid further 
with 1910.134. A releases. 
respirator affording higher 
/ 
levels of protection may be 
substituted. 
Hygiona prstica 
4. Personal hygiene measures 
specified for work within 
isolated systems, for 
work in closed system 
operations, and for work 
involving transfer from a 
closed system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
Nitroglycerin and Ethylene 
glycol dinitrate 
(NIOSH 78-167,6/78) 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
:OR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
lECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE~FOR 
3ECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
YHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
3EGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
JNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Comprehensive medical and work 
histories, with special attn to: 
a. Disorders of the cardiovascular 
system. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Cardiovascular system; 
b. Central and peripheral nervous 
system; 
c. Skin. 
3. Record: 
a. Pulse rate; 
b. BP; 
c. ECG at rest, during, and after 
exercise (Master’s test). 
4. Ability to use positive pressure 
respirator. 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS / 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
ICCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ! 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR I OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), / RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIOrJS), OR FOR 
)R FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
4UTHORlZED EMPLOYEES 
FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
ITHERWISE STATED. 
Semi-annually 
1. Same as in A.1, 2, 
and 3. 
Daily (ideally) 
2. Pulse rate. 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ‘~ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ,, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
nation of employment for 
all exposed employees. 
2. Include environmental 
exposure records. 
3. Shall be available to the 
DMR of the Sec. of HHS, 
of the Sec. of Labor, of 
the employer, and of the 
employee. 
1. In the event of illness known 
or suspected to be due to NG 
o’r EGDN: 
a. Same as in A.2. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE ~ 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING RECORDKEEPING 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS n-a/m3 bm) 
Vitroglycerin and 
Ethylene glycol 
iinitrne 
:NIOSH 70167. 6176) 
1. Ceiling limit I Industrial hygiana rurvay 1. IH survey records shall be 
for26 min: : 
0.1. 
,, 1. Each employer with a 
” place of employment a daily change of clean 2. Environmental monitoring 
2. Procedures for ’ where NG, EGDN, or work clothing intended to records shall be retained 
a mixture of these 
the collection 1 explosives containing these minimize access of dust to ’ for at least 30 yrs after 
compounds at a 
and analysis of compounds are manu- the skin of employees in the employee’s last occu- 
concentration above 
workroom air factured, processed, areas where NG or EGDN pational exposure to NG or 
the action level, or 
samples for handled, stored, or are present. j EGDN. 
dermal contact with 
1 
compliance otherwise used shall 
these compounds. 
2. Work clothing shall be 
with the determine by an IH survey 
i 3. These records shall include 
changed immediately when the dates and times of 
2. Ignition and detonation 
recommended whether occupational ! 
hazard exists. 
standard shall exposure to NG or EGDN 
soiled with liquid NG or measurements, job 
EGDN. function and location of 
be as provided may occur. 
in Appendix I, i 3. Rubber or plastic gloves / the empfovee within the 
or by any 
2. Surveys shall be repeated with e cotton lining or worksite, methods of 
method shown 
at least annually and sampling and analysis used, 
to be at least 
within 30 days of any ~ 
plain cotton gloves shall be 
process or engineering 
provided for employees types of respiratory 
equivalent in who may have skin contact 
protection in use at 
precision, 
change. with NG or EGDN. the time of sampling, 
sensitivity, Penonal monitoring 
environmental concen- 
4. The gloves shall be changed 
accuracy, and 
trations found, and 
3. If it is determined that at least daily. Cotton identification of the 
safety to those there is occupational gloves shall be changed exposed employee. 
specified. exposure to NG or EGDN, immediately if they 
the employer shall institute become contaminated with 4* Each emp’oyee Iha” be 
e program of personal liquid NG or EGDN. able to obtain information 
monitoring to measure or on his or her own 
permit calculation of 
5. Since natural and synthetic environmental exposures. 
the exposure of each 
rubber are pervious to NG 
employee. Source and area 
and EGDN. unlined gloves 5. Environmental monitoring 
made of these materials records shall be made 
monitoring may be used to available to DR of the Sec. 
supplement personal 
should not be used. 
of Labor and of the Sec. of 
monitoring Respiratory protution HHS. 
4. Each operation in each 6. When permissible, the 
work area shall b-a employer shall provide 
evaluated at Nest every 3 respirators in accordance 
mos for conditions that with Table I-1 and shall 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER IjEGUlREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ,, FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
/ JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
1, RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
: 
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SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AN0 DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Nitroglycerin and 
Ethylene glycol 
dinitrata 
(continued) 
contact in addition to air 
sampling, if considered 
7. Nonsparking parts, such as 
5. If an employee is found to those made of bronze, 1 I 
be exposed to NG or brass, or plastic, shall ba 
EGON in excess of the ! used where steel or iron is 
recommended environ- ! normally used on any 
mantel limit, control I respiratory protective 
measures shall be initiated device. 
immediately, the exposure 
of that employee shall be 
Hygiam prwtius 
measured at least weekly, 8. Sanitation measures 
and the employee shall be specified. 
notified of the extent of 
the exposure and of the 
control measures being I 
implemented. Such 
monitoring shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 
determinations, 1 wk 
apart, indicate that the 
employee’s exposure no 
longer exceeds the 
recommended anviron- 
mental limit. Routine 
monitoring may then be 
resumed. 
452 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING , 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
[REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
‘; WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS IFOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
N-Nitrosodimethylamine i 1. Physical exam, with attn to: At least annually !. Retain for the duration 
(1910.1016,11/78) a. Reduced immuno-competence; 1. SameasinA. of employment for all 
b. Steroid or cytotoxic treatment; authorized employees and all 
c. Pregnancy; employees considered for 
d. Smoking. assignment to regulated areas. 
2. Personal, family, and occupational 2. Upon termination of 
histories, including: employment, including 
a. Genetic factors; retirement or death, or in 
b. Environmental factors. the event that the employer 
ceases business without a 
true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
Director. 
3. Provide upon request to 
employees, OMR, the Sec. of 
OSHA, and the Director of 
NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment in 
the specific exposure. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ,463 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
’ 1. A regulated area shall Protoctiva clothing 1. Open vessel systam 
be established where 
n-nitrosodimethylamine is 
1. In operations involving shall be reported in writing operations arli 
“laboratory-type within 15 calendar days of prohibited. 
manufactured, processed, 
used, repackaged, released, 
hoods,” or where the change. 
handled, or stored. 
2. Access shall be restricted 
to authorized personnel. 
n-nitrosodimethylamine is 2. The report shall include 
contained in an otherwise a brief description and 
“closed system,” but is inplant location of the area 
transferred, charged, or regulated and the address 
discharged, employees shall of each regulated area; the 
be provided with, and name and other identifying 
required to wear, clean, information as to 
full-body protective the presence of 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, n-nitrosodimethylamine in 
or longsleaved shirt and each regulated araa; the 
pants), shoe covers, and number of employees in 
gloves prior to entering the each regulated area during 
regulated eraa. normal operations, 
2. Prior to each exit from a including maintenance 
regulated area, employees activities; and the 
shall be required to remove manner in which 
and leave protective n-nitrosodimethylamine is 
clothing and equipment present in each regulated 
at the point of exit end at area. 
the last exit of the day, to 3. Incidents resulting 
place used clothing and in release of 
equipment in impervious n-nitrosodimethylamine 
containers et the point of into any area where 
exit for purposes of employees may be exposed 
decontamination or shall be reported within 
disposal. The contents of 24 hrs to the nearest 
such impervious containers OSHA Director. 
shall beproperly identified. 
Respiratory protection 
3. Employees engaged in 
n-nitrosodimethylamine 
handling operations 
4. A written report shall ba 
filed within 15 days after 
such an incident, and shall 
include a specification of 
the amount of material 
464 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
1 ;;;;;;;;;OR OSHA 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. : 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 455 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS ma/m3 fppm) 
N-Nitrawdi- 
ntethylunine 
fcontinued) 
involving transfer from a 
closed system, Charging 
or discharging point 
operations, or otherwise 
opening a closed system 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, a 
half-face, filter-type 
respirator for dusts, mists, 
and fumes in accordance 
with 1910.134. A 
respirator affording higher 
levels of protection may be 
1 substituted. 
I 
I Hygirn practka 
4. personal hygiene measures 
specified for work within 
isolated systems, for 
work in closed system 
operations, and for work 
involving transfer from a 
closed system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
released, the amount of 
time involved, and an 
explanation of the 
procedure used in 
determining this figure; a 
description of the area 
involved and the extent of 
kncmm employee exposure; 
any medical treatment 
given or surveillance 
implemented; an analysis 
of the circumstances of the 
incident; and measures 
taken to avoid further 
releases. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REGUIREMENTS. 
(REFERENCL AND DATE) / FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA ,’ WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
UNLESSoTHERWISE STATED. Noise 
(NlOSH 73-11001,8/72) 
1. Baseline audiogram, which 
includes: 
a. Aural medical history; 
b. Last exposure to high level 
audiometric calibration data. 
I noise; 2. See pp l-Band 7 of 
c. Number of hours since Reference for specific 
exposure; 
d. Type of exposure; 
e. Noise level, if known. 
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1 
I, 
I 
I I 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND DATE) 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS I 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
R0BUlREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mQ/m3 fppm) 
Noiw 1. Occupational , 1. Daily noise exposures shall 1. If noise exposures exceed 1. Maintain environmental 
(NIOSH 73-11001, ’ exposure shall be determined on the basis ’ the limits, ear protectors exposure monitoring 
8172) be controlled of measurements made shall be provided and used , records for a period of 
so no worker , with a sound level meter in conjunction with an 10 yrs. 
shall be conforming as a minimum audiometric testing 
exposed in 
2. When exposure times of II 
to the requirement of the program. 
excess of the American National 
less than 8 hrslday ere 
2. Use of personal protective 
limit described Standard Specification for 
required in a specific work I 
as line B in Sound Level Meters, S1.4 
equipment to prevent noise area or ear protection is 
Figure I-1. (1971) Type S2A. and set 
exposure in excess of usad to meet the exposure 
prescribed limits is limits, records of the 
2. New instal- to use an A-weighted slow authorized only until method of control shall be 
lations shall be response. engineering and admini- maintained. j 
designed so 2. All measurements shall be strative controls and I / 
that noise made with the sound level procedures can be / 
exposure does meter at a position which implemented to maintain I , 
notexceedthe most closely approximates the noise exposures within 
/ 
limitsdescribed the noise levels at the head prescribed limits. 
as line A in position of the employee 
Figure I-1. 
3. Any ear protector used by 
during normal operations. an employee shall reduce 
3. For exposures 3. An acoustical calibrator the effective noise level to 
consisting of accurate within 21 d5 shall which he/she is exposed so 
two or more be used to calibrate the his/her noise exposure is 
periods of sound level meter on each within the permissible 
exposure at day that noise measure limit. 
different levels, ments are taken. 
the Daily Noise 
4. Insert-type ear protectors 
Dose, D, shall 
shall be fitted by a person 
not be 
trained in this procedure. 
exceeded fuse 5. Inspection procedures to 
line A or S for assure propar issuance, 
computing, as maintenance, and use 
applicable). of personal protective 
4. At no time 
equipment shall be 
shall any 
established by the 
employer. 
worker be 
exposed to 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE j A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 1~ FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
‘i JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATIONS~, OR FOR THOSE 
I 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES MB 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Noise 
kontinued) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
effective 
noise levels 
exceeding 115 
dBA-Slow. 
5. Daily noise 
dose: 
Cl 3 % 
-+-+ “’ i- TlT2 n 
where 
c,.c.J....c, 
are the actual 
durations of 
exposure for 
an employee at 
the various 
noise levels; 
T,.TZ..... 
T, are the 
respective 
duration limits 
obtained from 
Figure l-l; and 
D is the Daily 
Noise Dose. 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
5. The employer shall provide 
training in the proper care 
and use of all personal 
protective equipment. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
P 
ii 
NC 
3T 
R I 
KC 
SE 
ADDITIONAL 
IYFORMATION 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
‘, OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Organotin compounds 
(NIOSH 77-115, 1 l/76) 
II 
1. Comprehensive medical and work ’ Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain at least 5 yrs after If adverse hrrlth effects srrn 
histories. I 1. Same as in A.1 and 2, termination of employment 1, Appropriate medical services. 
2. Complete physical exam, with with the exception of 1 for all employees exposed. 
neurologic exam, as ~ 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
In an emergency 
attn to: 1 
a. 14” x 17” post/ant chest DBRP. the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
, 2.. Examination to determine 
I need for treatment, with attn 
X-ray; of Labor, of the employer, to: 
b. FVC and FEVl .O; I and of the employee. a. Eyes; 
c. SGOT, SGPT, and any other ; b. Lungs. 
tests of hepatic function, as 1 
DBRP; 
d. Eye exam, including tests for: 
i. Visual acuity; 
ii. Color vision; 
iii. Pupillary reactions; 
iv. Glaucoma; 
v. Possibility of choked disc; 
e. ECG (for 240 yrs old); 
f. Prior history of increased 
intracranial pressure; 
g. If spinal fluid is measured, 
then perform Quekenstedt 
maneuver; 
h. Urinalysis. 
3. Ability to use positive or negative 
pressure respirator. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Drgenotin compounds 1. TWA:O.l. lndustriel hygiene survey Protective clothing 1. IH survey records shall be Yes Yes Yes 1. Organotin = the group 
~NI~SH 77-115,11/76) 2. Environmental 1. Employers shall conduct 1. The employer shall provide maintained. of compounds having 81 
samples shall an IH survey at locations protective clothing 2. Employers or their least 1 covalent bond 
be collected where organotins are impervious to organotins successors shall keep between carbon and 
and analyzed released into workplace air to prevent skin and eye records of environmental tin. 
as described in to determine whether contact. monitoring for each 2. Occupational 
Appendices I exposure to airborne 2. The employer shall provide employee for at least 6 yrs exposure = exposure to 
and II, or by concentrations of appropriate impervious after the individual’s organotin compounds 
any methods orgsnotin is in excess of clothing, including gloves, employment has ended. at concentrations in 
shown to be at the action level. 
least equivalent 
aprons, suits, boots, or face 3. These records shall include excass of the action 
in accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
2. Surveys shall be repeated shield (8 in minimum) and the name and SSN of the level. 
at least annually and goggles end shall ensure employee being monitored, 3. Action level = 112 the 
within 30 days of any that employees wear duties end job locations TWA. 
process change likely to protective clothing where within the work site, dates 
result in an increase of needed to prevent skin of measurements, sampling 
airborne orgsnotin contact. end analytical methods 
concentrations. Eye protection used and evidence for their 
Pusonel monitoring accuracy, duration of 3. The employer shall provide sampling, number of 
3. If it has been determined chemical safety goggles or samples taken, results of 
that the environmental face shields and goggles analyses, TWA concen- 
concentration of and shall ensure that trations based on these 
organotins might exceed employees wear the samples, and any personal 
the action level, the protective equipment protective equipment in 
employer shall institute a during any operation in use by the employee. 
program of personal which organotins may 
monitoring to identify and enter the ayes. 4. Records for each 
measure the exposure of employee, indicating date 
each employee occu- 
Respiretory protection of employment with the 
pationally exposed to 4. Respiratory protective company and changes in 
orgenotins. equipment shall be used job assignment, shall be 
during the time necessary kept for the same 5-yr 
4. Source and area monitoring to install or test the duration. 
may be used to supplement required engineering 
personal monitoring. 
5. The employer shall make 
controls; for operations these records available 
5. If an employee is found such as maintenance end upon request to DR of the 
to be exposed above the 
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BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA i WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ’ 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
)rgenotin compounds 
continued) 
action level, the exposure repair activities causing Assistant Sec. of Labor for 
of that employee shall be brief exposure et concen- OSHA or of the Director 
monitored at least once trations in excess of the of NIOSH. 
every 3 mos. TWA concentration limit; 
during emergencies when 
6. Employees or DR shall 
6. If en employee is found have access to information 
to be overexposed, the concentrations of airborne on their own exposures. 
exposure of thet employee organotins might exceed 
shall be measured at least 
the TWA concentration 
once every wk. control 
limit; and when 
measures shall be initiated, 
engineering controls are 
end the employee shall be 
not feasible to maintain 
notified of the exposure atmospheric concen- 
and of the control 
trations below the TWA 
measures being concentration limit. 
implemented. Such 5. The employer shall provide 
monitoring shall continue respirators in accordance 
until 2 consecutive with Table I-1 end shall 
determinations. at least ensure that employees use 
1 wk apart, indicate that the respirators provided. 
the employee’s exposure 
no longar exceeds the 6. When a self-contained 
recommended environ- breathing epparatus is 
mental concentration 
permittad in accordance 
limit; quarterly monitoring 
with Table l-l, it shall be 
may then be resumed. used pursuant to the 
following requirements: 
7. The employee or DR shall 
be givan the opportunity 
a. The employer shall 
to observe any measure- 
provide initial training 
and refresher courses 
ment conducted in 
accordance with this 
on the use, 
section. 
maintenance, and 
function of self- 
contained breathing 
apparatus; 
b. If the self-contained 
breathing apparatus 
is operated in the 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHDRlZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES [FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYP” FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
lrgmotin compounds 
continued) 
negativedemand mode, 
a supervisor shall check 
employees and ensure 
that the respirators 
have been properly 
adjusted prior to use; 
c. Whenever a self- 
contained breathing 
apparatus is supplied 
for escape purposes, 
the respirator shall 
be operated in the 
pressure-demand mode. 
7. Emergancy equipment 
shall be located at clearly 
identified stations within 
the work area and shall be 
adequate to permit all 
employees to escape safely 
from the area. Protective 
equipment suitable for 
emergency use shall be 
located at clearly identified 
stations outside the work 
area. 
Hygien precticr 
6. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
416 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPlNG 
WORK EXPOSURE ’ A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ~ FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
, RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
SOLO TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
I WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 1 REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. [FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Oxides of nitrogen 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually 1. Retain records and X-rays 
(NIOSH 76-149,3/76) histories. 1. Same as in A, except 20 yrs after termination of 
2. Pulmonary function tests: A.4. employment for all persons 
a. Auscultation of chest; involved in work involving 
b. FVC and FEVl.0. exposure. 
3. Ability to use positive or negative 
2. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
pressure respirator. of Labor, of the employer, 
4. 14” x 17” post/ant chest X-ray. and of the employee. 
5. Other pulmonary function 
evaluations: 
a. Pulmonary compliance and 
diffusion studies. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 lppm) 
Oxides of nitrogen 
(NIOSH 76.149,3/76) 
1. Ceiling limit 1. Workers employed in areas Eye protection 1. IH survey records shall be Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
for 15 min where oxides of nitrogen 1. Cup-type or rubber-framed retained for at least 20 yrr exposure = exposure to 
for nitrogen are manufactured, stored, after termination of an oxides of nitrogen at 
dioxide (NOg): transported, handled, or 
goggles, equipped with 
1 .B I1 L produced as byproducts of 
approved impact-resistant individual worker’s concentrations equal to 
work operations shall not 
glass or plastic lenses, shall employment. or above l/2 the PELs. 
2. TWAfor be worn whenever there is 
be considered es occu- 
2. The employer shall keep 
nitrogen oxide: 
30 (25). pationally exposed to 
danger of eye contact, such records of all envirorr 
oxides of nitrogen if it has 
as working with pipelines, mental monitoring of 
3. Since nitrogen been determined, on the 
valves, etc., which might oxides of nitrogen. The 
dioxide rarely basis of an IH survey 
leak and spurt liquid records shall include not 
exists inde carried out by the 
nitrogen dioxide or nitric only the determined 
pendent of 
oxide. 
employer or the judgment 
concentrations of oxides 
nitric oxide in of a compliance officer, 2. Metal- or plastic-rlm safety 
of nitrogen but also shall 
the workplace that workers are not spectacles with 
include a description of 
air, a sufficient exposed to oxides of unperforated side shields, 
monitoring and analytical 
number of nitrogen greater than 112 or suitable all-plestic safety 
methods. In addition, the 
samples shall of the 1-ppm ceiling limit goggles may be used where 
records shall include a 
be taken to of nitrogen dioxide or continuous eye protection 
listing of the type of 
determine a 112 of the 25-ppm TWA is desirable. 
respirator and other 
ceiling concen- 
personel protective 
limit of nitric oxide. Rrpiratory protection 
tration for 
equipment, if any, worn 
nitrogen 2. An IH survey of the work ‘4. When permissible, the 
by employees. 
dioxide and a area shall be made when employer shall provide 
TWA for nitric equipment changes, 
3. The monitoring records 
employees with respirators shall identify the 
oxide in order process modifications, or in accordance with employees for whom 
to characterize workrite changes may Table I-1 and shall ensure breathing zone air samples 
the worker’s reasonably be expected to that employees use the were collected. 
exposure to increase the concentrations respirators in a proper 
of the oxides of nitrogen manner. 4. The employer shall make the oxides of such records available to 
nitrogen. above the levels defining 
occupational exposure. 
5. Wherever bulk nitrogen DR of the Sec. of HHS, of 
4. Procedures for dioxide or nitric oxide is 
collection and 3. If, from the results of en stored or is introduced into 
the Sec. of Labor, and to 
enelysir of IH survey or the judgment an operation or process 
the employee or former 
employee. 
environmental of a compliance officer, from a source under 
samples shall there is occupational pressure, the employer 
5. The employer shall keep 
be as provided exposure to oxides of shall store emergency and 
the records of all environ- 
nitrogen, the employer escape-type respirators mental monitoring of the 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
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REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 bpm) 
Oxidas of nitrogen 
fcontinuedl 
for in 
Appendices I 
and II, or by 
any method 
shown to be 
equivalent in 
precision, 
accuracy, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specif iad. 
shall monitor the environ- so that they are readily levels of oxides of nitrogen 
mental concentrations of accessible to each for each employee for 
the oxides of nitrogen at employee. whom breathing zone air 
least semiannually, except 6. The employer shall assign samples were collected for 
as indicated by a PIH. at least 20 yrs after the an employee to a job 
4. Environmental monitoring which requires the wearing 
employee’s employment is 
terminated. 
of the workplace shall of a respirator for 
be carried out by the protection against oxides 
employer within 30 days of nitrogen only with a 
after installation of a new medical evaluation of the 
process or within 30 days employee’s physical ability 
after equipment changes, to safely perform his or her 
process modifications, or duties while wearing a 
tiorksite changes. respirator. 
5. If the measurements of 7. The employer shall 
the environmental con- periodically monitor the 
centrations of oxides of use of respirators to ensure 
nitrogen in a work area that the proper type of 
indicate that the levels respirator is being worn 
of either nitrogen dioxide in a satisfactory manner. 
or nitric oxide exceed the 
prescribed limits, the 
8. The employer shall 
periodically evaluate the 
employer shall install effectiveness of the 
appropriate engineering respiratory protection 
controls and shall monitor program and eliminate any 
the environmental deficiencies. 
concentrations of oxides of 
nitrogen in the work area 
at intervals of 16 days until 
the results of at least 2 
consecutive monitoring 
have demonstrated that the 
environmental concen- 
trations of oxidas of 
nitrogen are below the 
prescribed limits. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), ! AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ; EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ; EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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OBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND DATE) PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Oxidas of nitrogan 6. The minimum number of 
fcontinuad) representative ceiling 
determinations for 
nitrogen dioxide and TWA 
exposure determinations 
for nitric oxide for an 
operation or process shall 
km based on variations in 
exposures and production 
schedules, considering the 
number of workers 
exposed as suggested in 
the table below or as 
indicated bv a PIH. 
Number of 
Employees Minimum Number 
Exposad to of Air Samples 
Oxides of to be Collected 
Nitrogen and Analyzed 
l-20 56% of the total 
number of workers 
21-100 10 plus 25% of the 
excess over 30 
workers 
>lOO 30 plus 6% of the 
exoess over 100 
workers 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REGUIREMENT I REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS ! 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE(FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOI 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ’ OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE E:JTHORIZEO 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EwLoYEEs (FOR STAN~AROS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. , ~ (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS j UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STA-, ED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 
Parathion 1. Comprehensive medical and work ~ Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain 5 yrs after termination 1. In the event of associated 
(NIOSH 76190,6/76) histories, to exclude from assign- I 1. Same as in A.1 and 2. of employment for all illness: 
ment those with histories of: I employees exposed. a. Appropriate medical 
a. Glaucoma; i Biological monitoring 
2. Shall be available to DMR of services. 
b. Cardiovascular disease; 
I/ 2. Employees who are to 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. In an emergency 
c. Hepatic disease; be occupationally 
of Labor, of.the employer, 
d. Renal disease; 
2. First aid. 
exposed to the sub- 
and of the employee. 
e. CNS abnormalities. ‘, 3. Retain recordson preexposure stance shall have two 
2. Physical exam, emphasizing: preexposure erythro- baseline erythrocyte ChE 
a. Headache, dizziness, nausea, cyte ChE baseline activity or working baseline 
tightness of chest, dimness determinations, at ~ ChE activity and all ChE 
of vision, difficulty in focusing least 1 day apart, after activities measured during 
eyes. a period of 60 days has employment. 
3. Ability to use positive or negative elapsed without known 
pressure respirator. exposure to parathion. 
Those whose work 
histories preclude preex- 
posuredeterminations 
shall have working 
baselines performed. 
3. Within 60 days of 
promulgation of a 
standard, all present 
employees exposed to 
parathion shall have 
working baseline 
erythrocyte ChE 
activity determined. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Parathion 
INIOSH 761fKt,6/76) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
1. TWA: 0.05. 
2. Procedures for 
collection and 
analysis of 
environmental 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendices 
I and II, or 
by any method 
shown to be at 
least equivalent 
in accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity to 
three specified. 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. Each employer involved 
in the manufacture or 
formulation of parathion 
shall monitor environ- 
mental air levels of 
parathion at least monthly, 
except as specified other- 
wise by a PIH. 
2. If monitoring of an 
employee’s exposure to 
parathion reveals that 
he or she is exposed at 
concentrations in excess of 
the recommended TWA 
environmental limit, 
control maasures shall be 
initiatad and the employee 
shall be notified of his or 
l-tar exposure and of the 
control measurer being 
implamented to correct 
this situation. Monitoring 
shall continue until 2 
consecutive samplings, at 
least 1 wk apart, indicate 
that employee exposure no 
longer exceeds the TWA 
environmental limit. 
Monthly monitoring may 
than ba rasumad. 
3. Where filter-air enclosure, 
are used, air levels of 
parathion shall be regularly 
monitored to onsuro 
compliance with the 
standard. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
rrotactiva clothing 
1. Any employee who 
engages in filling, 
pouring, mixing, 
formulating, loading, 
applying, or otherwise 
handling parathion 
(including in open-system 
manufacturing processes) 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, 
protective head covering; 
goggles or face shield; 
impervious gloves; 
full-body coveralls, 
impervious apron, or 
imperviars rainsuit; and 
impervious footwear. 
2. Impervious doves should 
have raverse gauntlets 
and coveralls sharld be 
of a closely woven 
material fsiliconized 
fabric [nylon orcottonl 
is especially protective) 
without cuffs. 
3. Employees handling 
sealed, nonleaking 
containro of parathion 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, 
full-body coveralls and 
impervious gloves. 
4. Employeas operating 
open equipment for 
ground (non-aerial)- 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. Sampling records shall 
be maintained so that 
exposure information is 
available for individual 
employees. 
2. These records shall indicate 
the results of air sampling; 
the type of personal 
protective device, if any, in 
use by each employee at 
the time of sampling; and 
sampling and analytical 
methods. 
3. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental exposures. 
4. Records required by this 
saction shall be maintained 
for 5 yrs after the worker’s 
employment has ended. 
5. Shall be made available to 
the DR of the Sac. of HHS, 
of the Sac. of Labor, of 
the employer, and of the 
employee or former 
employee. 
YH 
I ii S T I 
i 
Yes 
P 
i 
WC 
OT 
R I 
KC 
s’ 
Yes 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
I. Occupational 
exposure = employ- 
ment in any area in 
which parathion or 
materials containing 
parathion, alone or in 
combination with other 
substances, is produced, 
packager’, processed, 
mixed, blended, 
handled, stored in larw 
quantities, or applied. 
2. Greatest danger to 
employee exposed is 
from skin contact. 
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6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE ’ A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDA?IONS). OR FOR 
‘I 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANOARDS . 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
/, REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Parathion 4. Subsequent to determi- 
(continued) nation of a preexposure 
or working baseline, 
each employee occu- 
pationally exposed to 
parathion shall have 
his erythrocyte ChE 
determined at 4-wk 
intervals, except for: 
mixers, loaders, ground 
applicators, flaggers, 
and manufacturing or 
formulating employees 
working with other 
than closed production, 
I mixing, blending, trans- 
fer and packaging 
systems-all of whom 
shall be tested at I-wk 
Intervals. This I-wk 
interval is reduced to 
3 days if an employee 
works with parathion 
for >12 hrsduring 
. . 
any workday. This 
continues until 1 work- 
week has elapsed 
without a workday 
exceeding 12 hrs. 
Employees who clean 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mdm3 bpml 
Parathion 
bntinuad) 
application of parathion 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, a 
protective head covering, 
preferably widebrimmed 
and waterproof, or face 
shield, impervious gloves, 
full-body coveralls or an 
impervious rainsuit. and 
impervious footwear. 
5. Employees applying 
parathion by closed- 
cockpit aircraft shall be 
provided with impervious 
gloves. Employees 
applying parathion by 
open-cockpit aircraft 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, 
full-body coveralls or 
. . impervious rainsuit, 
goggles, and impervious 
gloves. 
6. Employees acting as 
flaggers (other than those 
flagging from enclosuresl 
in the aerial application 
of parathion shall be 
provided with, and 
required to wear, full- 
body coveralls or 
impervious rainsuit, a 
protective head and neck 
covering (preferably 
wide-brimmed and 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
1 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ~, OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR ! OCCUPA’TIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
I0OLDTYP;;OR OSHA ; ~~ iii!ii!::~, ~~~~,, 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS) AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS) 
(FOR STANDARDS). UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
in loading operations 
shall be tested at 2-wk 
intervals. 
5. When enzymic activity 
of erythrocyte ChE is 
decreased to between 
60 and 70% of the 
employee’s preexposure 
baseline or working 
baseline level, the 
worker shall be advised 
of this finding and an 
indust;ial hygiene 
survey conducted. This 
includes assessment of 
the dermal exposure 
potential. Corrective 
action shall be taken. 
Said worker shall be 
removed from exposure 
and placed under 
medical observation. 
6. A removed worker 
shall not be allowed 
to return to work 
involving parathion 
OERP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
- 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppml 
Parathion waterproof), impervious 
bntinud) footwear, and impervious 
gloves. I I I I 
7. Where toxic residues 
present a reasonable 
potential for exposure, 
employees entering areas 
treated with parathion 
shall ba provided with, 
and required to wear, 
impervious gloves, 
full-body coveralls or 
impervious rainsuit, face 
shield if foliage is likely 
to contact the face, and 
impervious footwear. 
9. Employees (such as 
cleanup personnel1 
entering areas contami- 
nated with parathion 
shall be provided with, 
and required to wear, 
impervious gloves, 
full-body coveralls or 
impervious rainsuitr, 
impervious footwear, 
impervious apron, and 
such other personal 
protective equipment as 
may be required for 
adequate protection 
against the particular 
hazards presented. 
9. Laundry personnel 
handling clothing 
contaminated with 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUS- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
Kvi ,,“d ;;:;;,“,;-‘;;5”,‘“” 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ! RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN /, OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDSI, AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ~ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. I (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 1 
Parathion exposure until his 
(continued) erythrocyte ChE 
activity has returned 
to 75% of the working/ 
preexposure value or a 
I physician has approved 
j 
his return. 1, 
1 7. Each employee shall ~ 
be given a copy of the 1 
results of his initial and 
periodic tests, and any 1 I 
other results as soon 
I as possible, plus an 
interpretation. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
-I I I I IL 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
I 
I 
I I I 
Parathion 
bntind) 
parathion shall be 
provided with, and 
required to wear, 
impervious gauntlet 
gloves, impervious shoes, 
and, in addition to 
ordinary clothes, an 
impervious apron. 
10. The employer shall 
ensure that all personal 
protective devices are 
inspected regularly and 
maintained in clean and 
satisfactory working 
condition. 
11. Protective clothing shall 
not be taken home by 
employees. The employer 
shall provide for 
maintenance and 
laundering of protective 
clothing. 
Respiratory protection 
12. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table l-l and shall 
-ensure that the employee 
uses the respirator 
provided. 
P 
R 
WC” 
OT 
R I 
ADDITIONAL 
KC 
1NFORMATlON 
SE 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE ~ A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~TloN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
! 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
lREFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
EOLO TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 bpm) 
Parathion 
Icontinuadd) 
determine their ability to 
wear such devices. If it 
is determined that an 
employee cannot breathe 
adequately while wearing 
a respirator, the 
employee shall not be 
allowed to work in any 
operation requiring the 
use of a respirator. 
14. Canisters or cartridges 
shall be discarded and 
replaced with fresh 
canisters or cartridges 
in accord with the 
manufacturer’s specifi- 
cations; or if the odor of 
parathion, parathion- 
containing formulations, 
dilutents, emulsifiers, or 
solvents is detected while 
using the respirator; or if 
a breakthrough-indicator 
lif any) indicates the 
absorbent is saturated, 
whichever occurs first. 
Filters shall be changed 
whenever canisters or 
cartridges are changed, or 
after every 4 hrs of use, 
or if breathing becomes 
difficult, whichever 
occurs first. Unused 
canisters or cartridges 
shall be discarded and 
replaced when the seals 
are broken, or on the 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ’ OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ! (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
i 
!I 
I 1 
I 
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EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS / mg/m3 (ppml 
Parathion 
loontinuedd) 
expiration of the 
manufacturer’s recom- 1 
mended storage life if the 
seals are unbroken. 
15. Respirators, except 
cooled supplied-air type, 
shall not be used for 
more than 15 min if 
ambient temperature 
exceeds 65’F in the 
particular workplace 
except in emergencies. 
16. Where an emergency may 
develop which could 
result in overexposure of 
employees to parathion, 
the employer shall 
provide respiratory 
protection as indicated in 
Table I-1. 
17. The application of 
parathion formulations is 
not to be considered a 
nonroutine operation for 
which respirators may 
be used in exposure 
situations where the 
environmental limit is 
exceeded. 
Hygirnr pnctiaa 
16. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ! REOUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE1 FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECT TO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS~, OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), , RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
Pesticides (manufacture and 1. For those exposed to Groups I I I, 
At least annually 
1. Same as in A.2 and 3 
1. Retain examination and If adverse health affecta wan 
formulation of) I I, and I pesticides (see emergency treatment records 1. Appropriate medical services 
(NIOSH 78-174, 7/78) Reference). 
(see p. 8 of Reference 
for timing). 
30 yrs after termination of and surveillance. 
2. Comprehensive work and medical : 2. For those exposed to ~ 
employment for all employees fn an emerOIllcy 
histories, with emphasis on: i subject to exposure. organic phosphorus. i 2. First aid under the direction 
a. Hepatic system; 3. RBC ChE activity 
2. Include environmental of responsible physician. 
b. Renal system; determination, with 
exposure records. 
Within 1 mo after trrmination of 
c. Central nervous system; 3. Shall be available to DMR of method described in 
d. Glaucoma; the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
anployment 
Appendix II of 3. Same as in A. 
e. Cardiovascular disease; Reference or equivalent. : 
; of Labor, of the employer, 
f. Respiratory disease; 4. If R8C ChE <70% of 
and of the employee. 
g. Use of drugs; baseline: 
h. Any illness resulting from past a. Advise employee of 
exposures. finding; 
3. Comprehensive physical exam, b. Industrial hygiene 
with attn to: survey, unless cause 
a. Eyes; known and cor- 
b. Liver; rection begun. 
c. Kidneys; 5. If RBC ChE <60% of 
d. Lungs; baseline: 
e. Central and peripheral nervous a. Remove employee 
system. from potential ex- 
4. As DBRP: 
posure and place 
a. Chest X-ray; 
under medical 
b. Liver enzyme determination; 
observation. 
c. Urinalysis; 
b. Not allowed back to 
d. Pulmonary function. 
work with pesticide 
exposure until R8C 
5. Ability to use negative and ChE .75% of 
positive pressure respirators. baseline. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 4s6 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPDSuRE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING , PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
I -- 
bsticides (mmufactum 1. Varies with 
nd fonnulrtion of) each specific 
INIOSH 78-l 74.7/778) pesticida. 
Group, Ill, II, and I 1 Work clothing Groups Ill, II, end I Yes Yes Yes 
1. Employers shall conduct Group Ill 1. Survey data and 
a survey of the plant to documentation of i : ( 
determine: 
1. Employers shall provide 
a means for storing overexposure of any 
a. The names and contaminated work employee to pasticides or I 
approximate quantities clothing in a location any other chemical in 
of all pesticides used or separate from street the workplace shall be 
stored in the plant; clothing to prevent maintained for at least 
contamination of street 30 yrs after termination b. Places where pesticides of employment of the 
might escape from clothing. employee. 
containers or equip- Groups II end I 
ment and the expected 2. All records shall be stored 
distribution of pesticide 
2. All employees working in and accessible in a manner 
contamination in the 
potential exposure areas that permits comparison 
event of such escape; 
shall be required to wear between medical records 
the following: and exposure date. 
c. All locations and a. Washable socks and 
operations in which underwear; 
employees may be 
exposed to pasticldes 
b. Washable or 
and the nature of their 
disposable coveralls or 
potential exposure. 
pants and long-sleeved 
Airborne concen- 
shirts, aprons, or 
trations of pesticides 
other special 
to which workers are outerwear; 
exposed shall be c. Washable work 
measured; footwear or 
disposable footwear 
d. The movement and covers; 
location of pesticides in 
plant processes and 
d. Washable cap, if a 
hard hat is not 
storage. required. 
2. The survey shall be 
repeated at least annually. 
3. Employees shall be 
required to wear a clean 
set of work clothing each 
day. A complete second 
set of clean work 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
[REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE(FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES : EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. I 
= 
Pesticides (manufacture and 6. If exposed or to be exposed to 
formulation of) cholinesterase inhibitors (in ‘I 
(continued) Appendix I of Reference), 
determination of working or pre- I 
exposure baseline for RBC ChE 
activity (see p. 7 of Reference for 
further elaboration). 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONlTORlNG PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS n-q/m3 fppml 
Pesticides irnenufacture 
and formulation of1 
(continued) 
clothing shall be provided 
and used to replace any 
that become obviously 
contaminated during the 
workshift. 
4. Emplovers shall provide 
a means for storing 
contaminated work 
clothing from the time it 
is removed bv employees 
until its disposal or 
laundering. This means 
shall: 
a. Clearly identify 
the nature of 
contamination; 
b. Prevent the 
contamination from 
being disseminated. 
5. Employers shall also 
provide a means for the 
disposal or laundering 
of all contaminated 
garment% All persons 
engaged in laundering 
such garments shall be 
instructed as to the 
pesticide hazard. For 
garments worn while 
handling carbamates or 
OPs, laundering shall 
include presoaking in 
an alkaline solution 
(preferably of pH 10 or 
greater), washing, and 
subsequent rinsing. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ; REDUIREMENTS I REQUIREMENTS 1 D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL ANDDATE) 
MONITORING PROTEdTlVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
i4FORMATION 
OFHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Pesticides (manufacture Garments laundered by 
nd formulation of) 
Icontinued) 
other than the employer 
shall be reused only by 
the employer. 
Pwsonrl prottiivr rquipmmnt 
Group Ill 
6. Employees who may be 
exposed to pesticides in a 
dust or powdered form 
shall wear, in addition 
to their set of work 
clothing: 
a. Washable gloves. 
7. Employees who may be 
exposed to pesticides in a 
liquid or in a wet or 
hygroscopic solid form 
shall wear, in addition 
to their set of work 
clothing, the following: 
a. Chemical goggles, and 
where chemical burns 
are a hazard, a face 
shield; 
b. Gloves made of 
minimally permeable 
material; 
c. Footwear or footwear 
covers made of 
minimally permeable 
material; 
d. An apron or similar 
body covering made 
of minimally 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
‘esticides fmanufacturr 
rnd formulation of) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
m91m3 bpm) 
MONITORING 
REOUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
permeable material 
to prevent contami- 
nation of clothing; 
e. A type of hat 
whose configuration 
prevents spilled 
liquids from dripping 
on the neck or into 
the face of the 
wearer. 
9. All personal protective 
equipment shall be 
inspected at least 
quarterly by the 
employer to check 
for contamination, 
deterioration. or loss of 
function and shall ba 
replaced if necessary. 
Group II 
Group III requirements 
for Personal Protective 
Equipment apply with the 
following additions’and 
changes: 
9. Inspection frequency 
shall be at least monthly 
10. Personal protective 
equipment shall be 
cleaned or replaced each 
time it is used. Extra 
issues of clean protective 
equipment shall be 
provided and used to 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS I P 0 S T I 
E 
Z 
P 
R 
d 
DT 
R I 
KC 
: 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN / OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
.. STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STAhiDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Pesticides Imanufacture 
End formulation of) 
kontinud) 
replace any which 
become obviously 
contaminated during the 
workshift. 
11. Employers shall make 
appropriate provisions 
for the washing of 
personal protective 
equipment, including: 
a. Sink with running 
water; 
b. Decontamination 
solution to remove or 
neutralize pesticides; 
c. Disinfectant or 
sanitizing rinse; 
d. Drying rack or 
disposable towels. 
Group I 
Group II requirements 
for Personal Protective 
Equipment apply with the 
following changes: 
12. Inspection frequency 
shall be at least weekly. 
13. Employers shall be 
responsible for 
decontamination, 
sterilization, and 
maintenance of 
protective equipment. 
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(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
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I 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
AND DATE) 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS. mg/m3 fppm) 
_. 
‘asticidas fmanufactura Rapiniory protection 
nd formulation of) 
Iamtinwd) 
Groupa Ill and II 
14. Protection of employees 
from exposure to 
airborne pesticides may 
not be achieved by the 
use of respirators except: 
a. During the develop- 
ment, installation, 
testing, maintenance, 
or repair of required 
engineering controls; 
b. For conducting 
operations such as 
maintenance, repair, 
or cleanup of spills; 
c. During emergencies, 
16. Emplovers shall use 
exposure data to 
determine which 
locations and employees 
shell be provided with 
emergency-use 
respirators. 
16. Employers shall prepare 
written procedures for 
use of respirators. The 
procedures for each 
type of respirator shall 
include, but not be 
limited to, the following: 
a. By whom and where 
the respirator is to be 
worn; 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppm) 
Pmticidas bnanufacturr 
snd formulation of) 
(continuul) 
b. Limits as to materials 
and concentrations 
against which the 
respirator affords 
protection; 
c. Manner in which the 
respirator is to be put 
on, worn, and taken 
off; 
d. Frequency of 
servicing, disinfecting, 
cleaning, inspecting, 
and replacing parts of 
the raspirator; 
e. Manner and location 
of respirator storage. 
17. Employers shall maintain 
e written log for all 
nondisposable respirators 
which includes: 
a. Date of purchase; 
shelf-life information; 
b. Dates of issue, 
wearing and servicing, 
suitable identification 
of persons responsible 
for these actions; 
c. Dates and conditions 
of tests and 
inspections. 
18. Employers shall supervise 
the respiratory protective 
program according to the 
following schedule: 
a. Observe at least 
monthly each 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE.PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND OATEI 
r-1 D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
/ FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPosuRE (FOR! OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
i FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ~ 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR j OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR 60~ RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA , WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
lREFERENCE ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 bpm) 
Pesticides hnanufactura 
mnd formulation of) 
continued) 
employee wearing a 
non-emergency-use 
respirator while 
he/she is performing 
work tasks; 
b. Inspect each non- 
emergency-use 
respirator at least 
monthly; 
c. Inspect and test each 
emergency-use 
respirator at least 
monthly and after 
each use; 
d. Conduct a practice 
drill at laast quarterly 
with each employee 
who would wear 
emergency-use 
respirators. 
Group I 
Group I I requirements 
for Respiratory Protection 
apply with the following 
additions and changes: 
19. 18(a) and fb) inspection 
frequencies shall be at 
least weekly. 
20. Except for emergency- 
escape-use respirators, all 
respirators shall baa 
full-face, air-supplied or 
self-contained type, 
unless respirators of 
other types are certified 
under30CFR 11. 
. . i_ 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSUREtFOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Paticitbs (mmufa&urr 
md formulation of1 
lcontinud~ 
21. Quantitative fit tasts shall 
be administered to all 
employees who may 
be required to wear 
respirators. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
Hygiana practius 
22. Sanitation measures 
specified for all groups. 
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UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
Petroleum solvents (refined) 1. Comprehensive medical and work At least annually 1. Retain at least 30 yrs after In an emergency 
(NIOSH 77.192,7/77) histories. 1. Same as in A.1 and 2. 
; 
termination of employment 1. First aid, followed by Prompt 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: I( for all employees exposed. medical evaluation and care. 
a. Skin; 
I 2. Include environmental ~ 2. Observation for possibility of 
b. Liver function tests I exposure records. CNS depression. 
(e.g., SGOT); I 1 3. Shall be available to DMR of , / 
c. Complete blood count; the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. / 
d. Urinalysis; of Labor, of the employer, I 
e. CNS tests. and of the employee. 
3. Ability to use negative or positive 
pressure respirator. 
/ 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mu/m3 bpm) 
Patrolrum solvantr 
Irofirnd) 
[NIOSH 77192, 7177) 
1. TWAforaII Industrisl hygiano rutvry Protutive clothing 1. IH survey records shall be Ya YW Y#I 1. Refined petroleum 
petroleum 1. Workers are not considered maintained. solvents = petrolarm 
solvents except 
1. Appropriate protective 
to have occupational clothing, including 2. Records of environmental ather. rubber solvent, 
kerosana: 350. exposure to refined gloves, aprons, suits, monitoring shall be kept varnish makers’ and 
2. Ceiling limit petroleum solvents if boots, and face shields by the employer for at painters’ naphtha, 
for all environmental concen- (8 in minimum) with least 30 yrs. mineral spirits, 
petroleum trationr as determined on goggles, made of a stoddard solvents, and 
solvents except the basis of an IH survey material resistant to 
3. These records shall include kerosena. 
kerosene for 15 do not exceed the action refined petroleum 
the dates of measurements; 
job function and location 2. Action level for 
min: 1,899. level. solvents shall be provided 
for and worn by every 
of the employees at the petroleum ether, rubbe 
3. TWA for 2. Surveys shall be repeated worksite; sampling and solvent, and varnish 
kerosene: 199. at least once a yr and 
employee to limit skin 
analyticel methods used; makers’ and painters’ 
contact. naphtha = TWA of 
4. Prooeduras for within 39 days after any number, duration, and 
the collection process change likaly to 
2. In addition, the results of the samples 200 m&u m. 
and analvsis of 
result in increaser of protective clothing shall taken; TWA and ceiling 3. Action level for minera 
workroom air airborne refined petroleum 
also be fire-resistant. concentrations estimated spirits and stocklard 
samples shell 
solvant concentrations. 3. This type of clothing from these samples: type solvent = TWA of 
h, as provided fb~nd monitoring shall be worn by of personal protective 350 m&u m. 
in Appendices equipment used; and 
II, Ill,and IV, 
3. If there is occupational employees removing 4. Action level for 
or by any 
exposure to refined clothing from dry 
exposed emploveas’ names. kerosene = TWA of 
petroleum solvents, a cleaning machines or 4. Each employee shall have 100 m&u m. 
methodsshown proqam of personal performing spotting access to information on 
to be at Iea8t operations. his or her own environ- 
5. Occupational 
aquivalent in 
monitoring shall be 
mental exposures. 
exposure = exposure to 
precision and 
instituted to identify and 4. In addition to being petroleum solvents 
senritivitv to 
measure the exposures of solvent-resistant, the 5. Environmental records above the action level. 
the methods 
all employees who are gloves used in these shall be mede available to 
8fmcifiad. 
occupationally exposed. operations shall also be DR of the Sec. of Labor 
4. Monitoring of employee of sufficient length to and of the Sec. of HHS. 
exposures to airborne protect the forearms of 
refined petroleum solvents the employees. 
shall ba conducted at least 6. Unless protective 
every 8 mos. clothing is being worn, 
6. If monitoring of an the employer shall ensure 
employee’s exposure to a that a change of clothing 
refined petroleum solvent is immediately available 
to and used by any 
514 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Petroleum solunn 
lrefinedl 
k3ntinuadl 
revaelr that this employee employee whose clothes 
Is exposed at concen- become wetted with 
trations in excess of the solvents. 
appropriate environmental 
limit(r), control measures 
6. Where protective clothing 
shall be initiated, the 
is required, the employer 
employee rhell be notified 
shall provide the 
of the rxposurr and of the 
employee with separate 
control measures being 
storage facilities for work 
clothes end for street 
implemented to correct the 
situation, and the exposure 
clothes, preferably 
of that employee shall be 
separated by shower 
monitored at lrst once 
facilities. 
rwry 30 days. Such 
7. Safety showers and 
monitoring shall continue 
eyewash fountains 
until 2 consecutive 
shall be provided in 
samplings, at least 1 wk 
appropriate areas. These 
apart, indicate that the 
showers and fcuntainr 
rmployee’r exposure no 
shall be checked 
longer exceeds the 
periodically to ensure 
environmental limits. 
their proper working 
6emiannual monitoring 
condition. 
mmy thrn be nwrrted. Eyr potaction 
6. Chemical safety goggles 
(splash-proof) and face 
shields (6 in minimum) 
shall ba provided and 
worn in any operation 
in which there is 
reasonable probability of 
a solvent being splashed 
into the eyes. 
Respiratory protection 
9. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Tables I-1, l-2, and 
616 
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WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 1 -ii. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR I OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  ! RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN li OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  1: AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
; THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
~, THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
r EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. i (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS ’ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. I 
; UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
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1  
W O R K P L A C E  S U R V E I L L A N C E  
W O R K  
E X P D S U R  E  
( R E F E R E N C E  
A N D  D A T E )  
B O L D  T Y P E  F O R  
O S H A  S T A N D A R D S  
E N V I R O N M E N T A L  
S T A N D A R D  
r & m 3  (w-d  
M O N I T O R I N G  
R E G U I R E M E N T S  
P E R S O N A L  
P R O T E C T I V E  
R E C I U I R E M E N T S  
R E C O R D K E E P I N G  A D D I T I O N A L  
R E O U I R E M E N T S  I N F O R M A T I O N  
P e t r o l e u m  ro lwnn  
h f imd)  
kon t inuad)  
l -3  d e p e n d i n g  o n  the  
type of  so lvent  u s e d  a n d  
shal l  ensu re  that  the  
e m p l o y e e  uses  the  
appropr ia te  respi rator  
w h e n  n e e d e d .  
10 .  Respi ra tors  sha l l  b e  easi ly  
access ib le  in  work  a reas  
a n d  e m p l o y e e s  shal l  
b e  i n fo rmed  of  thei r  
locat ion.  
Hygbn r  P rac’tiar 
11 .  San i ta t ion  measu res  
speci f ied.  
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B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REGUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) .  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
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STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS).  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHEAWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Phenol 
(NIOSH 76196,6/76) 
1. Comprehensive medical history, 
with at least the pre-existing 
disorders of: 
a. Skin; 
b. Respiratory tract; 
c. Liver; 
d. Kidneys. 
As DBRP 
1. Same as in A. 
1. Retain at’least 1 yr after If dvrrla health l ffocts mal 
termination of employment 1.. Appropriate medical services 
for all employees exposed. and surveillance. 
2. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
In an amfgmcy 
of Labor, of the employer, 
2: Prompt first aid. 
and of the employee. 
2. Physical exam, with at least: 
a. Cardiovascular system; 
b. Respiratory tract; 
c. Liver; 
d. Kidneys; 
e. Skin; Q 
f. Blood test; 
g. Urine exam; 
h. Other tests, as DBRP. 
3. Ability to use negative or positive 
pressure respirator. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ‘ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppml 
Phenol 
INIOSH 76166.6176) 
1. TWA: 20. 1. Workplace area5 are not Protctive clothing 1. IH survey records shall be Y W  Yes Ye5 1. Occupationel 
2. Ceiling limit considered to have 
1. Protective clothing maintained. exposure = exposure 
for 15 min: occupational exposure to 
impervious to phenol 2. Records of all sampling to phenol at airborne 
60. phenol if airborne con- 
shall be provided to and analyses for phenol concentration5 
centration of phenol as prevent contact of exceeding 112 the PEL. 
3. Procedure5 for determined on the basis of phenol with the body 
shall be maintained for at 
calibration of an IH survey do not exceed surface. 
least 1 yr. Records rhall 
equipment, 10 mglcu m. 2. Employers shall provide 
indicate the type of 
sampling, end protective equipment and 
personal protective devices, 
analyris of 2. If occupational exposure 
if any, in use at the t ime of 
phenol samples 
occurs, an adequate 
clothing to employees 
sampling. Records shall be 
shall be as 
provided in 
Appendices I 
and II, or by 
any method 
shown to be 
equivalent in 
precision, 
accuracy, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
number of sample5 
when airborne phenol 
exceed5 the TWA. 
maintained 50 that the 
representative of the 
3. Employers shall provide, 
exposure of each employee 
exposure in the breathing 
and employees shall be 
can be classified or 
zone of the employees characterized. 
shall be collected to permit 
required to wear, gloves 
calculation of a TWA 
of neoprene, poly 3. All records shall be made 
ethylene, rubber, or available upon request to concentration exposure for 
a representative group of 
other material impervious 
employees in every work 
to phenol when working 
rb;; ;;;;f;;og;;h;f 
operation involving phenol. 
with phenol. Director of NIOSH. 
3. This shall be performed 
4. Employers shall provide, 
quarterly fore min imum 
and employees shall 
4. An employee’s exposure 
detenination end 
period of 1 yr until it is 
be required to wear, 
protective sleeves, 
exposure meerurement 
verified that occupational records shall be made 
exposure ha5 not occurred. 
aprons, jackets, trou5ers. available to the employee 
Thereafter, monitoring 
caps, and shoe5 when 
needed for protection 
or his DR upon request 
shall be perfonad from skin contact with 
by the employee to the 
annually unless there are 
change5 in the production 
phenol. These garment5 
employer. 
shall be made of a 
or process. When this 
occurs, monitoring shall 
material impervious to 
again be conducted to 
phenol. 
determine each employee’s 5. In emergencies or other 
exposure to phenol. circumstances involving 
4. Workplace environmental 
exposure to airborne 
sampler shall be taken 
phenol at concentrations 
within 30 days after 
in excess of 20 mglcu m, 
\ 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC c. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECT~OOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SUR)lElLLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Phenol 
fcontinuedl 
522 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
rnglm3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
installation of a new 
process or process change. 
5. Should environmental 
sampling indicate airborne 
phenol concentration5 
between 10 mglcu m  and 
20 m&u m, sample5 shall 
b-5 collected in accordance 
with Appendix I and 
analyzed in accordance 
with Appendix II, or by 
equivalent or better 
methods. 
6. For work ereas in which 
the phenol concentration 
exceeds 20 m&u m, 
corrective measures shall 
be initiated and monitoring 
shall be repeated on a 
weekly basir until 2 
consecutive sampling 
periods have rhown that 
/ airborne phenol concen- 
trationr have baen reduced 
to 20 m&u m  or below. 
T 
R 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
A  
RECORDKEEPING I 
REQUIREMENTS 
N 
I 
N 
full-body protective 
ClOthinQ shall be worn in 
addition to a respiratory 
protective device. The 
garment5 shall be of 
an impervious material 
and shall fit snugly about 
the wrists, neck, waist, 
and ankles. 
6. Employees handling 
drums, cans, or other 
containen of phenol shall 
wear impervious shoes 
or boots with safety 
toe-caps. Leather safety 
shoes shall be protected 
from splashes or spills 
by use of impervious 
covering such as rubbers. 
7. In unusual. nonroutine. 
or emergency circum- 
5tance5 which may 
involve occasional 
period5 of exposure 
to airborne phenol at 
concentrations in exce5s 
of 20 mg/cu m, clothing 
impcrviour to phenol 
vapor and aerosol shall be 
supplied bv employer5 
and shall be worn to 
supplement the required 
respiratory protection. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I! 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE I A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REOUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~~ioN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
~ RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
(FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
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SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS RECIUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
! 
PhMOl 
kontinued) 
Eye protactim 
8. Cup-type or rubber- 
framed chemical safety 
goggles shall be worn 
by employeas engaged in 
activities wherein it is 
likely that phenol may 
come in contact with 
the eye. With airborne 
phenol at concentrations 
in excess of 20 mglcu m, 
a full-face mask 
respiratory protective 
device is required which 
will also provide 
adequate eye protection. 
9. Full-length, plastic face 
shields shall be worn In 
addition to safety gogder 
for face protection when 
working at tasks where 
contact with phenol is 
likely. 
Rmpiratow protactim 
10. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table l-1 and shall 
ensure that the employee 
uses the respirator 
properly. 
11. Use of chemical 
cartridges and canisters 
more than once or for e 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
B. PERIODIC 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
/ c. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS / D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
I 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR I OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDAf lONS) ,  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ! OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED / THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
, EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
_ 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
* OTHERWISE STATED. 
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SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUM9ER 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) I ; ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/ma fppm) 
MONITORING 
REGUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REGUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Phenol 
(continue4 
period of time preater 
than that indicated in 
Table l-l shall be 
prohibited. 
12. Emergency equipment 
shall be located at well- 
marked and identified 
stations and shall be 
adequate to the needs of 
all personnel to escape 
from the area or to safely 
cope with the emergency 
on reentry. 
Hyfffrnr plaatfcm 
13. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
626 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
6. PERIODIC 1; C. RECORDKEEPING 
’ WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REGUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA .WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
Phosgene 
(N IOSH 76-l 73,2!76) 
1. Comprehensive medical and work I Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain 5 yrs after termination 
histories: 1. Same as in A.1 and 2, of employment for all 
a. Preexisting cardiovascular or except for A.2.b. employees exposed. 
pulmonary disorders. 2. Include chest X-rays for at 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: I least the 5 yrs preceding 
a. Pulmonary function, including termination of employment, 
; 
FVC, FEVl.0, and forced 
and the original preplacement 
mkfexpiratory flow X-rays. 
(FEF 25-75); 
3. Shall be available to DMR of 
b. Chest X-ray. ! 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
I 
3. Ability to use negative or positive 
pressure respirator. 
/ 
of Labor, of the employer, ~ 
and of the employee. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATEI 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Phos*na 
INIOSH 76-173,2/76) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
1. TWA: (0.1). 
2. Ceiling limit 
for 15 min: 
(0.2). 
3. Procedures for 
sampling, 
calibration of 
equipment, 
and analysis of 
environmental 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendices 
landll,orby 
any method 
shown to be 
equivalent in 
precision, 
accuracy, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
Industrial hygiana rurwy 
1. Workroom areas where it 
has been determined, on 
the basis of en IH survey 
or the judgment of a 
compliance officer, that 
environmental levels of 
phosgene are less than 112 
of the TWA limit should 
not be considered to have 
phosgene exposure. 
Aru monitoring 
2. Continuous automatic 
monitoring is recom- 
mended in any work area 
where an initial IH survey 
indicates that a potential 
phosgene exposure exists. 
Such monitoring devices 
(see Appendix 111) should 
have an audible or a visible 
alarm flight) which is 
triggered whenever the 
Ceiling concentration limit 
is exceeded. 
Pwaonrl monitoring 
3. Each employer who has a 
place of employment in 
which phosgane is stored, 
handled, used, or formed 
shall design and implement 
* monitoring program 
which shall identify and 
measure or permit 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
Protective dothing 
1. Personnel performing 
emergency operations 
involving exposure to 
liquid phosgene shall wear 
l-piece suits, impervious to 
phosgene and tight at the 
ankles, wrists, and around 
the neck and face. The 
suits shall be ventilated 
with supplied air, 
preferably cooled, or time 
in the work area shall 
be limited with due 
consideration to the heat 
stress factors involved. 
2. Impervious gloves and 
boots shall also be worn. 
3. Such protective clothing 
shall be available at a 
convenient location 
outside the contaminated 
area. 
4. The employer shall ensure 
a sufficient supply and 
adequate maintenance of 
protective clothing. 
Eyr protection 
5. Personnel handling liquid 
phosgene in situations 
where eye contact can 
occur shall have eye 
protection afforded by 
full-face respiratory 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. IH survey records shall be 
meintained until a new 
survey is conducted. 
2. Employers shall maintain 
records of any accidental 
phosgene release requiring 
evacuation, and results of 
all exposure measurements 
and environmental surveys. 
3. Such records shall indicate 
the type of personal 
protective devices, if any, 
in use at the time of 
sampling. 
4. Records of environmental 
monitoring shall be 
maintained and shall be 
available to the DR of the 
Sac. of HHS, and of the 
Sec. of Labor. 
5. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental exposures. 
3. Such records shell be 
maintained for at least 
5 yrs after the individual’s 
employment is terminated. 
Yes 
P I 0 S T 
r: 
G 
Yes 
P 
R 
w c”i 
0 T’ 
R 11 
ADDITIONAL 
KC 
INFORMATION 
El 
. Occupational 
exposure = exposure to 
phosgene above 112 the 
TWA. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
SOLO TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
B. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Phosgsne 
fcontinued) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
n-g/m3 lppml 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
calculation of the exposure 
of all employees exposed 
to phosgene. 
4. Routine monitoring of 
employee exposure shall 
be conducted at 3-mo 
intervals unless otherwise 
indicated by a PIH and 
whenever introduction of 
a production, process, or 
control change indicates a 
need for reevaluation. 
5. If an employee monitoring 
program measurement 
reveals that an employee is 
exposed in excess of the 
recommended environ- 
mental limits, the exposure 
of that employee shall 
be measured at least once 
every 2 wkr, control 
measures shall be imple- 
mented, and the employee 
shall be notified. When 2 
consecutive biweekly 
determinations reveal that 
emplovaa exposure no 
longer exceeds either 
of the recommended 
rnvironmental limits, 
routine monitoring may be 
resumed. 
6. The minimum number of 
representative TWA 
determinations for an 
operation or process shall 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
protection, since concen- 
trations of phosgene 
sufficient to cause eve 
damage are also likely 
to cause respiratory tract 
damage. 
Rapiratory protection 
6. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table I-1 and shall 
ensure their use. 
7. Each work area where 
there is potential for 
occupational exposure to 
phosgsne shall have at least 
2 sets of self-contained 
breathing apparatus readilv 
available in nearby 
locations which do not 
require entry into, or 
passage through, a 
contaminated area for 
axxss. 
6. Canisters shall be discarded 
and replaced with fresh 
cenisterr efter use. Unused 
canisters shall be discarded 
and replaced when the seal 
is broken or when the shelf 
life, as recommended by 
the manufacturer, is 
exceeded. 
Hygiene fsmcticee 
9. Sanitation mwsuras 
specified. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
P 
A 
WCA 
OT 
R I 
KC 
s’ 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXWSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUlREMENt 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WlLL BE OR ARE SUS- 
‘=I ” ::~;::i:;~ ’ D. OTHER REGUIREMENT; 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ 
/ 
I 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND D,:TEI 
SOLO TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Phos3sne 
(continued) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppm) 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
be based on the number 
of workers exposed, as 
provided in the table below 
or as otherwise indicated 
byaPIH. 
Number of Number of 
Employees TWA 
Exposed Determinations 
1-m 5O%of the total 
number of 
workers 
21.100 10 plus 25% of the 
excess over 20 
workers 
> 100 30 plus 5% of the 
excess over 100 
workers 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS 
P 
R 
A 
WC 
OT ADDITIONAL 
R I 
KC 
INFORMATION 
=L==== 
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WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE O R  ARE SUB- .FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE ‘, OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOP 
; RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
/ RECOMMENDATIONS).  O R  FOR 
WHO WILL BE O R  ARE EMPLOYED IN O R  FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
: REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS ! UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I OTHERWISE STATED. I 
1 I 
Polychlorinated biphenyls 1. Comprehensive medical and work At least annually 1. Retain for the duration of ’ If adverse health sffeota seen 
(NIOSH 77-225,9/77) histories, with special emphasis 1. Same as in. A.1 and 2. employment plus 30 yrs for 1. Appropriate medical care. 
on: all employees exposed. 
a. Hepatic functions; 2. Include environmental 
b. Skin condition; exposure records. 
c. Reproductive history. 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
, 2. Comprehensive physical exam, the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
with attn to: of Labor, of the employer, 
a. Skin; and of the employee. 
b. Hepatic functions (SGPT and 
SGOT activities); 
c. Serum triglyceride concentra- 
tion and other indices of 
fat metabolism, as DBRP. 
3. Ability to use positive pressure / 
respirator. 
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I 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERFNCE PERSONAL . 
AND DaTEI ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Polychlorinated 
biphenyls 
(NIOSH 77-22’5.9177) 
1. TWA:  
1  .O pglm3. 
2. The racom- 
mended T W A  
occupational 
exposure limit 
for PCBs has 
been deter- 
mined to be 
the lowest reli- 
ably detectable 
limit by the 
sampling and 
analytical 
methods 
recommended.  
Environmental 
samples shell 
be  collected 
and analyzed 
as described in 
Appendices I 
and II, or by 
any methods 
shown to be at 
least equivalent 
in accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
Industrial hygienr survey Protective elothing 1. IH survey records shall be  Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
1. Each employer who 1. In any operation where retained until the next exposure =  working 
manufactures, processes, workers may come into survey has been completed. with PCBs or with ” 
handles, stores, or other- contact with PCBs, 2. Environmental monitoring equipment containing 
wise uses PCBs shall protective clothing records shall be  maintained PCBs that can become 
determine by an IH survey impervious to PCBs shall for at least 30  yrs after airborne or that can 
whether occupational be  worn. the employee’s last occu- spill or sptdch on the 
exposure to PCBs may 2. Gloves, boots, overshoes, pational exposure to PCBs. 
skin or into the eyes. or 
occur. the handl ing of any and bibtype aprons that 3. These records shall include solid products that may 
2. Surveys shall be  repeated cover boot tops shall be  the dates and times of result in exposure to 
at least once every yr and provided when necessary. measurements,  job PCBs by skin contact 01  
within 30 days of any 3. Protective apparel shall be  function and location of by inhalation. 
process change likely to made of materials which employees within the 
result in occupational worksite, methods of 
exposure to PCBs. 
most effectively prevent 
skin contact with PCBs sampling and analysis used, 
Pononal  monitoring where it is most likely to 
types of respiratory 
occur. protection In use at the 
3. If occupational exposure 
4. Employers shall ensure 
t ime of sampling, T W A  
to PCBs is determined to ‘concentrations found, and 
be possible, a  program of that all personal protective identification of exposed 
personal monitoring shall clothing is inspected 
be instituted to measure or regularly for defects and 
employees. 
that it is in a  clean and 4. Each employee shall be  permit calculation of the 
satisfactory condition. able to obtain information exposures of all employees. on his or her own 
4. Each operation in each Eye protection env.ironmental exposures. 
work area shall be  sampled 5. Chemical safety goggles, 
at least once every 3  mos. faceshields (8 in minimum) 
5. Daily rosters of authorized 
5. If an  employee is found to with goggles, or safety 
persons who enter 
glasses with side shields 
regulated areas shall be  
be exposed to PCBs in 
excess of the TWA,  control shall be  provided by 
retained for 30 yrs. 
measures shall be  initiated, employers and shall be  
6. Environmental monitoring 
worn during any operation records and entry rosters 
the employee shall be  shall be  made available to 
notified of the exposure 
in which PCBs are present. 
6. If l iquid or solid PCBs 
DR of the Sec. of Labor 
and of the control 
measures being imple- contact the eyes, the 
and of the Sec. of HI-IS. 
mented to correct the eyes shall be  irrigated 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
.,,.EETTO ~~ 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE , (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). ( RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED I THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ; EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ~ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATEb. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ I 
I 
I 
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SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 63B 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
SOLD TYPt FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STAKDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
Polychlorinatd 
biphanylr 
(continuad) 
situation, and the immediately with large 
employee shall be quantities of water and 
monitored every 30 davs. then examined by a 
Such monitoring shall physician or other 
continue until 2 responsible medical 
consecutive determinations personnel. (A drop of 
indicate that the vegetable oil on the eve has 
employee’s exposure no been found to reduce the 
longer exceeds the TWA. resultant irritation.) 
Routine monitoring may 
then be resumed. 
Raspiratory protaction 
7. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table l-l and shall 
ensure that employees use 
the respirators provided. 
Hygiena practicer 
8. Sanitation measures 
spacif ied. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
IREFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS) .  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
&Propiolectone 1. Physical exam, with attn to: At least annually 1. Retain for the duration 
(1910.1013, 11/78) a. Reduced immuno-competence; 1. Same as in A. of employment for all 
b. Steroid and cytotoxic authorized employees and all 
treatments; employees considered for 
c. Pregnancy; assignment to regulated areas. 
d. Smoking. 2. Upon termination of 
2. Personal, family, and occupational employment, including 
histories, including.: retirement or death, or in the 
a. Genetic factors; event that the employer 
b. Environmental factors. ceases business without a 
true successor, records, or 
notarized true copies thereof, 
shall be forwarded by 
registered mail to the 
Director. 
3. Shall be provided upon 
request to employees, DM R, 
the Sec. of OSHA, and the 
Director of NIOSH. 
4. Any physician who conducts 
a medical examination for the 
purpose of compliance shall 
furnish to the employer a 
statement of the employee’s 
suitability for employment 
in the specific exposure. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND DATE) PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
BRopu- 1. A regulated erea shall Protctive clothing 1. Any changes in oparations Ym Yes Yes 1. Open vessel system 
11910.1013~ be established where 1. In operations involving shall be reported in writing operations are 
@propiolactone is “laboratory-type within 15 calendar days of prohibited. 
manufactured, processed. hoods,” or where the change. 
used, peckaged, released, @-propiolactone is 
handled, or stored. 
2. The report shall include 
contained in an otherwise a brief description and 
2. Access shall be restricted “closed system,” but is inplant location of the area 
to authorized personnel. transferred, charged, or regulated and the address 
discharged, employees shall of each replated aree; the 
be provided with, and name and other identifying 
required to wear, clean, information as to 
full-body protective the presence of 
clothing (smocks, coveralls, P-propiolactone in each 
or long-sleeved shirt and regulated area; the number 
pants), shoe covers, and of employees in each 
gloves prior to entering the regulated area during 
regulated area. normal operations, I 
2. Prior to each exit from a including maintenance 
regulated area, employees ectivities; and the manner 
shall be required to remove in which &propiolactone is 
and leave protective present in each replated 
clothing and equipment area. 
at the point of exit and at 3. Incidents resulting in 
the last exit of the day. to release of P-prcpiolactona 
place used clothing and into any area where 
equipment in impervious employees may be exposed 
containers at the point shall be reported within 
of exit for purposes of 24 hrs to the nearest 
decontamination or OSHA Director. 
disposal. The contents of 4. A written report shall be 
such imperviars containers filed within 16 days after 
shall be properly identified. such an incident, and shall 
include a specification of 
Rwpintory protection the amount of material 
3. Employees engaged in released, the amount of 
P-propiolactone handling time involved, and an 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
B. PERIODIC 
REGUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
(FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REGUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
D. OTHER qEGUlREMENTS 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .- 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
operations involving 
transfer from a closed 
system, charging cr 
discharging point 
operations, or otherwise 
opening a closed system 
shell be provided with, 
and required to wear, a 
full-face, supplied air 
respirator, of the 
continuous flm or 
pressure-demand type, in 
accordance with 1910.134. 
Hygirne preetiua 
4. Personal hygiene measures 
specified for work within 
isolated systems, for work 
in closed system operations, 
and for work involving 
transfer from a closed 
system or otherwise 
opening a closed system. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
explanation of the 
procedure used in deter- 
mining this figure; a 
description of the ares 
involved and the extent of 
known employee exposure; 
any medical treatment 
given or surveillance 
implemented; an anelysis 
of the circumstences of the 
incident; and measures 
taken to avoid further 
releases. 
ADDITIONAL 
I?JFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) / , FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
! JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~~io~A~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA I WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTIIORIZED 
STANDARDS 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
(FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Sodium hydroxide 
(NMXH-~~-IO~, g/75) 
I 
1. Includes maintenance personnel. 
2. Comprehensive medical exam, 
looking for signs of irritation in: 
a. Skin; 
b. Eyes; 
c. Upper respiratory tract. 
Not mentioned 1. Retain at least 5 yrs after ’ 1. For those with signs/ 
termination of employment symptoms of skin, eye, or 
for all employees exposed upper respiratory tract 
and for maintenance irritation from exp4ure: 
personnel with occasional a. Prompt medical attention. 
exposure. 
2. Shall be available to DMR of 
In an emrrgoncy 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
2. In the event of injury due to 
of Labor, of the employer, 
exposure: 
and of the employee. 
a. Remain under physician’s 
care until recovery. 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 (ppm) 
Sodium hydroxide 
(NIOSH 76106,9/76) 
1, Ceiling limit 
for 15 min: 
2.0. 
2. Procedures for 
sempling, 
calibration of 
aquipment, 
end analysis 
of sodium 
hydroxide 
semples shell 
be as provided 
in Appandices 
lendll,orbv 
any method 
shown to be 
aquivelant to 
the methods 
spacif id. 
1. Workroom areas will not Protective clothing 1. IH survey records shell be Yas Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
be considered to have 
occupational exposure to 
1. Sodium hydroxide will 
maintained until e new exposure = exposure to. 
survey is conducted. airborne concentrations 
sodium hydroxide if 
produce skin burns at 
2. Records shell be of sodium hvdroxide 
environmental levels, es 
the site of contact. 
Impervious protective maintained of accidental 
exceeding l/2 the PEL. 
determined on the basis of 
en lH survey or by the 
clothing made of rubber, sodium hydroxide releases. 
judgment of a compliance 
neoprene, or other 3. Applicable records of all 
officer, do not exceed 112 
caustic-resistant material, 
such as gloves, aprons, 
sampling end chemical 
of the workplace environ- analysis of airborne sodium suits, hoods, boots, and 
mental limit. hydroxide shall be overshoes, shell be maintained for et least 
2. Surveys shell be repeated 
provided by the ‘5 yrs after termination of 
employer end worn by 
when any process change 
employment. 
the employee when there 
indicates a need for is e likelihood of body 4. Records shell indicate the 
reevaluation or et the contact with sodium type of personel protective 
discretion of the 
compliance officer. 
hydroxide. devices, if any, in use et 
the t ime of sampling. 
2. Sodium hydroxida- 
3. Where there is sodium 
5. Each employee shell be 
wetted clothing, unless 
hydroxide exposure, 
able to obtain information 
impervious, shell be 
samples representative of 
on his or her own 
removed promptly. 
the exposure in the 
environmental exposures. 
breathing zone of et least 3. Work clothing should not 
25% of the employees in be made from wool; 
each operation or process cotton is preferred 
shell ba collected. Every because it is not rapidly 
employee shell be included affected by sodium 
in the sampling at feast hydroxide. Pent leg, 
once every 2 yrs. should cover the tops of 
4. Samples shell ba collected 
boots. Shirts should 
end analyzed et least every 
be longsleeved end 
6 mos in accordance with 
buttoned at the collar. 
Appendices I end II to 
Leather footwear does 
evaluate whether or not 
not provide adequate 
the work environment 
protection against spills 
of sodium hydroxide. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
8. PERl00lC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE I A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONSI .  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENOATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS~.  OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVhLLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS me/m3 fppm) 
Sodium hydroxide 
Iamtinuufl 
\ 
conforms with the recom- 4. Protective hats with 
mended workplace brims shall be worn by 
environmental limit. workers at operations or 
in areas where there is a 
5. Monitoring of the airborne likelihood of overhead 
sodium hydroxide in splashes or leaks. Where 
the workplace shall be there is also danger of 
repeated at 1 Iday falling objects, hard hats 
intervals when the with brims shall be worn. 
concentration has been (Aluminum hard hats 
found to exceed the shell be excluded because 
recommended workplace they are incompatible 
environmental limit. In with strong caustics.) 
such cases, suitable 
controls shall be initiated, 
Eya protectfort 
and monitoring shell 5. Eye protective 
continue at 15day equipment shall be 
intervals, until 2 con- provided by the 
sacutive surveys indicate employer end used by 
that exposures are at or the employee where eye 
below the recommended contact with sodium 
workplace environmental hydroxide is likely. 
limit. 6. At all operations where 
6. Sampling and analysis of 
there is danger of sodium 
airborne sodium hydroxide 
hydroxide (solid or.in 
shall be accomplished 
solution) coming in 
within 30 days after 
contact with the eyes, 
installation of a new 
chemical safety goggles 
process or process change. 
with resistant glass or 
plastic lenses and 
adequate air vents that 
do not allow entry of 
liquids shall be worn. 
Plestic chemicel goggles 
may be worn over metal 
or plastic frame safety 
spectacles with 
544 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
, RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) .  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR DSHA , WHO WILL SE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  
’ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
(FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Sodium hydroxide 
fcontinuedf 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARO 
mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
prescription safety lenses. 
Safety spectecles may 
not ba used alone for 
protection from splashes, 
mists, or dust of sodium 
hydroxide. 
7. At any operation where 
splashes of sodium 
hydroxide solution are 
likely to occur and there 
is danger of such splashes 
striking the face, a 
full-length (6 in 
minimum) plastic face 
shield shah be worn in 
addition to chemical 
safety gogglae. 
8. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in 82cordance 
with Table l-l and shall 
ensure that the employee 
uses the respirator 
provided. 
9. Where an emergency may 
develop which could 
result in employee injury 
from sodium hydroxide, 
the employer shall 
provide an escape device 
as listed in Table l-l. 
iygimr pwcticu 
0. Sanitation measuras 
soecified. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REGUIREMENTS 
P  I a S  T I 
Pi 
P  
R 
4 
OT 
R I 
KC 
s’ 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
546 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUS- 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
I RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE 
SOLD TYPE FOR DSHA j WHO WILL SE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
STANDARDS 1 REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Sulfur dioxide 
(NlOSH 74-111,2/74) 
/ 
1. Physical exam, with attn to: Annually 1. Retain at least 20 yrs after 
a. Eyes; 1. SameasinA. termination of employment 
b. Cardiopulmonary system; for all persons employed 1 or, 
c. Mucous membrane irritation more yrs in work involving 
I and cough, particularly. exposure. Also retain X-rays 
2. Ability to use negative or positive for the 5 yrs preceding 
I pressure respirator. 
termination of employment. , 
I 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 1 
of Labor, of the employer, si 
and of the employee. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppm) 
Sulfur diowidr 
fNIOSH 74-l 11,2/74) 
1. TWA: 5 (2). 
2. Procedures for 
sampling, 
calibration of 
equipment, 
and analysis of 
anvironmantal 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendix I. 
or by any 
method shown 
to ba 
aquivalent in 
accuracy, 
precision, nd 
wntitivity to 
the mathod 
spacifiad. 
1. Workroom areas where it Eyr protaction 1. I H survey records shall be Yes Yes Ye1 1. Occupational 
has been determined on 1. Metal or plastic rim maintained until a new exposure = exposure 
the basis of an IH survey survey is conducted. to a concentration of 
or the judgment of a 
safety spectacles with 
sulfur dioxide equal to 
compliance officer that 
unperforeted side shields, 2. Records of all sampling 
environmental levels do 
or suitable all-plastic safety shall be maintained for or ebove 112 the PEL. 
goggles may be used where at least 20 yrs after 
not exceed 112 the continuous eye protection 
environmental standard 
termination of 
is desirable. If use of this 
shall not be considered to 
employment. 
have sulfur dioxide 
type of eye protection is 
mandatory, prescription 3. Records shall indicate the 
exposure. lenses shall be provided for type of personal protective 
2. Surveys shall be repeated those employees who need 
devices, if any, in use at 
when any process chanm them. 
the t ime of sampling. 
indicator a need for 2. Cup-type or rubber-framed 4. Records shall be 
reevaluation or at the 
discretion of the 
goggles, equipped with maintained so that they 
can be classified by 
compliance officar. 
approved impact-resistant 
glass or plastic lenses, shall employee. 
3. In areas wherr there is be worn whenever there is 6. Each employee shall be 
anvironmantal exposure, danger of rye contact, such able to obtain information 
anvironmantal monitoring as working with pipelines, on his or her own 
shall fm conductad. valves, etc., which might environmental exposures. 
4. In all monitoring, samplas leak and spurt liquid sulfur 
rapraantativr of thr dioxide. 
exposure in the breathing 3. Plastic shields with 
zone of employws shall be forehead protection may 
collected. An adaquate be worn in place of or in 
number of sampler shall addition to goggles. 
be collected to permit Raspiratory protactfm 
construction of a TWA 
exposure for wary 4. Appropriate respirators 
opemtion or process. The shall be provided and used 
min imum numbar of when a variance has been 
rrpresentativa TWA granted to allow respirators 
determinations for an 
as a means of control 
owration or process shall 
of exposure to rattine 
be based on tha number 
operations and while the 
application is pending. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE ’ A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT . REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS - D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO : FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE I OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL SE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. j 
OTHERWISE STATED. I 
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I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Sulfur dioxide 
fcontinwd) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
n-g/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
of workers exposed es 
provided in the table 
below. 
Number of Number of 
Employees TWA 
Exposed Determinations 
l-20 50% of the total 
number of 
workers 
21-100 10 plus 25% of the 
excess over 20 
workers 
>lOO 30 plus 5% of the 
excess over 100 
workers 
5. Environmental samples 
shag be taken within 30 
days after installation of a 
new process or process 
changes. 
5.’ Samples shall be collected 
at least quarterly in 
accordance with 
Appendix I for the 
evaluation of tfre work 
environment with respect 
to the recommended 
standard. 
7. Environmental monitoring 
of an operation or process 
shall be repeated at lldav 
intervals when sulfur 
dioxide concentration has 
been found to exceed the 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REOUIREMENTS 
Respirators shall also be 
provided and used for 
nonroutine operations 
(occasional brief exposures 
above the TWA of 2 ppm 
and for emergencies). 
i. The respirator and 
cartridge or canister used 
shall be of the appropriate 
class. as determined on the 
basis of exposure to sulfur 
dioxide gas. 
5. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table I-1 and shall 
ensure that the employee 
uses the respirator 
provided. 
7. Wherever bulk sulfur 
dioxide is handled, 
emergency and escape type 
respirators shall be made 
readily available for each 
worker. 
Wot clothing 
8. Work clothing should be 
changed et least twice a 
week or more frequently 
if required. 
9. Sulfur dioxide-wetted 
clothing, unless 
impervious, shall be 
removed promptly. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
P  
: 
YC 
) T 
1 I 
< c 
s’ 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUS- 
JEcTTooccUPATlONALEXposURE OCCUPATioNAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS~,  1 RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
~ RECOMMENDATIONS~,  OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ‘1 OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
: THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ~ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  ;I AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES iI EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEE~S (FOR STANDARDS).  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ’ (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS 1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 1 
; ~ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY  RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
BBAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
--- 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND DATE) 
PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
f 
Sulfur dioxide recommended environ- 
kontinuscf) mental standard. In such 
cases suitable controls 
shell be initiated end 
monitoring shall continue 
at 15day intervals until 
2 consecutive surveys 
indicate the adequacy of 
these controls. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXP~SURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN ; OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), ’ AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS .UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
, EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Sulfuric acid 
(NIOSH 74-128, 6/74) 
1. Medical exam: Annually 1. Retain at least 20 yrs after 
a. Teeth, for dental erosion; 1. Same as in A. termination of employment ’ 
b. Eves; for all persons employed 1 or ~ 
c. Skin; more yrs in work involving 1 
d. Cardiopulmonary system; exposure. Also retain X-rays i 
e. Mucous membrane irritation for the 5 yrs preceding I 
and cough. termination of employment. I 
2. Shall be available to DMR of I 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
and of the employee. 
3. Physicians designated and 
authorized by the employee 
shall have access to his 
medical records. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
OMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 563 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
‘REFERENCE ’ ENVIRONMENTAL AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppml 
MONITORING 
REOUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE ’ 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Sulfuric acid 
j 
1. TWA: 1. 1. Workroom areas where it Protective clothing 
(NIOSH 7+128,8/74) 
‘~ 1. IH survey records shall be 
, 2. Procedures for has been determined on 1. Skin contact with retained until a new survey exposure = exposure 
sampling, the basis of an IH survey sulfuric acid will produce is conducted. to a concentration of .’ 
calibration of or the judgment of a liquid, mist, or special 
equipment, compliance officer that 
burns at the site of 2. Employers shall maintain 
environmental levels do 
contact. Impervious records of accidental I 
dry powder of sulfuric 
and analysis of 
not exceed l/2 the 
protective clothing, such sulfuric acid release acid, or to sulfur 
environmental requiring evacuation. 
j 
samples shall environmental standard 
as rubber gloves, aprons, 
suits, hoods, and boots I 
trioxide associated with 
olcum (fuming sulfuric 
be as provided shall not be considered 
to have sulfuric acid 
shall be provided by 
3. Records of all sampling acid) equal to or above 
in Appendix I, 
and medical examinations 
the employer and used 
112 the PEL. 
shall be maintained for at 
or by any exposure. 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
by the employee as 
- method shown appropriate to the 
least 20 yrs after the 
i 
to be 
equivalent in 
accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity to 
the method 
specified. 
when any process change 
indicates a need for 
severity and likelihood of 
individual’s employment 
is terminated. 
reevaluation or at the 
body contact with liquid 
acid. 4. Records shall indicate the 
discretion of the type of personal protective 
compliance officer. 2. Sulfuric acidwetted devices, if any, in use at 
3. For areas in which there is 
clothing, unless the time of sampling. 
sulfuric acid exposure, 
impervious, shall be 
removed promptly. 5. Records shall be 
samples representative of 
the exposure in the 3. Protective clothing 
maintained so that they 
can be classified by 
breathing zone of should be changed at 
least twice a wk, or mom 
employee. 
employees shall be 
collected. frequently if required. 6. Each employee shall be 
Eye protmtion 
able to obtain information 
4. An adequate number of on his or her own 
samples shall be collected 4. Eve protective environmental exposures. 
to permit construction of a equipment shall be 
TWA exposure for every provided by the 
operation or process. The employer and used by 
minimum number of the employee where 
representative TWA eyecontact with liquid 
determinations for an sulfuric acid is likely. 
operation or process shall 
be based on the number 6. Cup-type, cover-cup-type, 
of workers exposed as or rubber-framed goggles, 
provided in the table equipped with approved 
below. impact-resistant glass or 
554 
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BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HH8 - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .588 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 1 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS rng/m3 hmd 
Sulfuric acid 
fcontinued) 
Number of Number of plastic lenses, shall be 
Employees TWA worn whenever there is 
Exposed Determinations danger of sulfuric acid 
I-20 50%of the total eye contact. 
number of 6. 
workers 
Full-length, 8 in minimum 
plastic shields with 
21-100 10 ~1~~25% of the forehead protection may 
excess over 20 be worn in place of, or In Y 
workers addition to, goggles. If 
>lOO 30 plus 5% of the there is danger of material 
excess over 100 striking the eyes from 
workers underneath, or around 
the sides of the face 
5. Samples shall be collected shield, chemical safety 
at least semiannually in goggles should be worn 
accordance with Appendix as added protection. 
I for the evaluation of the Respiratory protitiort 
work environment with 7. Respirators shall be used 
respect to the recom- whenever a variance is 
mended standard. granted under provisions 
6. Environmental monitoring 
of the Occupational 
of an operation or process 
Safety and Health Act 
shall be repeated at 15day 
and in the interim period 
intervals when the sulfuric 
during the application for 
a variance because the 
acid concentrations have 
been found to exceed the 
recommended environ- 
mental standard. In such 
recommended exposure 
limits cannot be met by 
controlling the concen- 
tration of sulfuric acid in 
cases, suitable controls 
shall be initiated, and 
monitoring shall continue 
at 16day intervals until 
2 consecutive surveys 
indicate the adequacy of 
the controls. 
the work environment. 
8. Respirators shall also be 
provided and used for 
nonrwtine operations 
(occasional brief 
exposures above the 
TWA of 1 mg/cu m  and 
for emerpncies). 
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1 
8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE ! A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS RECIUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOP 
j RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENOATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTH->RIZEO 
STANDARDS 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
/ REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLoYEEs (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS QTHERWISE STATED. 
I OTHERWISE STATED. 
‘i 
j 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
8SAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE --- 
WI HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
‘I / 
WORK I I, 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
1 
STANDARD ; REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLO TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) ! 
1 
P/ / Sulfuric acid 7. Environmental samples 9. When permissible, the 
(continuadl shall be taken within 30 employer shall provide 
days after installation of a respirators in accordance 
new process or process with Table I-1 and shall 
change. ensure that the employee 
uses the respirator 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC / C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT i REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS I 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE O R  ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR1 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 1 FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR THOSE 
/ 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  ( RECOMMENDATIONS).  O R  FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
WHO WILL SE O R  ARE EMPLOYED IN O R  FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
I, THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ; THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS 
, 
II 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
1 ,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 
(NIOSH 77-121, 12/76) 
1. Comprehensive medical and work 
histories, with emphasis on: 
a. Liver; 
b. Kidneys; 
c. Nervous system; 
d. Exposure to other chemicals; 
e. Episodes of nausea, vomiting, 
dizziness, headache. 
; 2. Physical exam. 
3. Liver function test (SGPT, SGOT) 
4. Screening tests of nervous system 
function, as DBRP. 
Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain at least 30 yrs after 1. If contact with liquid or 
1. Same as in A. termination of employment vapor at or above the action 
for all employees exposed. level: 
2. Include environmental a. Physical exam as in A.2 
exposure records. and any other tests as 
3. Shall be available to DMR of DBRP. 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
In n amrrgmcy 
2. First aid, followed by prompt 
and of the employee. medical evaluation and care. 
3. 24-hr observation for CNS 
depression. 
5. Ability to use positive or negative 
pressure respirator. 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
OMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES Bm 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD 1 fPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS rnglm3 fppm) 
1 ,1,2,2-Totr, 
I I I I I . -I I I I I 
1. TWA: Industrial hygirna wnsy Protective clothing 1. IH survey records shall be Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
chloroathaw 
(NIOSH 77.121,12/761 
6.87 (1.0). 
2. Procedures for 
the collection 
and analysis of 
environmental 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendices 
I and II, or by 
any method 
shown to be at 
least equivalent 
in precision, 
accuracy, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
1. Each employer who has a 
place of employment in 
which tetrachloroethane is 
present shall determine by 
an If-i survey if exposure to 
airborne tetrachloroethane 
at concentrations above 
the action level may occur. 
2. Surveys shall b-s repeated 
at least once every yr end 
within 30 days of any 
process change likely to 
result in an increase of 
airborne tetrachlorcethane 
concentrations. 
3. If it has been decided 
that the environmental 
concentration of 
tetrachloroethane may 
exceed the action level, 
a program of personal 
monitoring shall be 
instituted to identify and 
measure the exposure of all 
employees occupationally 
exposed to airborne 
tetrechlorcethane. 
4. Source and area 
monitoring may be used 
to supplement personal 
monitoring. 
5. Each operation in each 
work area shall be sampled 
et least once every 3 mos 
or as otherwise indicated 
1. Protective clothing, 
including gloves, aprons, 
suits, boots, and face 
shields (8 in minimum) 
and goggles, made of a 
material resistant to 
tetrachloroethane, shall be 
worn where needed to 
prevent skin contact. 
Eye protection I 
2. Chemical safety goggles, 
face shields and goggles, 
or safety glasses with side 
shields shall be provided by 
the employer end shall be 
worn during any operation 
in which tetrachloroethane 
is present. 
Respiratory protection I* 
3. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table I-1 and shall 
ensure that the employee 
uses the respirator 
provided when necessary. 
4. The employer shall ensure 
that respirators are 
adequately cleaned and 
maintained, and that 
employees are trained and 
drilled, at least annually, in 
the proper use and testing 
for leakage of respirators 
assigned to them. 
maintained. 
Records of environmental 
monitoringshall be 
maintained for et least 
30 vrs. 
These records shall include 
the dates and times of 
measurements; job 
function and location of 
the employees within the 
worksite; sampling and 
analytical methods used; 
number, duration, and 
results of the samples 
taken, TWA concentrations 
estimated from these 
samples, type of personal 
protective equipment used, 
if any; and exposed 
employees’ names. 
Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental expozures. 
These records shall be 
available to the OR of the 
Sec. of HHS, end of the 
Sec. of Labor. 
exposure = work in 
any area where 
tetrachloroethane is 
stored, produced, 
processed, or other- 
wise used. 
2. Action level = 112 the 
recommended TWA. 
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BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccuP~~loN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 1 RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
, REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 661 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WQRh 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS rng/m3 fppm) 
1 ,1,2,2=Tetra- 
chloroethane 
(continued) 
by a PIH. If an employee is 5. Respirators shall be easily 
found to be exposed at a accessible, and employees 
level in excess of the TWA shall be informed of their 
environmental limit, the location. 
exposure of that employee 
shall be measured at least 
Hygiena practicr 
once every 30 days, 6. Sanitation measures 
control measures shall be specified. 
initiated, end the employee 
shall be notified of the 
exposure and of the 
control measures being 
implemented. Such 
monitoring shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 
determinations, et least 
1 wk apart, indicate that 
the employee exposure 
no longer exceds the 
environmental limit. 
Quarterly monitoring may 
then be resumed. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDAReS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUS- 
1 A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
Tetrachloroethylene 
(NIOSH 76185,7/761 
1. Medical and work histories. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Neurological; 
b. Cardiovascular; 
c. Liver function; 
d. Skin condition. 
3. Ability to use positive or negative 
pressure respirator. 
B. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
(FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Annually, or as DBRP 
1. Same as in A. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) .  OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Retain 20 yrs after termi- 
nation of employment for all 
employees exposed. 
2. Include environmental 
exposure records. 
3. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
and of the employee. . . 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
If adverse health effects swn 
1. Proper medical management. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm). 
Tetrachloroethylene 
INIOSH 7&165,7/76) 
1. TWA: Industrial hygiana rurvoy Protactive clothing 1. IH records shall be retained Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
339 (50). 1. Workers are not 1. In any operation where until a new survey has been exposure = exposure at 
2; Ceiling limit considered to be ,the worker may come completed. a concentration greater 
for 15 min. occupationally exposed to into direct contact 2. Environmental monitoring than the action Iwel. 
twice daily: tetrachloroethylene if with liquid records shall be maintained 2. Action level = l/2 the 
678 IlOOl. environmental concen- tetrachloroethylene, for at least 20’yrs. TWA. 
3. Procedures for 
trations, as determined on protective clothing 
sampling and 
the basis of an IH survey, should be worn. 3. These records shall include 
do not exceed the action methods of sampling and 
analysis for 
workroom air 
level, i.e., 112 the 
2. The clothing should analysis used, types of 
be resistant to 
recommended TWA respiratory protection 
shall be as environmental limit; or if 
tetrachloroethylene. used, and TWA and ceiling 
provided in there is no operation, 3. In operations where concentrations found. 
Appendices I 
and Il,or by 
storage, or handling of repeated contact with 
tetrachloroethylene is 
4. Each employee shall be 
env method 
tetrachloroethylene in any able to obtain information 
form or contamination necessary, impervious 
shown to be 
on his or her own 
of workplace air by gloves and other 
et least 
environmental exposures. 
tetrachloroethylene from appropriate clothing 
equivalent. other sources. should be worn. 
2. These surveys shall be 4. Gloves, boots, overshoes, 
repeated at least every and bib-type aprons that 
3 yrs and within 30 days cover boot tops shall be 
after any process or provided when necessary. 
operating change likely 5. Impervious supplied-air 
to result in increases of hoods or suits shall be 
airborne concentrations of worn when entering 
tetrachloroethylene. confined spaces such es 
3. When the action level is pits or tanks unless 
exceeded, a program of known to be safe. 
personal monitoring shell 6. In situations where heat 
be instituted to identify stress is likely to occur, 
and measure the exposure air-supplied suits shall be 
of all employees occu- used. 
pationally exposed to 
tetrechloroathylene. 7. All protective clothing 
shell be well-aired and 
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8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER IjEQUlREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
/ 
‘: 
DBRP - DETERMINE6 BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY hMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Tetrrhloroethylene 
(continued) 
4. This sampling and analysis inspected for defects 
shall be conducted every prior to reuse. 
3 mos on at least 26% of Eye protection 
the workers so that each 
worker’s exposure is 
8. Eye protection shall be 
measured at least every yr; 
provided for, and worn 
this frequency and by, any employee 
percentage of employees 
engaged in an 
sampled may be different 
operation where 
if so directed by a PIH. 
tetrachloroethvlene 
liquid or mist may 
5. If monitoring of any enter the eye. 
worker shows exposure 9. Chemical-type goggles or 
in excess of the recom- safety glasses with splash 
mended environmental shields made completely 
limit, additional of tetrachloroethylene- 
monitoring shall be resistant materials shall 
promptly initiated. be used. 
6. If confirmed. control 
Respiratory protaation 
procedures shall be 10. When respirators are 
instituted as soon as required the employer 
possible; these may shall provide respirators 
precede and obviate in accordance with 
confirmatory monitoring Table I-1 and shall ensure 
if the employer desires. that the employee uses 
Affected employees shall the respirator provided. 
be advised that exposures 11. Where an emergency may 
have been excessive and be develop that could result 
notified of the control in employee injury 
procedures being imple from overexposure to 
mented. Monitoring of tetrachloroethylena. the 
these employees shall be employer shall provide 
conducted at least as often respiratory protection 
as every 30 days and shall as listed in Table l-l. 
continue until 2 successive 
samplings, at least 1 wk 
588 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
‘I B. PERIODIC 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE  OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR ; OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
I 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ,587 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(R’EFERENCE PERSONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND DATE) PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Tetrachloroathylene apart, confirm that 
(continued) exposure no longer exceeds 
recommended limits. 
Normal monitoring may 
then be resumed. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTT~~CCUPAT~~NALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
~ RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
’ 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
BOLD T”PE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYGD IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS).  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Thiols: 
n-Alkane monothiols 
Cyclohexanethiol 
Benzenethiol 
(NIOSH 7B-213,9/78) 
1. Medical and work histories, with 
attn to: 
a. Central nervous system 
disorders; 
b. Autonomic nervous system 
disorders; 
c. Cardiovascular conditions; 
d. Skin conditions. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Nervous system; 
b. Cardiovascular system; 
c. Eye exam (for benzenothiol 
exposure only). 
At least annually 1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- If overexposad 
1. Interim medical and nation of employment for all 1. First aid and prompt medical 
work histories. employees exposed. attention. 
2. Physical exam. 2. Include environmental 2. 72-hr observation for delayed 
3. Laboratory exam. exposure records. system effects. 
4. Referral for more 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
diagnostic testing if the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
neurological distur- of Labor, of the employer, 
bances found. and of the employee. 
3. Clinical tests: 
a. White blood cell count (total 
and differential); 
b. Hematocrit; 
c. Hemoglobin concentration in 
whole blood; 
d. Total bilirubin; 
e. Urinalysis; 
f. Estimate of fecal urobilinogen. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY REiPONSlBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES we 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
- 
! 
,WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Thiols: 
rbAlkm monothblr 
Cvdohaxanathid 
Eanzanathid 
(NIDSH 79213. B/78) 
i79 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
me/m3 fppml 
1. Ceiling limit 
for 15 min: 
banzenathiol: 
0.5 (0.1). 
Aliphatic 
thiols include: 
2. Mixture of 
thiols: No 
employee shall 
be exposed at 
an equivalent 
concentration 
for the mixture 
grwtsr than 
thet celculatad 
by the formula 
given in 
29 CFR 
1910.1666 
(d)f211i). 
3. Procadurer for 
the collaction 
and analysis of 
workroom eir 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
Industrial hygiana sunay 
1. Employers shall determine 
by an IH survey whether 
exposure to airborne 
thiols is in excess of the 
environmental limit. 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
at leest annually and 
within 30 days of any 
process change. 
Personal monitoring 
3. When the IH survy 
demonstrates that the 
environmental concan- 
tration of thiols exceeds 
the PEL, a program of 
personal monitoring shall 
be instituted to identify 
occupationally exposed 
amployaas and to measure 
their exposure to thiols. 
4. Source and area 
monitoring may be used 
to supplement personal 
monitoring 
5. Procedures for sempling 
and analysis of thiols shall 
be in accordance with 
Appendix I. 
6. Each operation shall be 
sampled at least once every 
3 mos or as otherwise 
indicated by a PIH. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
Protactive dothing 
1. Depending on the 
operations involved and 
the probable or likely 
extent of dermal exposure, 
protective clothing and 
equipment, including 
gloves, aprons, suits, boots, 
and face shields (8 in 
minimum) with goggles, 
shall be worn to prevent 
skin contact with 
particulate or splashed 
liquid thiols. 
Eye protwion 
2. Safetv glasses with side 
shields shall be worn 
whenever there is 
occupational exposure to 
thiols. 
3. Chemical safety goggles 
and face shields I8 in 
minimum) shall be 
provided and worn in any 
operation in which there 
is a reasonable possibility 
that thiols may be splashed 
into the eyes. 
Raepiratory protctim 
4. Employers shall provide 
respireton in accordance 
with Tables l-2 and l-3 and 
shall ensure that employees 
use the respirators when 
necessary. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
. 
1. I H survey records shall be 
kept. 
2. Records of environmental 
monitoring shall be 
retained for at least 30 yrs 
after employment ends. 
3. These records shall include 
the dates and times of 
measurement; duties and 
location of the amployaas 
within the worksite; 
sampling and analytical 
methods used; number, 
duration, and results of the 
semplas taken; ceiling 
concentrations estimated 
from these semplas; type 
of personal protective 
equipment usad, if any; 
and employees names. 
4. Records of anvironmantal 
exposures applicable to an 
employee shall be included 
in the employee’s medical 
records. 
5. Records of environmental 
monitoring shall be 
available to the DR of the 
Sec. of Labor, of the Sac. 
of HHS, of the employer, 
and of the employee IX 
former employee. 
P  
: 
W C  
DT 
R I 
KC 
: 
C 
YSS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
, Occupational 
exposure = work in any 
area where thiols are ‘. 
produced, processed. 
stored, or otherwise 
used. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOP 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS) .  OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
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HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ,571 
WORK 
EXPOSURF 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Thiols: 
n-Alkana monothiols 
Cyclohaxanathiol 
Banzanathid 
(continuad) 
:NVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
n&m3 (ppml 
samples shall 
comply with 
those given in 
Appendix I, or 
by any method 
shown to ba at 
least equivalent 
in precision, 
sensitivity, and 
accuracy. 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
f. If an employee is found to 
be exposed at a level in 
excess of the anviron- 
mental limit, the exposure 
of that amployaa shall be 
measured at laastwaekly, 
control measures shall be 
initiated, and the employee 
shall be notified of the 
exposure and of the 
control measures tming 
implamantad. Such 
monitoring shall continua 
until 2 consacutiva 
determinations, 1 wk 
apart, indiceta that 
exposures no longer exceed 
the environmental limit. 
Quarterly monitoring shall 
than ba rasumad. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REDUIREMENTS 
5. Employers shall ensure 
that respirators are 
properly cleaned and 
maintained and that 
employees are trained and 
drilled at least annually 
in the use of respirators 
assigned to them and in 
the ways to test for leaks. 
6. Respirators shall be easily 
accessible. and employees 
shall be informed of their 
location. 
Hygiana practices 
7. Sanitation maesuras 
specified. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
572 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
8. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJEZT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS) .  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS .UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
o-Tolidine 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually 1. Retain 30 yrs after last 
(NIOSH 78-179, B/78) histories, with emphasis on: 1. Same as in A.1 and 2, exposure for all employees 
a. Urinary tract. except 2.a. exposed. 
2. Comprehensive physical exam, Quarterly 2. Include environmental 
including: 2. Urinalysis, as in A.2.a. exposure records. 
a. Urinalysis, with microscopic 3. Shall be available to DMR of 
exam; the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
b. Double-check 2.a if proven of Labor, of the employer, 
abnormal, do comprehensive and of the employee. 
analysis. 
3. Ability to use positive pressure 
respirator. 
DBRP = DETERMINED 8Y RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
W R  - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 57s 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
I 
EN”,Rt _.---_. - _. 
INMENTAL 
__-_..---._.- -------.__- 
AND DATE) ..s..n-.- 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STAivu~nu 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
I I 
MUNlTUHlNt i  
I 
PHU r5crt VE  RECORDKEEPING I 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS N I 
a-Tolidinr 
(NIOSH 78-179. El781 
1. Ceiling limit 
for 1 hr: 
20 rglm3. 
2. Procedures for 
the collection 
and analysis of 
environmental 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendix I, 
or by any 
methods shown 
to be at least 
equivalent in 
precision, 
accuracy, and 
sensitivity to 
the methods 
specified. 
Indnstrial hygisna survey Protectiva clothing 
1. Each employer who has e 1. All employees entering the 
place of employment in regulated area shall be 
which o-tolidine is stored, equipped with clean work 
produced, processed, or clothing hongsleeved 
otherwise handled shall shirts, trousers, underwear, 
determine by an IH survey and footwear) and with 
the areas in which occu- the necessary protective 
pational exposure to equipment. 
o-tolidine occurs. 2. Full-body protection with 
2. Surveys shall be repeated appropriate head covering 
at least annually and and air supply shall be used 
within 14 days after any in weighing and charging 
process change likely to operations in which there 
result in occupational is occupational exposure to 
exposure to o-tolidine. o-tolidine. 
3. At no t ime shall protective 
Parsonal monitoring equipment be stored in the 
3. If it has been determined 
regulated area. 
that occupational exposure Res~hatow Prot=Mm 
to o-tolidine occurs, a 4. Respirators may be used 
program of personal only during the t ime 
monitoring shall be necessary to install and test 
instituted to identify and the required engineering 
measure the exposure of controls and during 
each employee. nonroutine operations or 
4. Source and arm monitoring maintenance and repair 
may be used to supplement activities in which brief 
personal monitoring. exposure to o-tolidine dust 
5. Each operation in each 
or vapor may occur. 
regulated area shall be 5. Respirators, when 
sampled at least once every permitted, shall be 
6 mos while o-tolidine is supplied-air or self- 
produced or handled. contained positive pressure 
respirators with full 
facepiece. 
1. IH survey records shall be 
maintained until a new 
survey is completed. 
2. Records of environmental 
monitoring and other 
pertinent records shall be 
kept for at least 30 yrs 
after the employee’s last 
occupational exposure to 
the o-tolidine. 
3. Records of environmental 
monitoring shall include 
an identification of the 
employee being monitored; 
duties end job location 
within the worksite; t ime 
and dates of sampling and 
analysis; sampling and 
analytical methods used 
and available evidence 
of their precision and 
accuracy; the number, 
duration, and results of 
samples taken; environ- 
mental concentrations 
determined from these 
samples; and the type 
of personal protective 
equipment used bv the 
employee. 
4. Rosters of authorized 
persons who enter 
regulated areas shall also be 
retained for at least 30 yn. 
5. Environmental monitoring 
records and entry rosters 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
Yes 1. Occupational 
exposure = work in any 
area in which o-tolidine 
is produced, stored, 
used, packaged, or 
distributed. 
2. Skin contact shall be 
avoided. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER f lEGUlREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONSI ,  OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS] ,  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
o-Tolidinr 
fcontinuedd) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppml 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
6. For intermittent 
operations, i.e., those 
lasting less than 6 mos, at 
least 1 monitoring regimen 
shall be conducted during 
each operation period and 
monitoring should coincide 
with the periods of 
maximum potential 
exposure to o-tolidine 
during the intermittent 
operations. 
7. If an employee is found to 
be exposed to o-tolidine at 
concentrations exceeding 
the recommended ceiling 
limit, tha exposure of 
that employee shall ba 
measured at Nest once 
every wk. control measures 
shall be initiated, and the 
employee shall be notified 
of the exposure and of 
the control maasurer being 
implemented. Such 
monitoring shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 
determinations, at least 
1 wk apart, indicate that 
control measurer are 
effective in that the 
employea’s exposure no 
longer exceeds the 
recommended occu- 
pational exposure limit: 
routine semiannual 
monitoring may then be 
resumed. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REOUIREMENTS 
5. All respiratory protective 
devices should be worn 
with full-body clothing 
resistant to penetration by 
o-tolidine. 
7. Employers shall ensure 
that employees use the 
respiratory protective 
equipment when necessary. 
9. Respirators shall ba easily 
accessible. If raspiraton 
for more than one purpose 
are present, employees 
shall be taught to recognize 
the proper one. 
Hygionr prrticss 
9. Sanitation measures as 
specified. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REDUIREMENTS 
shall ba made available to 
DR of the Sec. of Labor 
and of the Sec. of HHS. 
6. Employees shall have 
access to data on their 
environmental exposures. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT t 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN / THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS IFOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES j EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS / UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
Toluene 1 Medical exam: 
(NIOSH 7311023,7/73) . 
1 O;HE;;;;MSTTED. I 
No requirements specified. 
a. Headache, nausea, dizziness; 1. SameasinA. / 
b. Attn to complaints and 
! 
evidence of irritations of: 
i. Eves; I 
ii. Mucous membranes; ‘i 
iii. Skin. I ‘I 
, 2. Lab tests: I 
a. Complete blood count; I 
b. Urinalysis. I I 
I 
I 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLO TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Tolurn 
(N IOSH 7%11023, 
7t73) 
LNVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
1. TWA: 
375 (loo). 
2. Ceiling limit 
for 10 min: 
750 mo). 
3. Procedures for 
collection and 
analysis of 
environmental 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendix I, 
or by any 
method shown 
to be 
equivalent in 
accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity to 
the method 
specified. 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. Workroom areas where it 
has been determined, on 
the basis of an IH survey 
or the judgment of a 
compliance office, that 
environmental levels 
do not exceed 112 the 
environmental standard 
shall not be considered to 
have toluene exposure. 
2. In workroom areas 
considered to have tolurne 
exposure, employers shall 
monitor environmental 
levels of tolurne at least 
semiannually, except as 
otherwise indiceted by a 
PIH survey. 
3. If the TWA or ceiling 
concentrations are at 
or abow the standard, 
environmental levels shall 
be monitored monthly. 
This increased frequency 
of monitoring shall be 
continued until at least 2 
3Oday monitoring periods 
have demonstrated 
environmental levels 
which are at or below 
the rtendard. 
4. Air samples shall be 
collected in the breathing 
zone of workers to permit 
celculation of a TWA 
exposure and ceiling 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
Rrpiratory protection 
1. Appropriate respirators 
shall be provided and 
used when a variance has 
been granted to allow 
respirators as a means of 
control of exposure to 
routine operations and 
while the application is 
pending. Administrative 
controls should also be 
used to reduce exposure. 
Respirators shall also be 
provided and used for 
nonroutine operations 
(occasional brief 
exposures ebove the 
TWA of 100 ppm and for 
emergencies). 
2. Emplovees experiencing 
breathing difficulty whils 
wearing respirators shall 
be medically examined tc 
determine their ability to 
wear the respirator. 
3. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table l-l, and shall 
ensure that the employee 
uses the respirator 
provided. 
4. Respiratory protective 
devices shall be either 
those approved under 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. IH survey records shall be 
maintained. 
2. Records shell be 
maintained for all sampling 
schedules to include 
the sampling methods, 
analytical methods, tyfm of 
respiratory protection in 
use (if applicable), and 
the TWA and ceiling 
concentrations of toluene 
in each work area. 
3. Records of results shall be 
maintained so that they 
can be classified by 
employee; they shall be 
made available to each 
employee. 
Yes Yes 
P 
: 
NC 
QT 
R I 
KC 
SE 
Yes 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
1. Occupational 
exposure = exposure 
to a concentration of 
toluene equal to or” 
above 112 the PEL. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
‘1 WHD W~LLSEOR AREEMPL0YEDlN 
B. PERIODIC 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT )/ REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- ! FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccuP~~ioN~L EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECDMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS , REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK I 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE F3R 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Toluenr 
Nontinuedd) 
concentration for every 
toluene exposure arm. 
5. As a minimum, samples for 
determination of the 
following number of TWA 
and ceiling concentrations 
shall be collected and 
analyzed. based on the 
number of workers 
exposed in any toluene 
exposure area, as provided 
in the table b-slow or as 
otherwise indicated by an 
IH survey. 
Number of 
Employees Number of 
Exposed Samples 
l-29 5 samples or 66% 
of the total number 
of workers, which- 
ever is greater 
20-199 10 samples plus 
25% of the excess 
over 20 workers 
>lW 39 samples plus 
5% of the excess 
over 199 workers 
the following listed 
regulations or those 
approved under 30 CFR 
11, published March 26, 
1972, or future 
amendments. 
a. Gas masks-30 CFR 
13 (Bureau of Mines 
Schedule 14F); 
b. Suppliedair 
respirators-36 CFR 
12 (Bureau of Mines 
Schedule 196); 
c. Self-contained 
breathing apparatus- 
30 CFR 11 (Bureau 
of Mines Schedule 
13E); 
d. Chemical cartridge 
respirators-30 CFR 
14 (Bureau of Mines 
Schedule 2381. 
Work clothing 
5. If operations require 
continued exposure to 
liquid toluene, workers 
should wear impervious 
clothing, gloves, or 
coverings to protect the 
potentially exposed area 
of the body. 
6. Toluenewetted clothing, 
unless impervious, shall 
be removed promptly. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOI 
.,m RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
/WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
/ 
/ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ EMPLOYEES IFOR STANDARDS), 
, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ,581 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Toluene 
hzontinuedl 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
me/m3 bpml 
MONITORING 
REOUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
7. Workers wearing toluene- 
wetted clothing shall not 
go near heaters or open 
flames. 
8. Toluene-wetted clothing 
shall not be placed in 
proximity of flames, 
heaters, or spark- 
producing equipment. 
9. Work clothing should be 
changed at least twice a 
wk or more frequently if 
required. 
0. Glasses having shatter- 
resistant glass or 
equivalent lenses and 
side shields shall be worn 
when there is a danger of 
liquid toluene splashing 
into the eye. 
RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
q 
I B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE / A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT j REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE1 : FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR. OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOM~~ENDATIONS~. , RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
; WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
, REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ; EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
I UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. : (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. / UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
Toluene diisocyanate I 
I 
1. Comprehensive medical history, I Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain 20 yrs, or if the 
(NIOSH 73-11022,1973) with attn to: 1. Same as in A, except employee dies, 1 yr after his 
I 
a. Respiratory allergy; for 2.a. death, for all employees 
b. Previous sensitization to TDI; 1 
, 
exposed. 
c. Chronic bronchitis; 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
d. Emphysema; the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
e. Disabling pneumoconiosis; of Labor, of the employer, 
f. Cardiopulmonary disease and of the employee. 
with significantly impaired 3. Physicians designated and 
ventilatory capacity; authorized by the employee 
g. Allergy other than respiratory. shall have access to his 
; 2. Comprehensive physical exam, 
with: 
medical records. 
a. 14” x 17” chest X-ray; 
b. Total red blood cell count with 
differential; 
/ 
c. Baseline FVC and FEVl .O; 
d. Absolute eosinophil count on 
capillary blood; 
e. Respiratory symptoms 
(e.g., breathlessness, cough, 
sputum production, wheezing, 
tightness in chest); 
f. Smoking. 
3. Ability to use positive or negative 
pressure respirator. 
IBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AN0 HUMAN SERVICES 583 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Tolurnr diirocyanata 1. Except as otherwise Protective clothing 1. Records shall be I vea ’ Yes Yes 1. Exposure to TDI = 
(NIOSH 73-l 1022, 0.036 fO.665). indicated by an IH survey, 1. Where there is the maintained of all sampling work in any area where 
19731 2. Ceiling limit breathing zone samples likelihood of skin contact schedules and shell include TDI is stored, 
for 26 min: shall be collected at least with TDI, the employer the type of personal I transported, or used. 
0.14 (0.021. monthly to permit con- I shall provide employees protective devices in use, 
struction of a TWA 
/ ; 
j 3. Procedures for with impervious clothing. 
if any, and the sampling 
exposure for every and anelytical method:; in 
sampling, operation in which there is 2. This clothing must be use. 
calibration of a potential for exposure to cleaned inside and out 
equipment, airborne TDI, so that each each time it is used. 2. Records shall be classified 
and analysis of employee or employee or readily classified bv 3. Rubber shoes or rubber 
TDI samples location is sampled at employee, so that each over leather shoes shall 
shall be as least every 6 mos. employee has reasonable be worn where there is 
provided in access to records of his or 
Appendices I 
2. If monthly sampling shows a possibilitv of foot her own environmental 
the TWA or ceiling values contact with TDI. 
and I I, or by exposures. 
methodsshown 
to be exceeded, immediate 4. Rubbers shall be 
steps shall be taken to 3. These records shall be 
to be decontaminated and reduce the exposure. maintained for 20 vrs, 
equivalent or ventilated after 
Weekly sampling of the or, if the employee dies 
better in contamination. 
sensitivity, 
station shall be instituted 
sooner, 1 yr after his 
5. Leather shoes death. 
precision, and 
and continued until all 
samples for 2 consecutive contaminated with TDI 
accuracy. 
wks meet the standard. shall be decontaminated 
or disposed of. 
3. Weeklv monitoring shall 
also be conducted 6. Workers within 10 ft of 
whenever there is a change spray operations, or at 
in process or in materials greater distances when 
used that could result in there is a greater drift of 
increased exposure of spray, shall be protected 
workers. This shall continue with impervious clothing, 
until all samples for 2 gloves, and footwear in 
consecutive wks meet the addition to a supplied-air 
standard. impervious hood. 
Eye protaotion 
7. Chemical workers’ 
goggles shall be worn 
where splashes are likely 
to occur. 
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WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
8. PERIODIC 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FO 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED j THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS). AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. , UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
I DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .= 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
rolurne diisocywta 
lcontinuedd) 
Respiratory protection 
8. Appropriate respirators 
shall be provided and 
used when a variance has 
been granted to allow 
respirators as a means 
of control of exposure to 
routine operations and 
while the application is 
pending. 
9. Respirators shal! also be 
provided and used for 
nonroutine operations 
foccesionel brief 
exposures above the 
limits and for 
emergencies~. 
10. In addition, appropriate 
respirators and work 
clothing shall be provided 
toand used by employees 
involved in spray 
operations. 
11. Respiratory protective 
devices shall be either 
those approved under 
the following listed 
regulations or under 
30 CFR 11, published 
March 25,1972: 
a. Gas mask-30 CFR 13 
(Bureau of Mines 
Schedule 14FI; 
b. Tvpe C continuous 
flow, supplied-air 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
)I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .587 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
I 
WDR.: 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL .l ENVIRONMENTAL ANDDATE) MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 fppm) 
Toluane diirocyrnata 
[continued) 12 (Bureau of Mines 
Schedule 13E); 
c. Self-contained 
breathing apparatus- 
30 CFR 11 (Bureau 
of Mines Schedule i 
13E). I I 
\! 
12. Workers engaged in 
spraying material 
containing TDI and 
others within 10 ft of the 
spray unit shall wear 
Type C continuous flow, 
supplied-air, positive 
pressure impervious 
hoods. These shall also 
be worn in field and 
construction work where 
TDI is being used in 
pour, froth, or insulation 
operations. 
13. Gas masks may be used 
at distances greater than 
10 ft from the spray 
operations if it is shown 
that TDI concentrations 
do not exceed 1CJO times 
the TWA for continuous 
work, or 100 times the 
ceiling limit for work of 
short duration. 
14. The employer shall 
provide respirators in 
accordance with 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC I C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO t FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS~, OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN , OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ’ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ! UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DERP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES Bw 
P- 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND DATE) PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppml 
Toluene diisocyanate Table I-1 and shall ensure 
(continued) the employee uses them 
when required. 
Hygirnr practicr 
15. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
i 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE ( (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
; RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
l,l,l-Trichloroethane 1. Medical and work histories. Annually, or as DBRP 1. Retain 20 yrs after termi- 
(NIOSH 76-164,7/76) 2. Physical exam, with attn to: 1. SameasinA. nation of employment for all 
a. Neurologic system; workers employed in work 
b. Cardiovascular system; involving exposure. 
c. Liver; 2. Include environmental 
d. Skin condition. exposure records. 
3. Ability to use positive or negative 
3. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
pressure respirator. of Labor, of the employer, 
and of the employee. 
DERP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES Wl 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
MONITORING 
REGUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS 
1 ,l,l -Trichloroethano 
(NIOSH 76-164,7/76) 
1. Ceiling limit Protective clothing 1. IH survey records shall be 1. Occupational 
for 15 min: 
I lndustriel hygiene survey 
’ 1. Workers are not considered maintained until the next 
exposure = exposure to 
1,910 (399). 
1. In any operation 
to be occupationally where the worker survey has been completed. 1, 1, l-trichloroethane 
2. Procedures for exposed to may come into direct 2. Environmental monitoring 
above 200 ppm as 
sampling, and 1.1.1~trichloroethane if contact with liquid records shall be maintained 
measured as a TWA. 
analysis of environmental concen- 1.1.1~trichloroethane, for at least 20 yrs. 
workroom air : trations, as determined on protective clothing shall 
shall be as the basis of an IH survey, be worn. 
3. These records shall include 
provided in do not exceed the action 
methods of sampling and j 
2. The clothing should 
Appendices I level, or if there is no 
analysis used, types of 
be resistant to 
and I I, or by operation, storage, 
respiratory protection 
1.1.1~trichloroethane. 
any method or handling of 
used, and TWA and ceiling 
shown to be 1 ,I ,l-trichloroethane 3. Gloves, boo% wershws, 
concentrations found. 
at least in any form, or contami- and bibtype aprons that 4. Each employee shall be 1 
cover boot tops shall be I 1 equivalent. nation of workplace air able to obtain information 
by 1.1 ,I-trichloroethane provided when necessary. on his or her own 
from other sources. 4. Impervious supplied-air environmental exposures. 
hoods or suits shall be 
2. These I H surveys shall be worn when entering 
repeated at least every confined spaces such as 
3 yrs and within 30 davs pits or tanks unless 
after any process or known to be safe. 
operation change likely to 
result in increases of 
5. In situations where heat 
airborne concentrations 
stress is likely to occur, 
of l,l,l-trichloroethane. 
air-supplied suits shall be 
used. 
Parsonel monitoring 6. All protective clothing 
3. Where the action level is shall be well-aired and 
exceeded, a program of inspected for defects 
personal monitoring shall prior to reuse. 
be instituted to identify 
and measure the exposure 
7. Hands placed in liquid 
of all employees occu- 
1 ,l ,I-trichloroethane 
pationallv exposed to 
shall be protected by 
1.1.1~trichloroethane. 
impervious gloves. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
I 
6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) ’ FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEX~OSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
~ RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOh4MENOATIONS).  
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR 
, WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 693 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
,1 .l-Trichloroathme 
continued) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
4. This sampling and analysis 
shall be conducted every 
3 mos on at least 25% of 
the workers so that each 
worker’s exposure is 
measured at least every yr; 
this frequency and 
percentage of employees 
sampled may ba different 
if so directed by a PIH. 
5. If monitoring of any 
worker shows exposure in 
excess of the racom- 
9. Any liquid 
1 ,l ,l-trichloroethane 
that contacts the skin 
should be promptly 
removed. 
Eye protrction 
9. Eye protection shall ba 
provided for, and worn 
by, any employeeengaged 
in an operation where 
1.1.1.trichloroethan 
liquid or spray may enter 
the eve. 
6. If confirmad, control 
mandad anvironmentat 
limit,additional monitoring 
procedures shall be 
instituted as swn as 
shall be promptly initiatad. 
possible; these may 
precede and obviate 
confirmatory monitoring 
if the employer desires. 
Affected employaes shall 
be advised that exposures 
have been axcnsive and 
be notified of the control 
procedures being 
implemented. Monitoring 
of there employeas shall be 
conducted at least as often 
as every 30 days and shall 
continue until 2 successive 
samplings at Iaast 1 wk 
apart confirm that 
exposure no lon9ar exceeds 
of l,l,l-trichloroathana- 
raslstant materials shall 
10. Chemical-type goggles or 
be used. 
Raaoiratorv strotactia, 
safety gleasea with splash 
shields made completely 
~. . . 
11. When respirators are 
required, the employer 
shall provide raspirators 
in accordance with 
Table l-l and shall ensure 
that the employee usas 
the respirator provided. 
12. Chemical cartridges and 
canisters shall not ba 
used for periods of 
t ime in excess of three 
indicated in Table l-l. 
In any case chemical 
cartridw and canisten 
should be replaced after 
I each day of use. 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) .  OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR TH6SE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINE0 BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURlTY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE ADDITIONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 1 REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
from overexposure to 
l,l,l-trichloroethane, the 
employer shall provide 
respiratory protection as 
I listed in Table I-1. 
Hygirnr practiua 
14. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT / REOUlREtiENTS REQUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTODCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR ~ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE , (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN , OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Trichloroethylene 
(NIOSH 73-11025.1973) 
1. Comprehensive medical history, Annually 1. Retain 10 yrs after last 
with attn to: 1. Not specified; occupational exposure for all 
a. Headache, nausea, and presumably, same as employees exposed. 
dizziness; in A. 2. Shall be available to DMR of 
b. Complaints and evidence of the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
irritations in: of Labor, of the employer, 
i. Eyes; and of the employee. 
ii. Mucous membranes; 
iii. Skin; 
c. Ophthalmic exam to those 
complaining of chronic eye 
irritation. 
2. Comprehensive physical exam, 
emphasizing: 
a. Cardiac system; 
b. Pulmonary system; 
c. Liver; 
d. Kidneys. 
OBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 597 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE I, 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING AoolT’oNAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
I I 
4, 
I 
, 
I 
I 
Trkhloroethylenr 1. TWAas 1. Workroom air where it has 0 Protactivs clothing 1. Occupational 
(NIOSH 7%11026. 
’ 1. IH survey records shall be Yes 
measured by been determined, on the 1 
1973) a minimum basis of an IH survey or the I 
1. Protective clothing is I, kept. exposure = exposure to 
normally not required for ; 2. Records shall be trichloroethylene at 
sampling time judgment of a compliance most operations using maintained for 10 yrs for / concentrations equal to 
of 10 min: officer, that environmental or greater than 112 the 
I f1001. levels of trichloroethylene 
trichloroethylene. all sampling schedules. 
2. Operations where 
TWA. 
/ 2. Ceiling limit 
are less than l/2 the 3. Includes the sampling and / 
TWA limit shall not be splashing, spilling, 
for 10 min: 
analytical methods used, 
considered to have spraymg. etc., or 
(150). 
the type of respiratory 
trichloroethyleneexposure. skin contact with protection in use, and the 
3. Procedures for 2. Where trichloroethylene 
trichloroethylene-may concentrations found in 
collection of exposures are found, 
occur, require special each work area. 
environmental 
samples shall 
sampling shall beconducted 
protective clothing. 
Those working in such 4. Records shell be 
be as provided 
in the breathing zone of operations shall use maintained so that they 
in Appendix I, 
representative employees can be classified by the 
or by an 
at least annually for 
protective clothing made 
specific work operations. 
of polymer impervious to employee. 
equivalent trichloroethylene, such as 5. Each worker shell have 
method. 3. Sampling shall also be done neoprene, access to the results of 
Analysis of whenever process, worksite, 
climate, or control changes 
3. For any operation samplings as they pertain 
samples shall 
occur which are likely to 
that necessitates skin to his or her occupational 
be as provided exposures. 
in Appendix I I, affect the concentrations 
exposure to 
or by any of airborne trichloro- 
trichloroathylene, 
ethylene. 
the employee shell be 
method shown provided gloves with 
tobe 4. Samples shall be collected gauntlets and bibtype 
equivalent and evaluated for both apron and/or protective 
in precision, TWA and ceiling values. clothing made of a 
sensitivity, and material impervious to 
accuracy to 5. The following number of trichloroethylene. 
the method breathing-zone samples 
specified. shall be collected and 4. Aprons shall be of the 
analyzed, as a minimum, bib type and extend 
based on the number of below the boot top. 
workers exposed in any 5. Shoes shall be of 
trichloroethylene exposure neoprene or covered by 
area: overshoes (disposable) 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), i AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ’ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 1 (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS ’ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
.‘i 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 690_ 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND DATE) PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
RECIUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Trichloroathylene Number of 
bzontinuedd) 
of a polymer material 
Employees Number of 
Exposed 
impervious to 
Samples trichloroethylene. 
l-20 5 samples or 50% Eyr protection 
of the total number 6. be Protection shall 
of workers, which- be provided for any 
ever is greater employee working in an 
26-100 10 samples plus operation that might 
25% of the excess result in liquid getting 
over 20 workers into the eye. 
>lcm 30 samples plus 7. Face shields shall be 
5% of the excess worn with respirators 
over 100 workers when the operation 
requires such protection 
6. The sampling regimen shall and a spray of 
be conducted every 30 trichloroethylene is 
days for work areas or job possible. 
activities for which the Respiratory protection 
TWA or ceiling concen- 
8. Only appropriate 
trations are in excess of the 
environmental standard. 
respirators shall be 
Sampling, monitoring, and 
provided and used when 
a variance which allows 
recordkeeping provisions the use of respirators es 
of the 30&y schedule a means of controlling 
shall be required until 
2 consecutive t&day 
exposure for routine 
operations has been 
sampling periods have 
indicated that the 
granted, or while action 
on application for a 
concentrations of variance is pending. 
trichloroethylene are Respirators shall also 
within the permissible be used in nonroutine 
limits. operations such as a 
brief exposure to 
concentrations in excess 
of the environmental 
standard as a result of 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUlREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE IFOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
OBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
MAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHB - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND DATE) 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS n-a/m3 (ppm) 
Trichloroethylmr maintenance or repair 
kontinudl activities, or in 
emergency situations. 
9. Employees who 
experience breathing 
difficulty while wearing 
a respirator shall be 
medically examined to 
detemGne their ability to 
wear the respirator. 
Hygim prrticr 
10. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REOUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS 0. OTHER REOUlREMENTs 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Tungsten and cemented 
tungsten carbide 
(NIOSH 77-227,9/77) 
1. Medical and work histories. 
2. Physical exam. 
3. Clinical tests, with attn to: 
a. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray; 
b. Pulmonary function tests 
(FVC, FEV1.O). 
4. Ability to use positive pressure 
respirator. 
Annually 
1. Same as in A.l,2, 
and 3. 
1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
nation of employment for all 
employees exposed. 
2. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
and of the employee. 
OBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
OMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES BOB 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppm) 
runmun l nd cammod 1. TWA Industrial hy&nr aurvay ProtectNo clothing 1. IH survey records shall be Yes Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
ku~ten chide (insoluble 1. Each employer shall 1. While most workers do not kept. exposure = exposure 
INIGSH 77-227,9/771 tungsten): 5. .---- conduct an IH survey at experience skin irritation 2. Employers or their to cemented tungsten 
2. TWA aach location where as a result of exposure to successors shall retain carbide, elemental 
(soluble tungsten comfmunds or tungsten compounds or records of environmental tungsten, or its 
tungsten): 1. cemented tungsten carbide cemented tungsten carbide, monitoring for each compounds at 
3. TWA (dust of are released into the there are some who employee for at least 30 concentrations greater 
cemented workplace air to determine develop sensitivity. yrs after the individual’s than the appropriate 
tungsten whether exposure to employment has ended. action level. Cemented 
carbide): 0.1 airborne concentrations of 
2. Fingerless gloves may be 
used during grinding of 
tungsten products in 
measured as tungsten products is above 
3. These records shall include which nickel is the 
cobaltlcu m. the respective action levels. 
hard metal to protect the the name and SSN of the binder are an exception. 
4. TWA (tungsten 
hands from abrasion. employee being monitored; 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
Here, the NIOSH 
carbide con- 3. Protective sleeves of 
job function and location definition of 
taining >0.3% 
at least once wery 3 yrs within the worksite at the 
nickel): 15 pg 
and within 30 days of any 
dust-proof material may be occupational exposure 
worn to prevent impact of time of sampling; dates of to nickel shall apply. 
of nickel per 
process change likely to hard-metal dust on the skin measurements; sampling 
cu m air. 
result in an increase of of the arms. and analytical methods 
2. Action level = 112 
.6. -Environmental 
airborne concentrations of used and evidence for the appropriate 
4. In the absence of such recommended TWA. 
samples shall 
tungsten or its products. their accuracy: number, 
be collected Pnond manitwin(l 
gloves and sleeves, creams duration, and results of 
protective against abrasion 
and analyzed 
samples taken and TWA 
3. If it has been determined may be applied liberally to 
for tungsten as 
concentrations based on 
that the environmental the hands and erms to 
described in 
these samples; and the 
concentration of tungsten minimize contact of the 
Appendices I 
type of personal protective 
or its products may exceed skin with hard-metal dust. 
and II, or for 
equipment In use, if any. 
the appropriate action level 
cobalt or or TWA, a program of 
6. When skin irritation 4. Records for each 
nickel, as personal monitoring shall 
occurs, these workers employee, indicating the 
appropriate. be instituted to identify 
should be referred to a dates of employment with 
Any methods and measure, or permit 
physician for appropriate the company and changes 
shmvn to be at calculation of, the 
protective and therapeutic in job assignment, shall be 
least equivalent 
in accuracy, 
exposure of each employee 
measures. kept for the same 36yr 
6. When abrasive dust of period. 
precision, and 
occupationally exposed to 
tungsten carbide Is likely 5. These records shall be 
sensitivity to 
any tungsten compound or 
the methods 
cemented tungsten carbide. to contact mejor parts of made available to OR of 
an employee’s body, the the Sec. of HHS and of 
specified may employee should wear the Sec. of Labor. 
also be used. 
* 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
W O R K  EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND,DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT 
FOR THOSE W H O  WILL SE O R  ARE SUS- 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR THOSE 
W H O  WILL BE O R  ARE EMPLOYED IN 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
9. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT T O  
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  
O R  FOR THOSE W H O  ARE 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT T O  
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
THOSE W H O  ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT T O  
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR 
THOSE W H O  ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP - DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 006 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppm) 
rungsten and cemetad 
ungten carbids 
continued) 
4. Sourceandareamonitoring 
may be used to supplement 
personal monitoring. 
5. If en employee is found 
to be exposed above the 
appropriate TWA 
concentration limit, the 
closely woven coveralls 6. Employees or former 
provided by the employer. employees shall have access 
The coveralls should be to information on their 
laundered frequently to cwn exposures. 
minimize mechanical 
irritation from dust in the 
cloth. 
exposure of that employee Eye protection 
shall be measured at least 7. Eye protection shall be 
once every 30 days, and provided for operations 
control measures shall be such as grinding, which 
initiated; the employee and produce and scatter 
others who work in the particulates into the air. 
area while controls are 
being installed shall ba Respiratory protution 
notified of the exposure 9. When permissible, the 
and of the control employer shall provide 
measures being imple- respirators in accordance 
mented. Monitoring shall with Tables l-l, l-2, and l-3 
continue until 2 con- and shall ensure that 
secutive determinations, et employees use the 
least 1 wk apart, indicate respirators provided. 
that the employee’s 
exposure no longer exceeds 
Hygimo pnctica 
the recommended 9. Sanitation measures 
environmental concen- specified. 
tration limit; quarterly or 
triennial monitoring as 
applicable may then be 
resumed. 
6. If en employee is found 
to be exposed above the 
appropriate action level, 
the exposure of that 
employea shall be 
monitored at least once 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
9. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATlONALEXPOSUREtFOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
, RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
, WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
i REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
/ UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
1 OTHERWISE STATED. 
1 
1 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
-I 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REOUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Tungsten and cemented 
tungsten carbids 
lcontinuadl 
every 3 mos until the 
measured concentration is 
found to be below the 
action level in 2 successive 
analyses of samples taken 
at least 1 wk apart. 
7. The employees or their 
DR shall be given the 
opportunity to observe any 
measurement conducted, 
and to receive e full 
explanation of the 
significance of the 
measurements. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT ~ REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEX~~SURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccup~TloN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE : (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ) EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), ~ EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 1 
I 
Ultraviolet radiation 1. Medical history, with attn to ! Not mentioned No requirements specified. 
(NIOSH 73-11009, 12/72) any condition exacerbated or I 
aggravated by exposure to 
I 
sunlight. 
2. Any blemishes appearing on I 
exposed skin when examined by I 
physician. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .we’ 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL / 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS rng/m3 (ppm) 
I 
Ultraviolet radiation 
(NIOSH 7811008, 
n/72, 
1. For ultraviolet , Sufficient technology exists to 1. Skin protection from 1. Because measurement of NO Yes Yes 
spectral region prevent adverse effects on sunlight: exposure of workers to UV 
315400 nm. workers, but technology a. Longsleeved shirts, energy is not required, 
total irradiance to measure UV energy for trousers or skirt, records are not required. 
on unprotected compliance with the broad-brimmed hat. 
skin/eyes shall recommended standard is not and neck shield will 
not exceed 1 .O adequate, so work practices 
mW/cm2 for 
normally be adequate. 
/ are recommended for control Hard hats may have 
periods greater of exposure in casas where bills or face shields to 
than 1,000 sec. sufficient measurement protect the face, and 
and for ex- or emission data are not may have neck shields; 
posure times of available. 
1,000 set or 
b. Barrier creams will 
less, the total 
provide alternate face 
radiant energy 
and eye protection. 
shall not 2. Eve protection from 
exceed 1,tXJO 
mWseclcm2 
sunlight can be afforded by 
(1.0 J/cm2). 
goggles or spectacles. 
3. Skin protection from 
2. 200-315 nm: low-intensity UV sources 
Iffroma (sunlamps, black-light 
narrow-band lamps, and low-pressure 
or mono- mercury vapor lamps): 
chromatic a. Light-weight clothing 
sourca, see 
Table I-1 or 
provides adequate 
Figure I-1. For 
protection; 
a broad-band 
b. Absorbing skin 
source, the 
creams containing 
effective 
benzophenones or 
irradiance 
p-amino benzoic acid, 
fleff) relative 
as well as barrier creams 
to a 27Gnm 
containing titanium 
monochro- 
dioxide or zinc oxide 
matic source 
may also be used. 
shall be 4. Eve protection from 
calculated low-intensity UV sources: 
610 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
RECOMMENOATIONS~, OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA ! WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ ‘I 
I I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .S;l 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Ultraviolet rediation 
fcontinwd) 
’ 1.n - t,,r,ill i,miw.a 
rdlli”. soa 
mOnOLh-,lC 
IOUIL. l 110 nm 
- -,.I I,.mlM I” 
% - nl.,k. vawll .“bnl”llO ,unitlu,; Tdl. I.1 
~11~010*.1 
dit*mtrr*nh 
4 . bndwiwhisnm 
3. From Ieff, the 
PEL in set for 
unprotected 
skin or eyes 
shall be 
computed bv 
dividing 0.993 
Jlcm2, the 
permissiblr 
dose of 270 
nm radietion, 
by leff in 
Wlcm2. 
Teble l-2 lists 
permissible 
exposure times 
corresponding 
to selected 
values of leff 
in rW/cm2. 
adequete protection; 
b. Goggles or shields may 
also be used. / 
I 5. Skin protection from 
’ 
high-intensity UV sources 
(carbon arcs, plesma 
torches, high-pressun ’ 
mercury vapor lamps, end 
xenon arcs): 
a. Clothing of denselv 
woven flannelette, 
poplin, or synthetic 
fiben will give 
sufficient protection; 
b. Feclal skin con be 
protected bv face 
shields of shades 
specified in ANSI 
249.1 or by berrier 
creams containing 
titanium dioxide or 
zinc oxide; 
c. Clothing of synthetic 
fibers should be 
flame-resistant if 
operations involve greet 
heat, sparks, or flame; 
d. Shielding (such as a 
welder’s booth) and 
non-reflective surfaces 
should be used to guerd 
612 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
6. PERIODIC I I C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS / REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccuP~~ioNAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN : OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLoYEEs (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
’ OTHERWISE STATED. 
/ 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .613 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
ANDDATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Ultraviolet radiation 
(continued1 
against accidental 
exposure of other 
people in a welding 
operation area. If these 
are not used, protective 
clothing, skin creams, 
gloves, goggles, or face 
shields should be used. 
6. Eve protection from 
1 / 
high-intensity UV sources: 
a. Gogplas, face shields, or 
masks shall be used; 
b. For shade required for 
these, consult Section 7 
of ANSI 249.1-1967; 
c. Eve protection must be 
used at all times when 
the erc is operating. If 
necessary in order to 
see the operation, 
Shade B mey be used 
in piece of a shade of 
greater absorbence. 
7. A shock hazard must be 
prevented by wearing 
gloves and face shields 
when operating arcs. 
Wearing these also will 
reduce the consequences 
of an explosion. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
Vanadium 
(NIOSH 77-222, B/77) 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT 
6. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS I 
C. RECORDKEEPING 
REGUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
.UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUE- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually, or as DBRP 
histories, emphasizing evidence 1. SameasinA.1,2, 
of: and 3. 
1. Retain at least 30 yrs after 
termination of employment 
for all employees exposed. 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
I a. Chronic eye/skin disorders; I 1 2. Include environmental I 
b. Respiratory condit,ions; 
c. Allergies. 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: 
a. Upper respiratory tract; 
b. Eyes. 
exposure records. 
3. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHR, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
and of the employee. 
3. Clinical tests: 
a. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray; 
b. FEVl .O and FVC, at least. 
4. Ability to use negative or positive 
pressure respirator. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
PHYSICIAN 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERSONAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppml 
Venedium 
(NIOSH 77-222.8177) 
1. Ceiling limit Industrid hygiene survey Protective clothing 1. IH survey records shall be 
for 15 min for 
vanadium 
1. Employers shall conduct 1. The employer shall provide kept. 
compound: 
an IH survey at locations protective clothing end 2. Environmental monitoring 
where there is vanadium 
0.05. 
equipment resistant to the records shall be maintained above the action level. 
in the workplace air to penetration of vandium for at least 30 yrs. 2. Action level = the PEL 
2. TWA for determine if there is ’ when necessary to prevent for that form of 
metallic exposure to airborne gross skin and eve contact 
3. These records shall include 
vanadium. 
vanadium: 1 .O. vanediumatconcentrations with liquid vanadium 
the name of the emplovee 
3. Environmental greater than the action compounds or vanadium 
being monitored; duties 
level. solutions. 
performed and job 
samples shall locations within the 
be collected 2. Surveys shall be repeated 2. The employer shall provide worksite; date of 
and analyzed at least annually and appropriate clothing and 
I 
measurements; sampling I 
as described in within 30 days of any equipment, including end analytical methods 
Appendices I change likely to result in gloves, aprons, suits, boots, used; the number, I 
and II, or bv increased concentrations of or face shields and goggles, duration, end results of 
any method at eirborne vanadium. and shall ensure that samples taken;TWA and 
least equivalent Pwsonrl monitoring 
employees wear these ceiling concentrations 
in accuracy, where needed to prevent estimated from these 
precision, and 3. If it has been determined gross skin and eve contact. samples; end the type of 
sensitivity. that the environmental Eye protection personal protection used, 
concentration of vanadium - if any, bv the employee. 
exceeds the action level, 3. The employer shall provide 
a program of personal chemical safety goggles 
4. Each employee shell be 
monitoring shall be or face shields (8 in 
eble to obtain information 
instituted to identifv minimum) with goggles 
on his or her own 
end measure, or permit and shell ensure that 
environmental exposures. 
celculation of, the employees wear the 5. Environmental records 
exposure of each employee protective equipment shall be made available to 
occupationally exposed to during any operation in DR of the Sec. of Labor 
vanadium. which vanadium may enter and of the Sec. of HHS. 
4. Source and area monitoring 
the eves. 
may be used to supplement Respiratory protction 
personel monitoring. 4. Compliance with the 
5. Each operation in each permissible exposure limits 
work aree shall be sampled by the use of respirators is 
et least once every 6 mos permitted only during 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REGUIREMENTS RECIUIREMENTS D. OTHER IfEGUlREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO ’ FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
/ 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR, OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR / OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
1 (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
/ 
/ I 
I 
_) 
.i 
:1 
, 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 617 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
RIEFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE1 ENVIRONMENTAL ! 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE / RECORDKEEPING qDDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS , INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD , I 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 fppm) 
Vandium 
(continued1 
or as otherwise indicated installation and testing of 
by a PIH. engineering controls, 
6. If an employee is found to during performance of 
be exposed to vanadium at nonroutine maintenance or 
concentrations above the repair, when working in 
PEL, the exposure of confined spaces, or during 
that employee shall be emergencies. 
measured at least once 5. The employer shall provide 
every wk. control measures respirators in accordance 
shall be initiated, and the with Tables I-1 and l-2 
employee shall be notified and shall ensure that the 
of the exposure and of the employees properly use 
control measures being the respirators provided 
implemented. Such when wearing respirators 
monitoring shall continue is required. 
until 2 consecutive 6. The employer shall 
determinations, at least periodically monitor the 
1 wk apart, indicate that use of respirators to ensure 
the employee’s exposure that the proper type of 
no longer exceeds the respirator is worn, to 
recommended environ- evaluate the effectiveness 
mental limit. At that point, of the respiratory pro- 
semiannual monitoring tection program, and to 
may be resumed. eliminate any deficiencies 
in use and cere of 
respirators. 
7. Respirators shell ba eerily 
accessible, and employees 
shall be informed of their 
location. 
. 
8. Protective equipment 
suitable for emergsncy use 
shall be located at clearly 
identified stations outside 
the work area. 
Hygiene practfcas 
9. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
/ I 6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT I REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS ! D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE : OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE ~ (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ~ 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 
1 (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. ; UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Vinyl acetate 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually 1. Retain 30 yrs after termi- 
(NIOSH 78-205,9/78) histories, with attn to pre-existing 1. Same as in A.1 and 2. nation of employment for all ~ 
disorders of: employees exposed. 
a. Eyes; 2. Include environmental 
b. Respiratory system; exposure records. 
c. Skin. 3. Shall be available to DM of 
2. Physical exam, with attn to: the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. .*I 
\ 
a. Upper respiratory tract; of Labor, of the employer, 
b. Skin; and of the employee. 
c. Eyes. 
3. Ability to use positive pressure 
respirator. 
08RP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 619 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
ANDDATEI ; ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR ’ 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppml 
MONlTORlNG 
REQUIREMENTS 
iI 
,I 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
Vinyl -tat@ 
(NIOSH 78-206,9/78l 
1. Ceiling limit Industrial hygirnr vurwy Protrctivr clothing 1. IH survey records shell be 1. Occupational 
for 15 min: 1. Employers shall determine 1. Employees shall wear kept. exposure = exposure to 
15 (41. by I H survey whether there appropriate protective 2. Records of environmental airborne vinyl acetate 
2. Workroom air is exposure to airborne clothing, including gloves, monitoring for each at concentrations above 
samples shall vinyl acetate at concen- aprons, suits, and boots employee shall be retained 112 the PEL. 
be collected trations greater then l/2 when needed to prevent for at least 30 yrs after the 
and analyzed the recommended ceiling skin contact with liquid individual’s employment 
as described in limit. vinyl acetate. has ended. 
Appendix I, or I 
by any other 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
at least annually and as 
Eyr protection 
3. These records shall include 
methods at 
the name of the employee 
least equivalent 
soon es possible after any 2. Employers shall provide being monitorad;duties 
in accuracy, 
process change likely chemical safety goggles or performed and job 
faceshields (8 in minimum) 
precision, and 
to result in increased locations within the 
sensitivity. 
concentrations of airborne with goggles and shall worksite; dates and times 
vinyl acetate in the ensure that employees of measurements; sampling 
workplace. wear this protective and analytical methods 
Personal monitoring 
equipment during any used; number, duration, 
operation in which there is and results of samples 
3. If it is determined that the likelihood of exposure taken; concentrations of 
concentrations of airborne to liquid vinyl acetate. airborne vinyl acetate 
vinyl acetate are above l/2 
Rvvpiratory protction estimated from the 
of the recommended samples; and the type of 
ceiling limit, a program of 3. The use of respirators to personal protection used, 
personal monitoring shall achieve compliance with if any. 
be instituted to identify the recommended 
and measure or permit exposure limit is permitted 4. Each employee shell be 
calculetion of the exposure only during the time able to obtain information 
of each employee subject required to install or test on his or her own 
to exposure to vinyl necessary engineering environmental exposures. 
acetate. Source and area controls, during perfor- 5. These records shall be 
monitoring may bs used mence of nonroutine mada available upon 
to supplement personal maintenance or repair request to DR of the Sec. 
monitoring. activities, during work in of Labor, of the Sec. of 
confined spaces, and HHS, and of the employee 
4. Each operation in each during emergencies when or former employee. 
work area shall be sampled the concentration of 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE 
’ 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE O R  ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEX~OSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS),  RECOMMENDATIONS),  O R  FOR RECOMhlENOATIONS),  O R  FOP 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE O R  ARE EMPLOYED IN O R  FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS ~ REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS),  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
i-1 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR - DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES .a21 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
EXPOSURE / 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL ’ MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
‘SOLO TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 1 REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mglm3 (ppm) 1 
Vinyl acetate - 
(continued) 
at least once every 6 mos, airborne vinvl acetate may 
or as otherwise indicated exceed the recommended 
by a PIH. PEL. 
5. If an employee is found to 4. Employers shall provide 
be exposed to vinyl acetate respirators in accordance 
at concentrations above with Table I-1 and shall 
the recommended ceiling ensure that employees use 
limit, control measures the respirators provided 
shall be initiated, the when necessary. 
employee shall be notified 1 
of the exposure and of the 
/ 5. Employers shall ensure 
that respirators are 
control measures being 
implemented, and the 
adequately cleaned and 
maintained and that 
exposure of the employee 
shall be measured at least 1 
employees are instructed 
and drilled at least 
once every wk. Such 
monitoring shall continue 
until 2 consecutive 
determinations, at least 
annually in the proper use 
and testing for leakage of 
respirators assigned to 
them. 
1 wk apart, indicate that 
the employee’s exposure is 6. Respirators shall be easily 
no longer in exess of the accessible, and employees 
recommended limit. At shall be informed of their 
that point, semiannual locations. 
monitoring may be Hygirnr prrticn 
resumed. 
7. Sanitation measures 
6. If semiannual monitoring specified. 
indicates that the 
employee’s exposure no 
longer exceeds 112 of the 
recommended ceiling limit, 
personal monitoring may 
be discontinued. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE  OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccuP~~io~~L EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENOATIONSI ,  OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS) .  RECOMMENDATIONS) ,  OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONSI .  OR FOR 
SOLO TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE  OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
STANDARDS 
THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS).  AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS),  EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS).  
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS),  UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Vinyl chloride 1. Medical/personal history: Semi-annually 1. Retain for the duration of 
(1910.1017, 1 l/78) a. Alcohol intake; 1. For those exposed employment plus 20 yrs or 
b. Past history of hepatitis; > 10 yrs. for 30 yrs, whichever is 
c. Blood transfusions and 2. Content not specified. longer, for all employees 
hospitalization. Annually exposed without regard to 
2. Work history and past exposure to 3. For all others. the use of respirators. 
potential hematotoxic agents 4. Content not specified. 
2. Shall be provided upon 
including drugs and chemicals. request to employees, DMR, 
the Assistant Sec., and the 
3. Physical exam, with attn to Director. 
enlargements or dysfunctions of: 3. In the event that the 
a. Liver; employer ceases business 
b. Spleen; without a successor, transmit 
c. Kidneys; all records by registered mail 
Also, with attn to abnormalities to the Director and notify 
in: each employee individually in 
d. Skin; writing of this transfer. 
e. Connective tissue; 
f. Pulmonary system. 
4. Tests: 
a. Urinalysis (red blood cells, 
albumin); 
b. FEVl.0 and FVC; 
c. 14” x 17” post/ant chest 
X-ray; 
d. Additional serum tests. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY  RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 622 
EXPOSURE 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTlYE ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Vinyl d~lorlda 1. TWA: (1). Protectivs clothing 1. All records shall include 1. Action level = a 
~1910.1017~ 2. Ceiling limit monitoring and measure- 
ment shall be taken in 
1. Protective garments shall the name and SSN of 
concentration of vinyl 
for 15 min: be selected for the each employee. 
chloride of 0.5 ppm 
(5). 
each establishment to operation and its possible 2. Records shall be pro- 
averaged over an 8-hr 
determine if there is exposure conditions. vided upon request to 
workday. 
I 3. Thereshall be any employee exposed, 
no exposure by without regard to the use 2. Protective garments shall 
employees, DR. and the 
direct contact of respirators, in excess be provided clean and dry 
Assistant Sec. These 
with liquid of the action level. for each use. 
records shall also be 
vinyl chloride. 
provided upon request 
2. Where employee Respiratory protection to the Director. 
exposure is found in 3. Respirators shall be 
excess of the action 
3. Authorized personnel 
selected from among rosters shall also be 
level, a program for those jointlv approved 
determining exposures 
provided upon request to 
by MSHA, the Department the Assistant Sec. and the 
for each such employee of Interior, and NIOSH Director. 
shall be established. under the provisions of 
3. Monitoring shall be 30 CFR Part 11. 
4. Monitoring end measuring 
records shell: 
repeated at least monthly 4. A respiratory protection 
where any employee is program meeting the e. State the date of 
exposed in excess of the requirements of such monitoring and 
PEL. 5 1910.134 shall be measuring and the 
concentrations 
4. Monitoring shall be establishedandmaintained. 
repeated not less then 
determined, and 
5. Entry into unknown 
quarterly where any 
identify the instru- 
concentrations or 
employee is exposed in 
ments and methods 
concentrations greater 
excess of the action I~lel. 
used; 
than 35,000 ppm llovuer 
5. Monitoring may be explosive limit) may be 
b. Include any additional 
discontinued for any made only for purposes of 
information necessary 
employee only when life rescue. 
to determine individual 
at least 2 consecutive 
employee exposure 
6. Entry into concentrations 
monitoring determi- 
where such exposures 
of less than 36,000 ppm, 
nations, made not less 
are determined by 
but greater than 3,600 
than 5 working days 
means of other than 
ppm may be made only for 
apart, show exposures 
individual monitoring 
purposes of life rescue, 
for that employee at or 
of employees; and 
firefighting, or securing 
below the action level. 
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MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
B. PERIODIC 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
Fj ,,“d ;;,“,‘;;;=Q;:;ENTS 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOF 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTkiORlZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS). 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
Vinyl chloride 
(continued) 
5. Serum specimens: 
a. Total bilirubin; 
b. Alkaline phosphatase; 
c. SGOT and SGPT; 
d. Gamma glustamyl 
transpeptidase. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
! 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS = HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 626 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND DATE) MONITORING PROTECTIVE 
RECORDKEEPING 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA STANDARDS mdm3 bprn) 
Vinyl chlorida 6. Whenever there has been equipment so as to prevent c. Be maintained for not 
lcontinuadd) a production, process, or a greater hazard from less than 30 yn. 
control change which release of vinyl chloride. 
I 
5. In the event that the 
may result in an increase 7. Where air-purifying employer ceases to do 
in the release of vinyl respirators are used: business and there is no 
chloride, or the employer 
has any other reason to a. Air-purifying canisters 
successor to receive and 
or cartridges shall be retain his records for the suspect that an employee 
may be exposed in excess replaced prior to the 
prescribed period, these 
expiration of their records shall be trans- of the action level, 
service life or the end mitted by registered mail a determination of I 
of the shift in which to the Director and each employee exposure shall I 
be performed. they are first used, 
employee individually 
whichever occurs first; notified in writing of this 
7. The method of and transfer. 
monitoring and b. A continuous 
measurement shall have monitoring and alarm 
an accuracy (with a system shall be 
confidence level of 95%) 
of not less than t 50% 
provided where 
from 0.25 through 0.5 
concentrations of 
ppm, *35% from over 
vinyl chloride could 
0.5 ppm through 1 .O 
reasonably exceed the 
ppm, and *25% over allowable concen- 
1 .O ppm. trations for the devices 
in use. Such systems 
8. Employees or their shall be used to alert 
DR shall be afforded employees when vinyl 
reasonable opportunity chloride concentrations 
to observe the exceed the allowable 
monitoring and concentrations for the 
measuring required. devices in use. 
9. A regulated area shall be 8. Apparatus prescribed for 
established where vinyl higher concentrations may 
chloride or polyvinyl be usad for any lower 
chloride is manufactured, concentration. 
reacted. repackaged, 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT i REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS - D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL SE OR ARE SUB- ! FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIONALEXPOSURE (FOR’ OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 0ccup~~ioN~~ EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ~ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
I 
I 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN = SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
DMR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 627 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Viny; chloride 
hx3ntinud) 
iNVlRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 fppm) 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
stored, handled, or used; 
and when concentrations 
are in excess of the PEL. 
IO. Access to regulated 
areas shall be limited to 
authorized persons. 
11. Within 10 working days 
following any monitoring 
and measuring which 
discloses that any 
employee has been 
exposed, without regard 
to the use of respiraton, 
in excess of the PEL, 
each such employee shall 
be notified in writing 
of the results of the 
exposure measurement 
and the steps being taken 
to reduce the exposure to 
within the PEL. 
12. Not later than 1 mo after 
the establishment of 
a regulated area, the 
following information 
shall be reported to the 
OSHA Area Director. 
Any changes to such 
information shall be 
reported within 16 days. 
a. The address and 
location of each 
establishment which 
has 1 or more 
regulated areas; and 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECORDKEEPING 
REOUIREMENTS 
P 
R 
A 
NC 
‘T 
R I 
K c 
SE 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE / A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REGUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS ~ D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATEJ : FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUS- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
I JECTTOOCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS~, RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
SOLD TYPE FOR OSHA ‘WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
1 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTH3RIZEO 
STANDARDS 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
(FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
DBRP = DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE PHYSICIAN 
SSAN - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
WR = DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
HHS - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 82a 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WOFiK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING A3DITlONAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Vinyl chloride 
kontinued) 
b. The number of 
employees in each 
regulated area during 
normal operations, 
including 
maintenance. 
13. Emergencies, and the 
facts obtainable at that 
time, shall be reported 
within 24 hrs to the 
OSHA Area Director. 
Upon request of the Area 
Director, the employer 
shall submit additional 
information in writing 
relevant to the nature 
and extent of employee 
exposures and measures 
taken to prevent future 
emergencies of similar 
nature. 
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(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTO OCCUPATlOfdAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 1 OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR , OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONSI, OR FOR THOSE (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR : RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTi-iORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
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-3 I I 
Waste anesthetic gases and 1. Comprehensive medical and work Annually 1. Retain for the period of 
vapors histories, with attn to: 1. Physical exam. 
'i 
employment plus 20 yrs after 
(NIOSH 77-140,3/77) a. Outcome of pregnancy (for 2. Documentation of termination of employment 
employee or spouse) ; abnormal outcome of 1 or termination of work of a 
b. Hepatic system; pregnancy. ~ self-employed person for 
c. Renal system; all employees subject to 
d. Hematopoietic systems. exposure. 
2. Physical exam. 2. Any abnormal outcome of 
pregnancies of employees or 
spouses exposed shall be 
documented in records. 
3. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
and of the employee. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEJLLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS REGUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
Waste anasthetic gases 1. Halogenatad 1. The monitoring program Hygiana practicas 1. Records of all collected YeS Yes Yes 
and vapon anesthetic shall be supervised by a air samples shall be 
(NIOSH 77-140,3/77) agents: ceiling knowledgeable individual 
1. Sanitation measures 
specified. maintained including date 
limit for 1 hr familarwithsamplingand of sample, sampling 
based on monitoring techniques or methods, sample location, 
weight of by a PIH. analytical method, and 
agent: (2). 2. The agent to be measured concentrations. 
2. Agents to be monitored and the 2. Corrective actions taken 
controlled with method chosen will when waste anesthetic gas 
their respective depend on the frequency I levels are found above the 
weights cor- of the agent’s use, recommended PEL shall be 
responding to availability of sampling recorded. 
2 ppm: chloro- and analysis instrumen- 
form: 9.76; tation, and on whether 
3. Results of environmental 
trichloro- 
measurements shall be 
the facility chooses 
ethylene: to initiate its own 
made available to exposed 
10.75; monitoring program or 
employees upon request. 
halothane: take advantage of a 4. Air sampling results and 
16.15; commercial service. results of leak tests shall 
methoxy- 3. Sampling shall be 
be maintained for at least 
flurane: 13.5; 20 yrs. 
enflurane: 
conducted in areas that 
15.1; 
are representative of the 
fluroxene: 
concentrations at which 
10.31. 
workers are exposed 
during routine pro- 
3. When used in cedures, incorporating 
combination any inhalation anesthetic. 
with nitrous 4. Sampling sites shall be 
oxide, levels of chosen by surveying each 
agent below location to which the 
2 ppm are standard applies to 
achievable. determine typical waste 
4. Nitrous oxide 
anesthetic gas distri- 
alone: TWA: 
bution patterns, or shall 
(251. 
be representative of the 
breathing zone of the 
exposed workers. 
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EXPOSURE 
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MONITORING PROTECTIVE RECORDKEEPING ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
SOLO TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppml 
N8sti rnesthrtic gases 5. Procedures for 5. For purposes of air 
dnpon 
lcontinwdl 
sampling and monitoring, the 
analysis of air inhalation anesthetic 
in exposure agent most frequently 
areas shall be used must be chosen for 
as provided in sampling and analysis. 
Appendica 
II-IV, or by 
6. Sampling shall be 
any methods 
conducted during periods 
of anesthetic adminis- 
equivalent in 
sensitivity, 
tration. and should not 
exceed 1 hr. 
accuracy, and 
prrcision. 7. Repetitive sampling shall 
be conducted quarterly 
in locations which 
inhalation anesthetic 
agents are used, and 
whenever ventilation, 
anesthetic equipment, or 
scavenging techniques are 
modified. 
8. As soon as practicable 
after promulgation of a 
standard, anesthetic 
delivery systams shall be 
equipped for scavenging 
waste anesthetic gases. 
9. Within 180 days after 
promulgation of a 
standard, and quarterly 
thereafter, equipment for 
administering anesthetic 
gas levels shall be tested 
to ensure the low-pressure 
leak rate is less than 100 
mP/min at 30 cm Hz0 
pressure, and during the 
w4 
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I 
WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppm) 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
Wart0 anesthetic w 
and vepors 
(continued) 
MONITORING 
REDUIREMENTS 
rtlitx -----INAL 
PROTE CTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
quarter less than 1Plmin 
at 30 cm H20 pressure. 
10. Mechanical ventilators 
shall else be tested 
quarterly. 
11. Low-pressurr leak tests 
shall be prformed deily 
for the complete 
anesthetic machine. If 
greater than 100 mUmin 
at 30 cm H20 pressure, 
the leak shall b found 
RECORDKEEhNG 
REQUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION R i 
KC 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE 
STANDARDS 
Xylene 
6. PERIODIC C. RECORDKEEPING 
A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS REDUIREMENTS 1 D. OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE WHO WILL BE OR ARE SUB- FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIdNALEXPOSURE (FOR: OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR THOSE ~ (FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED ’ THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES ) EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), I EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
‘iii 1. Comprehensrve medical and work 
(NIOSH 75168.5175) 
a. Incidence of headache, nausea, 
and other gastrointestinal 
disturbances; 
;ienriai:s in A. No requirements specified. ’ 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
b. Alcohol consumption; 
c. Dizziness; 
d. Complaints and evidence of 
irritation in: 
i. Eves; 
ii. Mucous membranes; 
I iii. Skin. 
I 2. Lab tests: 
a. Complete blood count; 
b. Liver function tests; 
c. Urinalysis. 
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WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
ANDDATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
Kylelie 
INIOSH 75168,6/76) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppm) 
1. TWA: 
-434 (100). 
2. Ceiling limit 
for 19 min: 
-868 (2OfN. 
3. Procedures for 
collection and 
analysis of 
environmental 
samples shall 
be as provided 
in Appendices 
I and Il. or by 
any other 
method shown 
to be 
equivalent in 
accuracy, 
precision, and 
sensitivity. 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
1. Workroom areas shall not 
ba considered to have 
xylene exposure if 
environmental levels, as 
determined on the basis of 
a professional IH survey or 
by the judgment of the 
compliance officer, do not 
exceed 1 I2 of the recom- 
mended TWA limit. 
2. Surveys shall be repeated 
when any process change 
indicates a need for 
reevaluation or at the 
judgment of the compliance 
officer. 
3. For areas in which there is 
xylene exposure, employers 
shall conduct environ- 
mental monitoring. 
4. In all monitoring, samples 
representative of the 
exposure in the breathing 
zone of employees shall be 
collected. 
5. An adequate number of 
samples shall be collected 
to permit construction of a 
TWA exposure for every 
operation or process. The 
minimum number of 
representative TWA 
determinations for an 
operation or process shall 
be based on the number 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
Prouctivr clothing 
1. Appropriate protective 
clothing, including gloves, 
aprons, suits, boots, or face 
shields, shall be worn 
where needed to prevent 
repeated or prolonged skin 
contact. 
Eye protection 
2. Chemical safety goggles, 
face shields, or safety 
glasses with side shields 
shell be provided by the 
employer and shall be 
worn in any operation in 
which xylene may splash 
into the eves. 
Respiratory protction 
3. When permissible, the 
employer shall provide 
respirators in accordance 
with Table l-l and shall 
ensure that the employee 
uses the respirator 
provided. 
4. Where an emergency may 
develop which could result 
in employee injury from 
overexposure to xylene, 
the employer shall provide 
respiretory protection as 
listed in Table I-1. 
Hygiom practices 
5. Sanitation measures 
specified. 
RECORDKEgPING 
REDUlREtiENTS 
1. IH survey records shall be 
maintained until a new 
survey is conducted. 
2. Sampling records shall 
be maintained so that 
exposure information is 
available for individual 
employees and shall 
indicate the type of 
personal protective devices, 
if any, in use at the time 
of sampling. 
3. Each employee shall be 
able to obtain information 
on his or her own 
environmental exposures. 
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KC 
s’ 
Yes 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
. Occupational 
exposure = exposure to 
xylene above 112 the .’ 
PEL. 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REDUIREMENT 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO 
Fo~~u~T TO 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 
v ,,“d ,“,‘,“,““,“,;F;;~ENTS 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
), OR FOR THOSE IFOR RECOMMENDATIONS~. I RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 1 WHO WILL BE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN 
1 REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), 
OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
AND DATE) 
SOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STANDARD 
mg/m3 (ppmf 
MONITORING 
REQUIREMENTS 
of workers exposed as 
provided in the table 
below. 
dumber of Number of 
imployees TWA 
Exposed Determinations 
l-20 50% of the total 
number of 
workers 
21-100 10 plus2556 of the 
excess over 20 
workers 
>lOO 30plus5%ofthe 
excess over 100 
workers 
i. Environmental samples 
shall be taken within 30 
days after installation of 
a new process or process 
change. 
1. Samples shall be collected 
at least quarterly in 
accordance with 
Appendix 1. 
I. Environmental monitoring 
of an operation or process 
shall be repeated at 30-day 
intervals when the xvlene 
concentration has been 
found to exceed the 
recommended environ- 
mental standard. In such 
cases, suitable controls 
shall be initiated end 
monitoring continued until 
2 consecutive surveys 
indicate the adequacy of 
these controls. 
PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
RECOROKE5PING 
REGUlREdENTS 
P 
R 
A 
MC 
’ T 
3 I 
< c 
: 
ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE 
B. PERIODIC 
I 
I, C. RECORDKEEPING 
WORK EXPOSURE A. PRE-PLACEMENT REQUIREMENT REQUIREMENTS I 
REQUIREMENTS D. OTHER REDUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) FOR THOSE WHO W LL BE OR ARE SUE- 
‘r 
FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 1 FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO FOR THOSE SUBJECT TO 
JECTTOOCCUPATIO ALEXPOSURE (FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (FOR 0ccuP~TroNAL EXPOSURE (FOR 
RECOMMENDATIONS, OR FOR THOSE 
SOLD TYPE FOR DSHA 
(FOR RECOMMENDATIONS), ,I RECOMMENDATIONS), OR FOR RECOMMENDATIONS). OR FOR 
WHO WILL SE OR ARE EMPLOYED IN OR FOR THOSE WHO ARE THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED THOSE WHO ARE AUTHORIZED 
STANDARDS REGULATED AREAS (FOR STANDARDS), AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES 1 EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), EMPLOYEES (FOR STANDARDS), 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. (FOR STANDARDS), UNLESS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
OTHERWISE STATED. I 
Zinc oxide , 1. Comprehensive work and medical As DBRP 1. Retain at least 5 yrs after 
(NIOSH 76.104,10/75) I histories. 1. Appropriate emergency termination of employment 
2. Physical exam, with emphasis on: care. I for persons employed 1 or 
a. Respiratory tract, as DBRP; more yrs in work involving ,_ 
b. Chest X-ray, as DBRP; exposure. 
c. Pulmonary function, as DBRP. 2. Include information on all 
required medical exami- 
nations and all reported 
episodes of metal fume fever. 
3. Shall be available to DMR of 
the Sec. of HHS, of the Sec. 
of Labor, of the employer, 
and of the employee. 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD 
OSHA STANDARDS mg/m3 (ppinl 
!in: oxide 
NIOSH 78104,10/75) 
1. TWA: 5. 1. Workroom areas shall not Protectivr dothing 1. IH survey records shall be YOS Yes Yes 1. Occupational 
2. Ceiling limit be considered to have zinc 1. It is recommended that maintained until a new exposure = exposure 
for 15 min: 15. oxide exposure if environ- employees wear coveralls survey is conducted. abare 1 I2 the 
mental levels, as determined 
3. Procedures for or equivalent clothing 2. Records of all sampling 
recommended TWA. 
on the basis of an IH 
sampling and survey or by the judgment 
during working hours. and of medical exami- 
analysis of of the compliance officer, Respiratory protectim 
nations shell be maintained 
environmental do not exceed 112 of the 2. When permissible, the 
for at least 5 yrs after the 
samples shall recommended TWA limit. 
individual’s employment is 
be as provided 
employer shall provide terminated. 
in Appendices 2. Workroom areas where 
respirators in accordance 
there is exposure to zinc with Table I-1 and shall 
3. Records shall Indicate 
I and II. 
oxide shell be monitored. ensure that the employee 
the type of respiratory 
uses the respirator protective dwices, if any, 
3. Employers shall monitor in use at the time of 
environmental levels of 
provided. 
sampling. 
zinc oxide at least every Hygiene prmicr 4. Records shall be 
6 mos, except as otherwise 3. Sanitation mee8ures 
indicated bv a PIH. 
maintained so that they 
specified. can be classified to the 
4. Also, surveys shall be . extent possible by the 
repeated when any change employee. 
in operations, processes, 
worksite, climate, or 
5. Each employee shall be 
control indicates a need 
able to obtain information 
for reevaluation, or at 
on his or her own 
the discretion of the 
environmental exposures. 
compliance officer. 
5. Sampling shall take into 
,considaration variations 
in exposure arising in 
welding, burning, or 
related operations because 
of work on materials 
having various types of 
coatings of zinc or zinc 
compounds. 
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B. PERIODIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
(REFERENCE AND DATE) 
BOLD TYPE FOR OSHA 
STANDARDS 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
I 
WORK 
EXPOSURE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE t ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE ADDITIONAL 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
OSHA STANDARDS maim3 lppml 
Zinc Oxide 
(continued) 
6. Samples shall be collected 
in the breathing zone of 
workers. 
7. The min imum number 
of representative TWA 
determinations for an 
operation or process shall 
be based on the number 
of workers exposed as 
provided in the table below 
or as otherwise indicated 
by a PIH. 
Number of Number of 
Employees TWA 
Exposed Determinations 
l-20 50% of the total 
number of 
workers 
21-100 10 samples plus 
25% of the excess 
over 20 workers 
>lOO 30 samples plus 
6% of the excess 
over 100 workers 
6. If semiannual samples 
show the environmental 
concentration of zinc 
oxide to be in excess of 
the recommended limits, 
suitable controls shall be 
initiated to reduce the 
exposure level to, or 
belcw, the recommended 
standard. In such cases 
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WORKPLACE SURVEILLANCE 
(REFERENCE 
PERSONAL 
AND DATE) ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROTECTIVE ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS 
BOLD TYPE FOR 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION 
OSHA STANDARDS ~ rnglma (ppm) 
Zinc oxide 
kontinued) 
2 consecutive surveys 
indicate the recommended 
limits are no longer 
exceeded. Periodic review ’ 
and evaluation of environ- 
mental and medical data 
shell be performed to 
determine the effectiveness 
of control measures. 
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